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This study took a novel experimental approach from the field of cognitive
linguistics to quantitatively describe the impact of culture on the use of mobile
information and communication technology (ICT) in the context of peace and
conflict. Beginning with the hypothesis that ICT reflects a mono-cultural
perspective for collecting and organizing information, this study tested how a
failure to adapt at a cognitive level resulted in distorted narratives. This
distortion has problematic implications for democratic participation in postconflict contexts and in data aggregation initiatives that inform policy decisions
related to governance, election monitoring, human rights abuse reporting, and
conflict management more broadly. Fieldwork from the Acholi region of
Uganda supported the conclusion that current ICT tools used in conflict
management contexts fundamentally distort the narratives they were designed
to collect at a cognitive level. Findings from this research also presented
avenues for software development around a new variable for cultural
communication preference.
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CHAPTER	
  1:	
  INTRODUCTION	
  
	
  

In	
  Acholi,	
  Gam	
  means	
  both	
  to	
  receive	
  answers	
  from	
  someone	
  (and	
  pass	
  
them	
  on)	
  and	
  also	
  to	
  collect	
  people	
  in	
  a	
  taxi	
  and	
  drive	
  them	
  off.	
  	
   So	
  it	
  is	
  
with	
  information.	
  It	
  moves.	
  It	
  defies	
  conventional	
  categories.	
  	
  From	
  the	
  
root	
   Gam,	
   Lagam	
   means	
   the	
   answer.	
   	
   This	
   study	
   pursued	
   answers	
   about	
  
the	
   connection	
   of	
   politics,	
   information,	
   technology,	
   categories,	
   and	
  
culture	
  with	
  a	
  case	
  study	
  from	
  the	
  Acholi	
  language	
  in	
  northern	
  Uganda.	
  

1.1 Introduction
Due to the increasing use of information and communication technology
(ICT) applications1 in the fields of peacebuilding and conflict resolution for
gathering human rights abuse reports, election monitoring, polling, violence
reporting, and other conflict management2 data collection activities that
inform policy-making and participatory governance, this study performed a
bilingual experiment with methodology from cognitive linguistics in order to
describe the problematic nature of the ICT used in the conflict management
context. This study was the first to incorporate cognitive-level communication
variations and preferences as design considerations in the context of conflict
management.
Building from initial work which examined the consequences of a language
barrier for ICT in crisis contexts (post-earthquake Haiti 2010, Libya and
Egypt 2011, and Somalia 2011/12) which asserted that:
This flawed application prevented the original contributors from
interacting with the information directly related to their own life	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1

Application, interface, opensource, platform and other terms from computer science. This research investigated
information communication technology (ICT) which is a general term. It consists of applications (software such as
Microsoft Word), an interface (what a user sees on the screen), and a platform (a superstructure that supports
software such as Microsoft Windows). Software can be opensourse (similar to Open Commons, software available
without fee) or proprietary. Opensource software is frequently adapted and updated because anyone who is
interested has access to the code to develop with it. While these terms (such as platform) may occasionally be
used figuratively, they are primarily used in the technical sense. (Microsoft Windows platform online:
http://dev.windows.com/en-us/getstarted (Accessed 10 September 2014)).
2

Conflict management is the author’s term to describe the context of this research and includes the full scope of
conflict engagement from conflict prevention, such as early warning information systems to conflict resolution
strategies during an ongoing situation such as violence reporting or political narrative construction and post-conflict
activities such as governance, participation, or election monitoring. Conflict management refers to policies and
projects related to the conflict context at any stage by both governmental and non-governmental actors.
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threatening situation, and the information it amassed formed an unsound
basis for decision-making by international actors…. (Sutherlin, 2013, p.1)
This research pursued the idea that the conceptual structure underlying
language—the ‘organizational logic’ that occurs at the cognitive or thoughtlevel—remained problematic for participation with ICT tools and the power
they can leverage for policy-making for use by local actors. In order to
investigate conceptual structures, this research adapted an experiment from
cognitive linguistics that provided a quantitative means to assess the
communication of concepts.
Current information and communication technology has evolved from a
single corner of the North American and Western European language
family—collectively the culture of design3. (Lewis, Simons and Fennig, 2014)
It reflects a single culture’s communication preferences and logic presuming,
in effect, a universal mode of communication. (Hofmann, 1985; Pargman,
1998; Al-Eroud et al., 2011) This research asserted that the mono-cultural
design of ICT used in the context of conflict management removes
authorship by dissolving intentionality, context, and essential cultural
communication elements resulting in distorted narratives. (Sutherlin, 2012)
There is a human cost and a political impact when culture is not considered
in the design of these ICT tools.
This experimental model was built from the assertion that ICT applications
designed in one culture reflect the cultural communication preferences of
that culture; it was further asserted that concepts are culturally rooted, often
culturally specific. So with this method, adapted from cognitive linguistics,
cultural variation was inferred through observation of conceptual variation.
This study investigated the hypothesis that when ICT applications are used
in cultures distant to the culture of design, a distortion or narrative
dissonance can be observed in ICT communication because of cultural
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
3

The term culture of design/production is a foil to the culture of use. On a map, the culture of design should be
considered the US and Western Europe including Scandanavia, a group of countries that produce most major
software and include only 1-2 language families; Australia is linguistically linked, but not a strong software
producer. In part because of the shared place of design, and in part because of the focus on English within design
itself, there exists a culture of design. The consistencies within this culture are described in Chapter 3: Tailoring
the Task. The culture of use is considered to be anywhere outside the culture of design where ICT is consumed. It
is descibed in Chapter 3: Meet the User.
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communication distance. (This is an adaptation of linguistic distance detailed
further in the next section, Key Terms.) In other words, by designing a
technology which preferenced the designers’ rather than the end-users'
communication cultures, the users have not been able to adequately
express themselves or manage information.
The results of the discrete bilingual experiment of 29 participants in Northern
Uganda strongly supported the hypothesis that the mono-cultural design is
problematic for cultures distant to the culture of design. This novel
experiment was an initial step, but one which exposed a crack in the
foundation of ICT tools used in data-driven activities such as mass report
gathering for polling, participatory governance, or data-informed policymaking, because information aggregation (and, therefore, potentially
distortion aggregation) have become ever more prevalent in policy-making,
governance, and vital conflict management activities. The strength of the
findings push us to critically examine much broader implications about the
integration of culture as a variable in ICT design.
This research pursued this practical problem through a novel experimental
model adapted from the field of cognitive linguistics. Building on previous
bilingual experiments, it incorporated communication with mobile ICT
applications by comparing participants’ oral recalls of a short video clip with
those they conveyed via a mobile ICT application (both in SMS format and
‘smart phone’ app). Linking with previous work added to the robust nature of
the results which found that nearly three-fourths of participants produced a
different narrative with a mobile ICT application written in their own language
than in their oral recall. Findings, analysis, and methodology contributed to
the literatures of information ethics (Sutherlin, 2012), information studies and
humanitarian crisis response research (Sutherlin, 2013), communication
studies (Sutherlin, 2015 forthcoming), and applied cognitive linguistics
(Sutherlin, 2015 under review). Each contribution emphasized the
connection to peace and conflict studies, the implications for conflict
management policy-making, and has asserted an ethical as well as a
pragmatic argument. These themes extended from strong findings of the
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discrete experiment and remain vital guideposts for designers and
researchers to integrate the context and potential impact of culture and ICT.
Fieldwork was conducted in the Acholi region of northern Uganda, a
linguistic context that connects with South Sudan, eastern Democratic
Republic of Congo, and western Kenya—a nexus of recent or on-going
conflict—which gave further relevance to the findings and the potential for
immediate practical impact.
The research evolved from previous practical experience as an intercultual
mediator where I observed the distortion of narratives by ICT but without a
means to describe how this disorting was occuring. The profound
consequences that were more than translation issues were described in “A
Voice in the Crowd” in which I outlined the design flaws of ICT for crisis
contexts. (Sutherlin, 2013) Through further exploration of literature in
cognitive linguistics, I discovered a means to describe the problem by
focusing on concepts which were the sub-structures or the logic beneath the
narratives I heard in the field and saw collected by ICT applications.
This thesis traces the development of ICT tools from a pragmatic
perspective in order to trace how culture has not been adequately integrated
in design, what factors contribute to continued monoculturalism at the
conceptual-level of investigation, and how this cultural variable might be
integrated in future design processes. By describing ICT design in terms of
culture, the thesis naturally follows the theme of culture. First, the term
culture, as well as associated terms, are discussed in this first chapter in
order to get a firm footing in the many disciplines and complexities
connected to the methodology. The argument begins in Chapter 2 with a
wide global lens describing the polical and economic factors contributing to
the design of ICT tools for conflict management across what I call the digital
battlefield. (Sutherlin, 2012) Chapter 3 moves from the wide global lens to
look specifically at the culture of design which produces the technology. By
reviewing literature on several design processes as well as research that
combined a focus on technology and culture, the first section of Chapter 3
describes the state of design available for ICT tools used in the context of
4	
  

conflict management tasks. This is followed by a second section that
discusses the culture of the users (places outside the culture of design, and
specifically, the location of the experiment in Northern Uganda). By setting
up these groups as a comparison, or more specifically, a description of what
is available from producers and what is desirable from users, the argument
concludes in Chapter 3 that the available ICT tools are inadequate. In order
to demonstrate this in quantitative terms rather than simply by inference from
the literature review, the experiment was designed to bring into relief the
cultural differences analyzed in the literture review in Chapter 3. For
example, linguistic research has shown that human beings do not have a
universal strategy for language. (Evans and Levinson, 2009) There are
languages without verb tenses, nouns, or numbers. Some have a non-linear
sense of time, categories of words that most European languages have no
concept for including smell and sound, not to mention differences connected
to orality that affect pre-language cognitive processes. (Ong, 1982) If this is
true, then why does our communication technology not reflect these
variations? Chapter 4 describes the novel bilingual experiment performed in
English and Acholi (a language from northern Uganda) adapted from
methodology from cognitive linguistics to demonstrate the problematic
nature of the mono-cultural design in current information and communication
technology in the context of conflict management tasks with the goal of
contributing quantitative results that can be integrated into future ICT
development. This study was an initial step to describe how the cultural
communication preferences of ICT users affect their interaction with software
applications and digital interfaces by operationalizing culture as a
quantitative variable. The results are summarized in Chapters 5 and 6.
These results strongly supported the hypothesis that the mono-cultural ICT
design produces narrative dissonance. The methodological rigor and rubust
results were significant enough to extrapolate how the findings impact the
broader context of ICT design around a cultural variable. Finally, Chapter 7
concludes with a full summary and indications for further research.
In the next section 1.2, each of these key terms (culture, culture of design,
culture communication preference, cultural distance, and more) are
5	
  

untangled and explained. Because this research drew on the literatures of
linguistics, cultural anthropology, media and communication studies,
psychology, cognitive linguistics, information and computer sciences,
business studies, and crisis management policy studies, it contained a broad
range of terminology (and just as this study was multidisciplinary in its
approach, so too was most of the literature addressing this contemporary
topic). In order to engage with the arguments, there are several key terms to
understand, terms which may be either unfamiliar or too familiar because a
few foundational concepts are used across more than one discipline. For
example, indigenous used by both computer scientists and anthropologists,
holds entirely different connotations and therefore shades the argument with
certain meanings (or even the simple word crowd used by sociologists and
business scholars can be problematic). While each discipline has its own
lexicon, the multidisciplinary nature of the topic makes it impossible to
adhere exclusively to a single discipline’s terminology. Becoming familiar
with any deference in convention to one field’s definition over another as well
as understanding which terms are used in a technical manner rather than
employed as purely figurative language will facilitate reading. These terms
give the theoretical underpinnings to the argument by rooting it within certain
literatures and thereby imbuing it with a certain bias of purpose. This
purpose or point of view is understood and acknowledged to be pragmatic.
The pragmatism stems from the first-hand knowledge and experience with
the topic in a professional capacity which has been developed and enriched
through this research. It should also be noted that this research did not
consider literature post spring 2014, and due to the fast pace of ICT
development, the argument emphasized more recent sources from the last
5-10 years (except for landmark studies).
Connected to the breadth of literatures that compounded the complexity of
this investigation was the persistent challenge to deconstruct how thought
operates at a mechanical level. I was reassured in navigating these
multidisciplinary waters by the psychologist R. Nesbitt who humbly began his
book The Geography of Thought (2003) with an anecdote about how he had
previously written books with titles such as Human Inference (1980). He
6	
  

reflected on the title he had chosen, “not Western Inference (and certainly
not American college student inference!), but human inference.” (p. xiv) It
was an encounter with a student from China that made him begin to
question his core assumptions and pursue a series of studies investigating
how culture played a substantial role in the development of cognitive
processes. The anecdote was meant to illustrate how he, like most other
experts at the time, a self-proclaimed ‘universalist’ concerning the nature of
human thought, was both shocked and skeptical when first confronted with
the idea that culture dramatically influences how individuals think. If such an
expert can have his jaw dropped by the introduction to cultural cognitive
variation and its implications, then it is reasonable to expect that the findings
and insights of this research would be similarly challenging to convey. The
conclusions he reached nearly a decade ago are still not mainstream. The
results of this study support and extend his findings. We do not think in a
universal manner; thus our information and communication technology
should move beyond a universal user design and reflect not only linguistic
variations, but cognitive variations in the pragmatic interest of facilitating
communication and enhancing information management. The culture of
design has made a tool, an aid that suits its needs; imagine the potential if
other cultures could rely on their own powerful tool to command information,
the modern currency of policy-making?
Keeping in mind the inherent complexities of a topic that touches on
language, thought, and information management, the structure of the
argument of this thesis itself followed an unconventional communication
pattern. It traces the path of the evolution of a problem, the idea to describe
and contextualize the problem, and the results of that endeavor. A
discussion of key terms in section 1.2 is followed by section 1.3 that provides
the outline of the thesis argument structure. Section 1.4 pulls back from
what becomes a highly technical discussion to describe the context and
implications of the study with examples from recent headlines, and finally,
section 1.5 describes the genesis of the research as it developed from field
observation to literature review, hypothesis, methodology, and practical
outcome.
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1.2 Key Terms
It is all about culture. Culture of design, culture of use, cultural
communication preference. What is meant by culture here? The term is
used in several ways. It connotes both a group and a set of characteristics.
However, this study did not seek to define culture; there was no normative
aim. In order to address an observed phenomenon, an operational
understanding of culture was integrated into this study most attributable to
G. Hofstede who developed the influential theory of cultural dimensions
(Hofstede, 1980). This reference point for culture was seen as appropriate
for two reasons. First, his dimensions have established a common
vocabulary in the fields of business and communication studies from which
this study’s literature builds. When discussing these literatures, consistency
was maintained by continuing to use this common reference point. An
example of Hofstede’s dimensional scales of assessment is illustrated by the
example below in table 1.1 where the dimensions of the UK were compared
with Kenya. (Many countries have not been measured or lack some
dimension. Kenya, the nearest neighbor available to the country of this
experiment Uganda, lacks several dimensions):
Table	
  1.1	
  Cultural	
  Dimensions	
  United	
  Kingdom	
  vs.	
  Kenya4	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
4

Available online from: The Hofstede Centre: http://geert-hofstede.com (Accessed 10 September 2014)
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Hofstede’s dimensions are not without criticism. Primarily, they have been
misapplied to individual-level data when they are meant to describe nationallevel data. (Bond, 2002; McSweeney, 2009; Brewer and Venaik, 2012)
Engagement in this debate is beyond the scope of this research. While
reference to the scales Hofstede developed was useful because they have
become common in the vocabulary (i.e., individualist vs. collectivist culture,
see Hofstede (1980)), this study acknowledged these dimensions are widely
debated and did not adhere to Hofstede’s definition in a strict sense.
The second reason for connecting to Hofstede’s dimensions was the
experiment’s design required only an operational definition to link the
observed phenomenon to culture. An operational definition is sufficient to
operationalize the topic of investigation (for example, operationally, my email
filter can understand dates without an existential understanding of time).
The essential point, and the aspect that was operationalized here, was that
characteristics which are cultural are learned (as opposed to biological or
idiosyncratic), and they are learned due to a shared place. (This does not
eliminate diaspora culture which connects through the learning process back
to the shared place.) The image of culture created by the Hofstede,
Hofstede and Minkov (2010) definition was a useful starting point, but by no
means prescriptive. Culture, stripped of the Western connotations he
described as relating to “civilization” or “refinement of the mind” came from
social anthropology, and referred to a range of learned human patterns such
as, “greeting, eating, showing or not showing feelings, keeping a certain
physical distance from others, making love, or maintaining body hygiene.”
(Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov, 2010, p.1) This argument makes frequent
use of both the terms culture and indigenous, thus clarification of these
definitions is meant to extinguish any connotation to imperialism, wooden
masks, or antiquated anthropological expeditions.
This research used a definition of indigenous from the software engineering
and technical community that is related to the Hofstede, Hofstede and
Minkov (2010) definition of culture because it connects to the idea of ‘place.’
Because social anthropology’s definition of culture relies on a group of
people sharing an environment, there is an implied ‘place’ to a culture. This
9	
  

is certainly complicated by migration and diaspora communities, but there
must inherently be a connection to an environment to learn a connection to a
culture according to this definition. In the technical community, indigenous is
defined as being generated or made locally rather than imported. For
example, a report by The Irish Software Association interchanges
indigenous Software Sector and Irish Software. (Irish Software Assoc, 2008;
see also Ditsa, 2005, p.2 quoting Schumacher (1999) “indigenous
technology.”) The term indigenous is an adjective and denotes local,
domestic, coming from or generated in the place/context, and should not be
confused with the anthropological term used to describe an ethnic identity as
in indigenous or native peoples. (United Nations, 2008) Underscoring the
need to address the multiple understandings of terms such as indigenous,
van der Velden (2010) engaged with the problematic connotations of
indigenous knowledge and indigenous peoples connected with, “the
romantic notion of primitive people living in harmony with nature.” (p. 4 citing
Ellen and Harris, 2000) The use of these terms was characterized as either
divisive, inherently causing there to be a dichotomy of indigenous and nonindigenous knowledges in which one must be superior, or as a ‘lobbying
strategy’ in which minority groups leveraged this perception of an unfair
knowledge dichotomy for governance and ecological conservation. Van der
Velden’s research on ICT spent considerable rhetorical energy examining
the question of whether we should distinguish between western and
indigenous knowledges, how these are defined, and if these were useful
definitions. The study was weighted down with unwanted connotation even
before it began, a challenge many researchers in indigenous knowledge
management face because the use of the term in indigenous knowledge
management ambiguously straddles the identity use of the term as well as
the software communities’ version. Van der Velden’s design-focused work
was less successful in advancing its main design aims because it did not
fully resolve this issue nor pursue either definition to the extent that they
could be operationalized. In other words, if it is an identity of the user, then
how does that become a design constraint? (While this section is interested
in previous studies’ approaches to the term indigenous, Chapter 3 considers
the design aspect, including van der Velden, in more depth.) In contrast, this
10	
  

study asserted a definition of indigenous from computer science which
emphasized origin of design rather than the socio-political identity of the
users. In this way, the focus was shifted away from
historical/anthropological associations with the term and toward current
political participation implications with ICT development. Furthermore, the
argument of this thesis concentrates not on what is culture—a question of
definition, a question about where we are today—but how it is impacting
participation with ICT, and how can we develop for tomorrow with culture in
mind?
Continuing the discussion of culture, it was the reiteration of the banal
elements considered under culture’s domain that was meant to reinforce the
idea that many things we take for granted, such as cognitive processes like
inference and categorization, are learned within our own cultural settings.
(This was the challenge Nesbitt (2003) described in questioning and
deconstructing our own thoughts.) Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov (2010)
continued with an extended definition of culture that is useful for the
arguments of this study:
It is the collective programming of the mind which distinguishes the
members of one group or category of people from another. It is a
collective phenomenon, because it is at least partly shared with
people who live or lived within the same social environment, which is
where it was learned. Culture is learned, not inherited. It derives from
one's social environment, not from one's genes. Culture should be
distinguished from human nature on one side, and from an
individual's personality on the other. (p.1)
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Figure	
  1.1	
  Diagram	
  of	
  Cultural	
  vs.	
  Universal	
  vs.	
  Individual5	
  	
  
To say his definition was useful is again to say it was not prescriptive, but a
guide for the operational understanding, the end goal being a quantitative
description of culture accessible to software engineers. This diagram (figure
1.1) is referred to again throughout the text to differentiate between what
Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov (2010) called human nature (but can also be
thought of as biological), what is learned in a cultural setting, and what is
idiosyncratically individual. This research did not take that position that
these lines are immutable. Culture is not easily defined, and this research
used only an operational understanding in order to develop the experimental
methodology to move beyond qualitative dimensional analysis. These
dimensions have not been assessable as design criteria for software
engineers when they have been investigated as abstract or qualitative
characteristics. By shifting the method of inquiry to a quantitative
experimental model, operationalizing culture, this study aimed to describe
the influence of a cultural variable in a new manner. Both the method and
results made contributions to the literature (Sutherlin, 2012; 2013; 2015
forthcoming; 2015 under review).
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  Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov (2010).	
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Culture was also used to connote a group. Culture of design6. Culture of
use. Cultural distance. This emphasized the relationship of culture to place.
Members of a culture share a place, at least for a time, where they learn the
characteristics of that culture (perhaps they move away as part of a
diaspora). According to the Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov (2010) model,
members of a culture share a language. This study asserted that there can
be more than one language within a culture (the culture of design is primarily
made up of English speaking members, but may also include other western
and northern European languages). Furthermore, members of the same
language group do not necessarily share the same culture. For example,
Americans and British (and many Ugandans) speak English. It is place that
separates them and makes them culturally distinct. Similarly, individuals can
belong to more than one culture, they can be multicultural, multilingual, and
evolve throughout their lives. Cultures can overlap and fluctuate. This study
permits all these permutations emphasizing again that designing ICTs
without consideration of cultural communication preferences has implications
for participatory action with collected data and conflict management policymaking. The findings of this study contribute an innovative design possibility
and a new avenue for research.
Claiming cultural differences in technology engagement or communication is
not new; this phenomenon has been observed and described by fields such
as communication and media studies (Bell, 2001; Bell and Kennedy 2007;
Goggin and McLelland, 2009), cyberfeminist research (Hawthorne and
Renate, 1999; Harcourt, 1999), and science and technology studies (Latour
and Woolgar, 1986; Bijker, Hughes and Pinch, 1987; Latour, 2005). What
these approaches have in common is their qualitative results, their focus on
describing the nature of the engagement starting with questions such as,
‘what is the nature of, for example, the female vs. the male approach to
designing technology?’ or, ‘who drives technological decision-making
(design)?’ These fields have considered culture in their own way.
Cyberfeminism looks at male and female culture and the impact on
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The term the West (Western) was used occasionally to connect to literature that also used this terminology;
however, the term culture of design/production was preferenced.
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participation. One body of research within science and technology studies is
interested in the culture of scientists and engineers themselves and what
influences them while generating their work. This study acknowledged the
contributions of these fields in developing an understanding of the culture of
design; however, this study was more focused on contributing to knowledge
around the culture of use. Chapter 3: Meet the User describes the scant
literature on the specific culture of use (East Africa, Uganda, Acholi)
investigated during this study. In their book, Internationalizing Internet
Studies: Beyond Anglophone Paradigms (2009), Goggin and McLelland
emphasized the Western and English language focus of internet and
computer-mediated communication research in their introduction by arguing
that, “. . . scholarship, especially in the Anglophone world, has not
registered the deep ramifications of the shift in emphasis from English to
non-English language users online or the challenges it poses to the
concepts, methods, and assumptions, and frameworks used to study the
internet.”(p.4) (Goggin and McLelland’s treatment was limited to the
internet, not software, the focus of this study. It also relied heavily on
studies from Japan7, a technology producing culture. Theirs was an
insightful, but still qualitative descriptive approach.) It was the position of
this research that there are entire fields devoted to understanding the culture
of design and not nearly enough written about the culture of use. The
number of new users of technology, mobile and internet, in Asia, Africa, and
South America is rising dramatically. (mobiThinking, 2012) The knowledge
among researchers within the culture of design about languages,
communication habits, technology engagement, and information
management outside of the culture of design is grossly deficient. This study
made a small contribution to the understanding of ‘how’ culture was
impacting users of the technology. Casting a wide disciplinary net, the
methodology from cognitive linguistics offered a means to turn culture into
an accessible variable for software developers by conceiving it in terms of
cultural distance and conceptual transfer.
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This research also relied on studies utilizing Japanese language data. Technology has been part of Japanese
culture’s “gadget fetishism and technofashion” according to Goggin and McLelland (2009) quoting Ito (2005), a
characteristic which piqued the interest of business researchers (see Chapter 3: Luna, Peracchio and de Juan,
2002) and facilitated access or connection for linguists (see Methodology: Brown and Gullberg, 2011).
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Cultural distance is an adaptation of linguistic distance. Linguistic distance
is a statistical measure using eight indices proposed by Greenberg in 1956
and extended by Lieberson (1964) to subpopulations and social groups in
specifically delineated areas. It is analogous to relatedness between
species in biology. Languages are also grouped into families which can be
visualized on a tree of relatedness. Thus cultural distance is an effort to
describe cultural difference with quantifiable measures that can be summed
for greater or lesser ‘distances’. The initial linguistics research had strict
population set guidelines because the statistics measured the probability
(based on the eight indices) that two individuals came from the same,
slightly, or very distant linguistic backgrounds. Extending this to the virtual
environment of ICT which is developed in one culture and used in another,
this concept of cultural distance was useful as an analogy, but no longer
statistically robust. As an analogy, the term was used to mean having more
or less shared cultural characteristics indicating closer or more distant
cultures, for example, two cultures that share a language. (The Acholi in
northern Uganda from this fieldwork and the Acholi in South Sudan may be
very very close.) Another example of cultures that are close in distance
would be cultures that have languages within the same family such as
French and Spanish. In this case, the linguistic distance could be measured
and quantified according to Lieberson (1964), but there is more to culture
than language, thus cultural distance is extrapolated. Acholi and the culture
of ICT design (observed in American English) were selected as exemplars of
highly distant cultures because of dissimilar languages. (Acholi is tonal and
primarily oral while English does not rely on intonation to create verb tenses
or change word meanings extensively and is one of a handful of languages
that have created a literature.) Furthermore, Acholi contrasts with the
culture of design as more collectivist and less individualist. (Hofstede, 1980;
Mawere, 2011) The core of this dimension connects to self-image or selfperception, a cognitive dimension, and is thus a useful guide and preliminary
consideration in design. The dimensional scale of individualism and
collectivism can be understood as the extent to which, “A society's position
on this dimension is reflected in whether people’s self-image is defined in
terms of ‘I’ or ‘we.’” (The Hofstede Centre, n.d.)
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Connected to cultural distance is conceptual transfer, a theory from cognitive
linguistics. Backing up a bit, this research asserted that among the
characteristics that are cultural (that are learned) are the cognitive processes
that organize information. This experiment pursued a link between cognitive
processes and culture, rather than looking at societal, individual
ethnographic, or global economic markers in order to consider increased
participatory potential for information technology. A. Pavlenko (2003, p. 259)
defined the term cognition as referring to, “a variety of phenomena which
include but are not limited to perception, attention, categorization, inference,
reasoning, and socio-cultural belief systems.” This study was interested in
processes which can be described as being part of or relating to cognition,
i.e., they are cognitive in nature. So how are mental processes such as
inference and categorization observed? Through language. However an
analysis of language would have been too general and maintained a focus
on translation rather than moved the investigation toward a new variable.
Previous studies and work have tended to focus on translation seeing it as
the solution to adapting across cultures. The results of these studies have
adaptations such as interfaces in Swahili and keyboards in Burmese.
Translation addressed only part of the problem. The underlying structures
organizing information, delineating how communication can be conveyed
and shared, these logics are the result of cognitive processes such as
categorization, inference, problem solving, etc.
For the pragmatic purposes of this research, the experiment considered
cultural communication preference, the author’s term which incorporates the
levels of language (such as diction and grammar), narrative (oral or written
as well as phrase sequence), and also context (such as appropriateness).
These preferences are all culturally distinguishable (learned) features of a
group. This term formed the foundational approach to treat the question of
communication not as one of language and translation, but as an
investigation of the underlying processes surrounding the intentions of the
communication. In this way, language was viewed as the surface
representation of the communication intention, the result of various cognitive
processes such as categorization, inference, problem solving, etc. The
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methodology of the experiment operationalized culture by observing the
production of concepts. Concepts are the cognitive link between language
and perception. Pavlenko (2003) wrote:
I see concepts as mental representations which affect individuals’
immediate perception, attention, and recall, and allow members of
specific language and culture groups to conduct identification,
comprehension, inferencing, and categorization along similar lines.
This view acknowledges that concepts are based on both linguistic
and perceptual bases and distinguishes between language-based (or
language-related) concepts and concepts not immediately linked to
language for which speakers of language X may have a mental
representation but no specific linguistic means of encoding. (p.259)
An example of a concept in action given by Jarvis and Pavlenko (2007) was
‘container’ which exists in several languages and cultures referring to an
object that holds another material such as a liquid or particulate. An
understanding of this concept (permitting that cultures carve this concept
along different lines such as wet/dry contents, glass/metal/porcelain
material, or round/square/ovoid shape), permits the perception of the object
as it functions, identification of types of containers, comprehension of
‘containing’ something, and categorizing the object as belonging to the group
‘container.’ (A jar is a container, whereas a fountain pen is not. Think of it
another way, they are found in different aisles in a store.)
The experiment observed a narrative process called event conceptualization
(also called event framing): the underlying process for understanding,
encoding, and recalling an event which structures how we describe it. Each
time we perceive an event, remember, and recall it, we organize details from
that event such as who was there or what time of day the event took place in
order to make sense of it. The mechanisms for organizing the event are
called frames (or narrative frames alternatively investigated as event
construal by Stutterheim and Nuse (2003) and interpretive frames by
Pavlenko (2003)). They are short phrases conceptualizing a scene. Frames
are connected to a larger cognitive scaffolding called a schema (plural
schemata). We tend to rely on a schema particularly when we encounter
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something new or something unknown; our mind chooses the ‘best-fit’
schema from our experience (our culturally constructed experience) to give
order to the sensory information. In this way, schemata are learned and
attributable to culture. According to the web summary of terms compiled by
Sims and Lorenzi (1992), a schema is, “a structured expectation about
people, situations, and events.” It is a cognitive shortcut that has been
developed from experience and learned through culture that helps us quickly
sort through and organize sensory information. A schema is the backbone
to which we attach frames. Frames refer to short phrases or fragments of
the recall of an event. It was the unit of analysis for this study. Frames differ
between languages and cultures and serve as the important details to which
we anchor our conceptualization of an event. In English we learn these as
who, what, when, where, why, and how. Frame is a term that is used across
disciplines. For instance, Minsky (1974) gave a definition of frame based in
psychology and artificial intelligence systems that is similar to schema.
Steier (2013) connected the foundational definitions of this concept given by
Bateson (1979) and Goffman (1974) to mobile communication in his article
“‘Gregory Bateson gets a Mobile Phone” in which he wonders about:
How, for example, might mobile media and the possibilities they
afford for simultaneously co-present and “virtual” interaction shape
what participants see as context markers, and how they orient to “the
setting”? (How) do they negotiate this with others to achieve a sense
that they are in “the same frame?” (p.163)
Cognitive linguistics offered a means to track communication at the
cognitive-level by observing conceptual transfer, a process by which
concepts such as our experience of time, our interaction with objects
spatially, our conceptualization of movement in relation to space and time,
and even our place as observers of this experience are coded in language
and memory.8 (Jarvis, 2011) The transfer aspect of this process happens
when bilinguals or multilinguals transfer concepts between languages, either
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It is important to note this research draws from a lineage of linguistic relativism (Evans and Levinson, 2009 p.4);
in contrast to more black-and-white theories made popular by Whorf (1956) which insist that language dictates
how we think, the relativist view holds that language shapes how we are likely to think, but it is flexible, dynamic
and adaptable to novelty. In Chapter 4: Methodology, there are examples of this dynamic quality, describing how
concepts transfer across languages in bilingual and multilingual individuals.
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in a forward direction from the first language (L1) to the new language (L2)
or in the reverse direction (L2 to L1). Most often, our first language
dominates our conceptualizations so (forward) transfer is observed when
first language concepts are expressed in the new language. For example,
an English speaker describing an event with the commonly used present
progressive tense in a new language that does not functionally support this
event conceptualization. However, we can also transfer concepts from new
languages back into our first language (reverse transfer). This was the type
of transfer of interest during the experiment. In this way, cultural distance
plays a role. The hypothesis predicted that the cultural distance between the
culture of design and the culture of use would produce narrative disruption,
thus the choice of exemplar cultures that exhibit highly distant
characteristics.
During the analysis of the experiment, a written Acholi narrative conveyed
via ICT application was dissected into frames, isolating instances where the
conceptualization did not match the baseline Acholi oral framing (as an oral
language, the oral narrative was taken as the primary intended narrative or
baseline unfiltered though writing, translation, or ICT). These instances
where the baseline narrative frames did not match those produced via ICT
were often instances of conceptual transfer. Through a process of
elimination of other variables such as age, education, experience with
technology, (ruled out through sample selection, experimental design, or
synthesis of findings with literature review), the remaining phenomenon
(narrative disruption) was attributed to culture by observation and inference.
In this way, culture was not defined, but rather operationally understood as
the uneliminated variable responsible for the observed phenomenon inferred
by connection to the cognitive processes known to be cultural in nature.
Results strongly indicated the hypothesis was correct because two thirds of
the narratives conveyed with the ICT application exhibited a different
narrative from the original, baseline oral narrative. The consequence from
these findings for the population of use (distant to the culture of design) is
that the information shift or transfer dissonance becomes aggregated and
forms a false foundation for further actions such as policy-making. While
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this was a small experiment with one language group, the findings were so
strong that they demand a critical reflection about the effect of culture in
design of ICT in conflict contexts. These technology tools have become so
prevalent for gathering information, so dominant for providing the information
on which to base policy decisions, the findings of this study undermine the
very foundation of these activities. This has implications for democratic
participation, development of political identity (both group and individual),
efforts for transparency in governance, economic development, and data
security.

1.3 Argument
The argument supporting the findings of this research begins in Chapter 2 by
describing a broader context for the production of ICTs within the political
pressures that influence the development of the technology. The assertion
is made that the ICTs deployed for conflict management (activities such as
democratic participation, election monitoring, human rights abuse reporting,
or polling) have a mono-cultural design that disenfranchises users, thereby
diminishing the technology’s potential for use in participatory actions by
removing authorship and contributing to information gatekeeping by the
creators of the technology (Sutherlin, 2012). This inherent power imbalance
has been amplified strategically by state and corporate actors who have an
interest in maintaining the status quo and discouraging the development of
indigenous (locally developed) technology. This macro-level argument that
describes political implications of the study’s findings begins with recent
history chronicling the evolution of the current technology from the first
humanitarian crisis response tools to more advanced conflict management
and governance technology. Power relations are explored with literatures
from peace studies and information and communication ethics as well as
with reference to the theories of Jürgen Habermas and Michel Foucault
whose popularized ideas have become touchstones for two competing
ideologies. The argument in Chapter 2 about the origins of current ICT
concludes by asserting its own description of power relationships defined by
cognitive variation across cultures. This definition invites the methodology of
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cognitive linguistics because cognitive linguistics is equipped to describe
cognitive level variation observable through language.
This background and political context of Chapter 2 is followed by a literature
review in Chapter 3 of several approaches to ICT design drawing on
computer science, information science, and business literature in order to
describe the state of understanding of cultural variation with which
developers are equipped. The analysis highlights how this study added a
novel means to access culture as a quantitative variable by considering it
from a cognitive perspective. After a treatment of design practices, the
literature review in Chapter 3 continues with studies that have investigated
cultural variation in ICT engagement including research that has emphasized
bilingualism, language mixing, and communication in non-Western
languages. While the studies concluded that there was a difference in the
way non-Western cultures engaged with technology, the focus had been on
describing the nature of variation in qualitative terms. By shifting the
question from ‘what is the nature of this variation?’ to ‘how did this variation
come about?’ this study found a novel perspective from which to approach
the inquiry. This study made a contribution by operationalizing culture in a
manner that made it quantitatively accessible. After the discussion of
previous studies from within the culture of design, there is a discussion of
the culture of use. The information and communication preferences are
described in a manner so as to bring into relief the incongruence with the
current design approach. This section drew from linguistics, cultural
anthropology, literary criticism, literature, narrative theory, philosophy, and
communication studies. After the argument in Chapter 3 concludes that the
prevailing approach to ICT design has not met the needs of users outside
the culture of design, Chapter 4 proposes methodology from cognitive
linguistics because it offers a novel descriptive capacity.
As the name of the field suggests, cognitive linguistics combines insights
from cognitive psychology and linguistics. The experimental methodology
focused on cognitive processes underlying and connected to observable
language instances (speech and writing). The fieldwork that took place in
northern Uganda juxtaposed Acholi (an oral tonal language) with English to
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bring into relief the differences between the culture of design and the culture
of use at the cognitive level. The method and methodology were described
followed by a short sample of the experiment (the full experiment can be
referenced as Appendix 1). The experiment consisted of 29 participants
watching a brief video clip of a mildly violent street altercation and then
recalling the scene three times. The first recall was in oral Acholi, the
second was written in Acholi via ICT application on a mobile phone, and the
third was in spoken English. The versions were compared in an analysis
method adapted from the conceptual transfer experiments of Pavlenko
(2003) and Brown and Gullberg (2011).
Chapters 5 and 6 present the analysis and discussion of the results in detail
emphasizing the key elements that had the strongest effect on narrative, as
well as presenting new insights for linguistic and narrative study. Challenges
and connections to further research are mentioned throughout the
discussion. The conclusion reiterates the argument, findings, and the
broader implications for participation in conflict management, ICT informed
policy-making, information access, and cyber strategies—the practical
thread that runs throughout the study was its implications for users on the
ground.

1.4 Context and Implications
Taking a step back from the intricacies of conceptual transfer theory for a
moment, and returning to the practical focus of this study, the questions
pursued here were the culmination of many years of professional
observation. To understand the growing significance of information and
communication technology along with its political impact from a less
technical perspective, this section considers several examples drawn from
headlines in which the role of ICT has been brought into the popular
spotlight. With the context set by each of these examples, a series of
rhetorical questions are posed that underscore the far-reaching implications
of this topic. While this research performed a small discrete experiment
strongly indicating that the current mono-cultural design of ICT disrupts
Acholi narratives, the results and novel methodology demand a critical
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examination of other types of activities based around ICT. How is culture (or
the lack of cultural variation in design) affecting our understanding of the
data collected, aggregated, and analyzed for vital decisions all around us?
This section opens the complex and interdisciplinary topic of the thesis by
wading in slowly and exploring some familiar examples that illustrate the
immediacy and proximity of the topic. This introduction to the argument and
its implications are structured as an opening statement without the weight of
substantial literature that is compiled in later chapters once the foundation
has been laid. Because of the new ground covered by this research, both in
terms of approach and results, the pace of the argument is deliberate.
The following section delineates the contributions of this study to the broader
issues highlighted in the headline examples of this section. Each chapter
expands on the themes from these examples with more detail and relevant
literature.
First, the fields of humanitarian aid and international development, both
closely allied with work in conflict management, believe improving the
education level of a population will improve everything from governance to
disease eradication. This is a compelling idea not just in international
development, but nearly everywhere. Falling costs of hardware, increased
internet coverage, and the ubiquity of mobile devices have made
technology-based solutions more and more popular. Projects such as
Raspberry Pi and the aptly named One Laptop9 are compelling examples
because they have been designed with classroom use in mind and pricetags
well below 100USD. Press coverage lauds the ease-of-use, emphasizing for
example, “This week, Broadcom put the computer [Raspberry Pi] in the
hands of middle school students — many of whom had no background
whatsoever in programming — and taught them how to make a game.”
(Price, 2012) This experience refers to American students, but the low cost
and opensource platform make Raspberry Pi ideal for international
development teams and researchers alike. One Laptop has a more overt
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More information about these projects can be found on their websites: http://www.raspberrypi.org/ and
http://one.laptop.org/about/education
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global mission. The organization describes its approach to education with
the claim on its website that:
What children lack is not capability, it is opportunity and resources.
The tool with which to unlock their potential is the XO [laptop]. Put this
ultra-low-cost, powerful, rugged, low-power, ecological laptop in their
hands and contribute to making a better world. In the first years of
[One Laptop Per Child] we have seen two million previously
marginalized children learn, achieve and begin to transform their
communities. We are working to provide this opportunity to millions
more. (One Laptop Per Child, 2014)
A key aspect of the hardware design in these projects, particularly when
used for international development, is the focus on simplicity — minimal
keys on the keyboard and a streamlined interface. In other words, the users
have very few options in what they see and how they are able to input
information. These limitations sharply curtail or pre-package the manner in
which information and communication can be conveyed. The fast learning
curve of children (children universally) seems to have caused some
confusion about the results of these projects. Design qualities inherent to
the device are touted as universal, with the demonstrated ease-of-use by
children as proof that all cultures find them equally accessible. Returning to
the Hofstede, Hofstede and Minkov (2010) diagram in Chapter 1 that
separated individual, cultural, and universally human characteristics, the
universal and cultural characteristics have been conflated when reporting the
results of these projects. It does not necessarily follow that they have
developed a universal information and communication tool, primarily,
because the laptops do not reflect more than one culture’s communication or
information organization preferences. The successful results in classrooms
do suggest children learn new things quickly; in this way, before they have
been indoctrinated into any cultural communication norms they can just as
easily learn the norms from the culture where the computer was designed.
A better test for universality would be adult users. And while adults are good
and adaptable learners, they have established cultural communication
preferences. Many of the studies discussed in detail in the following
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chapters described how adult populations engage with ICTs. The results
paint a picture that does not point toward the technology having universal
qualities as One Laptop claims. This headline story which deals with
technology that can be used in post-conflict programs for rebuilding and
development projects prompts questions such as: Is teaching children
everywhere how to use and program a mono-cultural system of information
and communication technology the same as teaching them all English? Is
there a way to increase education with indigenous knowledge tools? Is
there a way to connect children to digital resources with software that
reflects more nuanced cultural communication preferences and indigenous
information logics? This is the design challenge, the practical future impact
this study’s results connect to.
The second example of how this research is vitally connected to current
policy-making challenges involves what is known as Big Data. While data
analysis methods are tangential to this research, they are connected
because this study was concerned with ‘how’ information is collected and
Big Data is the result — the fantastic amalgamation made possible with the
capabilities of the digital era. It is the amount of data, the vastness of
sources, and the ways in which it is being analyzed that become the basis
for policy formulation. This study has value because it brings into relief a
variable that Big Data analysis is unable to handle as yet. That variable is
culture. Just as an entire industry has evolved to mine the data, a group
devoted to enumerating all the flaws and imperfections has become similarly
recognizable10. Researchers Marcus and Davis (2014) catalogued these in
their article, “Eight (No, Nine!) Problems with Big Data.” The cultural
dimension of analysis did not, however, make the list. It is a glaring gap in
the field of information and communication technology analysis that seems
blind to the evermore multilingual and multicultural nature of users. The gap
comes in the form of the failure to account for cultural communication
differences within these vast troves of data. By treating all data the same, or
translating it, washing and homogenizing it, essential contextual details are
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Such dichotomies have been simplified in popular media as techno-optimists/pessimists, all the while obscuring
the increasing complexities of the science involved which are less easy to grasp than this kind of black/white
dichotomy.
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lost. The magic potential of Big Data to become a policy-making or conflictsolving tool dissolves. Treatment of Big Data without regard for cultural
origin is in part the result of a misapprehension that the study of culture is
the provenance of the humanities or qualitative ethnologies in anthropology
and extraneous to the domain of software engineers or other quantitativeoriented researchers associated with Big Data. There is a persistent and
largely unchallenged assumption that culture is too difficult to define thus
impossible to measure or algorithmically articulate. (The lack of quantitative
studies is traced in Chapter 3.) The present study viewed this assumption
as a challenge, strategically pursuing it through the scientific method of
observation and inference. The details of methodology are discussed at
length in the coming chapters, but let this second example of Big Data stand
to illustrate a further contribution of this study; culture can be integrated as a
quantitative variable in the analysis of Big Data, a major political policymaking tool relevant in conflict contexts. The disregard of culture as a
variable fails to capture vital information and communication attributes, the
analysis is less accurate, and subsequent policy-making becomes
problematic. The most recent White House Report on Big Data (2014, p.10)
admits:
Some of the most profound challenges revealed during this review
concern how big data analytics may lead to disparate inequitable
treatment, particularly of disadvantaged groups, or create such an
opaque decision-making environment that individual autonomy is lost
in an impenetrable set of algorithms.
The results of this study have applicability to this dilemma.
The third example of practical, conflict management policy impact from this
research is an offshoot of Big Data analysis. A long-standing goal within the
conflict prevention field has been creating conflict early warning systems.
The International Crisis Group11 has demonstrated some confidence in the
forecasting utility of discrete projects, but the advancements associated with
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The International Crisis Group listed many early warning resources ( accessed in 2011, webpage no longer
available). Among them, FAST/IDEA was in use from 1998-2008. Also of note within ECOWAS, is ECOWARN
(Early Warning and Response Network), an offshoot of the West Africa Network for Peacebuilding (WANEP).
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Big Data analysis have made these tools seemingly more viable. Among the
newcomers are The GDELT Project (Global Database of Events, Language,
and Tone) and the Atrocity Forecasting Project run by the University of
Sydney12. Both were profiled in The New York Times article, “Spreadsheets
and Global Mayhem.” (Sengupta, 2014) The title appropriately evokes the
incongruent image of a Microsoft Excel13 table embroiled in the IsraeliPalestinian conflict. While the real potential of such vast troves of
information is hard to deny, Sengupta (2014) correctly argued researchers
have a long way to go before they are able to sort through it with the right
questions14. In contrast to previous projects which gathered real-time data to
funnel back to analysts watching for triggers and cues, the new tools draw
on historical records to create and test prediction models based on
outbreaks of violence. Regardless of the forecasting efficacy, it is unclear
yet whether the new projects have addressed one of the main design flaws
which plagued previous endeavors such as FAST Internationalʼs IDEA
(Integrated Data for Event Analysis) and West Africa's Early Response
Network (WARN). FAST/IDEA, for example, used local information
gatherers to collect data, but it did not transmit the information back to the
local population for feedback and oversight. The platform was designed for
information and communication either among outside analysts or top-level
policymakers stove-piping information away from the majority of the
impacted population. It was not a conflict resolution tool to which most
people had access or could ascribe confidence through any firsthand
knowledge. Similarly, WARN suffered from access and policy
implementation issues making it unpopular with local populations. If the new
projects wish to overcome the disenfranchisement of their predecessors, it
will be essential to incorporate culture as an element of design. To begin,
how do local conflict-affected populations conceptualize ʻforecastingʼ or
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More information about these projects can be found at the project websites:
http://sydney.edu.au/arts/research/atrocity_forecasting/forecasts/future_forecasts.shtml and
http://gdeltproject.org/
13

Software online at: https://office.live.com/start/Excel.aspx?omkt=en-GB (Accessed 4 September 2014)

14

Even good questions could result in a Douglas Adams-type conundrum,"The Answer to the Great Question...Of
Life, the Universe and Everything... Forty-two.” (Adams, 1979, p.157) Interpreting the results is increasingly
difficult with Big Data.
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ʻcause-effectʼ relationships? These are the kind of cognitive processes that
vary between cultures. Research by R. Nesbitt (2003) who performed a
series of psychology experiments comparing Western and East Asian
cultures (China, Japan, Korea) exposed variation along several lines:
performance in science and mathematics, attention and perception, causal
inference, organization of knowledge, and reasoning. Just as Nesbitt was
drawn to study the cultural influence on thought by personal observation of a
student, this research was drawn to similar themes surrounding causal
inference, organization of information, and reasoning based on firsthand
insights. An example of a variation of ʻcause-effectʼ from this study was the
relationship between ʻperpetrator-victimʼ of violence, a Western relationship
which designates a ʻcause-effectʼ relationship between the two. In the Acholi
culture of this study, these identities were not seen to be held by individuals
but rather shared, relational states. In other words, in the West, an individual
is the perpetrator and an individual is the victim; one identity is caused by the
other. In Acholi, the studyʼs participants did not focus the conceptualization
on assigning culpability to individuals; they did not conceptualize the same
ʻcause-effectʼ relationship as the West. In the Acholi version, the individual
would not have this single identity alone, but rather shared a connected or
relational identity to the others in the scenario. It was a much more complex
and holistic way of viewing the scene and was less easily dissected into
object and actor. (These elements of the research are discussed in detail in
Chapter 3 and 6.) The questions raised in this case are: Are these Western
concepts inherently organizing the information in the softwareʼs code? In the
interface? How does this organization affect access to and participation with
the forecasting technology?
The fourth and final example comes from social media. It is the type of
technology that most readily comes to mind as an example of an ICT tool
connected to social or political engagement. Platforms such as Facebook,
Twitter, microblogs and photosharing sites developed an association with
revolutions such as the 2009 Green Revolution in Iran or the Arab Spring
across North Africa in 2010/2011. While not specifically the focus of this
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study, both the associated literature and aspects of social media design
were considered throughout the discussion. This headline example sheds
light on how a government can leverage the lack of indigenous technology
alternatives. In an investigative piece by the Associated Press (2014), it was
revealed that:
The U.S. government masterminded the creation of a “Cuban Twitter”
– a communications network designed to undermine the communist
government in Cuba, built with secret shell companies and financed
through foreign banks. . . .
The project, which lasted more than two years and drew tens of
thousands of subscribers, sought to evade Cuba’s stranglehold on the
Internet with a primitive social media platform. First, the network
would build a Cuban audience, mostly young people; then, the plan
was to push them toward dissent.
Yet its users were neither aware it was created by a U.S. agency with
ties to the State Department, nor that American contractors were
gathering personal data about them, in the hope that the information
might be used someday for political purposes.
From this perspective, indigenous software design is a political tool. If
designed in a culturally unique manner, it has the potential to become a
means of data protection as well as a means of domestic economic
development. Combine the implications of this example with the first
example about teaching children everywhere how to use One Laptop; would
this create a global population of consumers for US technology? A
compliant population who contributes easily mineable troves of data? Are
we in danger of dampening indigenous software innovation at the age when
children are ready for creative engagement in learning? The following
chapters offer more evidence that argues this is likely the case. Chapter 2
pursues the argument that there are political pressures, similar to those
acting in the example above, that discourage the development of indigenous
technologies because they could become domestic economic rivals or
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domestic data protection tools, both politically threatening to the current ICT
producing culture.
The final example has been a global headline that continues to send
shockwaves through the upper levels of political power. When it was
revealed that the US National Security Agency was collecting massive
troves of data from digital devices from both foreign and domestic entities,
essentially grabbing the haystack to find the needle, a key distinction was
also made. The NSA insisted that the domestic data they collected
consisted of ‘meta-data,’ and they only monitored content of, for example
Skype calls, outside the US. Why is this distinction meaningful? Meta-data
are associated data to the primary data, so for a phone call from a mobile
phone this would consist of the time, duration, and connecting number to
which the call was placed. There have been several studies which purport
to have created predictive algorithms using only meta-data. These have
tremendous commercial value making headlines for their use by retailers to
predict shopping needs of consumers. The admission by the NSA that only
meta-data was being collected, and this was in no way intrusive, was a tacit
admission of the capabilities of their algorithms. Studies which claim to be
able to predict political affiliation or the onset of illness based on meta-data
have been performed with American subjects. While the models built from
these studies might be highly successful, the patterns of ICT engagement in
other cultures have not been so successfully modeled. This is why the
content of online communication from foreign language data that is distant to
English and originates outside the US, for example Farsi, (The models used
for analysis did not utilize cultural distance, but they unconsciously applied
the concept), has not been analyzed by the faster, more efficient meta-data
processing methods. (Graham and Khosravi, 2002; van den Bos, 2006; Kelly
and Etling, 2008) In other words, if meta-data analysis techniques were able
to predict what they claim to predict for ICT users universally, then why
aren’t they being used? It is a tacit admission that the data retrieved via ICT
meta-data is not well understood in other cultures. Culture is a variable.
There is an impact for content and meaning from how the users outside the
culture of design engage with the technology. Meta-data analysis is yet not
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reliable outside of English-speaking users and unreliable for non-Western
languages. It is more than a matter of translation because the software
programs to translate languages exist and meta-data is focused on
behaviors, on how users engage with technology. This means culture
matters. It has not been properly treated as a variable because it has never
been pursued in research in a manner accessible to the disciplines who are
concerned with the types of modeling in this example. Culture has often
been marginalized as the domain of the humanities or as the outdated
pursuit of anthropologists with notepads in a jungle or simply reduced to
words and grammar; the profound effects of culture have not been
adequately addressed. This research approached culture’s influence from a
pragmatic and interdisciplinary perspective because the influence of a monocultural information and communication technology is too great to ignore.
In each of these examples, the pervasive use of ICT is foregrounded.
Because its use in conflict management contexts is an emerging practice,
there remains much to discover. This study is informed by reflective field
experience with ICT and a pragmatic aim of describing the complex
implications in a manner that can be integrated into future design iterations
of ICT.

1.5 Thesis Contribution to Research
Turning away from ICT in the popular media, this section introduces how this
study will contribute to these broader issues with a clear and considered
output related to peace and conflict, tracing its evolution from professional
observation to doctoral thesis project.
The dramatic increase in mobile and internet technology across the
developing world (mobiThinking, 2012) has made leveraging information and
communication technology (ICT) a primary focus of conflict management
policy-makers.(See Weinstein, 2011, “US State Dept Launches Arabic
Twitter Feed.”) There is a seductive notion that solutions to conflict,
corruption, and governance are bound up with the transformative power of
technology. As Council on Foreign Relations researcher Harwood (2012, n.
pag.) reflected in his blog’s summation of a conference on ICT in Africa, “As
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speakers as well as audience questions attested to, it is easy to get caught
up in the ICT component of a project and allow it to overshadow the desired
outcomes. The existence of a deployment becomes the measure of
success.”
There has been a parallel emphasis on the potential of local knowledge.
Based on experience as an intercultural mediator, I observed conflictaffected populations using new technologies, but in ways not envisioned by
the ICT developers. An acknowledgement that, as one study participant
expressed, “the Europeans are the ones who brought all this; it was not
ours,” has led to two main strategies in adapting to ICT; either users become
confused, frustrated, and disenfranchised by the technology because it does
not function in the way they intend (see examples from post-earthquake Haiti
and conflict outbreaks in Somalia), or they actively manipulate it as the
earpiece of the West (see examples from Egypt and Tunisia during the Arab
Spring of 2010-11) (Sutherlin, 2013). This study took the approach that the
ICT tools available were being used in a limited manner by many
populations because the tools did not meet their needs. While relying on
sophisticated information gathering systems which do not involve ICT, these
cultures remain in the position of being data donors until they control ICT
design which reflects their needs.
ICT has evolved rapidly and emerged from primarily US and Western EU
cultures (Hill et al., 1998; Zakaria, Stanton and Sarkar-Barney, 2003);
however, the regions where it is applied for democratization efforts differ
tremendously by language and culture. Are there consequences for users
when technology is used far from its place of origin? How does the
producing culture manage this distance? Understanding the environment
surrounding the application of ICT for democratization and conflict
management involves an examination of the motivations behind the actors
who create and finance the implementation of ICT applications and those of
the users on the ground. Who are these actors? These questions are
explored in Chapter 2 in order to lay out the broader political and economic
context in which this research was situated. After which, the implications of
this global framework are scrutinized in a specific case study.
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One aspect that makes this research vitally relevant to peace and conflict
studies is the setting in which it was conducted. Data collection took place in
northern Uganda, a region of cultural intersection with South Sudan
(Simeoni, 1978), Western Kenya, Eastern Congo, and Western Ethiopia,
along with the nation of Uganda itself, all areas that have recently been or
continue to be affected by conflict. This setting makes the results of the
study directly applicable to the field of conflict management. The location
and the participants in data collection, Acholi speakers, thus contributed as
elements of the experimental design that are detailed in Chapter 4.
Previous research has tried to capture variations in non-Western ICT
engagement with qualitative scales. (Hill et al., 1998; Hasan and Ditsa,
1999; Ditsa, 2005) This study took the novel approach of applying
methodology from cognitive linguistics which generally compares bilingual
and multilingual groups in order to investigate conceptual-level or thoughtprocess issues. In this way, culture (observed and inferred through the
presence of concepts and cognitive processes such as event
conceptualization and schema) was explored as a variable with quantitative
results. Participants took part in a simple experiment that compared how
individuals conceptualized and recalled an event in their first language, then
with text from a mobile device application in their first language, and finally
with a third oral English version. Investigating ICT engagement at the
cognitive level, focusing on conceptualization differences between cultures
has not been tried before. This experiment compared information
organization techniques and communication strategies of the culture of
design and the culture of use of the ICT. The comparison indicated whether
the ICT version more closely resembled the English (the culture of design) or
first language oral version (the culture of use). More precisely, it pursued
the hypothesis:
Hypothesis: The first language oral version of the narrative will not be
the same as the version captured and conveyed via the ICT tool. They
will be quantifiably ‘non-matching’ results based on the method of
analysis (further details in Chapter 4 section: analysis).
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*Null Hypothesis: All three narratives will be the same. They will
quantifiably ‘match’ based on the method of analysis.
The hypothesis anticipated the core differences at the cognitive level
between the culture of use and the culture of design would result in the
incapacity of the ICT tool to successfully perform its task of capturing
information accurately, conveying a narrative. Chapter 3 delves into
characteristics of ‘the culture of design’ and ‘culture of use’ to make these
distinctions more clear. It draws from computer science literature to describe
the design process that takes place in ‘the culture of design’ in order to
understand how an ICT tool is developed and how culture enters the mix.
The second part of Chapter 3 transitions to look at the users who are more
culturally distant and the effect of ICT use spreading across the globe. This
second part of Chapter 3 looks at the communication and information
organization needs of these new users drawing on studies that have
investigated cultural dimensions of technology engagement and cultural
communication literature. It concludes with the theoretical foundation that
the current ICT is insufficient for the needs of the new users. Chapter 4
describes the pragmatic experimental method, from fieldwork to
methodological theories driving the experimental and analysis design
choices that enabled this study to extend theoretical arguments into valid
and robust results.
Previous research on ICT users has concentrated on language (See
bilingual comparison of Google Search success by Al-Eroud et al., 2011;
discourse analysis of language, identity and conflict by Mac Giolla Chriost,
2003; and discussion of Arabic language and National identity by Suleiman,
2003.) or communication more generally (see indigenous communication
analyses by both Olúbòdé-Sàwe, 2010 and Taiwo, 2010), but often arrived
at the conclusion that there was still another factor influencing how fully a
group took up and engaged with new technologies. (Graham, 2013) Still
others like Hill et al. (1998), Hasan and Ditsa, (1999), and Ditsa (2005)
attempted to look at culture head-on with qualitative dimensional measures
similar to Hofstede (1980). While these substantiated the claim that there is
a difference in the way cultures interact with technology, they did not answer
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the question of ‘how.’ The primary emphasis of this experiment was not to
define culture, meaning that the results of the experiment were not
normative, but rather more practical as they demonstrated that designing
ICTs without consideration of cultural communication preferences had an
impact on the success of the ICTs as tools for communication and
information management and, more importantly, implications for policymakers and conflict management. The Introduction outlined the working
understanding of culture; it is observable in such learned communication
behaviors as narrative structure, event conceptualization, and schemata. By
reviewing past research that had eliminated other likely variables for the
phenomenon under investigation (users from cultures distant to the culture
of design interacted with ICT in unexpected, unusually poor/unsuccessful
ways not otherwise attributable to access, education, etc.), I noted that many
of these studies had also concluded with a lingering suspicion that the
phenomenon they could not explain was attributable to culture (see Ditsa
and Alwahaishi, 2007; Odejobi and Adegbola, 2010; and Graham, 2013);
however, it was beyond the scope of their research to investigate this
hypothesis more deeply. By synthesizing the results of the previous work,
creating a matrix of non-reactive variables, this research constructed an
experimental model to demonstrate that if there remained an active variable,
and once everything else had been ruled out, that variable must be culture.
(Recall the experimental model operationalized culture through the
observation of instances of conceptual transfer recognized by conceptual
frames and schema both culturally learned.) Therefore, as it is with
experiments, there was a high confidence level that culture was the
explanation for the observed results. It was a sound inference based on the
scientific method. It was an initial step in a process of design innovation and
a new avenue for research.
Because this was a preliminary study that points towards further research,
the entirety of the experimental results were transcribed and included as
Appendix 1 so that the study may be readily adapted, repeated, or the
results may be re-evaluated from a new angle by other researchers. In
Chapters 5 and 6, the findings are presented which are most valuable
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toward developing the next generation of ICT adapted around nuances
which, through field observation, literature review, and experimental results,
were shown to affect the success of the ICT. Chapter 6 is the most valuable
chapter, apart from the methodology, and takes the results of the experiment
step-by-step analyzing the few special cases that deserve further research.
This study empirically demonstrated that narratives conveyed over ICT were
not the same as those given orally, and these differences cannot be
dismissed as what we can expect between writing and speaking; there were
substantial conceptual changes to narratives. Implications include the
diminished reliability of participatory governance or policy-making strategies
executed primarily through ICT. The data collected cannot be trusted to be
the information intended by the sources. Decisions made from aggregated
data are similarly suspect.
Why do cultural communication preferences matter for ICT? These
technologies are the source for collecting human rights abuse reports,
election monitoring, gathering health statistics, performing government
needs assessments, and much more. The robust findings of this experiment
are extended to consider broader implications about culture and ICT design.
When amalgamated data from a referendum or poll are used for policy
analysis or as evidence for solution implementation, the perceived
participatory nature of the technology obscures the quality of the narrative it
can provide. (Sutherlin, 2015 forthcoming) I argue that the available ICTs
have not been sufficiently adapted for culture. Without cultural adaptation at
a conceptual level, the technology distorts the narratives it captures from
users who are far from the culture of design giving a dramatically different
picture of events than those users give in oral accounts. The results of the
experiment supported the hypothesis that narratives given via ICT are
sustaintially distorted. This potentially has profound implications for
democratic participation, conflict management, economic development for
software, and data security. Furthermore, findings from this study (Sutherlin,
2015 forthcoming; 2015 under review) call into question the validity of
research carried out with purely ICT methods in similar contexts, particularly
as these distortions multiply with data aggregation.
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2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the problem is set against a backdrop of global political
pressures. At the macro-level, the role of ICT in conflict management is
explored by examining the motivations of those who promote its use. This
chapter provides recent historical background for the questions pursued in
this research. It also gives the context for why questions surrounding bias,
culture, and political participation with ICT are vital to pursue; it plants these
questions in their field of impact—participation in democracy, policy-making,
conflict, management. It sets the foundation for the following chapters by
defining two groups: the culture of production/design and the culture of use.
These are further defined around a cognitive dimension. These two groups
become the focus of Chapter 3, and the cognitive dimension is explored
further inviting the experimental methodology from cognitive linguistics.
In this broad context, ICT is seen to be used as a tool, a strategic device for
democratization, political identity building, and what might generally by
called cyber policies. The term tool refers to software or technology
designed with the purpose of making a specific task easier to perform. This
task of interest to this research was collecting large amounts of information
in a conflict setting such as reports of human rights violations, election fraud,
or polling of needs (a needs assessment) informing policy-making. Thus,
ICT was seen to be a political tool. Because the information gathered with
ICT tools came in the form of narratives (i.e., I saw this happen when I was
voting. . .), success was defined by narrative standards, i.e., did the tool
successfully convey the information that the individual intended. Just as
other tools are judged to be successful if they performed their intended
tasks, a successful ICT tool is one that makes the task of communication
and information management easier. Connected to the idea of success is
bias.
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Rather than investigating if there was bias, this study started with the
supposition that it was there already -- a cultural bias. The question then
became ‘how does it affect users?’ Friedman and Nissenbaum looked at
how computer-based tools helped or limited us by developing a core
definition of bias. Bias in technology exists when:
. . . computer systems that systematically and unfairly discriminate
against certain individuals or groups of individuals in favor of others.
A system discriminates unfairly if it denies an opportunity or a good or
it assigns an undesirable outcome… on grounds that are
unreasonable or inappropriate. (1997, p.23)
This definition was reached from analyzing several types of computer
systems, but information and communication technology, the mobile ICT
applications we know today, had not arrived on the scene and were
therefore not part of their process. Despite the challenges of defining
anything relating to technology which is forever in flux, their definition
remains robust and is just as applicable to today’s technology as the
computer systems of the mid-1990s. The definition they developed
continues to be cited again and again (at least 35 citations, see Friedman et
al., 1996; Mowshowitz and Kawaquchi, 2002; Koepfler, Shilton and
Fleischmann, 2013; Stark and Tierney, 2014). This broad category of bias
was further developed into three specific types of bias based on the time at
which the bias enters/affects the design. These are: pre-existing bias,
technical bias, and emergent bias. These definitions are returned to in
Chapter 3 and explained again within the text.

2.2 ICT as a Political Tool
ICT has evolved rapidly and emerged from primarily US and Western EU
cultures (Hill et al., 1998; Zakaria, Stanton and Sarkar-Barney, 2003);
however, the regions where it is applied for democratization efforts differ
tremendously by language and culture. Are there consequences for users
when technology is used far from its place of origin? How does the
producing culture manage this distance? To answer these questions
requires an understanding of the environment surrounding the application of
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ICT for democratization and conflict management, an examination of the
motivations behind the actors who create and finance the implementation of
ICT applications and those of the users on the ground. Who are these
actors?
In a 2013 symposium that I attended, Google’s executive chairman Eric
Schmidt used the term “stakeholders” to describe how, “states with strong
technology sectors will become major power players.” This combination of
governmental and private entities is referred to as producers throughout this
research. When emphasizing the power of the stakeholders, the group of
governmental and private entities that are invested in creating and
implementing ICT, producers is most appropriate. Culture of design
captures a similar idea by describing it in terms of the shared cultural
characteristics among the producers. One term emphasizes the members
and power relations while the other term emphasizes common cognitive
design elements among the members. In this chapter, the political
landscape of motivations and goals for both groups, users and producers, is
traced from the origins of ICT in humanitarian crisis response through its
continued use as a strategic resource for governance. The resulting picture
is one which details the implications of a cyber policy built by the producers
of ICTs containing a pervasive cultural bias. (Pargman, 1998) Power is
shifted away from the populations using the technology and toward the
actors who control the programs and codes. (Lessig, 2006) I argue that the
available ICTs for democratization and conflict management are plagued by
cultural bias which disenfranchises users. This cultural bias diminishes the
technology’s potential for use in participatory actions by removing authorship
and contributing to information gatekeeping by the creators of the technology
which tend to be American or European. (ICCM, 2011)
From the United Nations down to local community groups, ICT is considered
an essential ingredient in democratization and human rights work. Now the
debate has shifted from ‘can technology play a role?’ to presupposing that,
‘the amount of technology is directly related to the amount of
democratization a region enjoys.’ This concept is called openness. (Speta,
2002; Bohman, 2004; Newman, 2008; Margetts, 2009; Dutton et al., 2011) It
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is an extension of the concept of freedom of expression which is vital in
democracy and protected in Article 19 of the United Nation’s Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (1948). If individuals are free to communicate
and share information through online platforms, then democracy will prevail.
Therefore, when developing policies aimed at promoting democracy, access
to mobile and online information-sharing is a focus, and participation in the
information-sharing architecture is the goal. The dominant political
discourse in the US and Europe encourages a definition of freedom that
equates participation with open access and despotism with censorship.
(Ward, 2006; Brooke, 2011; Morozov, 2011; Myers and Timmons, 2011;
MacKinnon, 2012) There are problematic dimensions to participation not
captured by the openness debate which this research argues stem from the
origin of ICT tools for humanitarian intervention evolving into conflict
management and democratization uses. Who controls the access, who
manages the information, and the form the participation (such as a narrative)
must take in order to be accepted are the subjects of the following sections.
These sections examine how ICT tools are used in the field from the
pragmatic perspective of understanding the task, the user needs, and the
implications for power, i.e., control of communication and information.
Narratives are how we chronicle conflicts, broadcast crises, and delineate
political alternatives. (Calhoun, 1994; Castells, 1997; Pavlenko, 2007) My
roof collapsed. I want to find a job. Our father is in prison for speaking out
against the government. When we share these moments, we build stories
rooted in ourselves, in the identity of the place, group, situation that shares
our culture of communication. When these personal events are swept
together during the upheaval from natural disasters or mass demonstrations,
the information conveyed takes on a political life. That information motivates
actions in the form of allegiance building (see Suleiman, 2003; Dzieza, 2010;
language and national identity), humanitarian aid funding, and conflict
management policy. Increasingly, the mode for conveying these events, for
archiving, analyzing, and commodifying these experiences is information
and communication technology (ICT). These tools range from social media
platforms such as Facebook and Twitter to more situation-specific programs
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designed to amalgamate data in order to formulate policy advice such as
needs assessments, polls, or conflict early warning systems. (The StandBy
Task Force Admin, 2011; Waema and Adera, 2011)

2.3 Powerbase
There are two prevailing ideologies about the democratizing power of
technology. They have coalesced around diluted, popularized notions made
famous by Jürgen Habermas and Michel Foucault. It was not within the
scope of this research to engage with the full depth and breadth of the works
of these two philosophers; however, their shadows are inescapable when
analyzing the strategic use of ICT for policy-making and democratization. In
simplest terms, the discourse around openness draws substance from
Habermas and the critique of information privacy relies on Foucault.
In Information Science, Stahl (2004) observed there are two philosophically
fueled camps—one Habermasian and one Foucauldian. (The terms
Habermasian and Foucauldian should conjure an association to ‘dairy
creamer’ or ‘contains some natural ingredients’ because the ideas of these
thinkers are invoked in a pale, reconstituted form barely resembling the
original.) The Habermasian view can be recognized by its use of the term
‘public sphere’ (Habermas, 1962) that is attractive to researchers examining
topics such as the internet and democracy because of a prescriptive
character that enumerates steps to encourage and achieve fair and open
dialogue. As the following sections delineate, the kernels of Habermas’s
theory appear again and again, diluted to popular notions of democracy by
the proponents of open access, openness. (The White House, 2011) In
particular, there is the tantalizing parallel made between the internet’s
democratizing potential and a conception of Habermas’s ideal speech
situation (Habermas, 1990) where universal participation leads to consensus
and action. The theme of universality, a concept founded in Habermasian
vocabulary, inhabits ICT research relating to conflict and democratization.
The idea that information flows should be open, a universal or human right,
was discussed at the ONHCR’s 19th session (United Nations, 2012). The
platforms by which we communicate have become global, and we attribute
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universal qualities to them because of saturation and familiarity. Habermas
and Foucault’s work on discourse explored how information is transformed
into power through language. Their assessment of the universal nature of
this encounter is the primary point of contrast between their two theories,
and thus characterizes the division of the Habermasian and Foucauldian
camps—one a proponent of ICT, the other wary of its power.
An example typifying this distillation was found at The 2002 European
Conference on Information Technology Evaluation in which Habermas’s
critical social theory and its application to ICT was summarized in four
sentences. (Jones and Basden, 2002)
Habermas’ philosophical approach is to explain the world as a whole
with principles to be discovered in reason. His social theory is
centred on communication and seeks to clarify the conditions, means,
contents, constraints and objectives of all socially organized human
behavior (Habermas 1984). Indeed, Lyytininen (1986) proposes that
Habermas’ action types exhaust all social action. If this is so,
Habermas’ action types cover all possible roles in which KBS
[knowledge-based systems, a specific type of ICT used for decisionmaking] might be used and should provide the theoretical
underpinning we see to clarify and scope the roles of KBS. (p 232)
Contrasting with the very step-wise, black-and-white version of Habermas’s
ideas is the Foucauldian camp where critics of the democratizing power of
the internet and ICT are drawn to a notion of Foucault that articulates power
dynamics in more granular shades. (Foucault, 1976; 1977; 1982)
Particularly with regard to imposed identity or identity-based power relations
(such as sane/insane), Foucault’s lens seems better suited to the diagnosis
of imperfections (Stahl, 2004; see also Falzon, 1998). Cordoba and Robson
(2003) deliberately addressed the challenges of engaging with Foucault’s
wide range of work impacting on technology in ‘Foucault’s Research
Project,’ presented at The 2003 European Conference on Information
Technology Evaluation. They admitted it is difficult task without, “. . . missing
or misunderstanding important issues.” (p. 145) The researchers found
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elements relating to power and participation most useful, and were honest
about the limitations of their philosophical engagement with the full scope of
Foucault’s writings from which they pieced together their approach. In a less
critical usage of Foucauldian vocabulary, Newenham-Kahindi et al. (2013)
leveraged the idea of the panopticon15 (Foucault, 1977) at several points in
their discussion of ICT in African banking systems as a kind of analytical
quik-cement. They alluded to Foucault’s edited lectures on Government
(1991) using the power of ‘associative scholarship’ to enhance their
business analysis:
The complexity of ICT, the reality of interactions connecting the digital
and the material world, and the mediating cultures that organize the
relations between these technologies and users exemplify the
‘electronic control system’ in organization (Foucault, 1991; Sewell
1998). (Newenham-Kahindi et al., 2013, p. 102)
Concepts originating with Foucault, such as the panopticon, have become a
staple of internet research describing social media and information privacy.
And it is perhaps because of the epistemological union among ICT
stakeholders/producers--political rationality among policy-making and
positivism in engineering/computer science-- that the current discussion is
dominated by pseudo-Habermasian prescriptions for democratic
participation with technology such as ‘openness.’ As it is interpreted by the
Habermasian camp, his work suggests the solution for complex
communication situations, the ideal toward which we should work.
Proponents of the Habermasian view, producers, assert that if barriers to
access such as language, internet connectivity, and literacy are removed,
then open discourse will proceed. (Kornbluh and Weitzner, 2011) I would
counter that there are barriers built into the format of the communication
platform, the technology medium itself, which impede participation by
distorting narratives and preferencing one culture’s learned cognitive
process for organizing information over every other.
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A philosophical exploration of the power structures inherent in prisons and by extension other systems
connected to surveillance based on Bentham’s 18th century prison architecture plan comprised of multiple prison
cells visible from a central ‘panoptic’ station. (See further Brunon-Ernst (2012) Beyond Foucault: Perspectives on
Bentham’s Panopticon.)
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Wading ever so shallowly into the herd of Habermasian and Foucauldian
recyclists, there was one element of Foucault’s 1982 essay, “The Subject
and Power,” that detailed the concept of the mode of power working through
dichotomies of identity such as sane/insane to which this argument
harnesses an analogy. In Foucault’s concept, the dominant group exerts
power through naming, through language, and here, it is extended by
analogy to the use of ICT. Currently, if someone cannot use ICT, s/he would
probably be considered illiterate or poor, and certainly on the wrong side of
the digital divide. (Graham, 2011) This research proposes an alternative
dichotomy-- users who find themselves cognitively at home in the ICT space
and those who enter a cognitively foreign space. More concisely, there is a
cognitive in-group and an out-group defined by the mode of power—
information control. Pavlenko (2003, p. 259) defines the term cognition as
referring to, “a variety of phenomena which include but are not limited to
perception, attention, categorization, inference, reasoning, and sociocultural belief systems.” As the producers, the cognitive in-group sets the
terms of how ICT users participate, communicate, and access information.
Frequently, this group siphons information away from the original authors in
a new and homogenized form which fits the prescribed, in-group mode of
discourse communication. This is an alternative to culture of
design/production and culture of use. While it remains a dichotomy to
describe the relationship as two groups, the members within the sets are not
seen to be homogenous, but rather the description draws focus to a single
characteristic around which to divide (instead of digital divide, literacy divide,
development divide, etc.). This description is useful because it invokes the
focus of the experimental investigation. If the groups are described in this
way, rather than in economic terms or access terms, it points the way toward
a new research approach, a new description, a quantitative description of
this variation in cognitive terms.
Jürgen Habermas and Michel Foucault’s work on discourse and language
brings together ideas about information and power that undeniably connect
to this topic, but an in-depth engagement with their ideas was outside the
trajectory of this argument which focused on quantitative experimental
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outcomes. While these intellectual rivals challenged each other’s theories,
in the context of information and communication technology applied in
conflict management, their work described complementary aspects of power
dynamics and has therefore been attractive to ICT researchers, developers,
and policy-makers. Both of these philosophers developed and revised their
work over decades creating complex theories worthy of a full treatment.
This research did not engage with their work in depth, yet it was important to
follow how their ideas have percolated through the literature and popular
understanding that informs design and implementation of ICT. This research
further acknowledges that there is an entire field of critical theory for
information science and certainly researchers there engage with Habermas
and Foucault more deeply. This critique took aim at the developers,
information scientists, and ICT project managers who propel the idea of
technology into mainstream media and shape popular views about its power
without such critical engagement.

2.4 The Best Defense
Having described the power dynamics underpinning ICT deployment, this
section analyzes specific examples of that deployment in terms of its
strategic impact for producers and participatory implications for users.
In the 21st century, material support for pro-democracy activists includes
empowering them with the technology for change. The US State Department
began an initiative called TechCamp. Indonesia was selected as one
program site, not because of its socio-political challenges or potential
diplomatic partnership with the US, but because, as the media release
stated:
. . . it ha[d] the second largest number of Facebook members, after the
United States. This strong social media understanding gives a stronger
platform for innovation in mobile and web applications. Several
corporate partners have signed on…. (U.S. Department of State, 2011)
Rather than developing tools that meet the needs of the population,
TechCamp fostered an expansion of US-style technology platforms,
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extending the market base in a critical region between India and China. With
this move, the cognitive in-group/culture of design could facilitate a large
populations’ participation in the dominant discourse space while
maneuvering to inhibit alternative modes of discourse displacing indigenous
systems. Burk (2005, p.2) asserts:
Each of these economic powers [The US and Western Europe] has
aggressively promoted its own approach to information control, and in
doing so, they have largely displaced and overwhelmed the
development of local or indigenous ‘from the ground up’ informational
regimes.
It is this type of installed technology that is lauded as innovative when it is
regurgitated by local developers. Praise for democracy in action may in fact
be praise for a cyber-battlefield victory, an expansion of US-style technology.
(Recall the example from Chapter 1 about how the US covertly created a
Cuban Twitter network as a political tool.)
This is an acknowledged strategy outside of cyberspace for the
infrastructure that supports technology. Retired US Marine Corps Gen.
James Cartwright, vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff until August
2011, stated in a speech at the Center for Strategic and International Studies
and reported by Foreign Policy Magazine (online) that:
As we leave Afghanistan, the thing that will most affect that culture
over the long term is leaving behind that network and those cell
phones because they are talking across mountains and social barriers
that heretofore have never been crossed by that culture.… I don't
know where that's going to take them, but the introduction of that
technology is probably far more lasting than anything else that we're
going to do in Afghanistan and far more influential. (Reed, 2013, n.
pag.)
Starting from the networks and towers, sowing the seeds of expansion with
the first cellphones and software platforms left behind, there are several
fronts on which the US is maneuvering.
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On another continent, experts on African software development commented
on Al Jazeera’s The Stream (2011) that despite a surge in African software
innovation, this did not translate into competition for the domestic market.
Making a comparison to the domestic and regional phone pricing schemes,
they said it had always been cheaper to call Europe than to call nearby.
This perpetuated a mindset of targeting the economic development
externally rather than internally. According to these market experts,
software innovation was not yet driven by the needs of domestic users. A
further impact of this research is imagining pathways for this to change.
In a more subtle example underscoring how communication technologies
affect us at a cultural level, Noor Ali Al-hinai (2012, p.7) from the Information
Technology Authority in Oman described the transition from traditional,
offline communication to online communication through social media. One
observation she made in her presentation (that I heard via teleconference)
was the shift in focus to the individual, “Online communication is more oneto-one.” This difference may have stood out from her perspective as a
member of a collectivist culture16. (Merkin, 2012) Continuing a discourselevel analysis of Al-hinai’s presentation, she also referred to the “collective
knowledge of society” as a resource that government can reach through
social media. Rather than viewing the tool as a link between individuals, a
way for individuals to write in and share knowledge, it seems she understood
it as a collective filtered through an atomizing technology. She further
described the favorable progress of the Ministry of Education in adopting
Facebook, “[it] has gained great e-presence in the most famous social
networking websites.” Integration of well-known social media was intended
to increase traffic to the education portal which was underutilized.
Throughout her presentation, her comments indicated the choice to integrate
the Western social media tool was based on cultural pressure to associate
with ‘famous’ or stature-elevating entities rather than meet the needs of
constituents. (Moran, Harris and Moran, 2011) While it could be argued that
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The individualist vs. collectivist scale is perhaps the most well-liked among social scientists and is most
associated with Hofstede’s 1980 dimensions. The scale is meant to describe national level behaviour and is
frequently misapplied to individual level data. (Bond, 2002; McSweeney, 2009; Brewer and Venaik, 2012)
Engagement in this debate is beyond the scope of this research. Qualitative reference to these characteristics is
meant only to emphasize that variations in cultural communication are well documented.
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these are not mutually exclusive, this presentation was meant to
demonstrate innovation. Her comments represent inherent cultural
communication preferences that should not be assumed as universal.
The Africa4All Parliamentary Initiative17 was developed in partnership
between five participating African nations and the European Gov2U18 nonprofit organization. Its aim is delivering open, democratic dialogue with
universal participation through the help of ICT tools. By relying on the shorthand Habermasian concept of democracy that is blind to the in-group/outgroup problematization, the barriers to participation such as the technology
platform itself may not be apparent.

Figure	
  2.1	
  Africa4All19	
  Screenshot	
  of	
  discussion	
  forum	
  
	
  
In this project, action area categories, survey formats, and text-based
communication persisted in the manner of the cognitive in-group/culture of
design. Beyond language access, this e-governance ICT application
remained incongruous to context and user communication preferences
which included non-text based formats, group-centered forums rather than
individual user logons, and security features assuring anonymity for users in
regions where retaliation plays a role in democratic participation. Postma et
al. (2012) found users of a similar tool in South Africa (one of the countries in
Africa4All) displayed undemocratic behavior patterns and were not
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
17

Africa4All: http://www.africa4all.net/index.php (Accessed 11 February 2013)

18

Gov2U: http://www.gov2u.org/index.php/who-we-are (Accessed 11 February 2013)

19

Available online from: Africa4All http://www.africa4all.net/index.php (Accessed 20 April 2011).
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encouraged toward equal participation in the online discussion forum as
anticipated by the designers of the tool. Their findings may substantiate an
extension of the hypothesis of this study that the forum, lacking cultural
adaptation, acts as a barrier to full democratic participation.

Figure	
  2.2	
  Screenshot	
  of	
  Uchaguzi20	
  report	
  interface	
  (2013)	
  based	
  on	
  
Ushahidi	
  platform	
  
During a 2011 interview, The Register (Ray, 2011, n. pag.) maintained, “The
best defense is, apparently, not to speak English, as the language barrier
can give local content providers the vital advantage they need before Google
et al take over,” a sentiment expressed by the Secretary General of the
International Telecommunications Union, Dr. Hamadoun Touré. This is the
sort of strategy actors must engage in in order to shift power between the
culture of design and the culture of use; battlefield victories are determined
by information control, the economic and political advantage.
Such a strategy perceives that participation is not determined simply by
access to the discussion space, but also by access to defining the form that
participation takes. Makoni and Meinhof (2004, p.2) quoting Sardar (1999)
emphasized that:
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Uchaguzi: http://www.uchaguzi.co.ke/reports/submit (Accessed 11 February 2013; based on 2010 election
violence monitoring format; website no longer active)
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. . . the real power of the west is not located in its economic muscle
and technological might. Rather, it resides in its power to define. The
west defines what is, for example, freedom, progress and civil
behavior; law tradition and community; reason, mathematics and
science; what is real and what it means to be human…. The nonwestern civilizations have simply to accept these definitions or to be
defined out of existence.
Ess and Sudweeks (2001, p.3) concurred that the diffusion of Western
technologies is a type of colonialism, stating:
In the face of such fundamental differences in cultural values and
communicative preferences, the introduction and diffusion of Western
[computer-mediated communication] technologies into 'other' cultures
runs the danger of becoming a kind of computer-mediated
colonization. That is, ‘other’ cultures are invaded, subjected and
dominated by the injection of Western technologies with the
assumption that such technologies are ostensibly necessary and
unavoidable steps in economic development and social progress….
Indeed, many have observed that such computer-mediated
colonization is all the more effective and dangerous precisely
because it appears to be non-violent and benign.
John Paolillo, one of the authors of UNESCO’s report Measuring Linguistic
Diversity on the Internet, (Paolillo, Pimienta and Prado et al., 2005) also
characterized the current mono-cultural system as a form of computer-based
colonialism. Similarly, Burk (2005, p. 8) argued the architecture of the
technology is derived from:
. . . the Western European intellectual tradition, imposition of either
the American or European models on the rest of the world may smack
somewhat of colonialism. Indeed it should; the promulgation of these
models is to some degree an extension of the promulgation of
intellectual property and related laws by the Great Powers throughout
their colonial empires during the Nineteenth and Twentieth centuries.
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Phillipson (1992) builds on Johan Galtung’s (1971) six types of imperialism
by adding a seventh, linguistic imperialism, which he argues is present in all
the others. These are not, in fact, separate types of imperialism (cultural,
technological, and linguistic). When describing information and
communication technology, adding the linguistic dimension to the computerbased colonialism of Ess and Sudweeks (and also Paolillo, Pimienta and
Prado, 2005) highlights the mechanism by which power is shifted.
Controlling language, the foundation of conveying ideas, an observable
manifestation of culture, of cognitive processes, is second only to brute
force. The cognitive connection, the connection to ideas is the linchpin.
Linguistic control powers the entire system of imperialism. Phillipson further
explains this connection in the phase he calls ‘neo-neo-colonialism,’ physical
presence of the exploiters will no longer be required because of computer
technology and global communications. With this framework in mind, we
return to considering the initial questions: Are there consequences for users
when technology is used far from its place of origin? How does the
producing culture manage this distance? I concur with this compound
definition that the current ICT model should be viewed as a form of cyber
imperialism. In this way, the producing culture is actively managing users
from afar, and the distance may diminish the immediate political implications
for users. The policy-level implications of producers’ design decisions are
one focus of this study. I do not assert orchestrated implementation of
design by all producers, rather their shared cultural orientation inherently
(perhaps even unconsciously) has led to similar design elements that are
suited to one group of users over others.

2.5 Lines in the Cybersand
Who and where are these cultures that are, ‘far from the origin of production’
and are coming online at an astounding rate? A few key statistics from the
International Telecommunications Union showed a dramatic increase of
mobile web browsing from January 2011 to January 2012 in Africa with a
jump from 6.33% to 19.17%. This surpassed Asia at 14.32%, a region that
includes China, the country that has more mobile phone users than the
population of Spain. Also of note, 70% of Egypt’s population was estimated
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to rarely or never use a computer to get online relying primarily on mobile
phones. Another important indicator was the predicted 3G coverage
increase in the Middle East/Africa region because 3G is how more and more
mobile internet coverage is provided and opens the door for smartphone
use. The increase in the Middle East/Africa was predicted to go from 7% in
2009 to 35% in 2014. This increase was the largest among the developing
regions. For comparison, Western Europe was estimated to grow from 39%
to 92% and Eastern Europe from 9% to 40%. (mobiThinking, 2012)
It is perhaps because of the staggering increases in global technology use
that the persistence of a curious phenomenon (Graham, 2013; Ditsa and
Alwahaishi, 2007) has been obscured. Ditsa and Alwahaishi (2007) found
unexpectedly low technology engagement among certain groups in Africa
and the Middle East while Graham (2013) measured online participation
specifically by tracking the location of Wikipedia edits. His research also
concentrated on Africa. Both studies concluded that even when technology
was available and understandable (no language or education barrier), online
tools and platforms were used in statistically lower rates than expected for
regions in Africa. In other words, both studies expected to see more
technology engagement because there was no reason they could find, no
variable they could account for that could explain the low rate of
engagement. These researchers hypothesized one explanation could be
culture, and certainly further research would be necessary to investigate that
possibility. They posited that technology was perhaps untrusted, disliked, or
otherwise not incorporated into communication and information system
norms of the culture. In this research, I pursued this idea based on the
hypothesis that a cultural variable was affecting usability of the technology;
the form was restricting the narrative. As described in Chapter 1, by
synthesizing the findings of studies like these, I developed a methodology by
which, having eliminated all other possible causes of the phenomenon
explored by previous research, there remained a single variable, a best
explanation, a reasonably valid conclusion supported through the scientific
method. In Chapter 4, the intricacies of the methodology are discussed
further. The salient points to the argument here (unfolding from broad
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contextual focus to specific case study details) are that a review of previous
studies’ findings pointed toward a cultural variable. For instance, after the
Arab Spring in North Africa in 2010-2011, there was a lingering question as
to why the same type of technologically vibrant movements did not sweep
across Sub-Saharan Africa continuing to topple repressive regimes. As the
following section Crisis or Conflict or Both describes, it was perhaps invalid
to connect the presence of technology with the success of the political
movement; however, the findings of low regional technological engagement
by both Graham (2013) and Ditsa and Alwahaishi (2007) suggested that the
explanation might have more to do with culture and communication norms
than had been investigated thus far. Furthermore, if technology were
adapted to other cultures, such as the East African group investigated in
their research, would that change the potential for political organizing in that
region? The assertion of this study is that, yes, it would be in the interest of
the users to have ICT tools that better meet their political information and
organization needs, and, conversely, producers may not support the
cohesion that might foster.
The US and its partners have proclaimed a strong commitment to
encouraging participatory democracy and building partnerships which bring
stability and economic opportunity for populations in fragile regions.
Policies focused on technology in this context were given direction in the
2009 U.S. Cyberspace Policy Review leading to the International Strategy
for Cyberspace. (Hathaway, 2009; The White House, 2011) While
cyberspace was originally the purview of the US Defense Department,
strategies to secure ICT pathways of economic endeavors have become a
focus of the National Security Agency and Homeland Security. Having one
internet, dominated by familiar software, makes economic traffic flow more
smoothly and facilitates security. The government, military, and civil society
must work together to achieve these goals. Not unlike the traditional role of
these entities, cyberspace is simply the newest battlefield where economic
policies and military engagement are coupled. However, political rhetoric
associated with this union is shaded by familiar tropes with Habermasian
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undertones. Cyber terrorism, cyber attacks, and cyber crime21 must be
fought for the sake of internet freedom and democracy. To this end, there
are several global policies working in concert. In the summer of 2011, the
US successfully encouraged the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD) to adopt a set of principles to guide future policy
making at their Internet Economy Meeting. (Kornbluh, 2011) In addition, the
UK signed the European Commission’s cyber security directive in 2012.
(BBC News, 2012) The Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights
held a panel discussion in February 2012 at the UN (United Nations, 2012)
to consider freedom of expression on the internet and its relation to the
Human Rights Charter. Participants generally considered cyberspace to be
a natural extension of global space and this right should be protected
through vigilance against barriers to access and participation. US
representative to the OECD, K. Kornbluh, described the motivation behind
US cyber policy in a press release on the Department of State Blog
(Kornbluh, 2011) and again in an op-ed to The Washington Post on the
state.gov blog. The explanation in the press release emphasized:
The Internet is a powerful tool for innovation and expression because it
allows information and ideas to flow freely. According to McKinsey, the
Internet has generated as much growth over the past 15 years as the
Industrial Revolution generated in 50 years. This is a clear jobs issue —
particularly in the United States. Over the past five years, the Internet
has been responsible for 21 percent of the growth in mature economies
and has created 2.6 jobs for every job it has displaced. Its power to
generate innovation is rivaled only by its potential to help people realize
their rights and democratic aspirations. (Kornbluh and Weitner, 2011)
This seamless transition from economic statistics to the natural conclusion
that the internet is a tool of democracy hinges on the two meanings of free-water freely flows down a river; people freely express themselves in a
democracy. While much of the language about economic benefit remained
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The term cyber measured by Google’s n-gram viewer that counts printed words from scanned sources (the
results of the attempt to scan millions of books, articles, etc., before copyright issues prevented completion) shows
a steady increase in use in print sources between 1995 and 2000 compared with almost no change in the term
terror. http://books.google.com/ngrams/graph
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in the op-ed version by Kornbluh and Weitzner (2011), there was a notable
shift in tone. The protection of the free flow of information was further
equated with the protection of oppressed populations in places such as Iran,
a rhetorical ruse by a technology-producing culture, a play to the public’s
fear. The piece featured in The Washington Post opened by sounding the
alarm about Iran.
Iran’s recent announcement that it plans to disconnect Iranian
cyberspace from the rest of the world was another dramatic sign that
the Internet is at risk of being carved up into national mini-Internets,
each with its own rules and restrictions. (Kornbluh and Weitner, 2011)
The OECD adopted policy guidelines while the White House crafted the
International Strategy for Cyberspace beginning with the subtitle, 'Prosperity,
Security and Openness in Networked World.' (The White House, 2011)
Influenced by these actions, the EU drafted its Cyber Security Directive.
(BBC News, 2012) Within these documents, the priority and bulk of
language is economic. Freedom from tyranny is not the reason for forming a
triangle between the military, civil service, and police on an international
scale. Protecting democratic freedom is auxiliary, a rhetorical veil for press
releases. These policies are not about human rights; they are about
shielding corporations from liability and regulating just enough to protect
intellectual property rights as prescribed by the US. Remarks on Politico by
US Congressional Representative from California (the epicenter of the tech
world) Mary Bono Mack, illustrate the strategy to shield economic ambitions
with cyberhawk language. Regarding the UN discussions of internet
freedom, Rep. Bono Mack said, “It’s absolutely imperative for the United
States to oppose this naked power grab led by Russia and China.” (Krigman,
2012)
Returning to the two meanings of ‘free,’ when the organization responsible
for protecting human rights (UNHRC) recommended creating more coherent
international norms to protect freedom of expression on the internet, the
response by lawmakers in the US was indignation that there might be
limitations imposed on the internet. (Krigman, 2012) Here the two meanings
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of 'free' diverge. The UN recommended continuing the same freedom of
expression on the internet that is guaranteed in Article 19 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, presciently described as 'any media.’ (United
Nations, 2012) The American technology producers aimed to protect the
free flow of information from regulation. If these two things were truly
equivalent, they would be in agreement. The type of ICTs under
investigation in this study have been increasingly used as a tool in defining
and implementing strategies aimed at achieving foreign policy goals
(although the example from Chapter 1 about the US creating a false Cuban
Twitter illustrated a covert destabilizing agenda). The results of this study
have implications on access to information for policy-making—potentially
shifting the power of information through design.
The real threats that concern technology producers are competition for
market dominance, sustainable intranets, and countries limiting
interoperability by designing for domestic users. How would it affect
intelligence gathering or targeted marketing if a region chose another
technology platform? Or if a post-conflict state stagnated, failing to
contribute streams of data to the web? If countries remained ‘data silent’ or
connected to the internet in a less conventional manner, this would be
disadvantageous to Western political and economic interests. R. Kirkpatrick,
director of the UN’s omnisciently named Global Pulse, leads a department
dedicated to understanding the value of these enormous streams of data
called ‘big data.’ He claimed in an interview that big data analysis can,
“predict, with 90 percent accuracy, household incomes just by the frequency
and amount people use mobile phones…. And health crises can be detected
from spikes in Google searches for various symptoms.” (O’Reilly, 2012)
Even the content of conversations has been algorithmically divined by
mobile phone use habits. (Eagle, Pentland and Lazer, 2009) Everything is
captured and catalogued by the technology of the producers. More than
surveillance of suspected criminals or targeted advertisements, information
on this scale is about the power to predict behavior and environments and
even change them. It is the closest humans have come to prophesying the
future. Besides the fountain of youth, chasing omniscience has been at the
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top of the list since we grasped cause and effect. Underlying the policies to
protect the producing culture’s continuation of their style of technology is the
belief that its perfection will lead to tremendous power. (McKinsey, 2013) It
should be noted that these amazing claims were extrapolated from American
subjects. Research by such groups as the Cultural Attitudes towards
Technology and Communication biennial conference already suggests
mobile and internet users in other cultures exhibit different behavior, or stray
from this dominant norm presumed to be universal by big data believers.
(see also Pargman, 1998; Duncker, 2002; Taiwo, 2010; Mushtaha and De
Troyer, 2012) Another consideration for claims suggesting Google search
habits yield the ultimate insight is that the research is based on the search
engine’s ‘favourtism’ of English. (Al-Eroud et al., 201122) Researchers
found, for example, “when studying keyword traffic on both Google search
based keyword tool and Google Insights for Search, results showed that
67% of the Arab Internet users prefer to use English queries instead of their
Arabic counterparts.” (ibid, p.1) Researchers concluded users adapted their
own cultural communication preferences because the technology did not
meet their needs. Many of the broad claims about the potential of ICT have
not incorporated the variable of culture and may be guarding against how
cultural adaptation would disrupt the status quo, the current power structure.
Connecting the findings about Google Search and Graham’s (2013) study of
Wikipedia edits, suggests there may be some cultures that do not engage as
authors/owners/producers in their first language. Do they engage in another
manner more actively? Through video or photo sharing for example? These
are the types of questions that engage with cultural communication
preference. Is the ICT being used by certain groups more simply because
its design as a tool suits the needs of those groups more than others? This
research demonstrated that there is in fact a cognitive divide, a cultural
communication preference in design, and this divide makes a significant
difference in the success of an ICT tool in effectively performing the task of
information management or communication.
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See also Introna and Nissenbaum, 2000, Defining the Web: the Politics of Search Engines where a decade
earlier the authors made similar claims about the pre-existing bias in design affecting user access to information.
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ICT interface design exhibits cognitive elements that reflect American and
European cultural norms. With the spread of the internet and ICT, only
language has been seen as a barrier to participation and has therefore been
the focus of research and policy initiatives. This approach assumes a
universal user. (Hofmann, 1985) However, language is only one element of
the cognitive experience; the universal user does not exist. The in-group/outgroup dichotomy between the culture of design and the culture of use
persists through the cultural bias imposed by the ICT producers to protect
the form and flow of information. By applying this neo-colonial strategy to
information gathering, European and American producers are not simply
positioning themselves on the new battlefield to the best advantage, they are
determining the shape of the field by commanding the programs and codes
through which the information flows.

2.6 Crisis or Conflict or Both?
The curtain was raised on technology’s potential to mobilize democratic
protest in Burma in 2007 when the world watched the brutal suppression of
citizens and more shockingly, of Buddhist monks marching in the streets.
What became apparent was that the movement had been building with the
help of information and communication technology tools. Through skillfully
leveraging basic digital tools, such as email-to-phone chains that extended
to refugee communities outside the country which helped preserve group
members’ anonymity, the protesters were able to broadcast their struggle
through an unprecedented breach of state censorship. The lasting global
impact has been to cement the role of ICT in the process of political
transformation. Whether democratic protest or all out revolution, these are
the available tools for sharing the identity of the emerging alternative force
and giving it a voice.
Since 2007, many types of ICT have been developed which have the
potential to either define a political group’s identity for internal cohesion or
announce it to the world. These ICTs range from social media platforms to
more tailored information gathering tools. The identity-building activities the
tools support might generally be called ‘creating a narrative.’ They include:
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sharing video and images, telling stories, organizing around interests such
as fighting corruption, improving economic conditions, or forming a political
party, and anything else around which the group can build an identity. In
contrast to the constructivist approach concerned with identity narratives
(Calhoun, 1994; Castells, 1997; Slocum-Bradley, 2008) that concentrated on
questions of why individuals engage in identity-building or describing the
nature of the process of identity building through narrative, this pragmatic
research is concerned with what activities are connected to identity-building.
In this way, specific tasks or user needs can be isolated for software
developers to consider in design. Descriptive or qualitative analysis has not
been accessible for design integration. The contribution of this study was to
focus on the culture of use, and conceive of how the ICT tools were being
used, and how they could be more successful in the tasks the users
indicated were useful. In interviews from an Arab bloggers meeting in
Tunisia in 2011, respondents commenting on the use of ICT during the Arab
Spring repeated their desire to convey their reality, their experiences, their
‘on-the-ground’ perspective. They were using these tools to share their view
of the world and how they saw themselves in it. (BBC Radio 5, 2011) They
were communicating an identity by describing their environment and
experiences. This sentiment was expressed again in a BBC interview with a
Libyan man returning from living abroad who shared, “We’ve been fighting
for our identity for so many years, as well as to know who we are, to tell
people who we are.” (Head, J. 2011)
Deciding which digital camera could withstand a stampede during a prodemocracy protest and other material concerns; this was my first contact
with the use of technology in the context of conflict resolution. I consulted
with refugee groups which smuggled gear into Burma in 2007 when the
global media circulated images of the brutal suppression of Buddhist monks
in popular protests.
In 2008, violence broke out in post-election Kenya. This crisis caught
everyone by surprise and sparked considerable information gathering and
communication assessments catapulting ICT to a new level of sophistication.
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An SMS-to-online crime report system was developed called Ushahidi23.
This platform facilitated the text messages from witnesses on the ground to
be collected as reports online and sent to volunteer responders called a
crowd which had been contacted online in a process called crowdsourcing24.
Conceived as a business solution, traditional crowdsourcing has been used
as the next technological step beyond outsourcing. The Ushahidi platform’s
success launched it into the spotlight. Later generations of the platform
have been used by the Atlanta police department, wildlife preserves in East
Africa, and several UN agencies. Each new launch promoted the
technology’s potential to unlock participation barriers. My work with an
American-Kenyan sister city project and a longstanding university
partnership between Indiana University and Moi University gave me the
opportunity to engage with the ICT advances at this pivotal stage. In this
way, I have seen this now commonly used platform grow from its earliest
use and expand. The questions my research posed were in part a critique of
the design process that repurposed this successful platform again and again
without more reflective engagement about differences in users’ needs
(international NGO staff vs. community members in Gulu, Uganda, for
example), and the impact on political participation and economic
development for those users.
In 2009, when footage of the fatal shooting of a female protester in Iran
spread, we witnessed the combined power of social media, the internet, and
traditional media. This moment in Iran was initially dubbed The Twitter
Revolution, but research has since shown this to be a misnomer. (Morozov,
2011) “‘The Revolution Will Be Twittered’ was the first in a series of blog
posts by The Atlantic’s Andrew Sullivan a few hours after news of the
protests broke.” (ibid, p.1) Sullivan was one of the first in the traditional
media to mold the story into this appealing plotline of realized participatory
democracy. One reason that the headline is misleading is that most
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Ushahidi (website) http://ushahidi.com/about-us (Accessed 11 February 2013).

24

The term was coined by J. Howe (2006) in an article titled, “The Rise of Crowdsourcing” featured in Wired
magazine.
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research is confident that the majority of tweets did not come from inside
Iran.
Moeed Amhmad, director of new media for Al-Jazeera…during the
protests could confirm only sixty active Twitter accounts in Tehran, a
number that fell to six once Iranian authorities cracked down on online
communications. (ibid, p.15)
Western observers expressed an affinity with the images of the young
Iranian protesters with mobile phones which were given contexts by tweets
circulated through the English language social media and broadcast on
traditional media. (Exum, 2009; Hodge, 2009) “‘The west was focused not on
the Iranian people but on the role of western technology,’ says [Hamid]
Tehrani.” (Morozov, 2011, p.17) Information and communication technology
came to define the movement. The protesters on the ground may have used
it to share their experience, to voice their struggle; however, by connecting
through images to a text-based culture in Europe and the United States,
there was a gap between the intention of the users and the message their
audience received. This was an early indication of problems to come as
ICTs have taken root in conflict management strategies.
The controlling or mediating presence of the West in online narrative
production had already been examined by H. Cleaver (1998) during the
Zapatista movement against the North American Free Trade Agreement in
Mexico (NAFTA) during the mid-1990s. Similar to the misattribution of power
for democratization credited to social media a decade later in Iran, he
concluded that technology’s influence was overestimated as a tool of the
Zapatista movement. Garrido and Halavais (2001, p.4) note:
There are some scholars, particularly Cleaver, who argue that the
EZLN [Ejército Zapatista de Liberación Nacional] has played no direct
role in the proliferation of the use of the Internet. Rather, the efforts
towards the building of the network of support in cyberspace were
initiated, and actually are maintained, by others, particularly those in
the western world that support the Zapatista movement (Cleaver,
1998).
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Garrido and Halavais’s (2001) exploration of the overlap between offline and
online networks in the Zapatista movement supports the Habermasian
concept of universal participation. (Habermas, 1990; see also Warnke, 1995)
They repeatedly drew from scholars who characterize the democratizing
value of the technology in terms of its universalization.
The effective use of communication networks has broadened the
scale of action for these movements empowering their struggle
internationally and opening new spaces—what might be called “virtual
publics [emphasis added]” (Jones and Rafaeli, 2000)—that move
beyond the exchange of information to facilitate shared culture
[emphasis added], coordination, and solidarity (Cleaver 1998, Schulz
1998). Many have noted that nascent virtual organizations supported
by the Internet and related networks have the potential to become the
vanguard of a technological globalization [emphasis added] that will
bring about a global citizenry [emphasis added] (Rheingold [1993]
2000, Der Spiegel in Froehling 1997). These new networks represent
a spirit of interaction that is unique; they “speak a language that
seems to be entirely their own, but they say something that
transcends their particularity and speaks to us all [emphasis added]”
(Melucci 1996:1). (Garrido and Halavais, 2001, p.4)
Emphasizing the structural power of the technology to determine the
discourse, to equalize and universalize participation in the digital age,
scholars and policy-makers embraced the potential that this conception of
ICT promised.
Researchers and proponents of ICT use have tended to treat technology in
general terms, a tool of modern development in the digital age, but the
specific ICT applications used in conflict management have evolved quite
recently. This research was interested in specific ICT tools used to inform
policy-making connected to conflict management. The next section traces
the origins of those tools asserting their origin played a role in their lack of
cultural adaptation.
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2.7 Turning Point: Data Deluge
During what might be considered the ‘early years’ of the use of information
and communication technology in the context of conflict, the aim was
primarily the coordination of covert meetings and the dissemination of
information across censorship barriers. Many of the strategies revolved
around hardware rather than software-- for example, the size of camera
phones to evade detection, portable satellite link-ups to bypass domestic
networks or computers with censorship ‘chips.’ The next evolution in conflict
management technology was the result of the 2010 earthquake in Haiti.
Moving to the stage of information aggregation and communication analysis
signaled a transition to the moment when ICT tools would now provide
information for policy-making. The information these tools collected and
stored would be used for profound change far beyond sharing a photo.
There was new depth to communication capabilities which exceeded the
email lists of Burmese protesters only three years earlier. With this potential
came the need for scrutiny. Were the ICT tools meeting the ever more
complex needs of users around the world? How were the actors who
designed ICT reacting to these changes?
The earthquake 12 January 2010 was a calamity which demanded an allhands-on-deck response; however, as the number of responding aid
agencies rose, so did the level of chaos. The challenge posed by
information and communication management among aid agency
stakeholders rivaled the quake damage on the ground. The novelty and
severity of these challenges prompted the UN’s Office for the Coordination
of Humanitarian Affairs to commission a report titled, Disaster 2.0: The
Future of Information Sharing in Humanitarian Emergencies. (Harvard
Humanitarian Initiative, 2011) This was not a typical report on the state of
the field, but rather a concerned call to improve operations in the digital age.
One chapter called ‘Bridges and Tensions,’ specifically talks about the
tension created by the lack of an international ICT norm.
From the ground, earthquake victims saturated aid agencies with information
via SMS. The major mobile phone provider in the region, Vodafone,
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changed the number normally used for weather updates to a free emergency
SMS number. The improvised emergency response number became known
as the 4636 Haiti Project and was used in parallel with the Ushahidi platform
updated from the initial version employed in Kenya. Volunteer developers
from: Crowdflower, Samasource, Instedd, FrontlineSMS: Medic, Google.org,
MIT Media Lab, Sahana, Stanford University, US State Department,
Ushahidi, and Votident overhauled the platform and dramatically enhanced
the crowdsourcing capability so that SMS messages could be translated
from Kreyol and French into English, mapped, and then routed to aid
workers on the ground. Later, SMS blasts were sent to quake victims from
aid agencies with updates about where to find services and supplies. I
worked as one of the crowd of online translators. Hours after the
earthquake, this ICT went into development miles away from the crisis by a
team that was expert in collecting and moving information in consultation
with another team that was expert in disaster response. From my
experience25, the application was not designed in consultation with Haitian
policy experts or Kreyol speakers. In a 2010 interview with the tech
magazine Venturebeat, the remarks of one of the co-creators of the project,
John Nesbit, illustrate the prevailing mentality-- Haitians were not seen as
the end beneficiaries or users of the technology:
Honestly, this is rare to see groups like the State Department,
Ushahidi and Instedd all working together. . . . I hope it doesn’t
take another catastrophe to see this type of collaboration again.
The bright spot in all of this is seeing the tech community take
ownership. (Cutler, 2010, n. pag.)
The emphasis was on the role of technology, the responsibility the producing
culture demonstrated. Press coverage maintained this view, heralding:
“Mobile technology takes centre stage in disaster relief,” The Guardian, 18
June 2010; “Clever services on cheap mobile phones make a powerful
combination-- especially in poor countries,” The Economist, 27 January
2011; “How Mapping, SMS Platforms Saved Lives in Haiti Earthquake,”
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I was invited to participate as a translator by a developer of the platform with whom I discussed the progress of
the product gaining valuable insight into the design process. This individual wishes to remain anonymous.
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Media Shift of PBS, 11 January 2011. The Venturebeat interview of John
Nesbit concluded, “True, but the more intriguing part of the story may be that
this all started with a simple tweet. In fact, Nesbit never set foot in Haiti.”
(ibid)
The interviewer pointed out the significant fact that the main developers had
no experience with the context of their design. They had proceeded through
the design process as though this were a traditional crowdsourcing project, a
business venture, without significantly new variables. By not inviting cultural
communication experts or Haitian policy experts, the development team
remained isolated from the unique circumstances of crisis and translation
which might have caused them to alter their design process.
The following examples of SMS messages from Haitians just after the 2010
earthquake demonstrate the shortcomings of a system designed for
translation without the consultation of cultural communication experts
familiar with the language data about to be managed. While the goal of the
project was to coordinate relief efforts and reach victims, it did so through a
translation crowdsourcing application which served the aid organizations as
the end beneficiaries. The application was intended to act like an emergency
service number in the US or Europe.26 If that was indeed the model, then
victims would have been able to access statistics about those services,
access the information they contributed, and make decisions about their
community with that information in the manner of current emergency
systems technology. Nothing ground-breaking required, just the ability to
search Kreyol terms along with English. The application was not conceived
with the victims as the end beneficiaries of the information, so the
information remained accessible to the aid community only. The
application’s online interface had a space for: name, age, gender, location,
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In the US, public records are made accessible under the federal Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), but each
state governs how and in what form the records are made available. For example, in South Carolina, the
transcripts of 911 calls are not considered part of the public record under the FOIA South Carolina (see Title 23
online: http://www.scstatehouse.gov/code/t23c047.php). In most states (e.g., see Indiana public access laws Ind.
Code 5-14-1.5 et seq), records generated in the normal course of business are available to the public such as 911
call logs. These are the records of calls, content, and responses which would be very similar to what was
recorded by the 4636 system. There is a growing movement called Open Government Data headed by data.gov in
the US, and due to public concern, one focus has been crime data. Similarly, in the UK, the traffic accident data
has been visualized by the BBC from 1999-2010 based on police report data. (BBC News, 2011) These are all
examples in the countries of ICT production where data is accessible. Why wasn’t this a design consideration in
Haiti?
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nature of emergency, etc., which generated a form to guide disaster relief
workers to victims.
SMS 1: In the earthquake I lost four people not counting an
amputated foot.
SMS 2: Name: Br--- profession: dock worker: telephone number--- I
am asking you to find me a job because my house was cr[ushed]
SMS 3: What role will teachers play in the reconstruction of Haiti?
(Sutherlin, 2010)
However, as these examples illustrate, many of the SMS messages were
comprised of information which would not fit into such a simple form. When
translators encountered messages like these, they were instructed to mark a
box titled 'not enough information' indicating there was no need to send an
emergency response team. The information was archived; however, the
access of this archiving structure was in English. If a Kreyol speaker wanted
to compile a list of all the SMSs mentioning education, as in SMS 3, these
messages would be nearly impossible to retrieve. As the aid money was
promised, (datablog, 2012) this application housed information about how
Haitians wanted the money spent. Due to the language barrier and the
cultural categorization conventions in the application27, the sources behind
these SMSs were invisible, and Haitians were unable to leverage this
information for their own domestic policy-making.
In contrast to the imported technology in Haiti, Recovers.org used by the
victims of 2012 hurricane Sandy in the United States, was an example of a
successful indigenous crisis management ICT that exhibited culturally
appropriate information gathering, subsequent decision-making, and
accountability to the communities it served. Another crowdsourcing
platform, it was developed by sisters Morgan and Caitria O’Neill. In a 2012
interview featured in The Huffington Post, the chief operations officer, Chris
Kuryak, described the long-term outlook of Recovers, “Long after shelter and
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An ICT with a similar disconnect between populations on-the-ground and the results provided for decion-makers
was observed in the online platform Meedan’s method of translating and curating Tweets from the Jan 25th
movement in Egypt. The curatation, a means to organize, was performed with the English translations and created
a narrative of events based on American English schemata. (Meedan, 2011; Sutherlin, 2013)
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volunteer donation areas are no longer needed, the software can stay in a
community three, four, five years into the future." (Kavner, 2012, n. pag.)
Unlike the project in Haiti that was hastily devised and kept in place to fill the
void in the information and communication infrastructure, this project was
developed intentionally for lasting community engagement. Kavner (2012, n.
pag.) emphasized the unique design approach that served the unique needs
of the users in his interview with founder Morgan O’Neill:
Like Occupy Sandy, another grassroots organization that began its
efforts using Recovers' servers, the idea is based around community.
[Morgan] O'Neill said the site fosters the idea that each community
needs something different [emphasis added] after a disaster, and
nothing should go to waste. "Larger [organizations] can't touch a
casserole that walks in," she said. "They don't know where that came
from, they don't trust it. But someone should have it."
The site is funded in part by the communities themselves, who pay Recovers
an annual fee, depending on their size…. to use the servers. (ibid)
The developers of this ICT were not distant to the culture of the
beneficiaries; this was an indigenous design. As a grassroots project, it
reflected the input of the intended users and did not exist on a separate
inaccessible information plane where non-community members could
subsume the information and make decisions. The users remained in
control of the narrative they created, the message, and the solution.
The architecture of the application in Haiti was designed to coordinate relief
efforts during a humanitarian crisis, not to conduct a poll or provide political
transparency, but there is no reason it could not be designed with all these
aims. Only in the aftermath have we understood this as a turning point in ICT
development, just as the conflicts in Burma, Kenya, and Iran before.
Implementing an application during a major disaster or conflict must entail an
examination of the complex environment where that application will be used.
While Haiti may not have a tradition of democracy and open information
which is connected with the model of having access to information from an
emergency service call, why should the applications developed preclude that
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possibility? Designing ICTs for a crisis context should require deliberate
consideration of the broader social and political implications for users.
Illustrating the institutionalization of marginalizing the crisis victims’
information and communication needs in the design process, a UN
Foundation sponsored report, authored by the Harvard Humanitarian
Initiative, characterized how organizations view the challenge of developing
an ICT application post-Haiti. The report conceded:
[Humanitarian organizations] are just beginning to understand what it
means to have two-way conversations with affected populations.
“Beneficiaries now have a voice, and affected populations have a
voice. They’re not just recipients, [...] they have the ability to talk back.
That [two-way communication] creates a different dynamic around
accountability and responsiveness. It also creates a new set of ethical
responsibilities, especially around expectations and whether they can
be met. [...] [Humanitarian] organizations have always prided
themselves with being responsive to beneficiaries’ needs, and being
accountable to them. But there is now a different set of tools to make
that happen and it is taking some organizations by surprise”– Katrin
Verclas, MobileActive (Harvard Humanitarian Initiative, 2011, p.13)
From the perspective of humanitarian agencies that participate in and inform
the design process of ICT, a re-conceptualization of the process is just
beginning.

2.8 Expanding Territory
Organizations such as UN agencies and those harnessing the Ushahidi
platform for humanitarian aid during crisis have witnessed the efficacy of ICT
tools. After the crisis, they use and adapt these tools for needsassessments, post-crisis political engagement, democratization efforts, and
other information and communication purposes related more to governance
(a long-term activity) rather than crisis (an immediate intervention) because
the tools are already in place, and they have proven to be efficient at
aggregating and organizing information, the bedrock of bureaucracy. A
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secondary reason for the mission extension of humanitarian aid agencies
into governance matters may be that the type of aid-invasion Haiti
experienced tends to occur in parts of the world which do not have the
infrastructure or institutional capacity to object. (See Head, N. 2012 and
Malanczuk, 1993 on legitimacy of humanitarian intervention.) In fact,
Livingston and Walter-Drop (2014, p.2) go so far as to advocate the use of
ICT as “an alternative governance modality” in contexts such as weak states
because ICT provides a platform for collaboration among non-state actors
(meaning NGOs). However, there are two key factors that are overlooked in
this approach in terms of ICT design. Designing a tool for aid delivery in a
crisis and for governance in a conflict context should be two distinct
processes with two distinct outcomes because the tasks are different and so
are the users. First, in a disaster, the task is to coordinate communication
and information around aid delivery and in a conflict the task, as described in
previous sections, revolves around conveying narratives. Second, during a
disaster, the users of the technology are predominately international aid
organizations (perhaps a mix of international and domestic) and during
conflict resolution or democracy building (governance), they are indigenous
or domestic, conflict-affected individuals. The change in user group and task
should be reflected in the design of the ICT. These two constraints organize
the next Chapter 3 in two parts: ‘How do designers understand task and
culture when they approach ICT development?’ and ‘What are users’
communication and information management preferences (in the culture of
use)?
Many of the tools now being used for democratization such as election
monitoring, reporting human rights abuses, corruption, and e-governance
(Waema and Adera, 2011) initiatives were originally designed for aidpartners to coordinate humanitarian efforts not for domestic conflict
management or policy-making. They are the fruits of everything the
humanitarian aid agencies have learned in the last five years. One of the
Harvard Humanitarian Initiative’s working papers on this emerging field,
technology and crisis, asserts that it is a natural transition to adapt ICTs
developed for humanitarian aid, including crowdsourced elements, to conflict
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resolution uses. The authors Meier and Learning begin with the statement
that they are able to:
. . . demonstrate that ICTs have the potential to play an
increasingly significant role in three critical ways by: facilitating the
communication of information in conflict zones, improving the
collection of salient quantitative and qualitative conflict data, and
enhancing the visualization and analysis of patterns. (Meier and
Learning, 2009, p.2)
The authors’ predictions and optimism had been particularly buoyed by the
success of the ICT tools to coordinate earthquake relief efforts in Haiti in
2010. At the same time, the Swiss organization ICT4Peace gained a
considerable swell of partnerships with their commitment to:
. . . enhance the performance of the international community in
crisis management through the application of Information
Communications Technology (ICT) -- technologies that can
facilitate effective and sustained communication between peoples,
communities and stakeholders involved in crisis management,
humanitarian aid and peacebuilding. (ICT4Peace Foundation,
2012, ‘who we are page’)
By not distinguishing between these types of involvement, the applications
for disaster relief and conflict resolution merge. The actors who come to
provide food during a famine using one application to communicate among
international aid workers will redeploy the same application to improve
governance and resolve conflict, imagining the local population will find the
technology as efficacious and intuitive as they have. ICT generated along
this path is imposed rather than domestic. Producers have so far not
recognized that disaster relief is a monumentally different task than
governance or conflict resolution. Both the task and the users are different.
The success of humanitarian crisis coordination efforts has led ICT4Peace
to support initiatives such as Government Out of a Box (GOOB), an ICT
toolbox ready-made for public administration, management, and statebuilding. (ICT4Peace Foundation wiki, 2007) Other such projects which
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transplant successful ICT from the culture of design to another culture
without adapting the architecture to reflect communication preferences or
information concepts are Mzalendo in Kenya copied from the UK’s They
Work for You28 platform for monitoring parliament and assemblies and the
EU sponsored Africa 4 All Parliamentary Initiative. These applications rely
on text-based communication which, in addition to transgressing oral
communication norms (Olden, 1999; Maxwell and Macaulay, 2006), impose
inherently individualist communication paradigms in collectivist cultures.
(Hofstede, 1980; Turkle, 2011) Most conflict prevention and democratization
projects that exist today have not been developed to reflect the complexity of
a cultural variable or alternative cognitive approach to communication and
information management. In this way, their structure controls the narrative
of users from the perspective of the cognitive in-group/the culture of design.
The lack of innovation is due in part to the strong design focus on SMSbased technologies such as the fraud reporting system in Zimbabwe backed
by Transparency International-Zimbabwe (Staff Writer, 2012), Slim Trader
offering the ability to reserve air travel or buy farm equipment in Nigeria, and
an early warning for locusts across Mauritania. (Mark, 2012) The iterative
design style illustrates that there is no difference between an ICT tool for
Nigerian users and American/European/producer culture users in terms of
the means of conveying, organizing, and accessing information. There was
no consideration of a cultural communication preference, a variation in
conceptualizing information organization, or an understanding of cognitive
processes connected to information organization. It was beyond the scope
of this research to suggest how this might change these particular SMSbased tools, but the next chapter gives a more detailed explanation of the
deficiencies of this format.
Despite the incredible speed with which basic function phones (pre-smart
phones) swept into most households on the African continent, there has
been less emphasis on the next generation of smart phone app development
which would necessitate a more complex approach taking into account
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Mzalendo Kenya (webplatform) http://info.mzalendo.com/ and They Work For You (webplatform)
http://www.theyworkforyou.com/ (Accessed 22 September 2014).
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cognitive-level variables of the users. Continued focus on SMS-style ICT
perpetuates the use of European languages rather than African languages
because SMS relies on writing and European languages are written while
African languages are predominately oral29. From this vantage point,
adjustments to permit transmission of non-Roman script are innovative. I
argue they postpone an exploration of deeper cognitive differences between
cultures as a possible avenue for design variation in ICT; this type of solution
(language script accessibility) also solves the design problem from the
perspective of the culture of design by aiming to have all users write rather
than developing an ICT that facilitates alternatives. (Pathways of design are
discussed in more detail in the next chapter.)
Critics argue that if more ICTs were developed that recognized cognitive
differences, the problem would change from ‘not enough’ to ‘too many’
formats. Part of this misapprehension stems from continued confusion
between ‘cognitive’ and ‘linguistic’ difference. The methods employed in
this study investigate cognitive variation across cultures rather than linguistic
differences. By considering a mental process that precedes language
production, even informs it, patterns are likely to emerge along the lines of
language families; certainly, it is unlikely that a brand new ICT would emerge
for every one of the nearly 7000 languages worldwide. (Lewis, Simons and
Fennig, 2014) From a practical standpoint, when international actors
remain post-disaster, or are part of the conflict resolution strategy such as
UN peacekeepers, how would their ICT engage with a domestic, culturally
adapted ICT? A technological Tower of Babel is not on the horizon for two
reasons. First, the challenge of connecting new technologies presents an
entrepreneurial opportunity for engineers to develop adaptors such as those
used to navigate between PC and Mac operating systems. Second, to use
the example of Haiti again, a domestic ICT would put the information that the
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Olden (1999, p.216) described the challenge of committing an oral language to script with an example from his
study of Somali refugees, orality, and navigating the British informational systems. “In 1972 the government
decided to adopt the Roman script for the language (Kahin 1997). According to the interviewee who had worked
on the Somali dictionary project, one reason for this was financial: typewriters in government offices would not
need to be replaced. This led to certain problem, “I can read English very fluently, I can read Somali very fluently,
but though Somali is my first language I can read English better than Somali. Every person who is reading Somali
sometimes has got some hiccups ... and that indicates that the Latin script is not the proper script for the
language.”
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local population deemed pertinent into a culturally relevant format and in the
hands of local decision-makers. It is hard to argue that policies about the
fate of a country are better left to foreign actors who control information
access. If Haitian users felt more empowered to address the needs of their
community, in the way the users of Recovers had after hurricane Sandy,
then any subsequent inconvenience caused to outside actors becomes
secondary and worth the effort to navigate. In other words, the ICT model
for conflict management might be set by the indigenous population rather
than the incoming aid agencies-- a paradigm shift, but not necessarily a
cacophony. Still other critics argue that this solution has not, in fact,
deviated from the imperialist tradition because it presumes ICT is (or will be
with cultural variations) part of the policy-making arsenal of engaged
individuals. The next chapter looks more deeply at the identity of the new
users and their goals with ICT justifying the assertion that current technology
is not meeting their needs, but a new ICT that was designed from their
cognitive perspective would be game changing. Just as adaptions have
been made so that not every user must interact in English or French, there is
a deeper level of communication which can offer variation and adaption
which has not been explored. This research points towards new avenues of
ICT adaption for better usability which could alter the landscape of producer
and user cultures today.
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CHAPTER	
  3:	
  USER-‐CENTERED	
  DESIGN	
  
	
  

Introduction
Having just described the more global-level political implications driving ICT
design along a cognitive divide, this chapter looks at the production and
design process-- pragmatically, how are ICT tools made, what has been
seen to be important in terms of task and success measures, and what is
known about the users? There is a continued focus on the cognitive
dimension. In two parts, the chapter traces the drivers of ICT design, and
characteristics of users at the level of cultural-groups, culture of design and
culture of use-- what is available and what is needed (judged by the
standard of a successful tool aiding in the designed task). The argument
asserts that the type of ICT the culture of design understands how to
produce and the type of ICT the culture of use would find most suited to the
communication and information management tasks it performs are not in
alignment. Conceptual transfer theory within the field of cognitive linguistics
is proposed as a novel framework, the lens that targets the cognitive
dimension for ICT design potential variation. Because of the insights
highlighted with conceptual transfer theory, a novel experimental
methodology is proposed for investigating the practical questions in this
research. This becomes the focus of Chapter 4: Method and Methodology.

3.1 Part 1: Tailoring the Task
This first section traces design-- how ICT is produced from the producer’s
perspective including a producer’s understanding of user and task. In the
next section, the perspective is reversed to look at current ICT from the
user’s perspective-- new users in cultures who have recently started to use
internet and mobile technology but who are quickly becoming saturated.
User-centered design. That is the software industry term. But who are the
users imagined to be in this process? Is it possible or even optimal to
imagine a universal user? In Developing User Interfaces (1993), Hix and
Hartson proposed a behavioral representation technique for design in order
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to think more specifically about user interaction with the software. The, “. . .
emphasis on user-centered design, the interaction development process is
driven heavily by user requirements and task analysis.” (Hix and Hartson,
1993, p.149) The user around which design is focused is never described
because this imagined individual manipulating the ICT tool has no
dimensions.(see also Lewis and Rieman, 1994) Hix and Hartson (1993, p.
3) do give the following definition of usability, “ease of learning, high speed
of user task performance, low user error rate, subjective user satisfaction,
user retention over time . . . usability is related to the effectiveness and
efficiency of the user interface and the user’s reaction to that interface. The
naturalness of the interface for the user is also an important aspect of
usability30.” In the last twenty years, the approach to design has not
changed significantly, even with the shift toward mobile technologies,
primarily because many mobile applications are replicas of existing web or
desktop applications that have been scaled down by ‘hiding’ elements that
are too difficult to view or make interactive with the smaller screen rather
than designing specifically for the mobile device. (Wroblewski citing
presentation by Grigsby, 2014) David Robinson, who lectures on mobile
content, new media, and narrative described via email (2011), that
developers for mobile applications must:
Minimize the effort the user needs to input-- you do the working
instead by put [ting] the effort into your code and design. Go
beyond the PC based mind-set and use the abilities of the device
and context the user is in. Focus your attention on getting the data
you really need only (and minimize the rest as much as possible).
Ease of use has become synonymous with minimal or streamlined.
Naturalness is connected to the natural abilities of the device. There is no
room in this process to adapt these aspects across cultures as the
technologies spread across the globe. This results in culturally biased or
culturally monolithic technologies which are not as useful or natural at
performing the tasks they were designed for; integrating culture in the design
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This definition of usability is related to successful and is based on the user’s appraisal of the extent to which the
intended use of the ICT tool has been achieved.
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process by determining a method by which software developers can
manipulate it as a variable is a major contribution of this study.
Luke Wroblewski writes guides on how to design user-centered mobile
content. He advised on his blog, “When you do want input from users on
mobile devices, radio buttons, checkboxes, select menus and lists tend to
work much better than open text fields. . . . The limitations of mobile devices
have forced developers and designers to find new ways to allow users to
input data faster and more easily.”(2010) Inherent in this design philosophy
is that minimalism equates with a logical flow that users will find usable,
understandable, and recognizable. Furthermore, it still begs the question,
who are these users? While products are tested and re-tested at many
stages with a variety of sample groups, there still seems to be an imaginary
user who possesses certain qualities, most importantly, certain preferences
for the logic conveyed through conventional app interface design.

3.1.1 Design Standards
Continuing to focus on the human beneficiaries, Friedman and Nissenbaum
looked at how these tools helped or limited us by developing a core
definition of bias. Bias in technology exists when, “computer systems that
systematically and unfairly discriminate against certain individuals or groups
of individuals in favor of others. A system discriminates unfairly if it denies
an opportunity or a good or it assigns an undesirable outcome . . . on
grounds that are unreasonable or inappropriate.”(1997, p.23) This definition
was reached from analyzing several types of computer systems, but
information and communication technology had not arrived on the scene and
was therefore not part of their process. Despite the challenges of defining
anything relating to technology which is forever in flux, this definition remains
robust. For example, the e-education research of Norton, Early and Tembe
(2010) in Uganda highlighted the element of ‘opportunity’ in their rationale for
research by explaining, “the extent to which the resource offers opportunities
for users, and the ways in which it is used, needs to be established by
research, rather than simply assumed.”(p.37)
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These technologies provide users with an opportunity for self-expression,
storing information, and engaging with the knowledge economy created by
their own ICT environment. Working from this definition of bias, it can be
determined whether current ICT provides or denies these opportunities.
Extending from this definition the task of identity narrative construction as
well as more prescriptive activities such as participating as a witness and
giving testimony with an e-form about human rights abuse, election fraud, or
corruption (all tasks performed with ICTs) were considered during this study.
Friedman and Nissenbaum (1997, pp.24-28) further categorized three types
of bias: pre-existing, technical, and emergent. The latter two categories are
considered to be applicable to the current situation of ICT. Pre-existing bias
affects design by bringing the biases of the society, institution, culture, or
individual whether public or private, tacit or explicit, into the technology at the
onset. An example from outside the realm of ICT, from photography,
illustrates how pre-existing bias can enter the design process. Dyer (1985, p.
135) described how:
Stocks, cameras and lighting were developed taking the white face as
the touchstone. The resultant apparatus came to be seen as fixed
and inevitable, existing independently of that fact that it was humanly
constructed. It may be—certainly was—true that photo and film
apparatuses have seemed to work better with light-skinned peoples,
but that is because they were made that way, not because they could
be no other way.
The information and communication technology we have today suits the
original culture of the users it was designed for, and in moving beyond the
culture where it was designed, limitations have emerged (emergent bias).
Technical bias involves constraints of the hardware and software that are the
result of current limitations of the technology, i.e., the state of the art.
Examples of technical bias are screen size or the increased data space
needed to view video rather than read text. The preference given to text
over audio or video has a played profound role in what software looks like
and who uses it. This is beginning to change with advancement in speech77	
  

to-text, text-to-audio, and machine and/or crowd translation. (See Project
Hawaii by Microsoft Research (2012) speech-to-text for multiple grammars;
IBM research (2014) text-to-speech in many languages including expressive
qualities; “Speech and 3D gestures are input types that are coming of age
just like touch did a few years ago,” advised Wroblewski (2013) on his blog.)
Advancements in assistive technologies have been spurred by users and
advocacy groups surrounding disabilities. (Joshi, 2014; Holmlid, 2009)
However, these efforts do not engage with usability on a conceptual or
cognitive level as this research proposes, but more often adapt the
hardware. One notable exception was the MIT research project ClearBoard
in the early 1990s that offered a Japanese alternative to the text and voicebased conferencing models of the day (predating video conferencing).
While Japanese is not an oral language, it relies heavily on the subtle cues
conveyed through eye and body movement so the conventional computer
screen was replaced with interactive glass, ClearBoard. The design team’s
website describes how Clearboard:
. . . provide[d] the capability we call "gaze awareness": the ability to
monitor the direction of a partner's gaze and thus his or her focus of
attention. A ClearBoard user can tell which screen objects the partner
is gazing at during a conversation more easily and precisely than is
possible in an ordinary meeting environment with a whiteboard. (Ishii,
n.d.)
The lead designer Ishii went on to describe the second generation of
ClearBoard in which he expressly mentions the cognitive element of design.
Computer and video-communication technologies have, until now,
evolved independently. Although they have been loosely coupled
using arbitrary multi-window interfaces in many desktop multimedia
conferencing systems, they have never been integrated seamlessly
from the users' cognitive point of view. ClearBoard-2 succeeds in
naturally integrating the technology of computer-based groupware
with that of video conferencing. We expect that the seamless
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integration of computer and video communication technologies will be
an integral part of the next generation of collaboration media. (ibid)
In essence, the technical capabilities are (and have been) available to
integrate a cognitive dimension into the design process; however, they are
not being applied. They remain in a lab. Or, alternatively, they remain
abstract ruminations on how to name the problem rather than giving practical
suggests to developers exemplified by Maxwell and Macaulay (2006,
conclusion) who concluded, “Cognitive styles vary across cultures,[sic]
however it is hard to define ‘oral culture’ coherently then it is even harder to
identify the effects of literacy on society and cognition.” These are all
challenging and complex questions; the methodological choices of this study
concentrate more energy on parceling the effects of these ‘various cognitive
styles’ rather than defining them.
The design focus in the context of mobile technology in conflict
environments concentrates on language access (operationalized through
translation) or hardware (as in keyboards) for users of non-Western
languages that challenge the conventions of the original design
specifications.
The African Languages Technology Initiative works specifically on issues of
access connected with tonality and orality in many African languages as well
as addressing illiteracy. In a 2007 interview, the director Dr. Tunde
Adegbola linked linguistic technical bias to economic opportunity. He
argued:
Africans need to be able to live their lives in the 21st century and
profit from the information age within the context of their local
languages. They should not have to be able to speak English, French,
or Portuguese in order to profit from the information age. There is an
interesting and significant correlation between the use of a
community’s mother tongue in the learning of science and technology
and the capacity to achieve industrial breakthrough. We cannot ignore
the manifestation of this correlation in the success of the so-called
Asian Tigers. If we also observe the low state of industrialization in
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African countries in which people are still struggling to learn science
and technology in foreign languages, we should begin to make some
salutary conclusions. Because language is the fundamental vehicle of
information, the information age will surely demand a lot more from
language than the industrial age did. Hence, the impediments of using
foreign languages in our everyday lives is bound be more serious in
the information age. (eLearning Africa, 2007, n. pag.)
After technology is being used out in the field, the presence of emergent bias
can be determined. Friedman and Nissenbaum (1997) explained:
User interfaces are likely to be particularly prone to emergent bias
because interfaces by design seek to reflect the capacities, character,
and habits of prospective users. Thus, a shift in context of use may
well create difficulties for a new set of users. (p.28)
Emergent bias becomes apparent through use because new knowledge,
context, or other unanticipated elements enter the system. This third
category characterizes precisely what has happened in the development of
ICT for conflict management. A successful product was created for one
purpose-- communication among humanitarian aid providers and
organization of information relating to disaster relief. Then it was re-released
for use by the local population for peace-building, governance, and other
new activities. Because the context of use and set of users has diverged
rapidly from the parameters envisioned at the time and place of design, the
technology did not afford users the intended opportunities.
Commenting on Friedman and Nissenbaum’s definition of bias, Pargman
(1998) wrote that identifying pre-existing bias is often difficult for the
designer, and designing something that works for everyone might, in fact,
turn out to work for no one. A designer can be too cautious and reflective in
the design process. It can be more productive to identify specific users’
needs and design for those. If the resulting product turns out to be beneficial
to other users as well, that’s a bonus. If he was correct, then identifying
cultural parameters for user groups would enhance the design process by
making it more tailored and less generic, so why isn’t anyone trying this?
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Drawing on the work of Lewis and Rieman (1994) Task-Centered User
Interface Design, Pargman reminds us that there can be emergent benefits
as well as emergent biases. Take the social media platform of Facebook-- a
product that is used and used prolifically, but perhaps not exactly as
originally intended (whether users experience emergent benefits or biases is
a topic worthy of its own study31). The users have adapted it to suit their
needs because either they didn’t understand how to use it as it was
designed or it did not meet their needs as it was designed. Either way, they
have made it work for them. Engineers and even some cultural
anthropologists see this as design success. No further design adaptation
needed. Sturken and Cartwright (2001) voiced this position by criticizing the
discourse surrounding technology ‘far from the origin of production’ which
they believe verges on paternalistic. They reminded us that users are not
passive ICT consumers:
It is important to keep in mind that critics who use the term ‘cultural
imperialism’ do not always take into account the complex movements
of an image or media text’s flow, or specific practices used by viewers
to mediate and appropriate imported cultural products and images….
Viewers do not receive media texts as producers intend them to be
seen, or at face value. Viewers make meanings based in part on the
context in which they experience images. Meanings are also shaped
by experiences and knowledges brought to the circumstances of the
viewing. (p.328)
While there are certainly inventions which have been popularly re-purposed
to advantage (Play-Doh and Viagra are widely cited as commercially
successful examples32), we should not rely on this path of evolution. For
example, as a left-handed person, I can and have adapted to use righthanded tools, but I prefer left-handed ones and indeed I work more
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Oni (2011 citing Ifukor (forthcoming)) wrote, “On October 1, 2010 CNN named GEJ the Facebook President.
This is a remarkable endorsement of not just the person of the Nigerian president, but also of how a global product
(Facebook) is being appropriated for internal governance in Nigeria. Eventually, a book based on GEJ's interactions
with Nigerian netizens was published and titled: My Friends and I: Conversations on Policy and Governance via
Facebook (Jonathan, 2010). It is argued here that the embrace of new media technologies by the Nigerian
government has ushered in a new era of Nigerian politics, reflecting modern trends in digitally-aided
democratization.”
32

In a 2010 Forbes article, Wong lists ten other profitable inventions that were unintentional or repurposed from
their original aim such as Kleenex and Post-its. Reimagining the use of an existing design is a common means of
innovation.
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efficiently when I have them. The evidence that a group of people are
creative and adaptive is not evidence that the current technology is not still
inadequate. This was also Adegbola’s argument about accessing
knowledge from one’s first language rather than always in English, French,
Portuguese, etc. Furthermore, theories of cultural imperialism are part of
another discourse, another sense of culture than is in use here. This is
about controlling the mode, the medium of culture itself (in this case
information, communication, knowledge sharing), and not about the image
carried over that medium. It is about who designed ‘the box’ where we keep
our stories, what gives it shape, gives it limits, not what is inside.
Pargman argued that computer mediated communication has historically
been molded by American cultural attitudes (see also Hofmann, 1985). He
focused on Friedman and Nissenbaum’s emergent bias with examples of
English remaining as the language of code. (Although this has changed
recently with the introduction of Unicode and the change in convention to
allow web addresses to appear with non-Latin script.) “But, since Electronic
language is defined as a variety of English, it still seems to take for granted
that the rest of the world also speak (only) English.”(1998, p.85) While
Hofmann man’s criticism may seem outmoded now, the relevance can be
seen in much lauded African tech hubs’33 external market aims mentioned in
Chapter 2 combined with the fact that the ‘state of the art’ changes in code
have not permeated software and app development in conflict management.
This field is not considered cutting edge in terms of innovation (see a critique
of humanitarian crisis ICT, the precursor of conflict management software,
by Meier, 2012).
Two design approaches worth noting are blended design and meta-design.
First blended design recognizes the situated nature of technology and its
limitations. The benefits of this approach were followed by researchers
Chase, Charnley and Mclean (2010). An ICT designed to aid in a discrete
task was integrated within other socio-cultural practices of users such as
greetings, story-telling, and talking. In this way, Chase, Charnley and
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see Mahlaka (2014) on South Africa’s Silicon Valley and Jamme (2013) “Why tech innovators are Africa's future.”
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Mclean (2010) concluded that trust in the ICT was built and connected with
existing trusted practices. Adaptations around context-of-use as well as
reflection around a more limited role for ICT in tasks such as governance
make blended design a valuable design model, but one that does not
advance cultural variation within the technology. Despite the success
reported, there was no involvement at the production level to change the
technology itself; in this way, this study diverges by reimagining the present,
mono-cultural ICT as a culturally variable tool.
Second, meta-design is a process that according to van der Velden (2010):
. . . creates new demands for participatory design processes by
requiring (Fischer 2009): the creation of systems that do not consists
[sic] of a set of predetermined possibilities and functions but are
designed for evolution that is being carried out by the users a shift of
focus from designing a complete system to designing a seed and
mechanism for evolutionary growth and reseeding by providing
content and a context for transcending the initial content. (p.13)
This definition is not meaningfully different from user-centered design
described by Hix and Hartson (1993). And again, the user is generalized to
be anyone and everyone presuming they are equally empowered to carry
out this transcendent evolution. It is most applicable to the idea of crowds
or groups coming together to install features or develop products under
market demand.
Van der Velden explored both the knowledge-centered and knower-centered
approaches to designing ICT for health systems. The first method was
acknowledged to strip away, “inconvenient complexity” (2010, p.7) resulting
in a database that fits the norms of Western standards but lacks the detailed
contextual aspects that made the indigenous knowledge useful to begin with.
This homogenization of data to fit within a prescribed format is similar to the
issues described in the previous chapter such as post-earthquake relief ICT
in Haiti. (See also violence mapping in Somalia in Chapter 3: Groupthink:
Design Impact; and The Standby Taskforce, 2011. Libya Crisis Map. After
Action Review.) Van den noted the harm of the cycle of translation and
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transcription of oral and applied knowledge in a medical setting in India,
results which echoed the findings of this study reported in the previous
chapter (see also Sutherlin, 2013).
In conclusion, the conventional design approaches do not incorporate the
variable of the user’s culture in a manner that pushes design beyond the
current ICT model. Participatory design, which should include user-centered
design, is the best possible model; however, units of culture or a means by
which culture can be integrated as a quantifiable element of design have
been unavailable. This study’s results contribute a means to change the
process of design and allow designers to consider culture among the
variables.

3.1.2 The Untidy Dimension
Having discussed the origins of the available ICT software, this section
summarizes the research on its use in contexts outside the culture of
production. Studies have concentrated on language (Al-Eroud et al., 2011)
or communication more generally (Olúbòdé-Sàwe, 2010; Taiwo, 2010), but
have left lingering questions about whether there is another factor
influencing the manner and extent to which technology is embraced as a
useful tool. Graham (2013) measured Wikipedia edits worldwide noticing a
profound lack of engagement in Africa that was statistically lower than even
the internet penetration rates would predict. But bridging access, education,
and resources, what else could account for this disparity of use? Culture.
There were some such as Hill et al. (1998), Hasan and Ditsa, (1999), and
Ditsa (2005) who attempted to look at this elusive variable head-on with
qualitative dimensional measures similar to Hofstede (1980). And while their
studies substantiated the claim that there is a difference in the way cultures
interact with technology, they did not answer the question of ‘how.’ This
study does not attempt to define culture, but rather to demonstrate that
designing ICTs without consideration of cultural communication preferences
has an impact on the success of the ICTs as tools for communication and
information management and, more importantly, implications for policymakers and conflict management. It is an initial step in a process of design
innovation and a new avenue for research.
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To use an analogy from the sciences, when black holes were discovered in
space, it was not because they had been seen or observed directly, but their
effect on surrounding objects in space had been noticed. Through inference
and testing hypotheses, observed phenomena were explained and the
existence of black holes came to be understood. Similarly, in the field of
information technology, researchers have observed patterns of technology
use, or in some cases non-use, which cannot be explained through variables
traditionally tested such as education level, physical access, or language
accessibility. As Hasan and Ditsa (1999) acknowledged, culture is difficult to
measure. That is not to say it is amorphous. We are all aware of culture as
a broad category even if it has ill-defined boundaries. Here it is used to
mean, as J. Achieng (2002) did in her preface to S. Malo’s work, Luo:
Customs and Practices (1999), “A person without culture is like a person
without roots or identity.” Later sections of this chapter provide further
details about detecting culture through inference.
The idea that the distance between the culture of the producer and users for
technology can be problematic is not new. Citing Pankaj Ghemawhat
(2001), Ditsa (2005) used the term cultural distance in much the same way
as linguists have used the term linguistic distance34; however, linguists have
attempted to measure this distance through quantifiable language variations
whereas cultural distance is distinguished by generalized dimensions such
as Hofstede (1980) proposed. Culture and its influence are generally seen
to be un-quantifiable and therefore investigated with qualitative methods. As
Ditsa and Alwahaishi (2007, p.1) described, “…culture is all pervasive and
has a strong influence on all our undertakings. It is not however easy to
measure and hence is a difficult variable to use in a rigorous research.”
Pargman (1998) makes the point that culture is not a monolithic thing.
Within it there are differences in how age groups use technology, socioeconomic groups, and techno-savvy groups (he gives the example of
hackers); there are any number of ways to divide a regional or linguistic
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Linguistic distance (Lieberson, 1964) is analogous to relatedness between species in biology as linguistics makes
every effort to methodically quantify and differentiate between languages. Languages are also grouped into
families which can be visualized on a tree of relatedness.
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culture into sub-groups. By considering it a variable, this research is not
disregarding the multifaceted nature of culture, but shares the view that if the
other variables are not responsible for the observed patterns, then what
remains is attributable to culture.
Business researchers such as Hill et al. (1998), Hasan and Ditsa (1999), or
Ditsa (2005) who performed a “Qualitative Assessment of Arab Culture and
Information Technology Transfer,” have been interested in culture-centered
research for management purposes, but data has not been effectively
integrated into the development of the technology but directed toward
improving the user-environment.
There are limitations to the value of Hill et al. (1998), Hasan and Ditsa
(1999), or Ditsa (2005) that predate the mobile phone boom and 3G internet
availability. Also, the increase in tech hubs across the developing world for
app creation run counter to Ditsa’s (2005) observations that the continental
deficit in education had a direct relation to growth in the tech sector. We
have now seen that you do not need a Ph.D. to become a programmer, and
the type of wide-scale infrastructure used for internet access was in fact
leapfrogged in Africa contrary to the recommendations of Ditsa (2005). Also,
while his study drew evidence from three countries in sub-Saharan Africa, he
still contended that the continent had little variation in terms of quality of
education as well as permeation of technology. The evidence from more
recent projects where ICT hubs have been charted does not support this unnuanced view of the region. (Mark, 2012; Jamme, 2013; Mahlaka, 2014)
Dimensional analysis at the national level may also conflate levels of
analysis by gathering individual or community level data and developing a
national model. (McSweeney, 2009)
In the initial study titled, “Impact of Culture on the Adoption of IT: An
Interpretive Study,” Hasan and Ditsa (1999) found that culture was
exceedingly difficult to measure. The pervasive assumption that drove
Ditsa’s research was that:
Technology is believed to be culturally neutral and that the process
of development, adoption and use of technology is uniform across
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countries, once basic economic and political conditions are
satisfied (Review of the World Bank 1994). (Ditsa and Alwahaishi
2007, p.1)
The researchers disagreed with this assumption and pursued their
hypothesis in 1999 and in 2007 (Ditsa and Alwahaishi) using the wellestablished measure of cultural dimensions adapted from Hofstede (1980).
In the 2007 study, Ditsa and Alwahaishi continued to explore the topic by
comparing semi-structured interviews of IT sector employees from three
countries. The countries represented three types of cultures: Australia (the
developed world with Western culture), UAE (the ancient world), and Ghana
(the developing world with post-colonial, organizational cultural influences).
The text of the interviews was analysed for themes of culture and eight
dimensions similar to the six developed from Hofstede (1980) as follows:
power distance, uncertainty avoidance, individualism, masculinity, time
orientation, monochrony and polychrony, context, and polymorphic and
monomorphic. (Ditsa and Alwahaishi 2007, p.1-235) They charted how these
dimensions correlated with the topic of IT adoption and found that the
technology had inherent cultural elements connected to the culture where it
was designed:
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Power Distance: The extent to which the members of a society accept that the power in institutions
and organizations is distributed unequally.

Uncertainty Avoidance: The degree to which members of a society feel uncomfortable with
uncertainty and ambiguity.
Individualism: Preference for a loosely knit social framework in which individuals take care of
themselves and their immediate family as opposed to collectivism which is a preference for a tightly
knit social framework in which individuals expect their relatives or others in their group to look after
them in exchange for unquestioning loyalty.
Masculinity: Preference for achievement, heroism, assertiveness and material success as opposed to
feminism which is preference for relationships, caring and quality of life.
Time Orientation: A measure of people’s consideration of the future. Long-term orientation is
characterized by people who persevere methodically toward results and save for the future whereas
short-term orientation is characterized by people who expect quick results.
Monochrony and Polychrony: Cultural dimensions describing attitudes towards the use of time in
performing tasks. In Monochronous societies people focus on issues one at a time and emphasize
schedules and procedures for task completion. In Polychronous societies people perform activities in
parallel and focus on task completion rather than adherence to procedures.
Context: The amount of information that surrounds an event, inextricably bound up with the meaning
of that event. In a high context culture the information surrounding an event is already in the person,
and very little is in the coded, explicit, transmitted part of any communication between participants. In
low context cultures the mass of information is vested in the explicit code.
Polymorphic and Monomorphic: Cultural dimensions which relate to the influence of opinion leaders.
In polymorphic cultures, such as traditional villages and farming communities, the expertise of leaders or
managers is assumed to span a wide range of issues, whereas in monomorphic cultures, such as modern
industrialized societies, a manager’s scope is limited to his or her explicit areas of expertise.
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Of the eight dimensions of culture that we have used in this study,
at least three could be thought of as inherent in the currently
available technology, most probably because of its Western origin.
These three are power difference, uncertainty avoidance and time
orientation. (2007, p.3)
Furthermore, they found that dimensional analysis suggested why certain
groups had either an ‘oil and water’ reaction to technology or a smooth
adoption process:
It should be noted that most of the cultural indices of West Africa and
the UAE are similar and in opposition to most of the values embedded
in IT by Western culture, particularly along the dimensions of Power
Distance, Individualist/Collectivist, Time Orientation, Context and
Monochrony / Polychrony. (2007, p.3)
Ditsa and Alwahaishi (2007, p. 3) presciently discovered the analysis of the
power dimension’s role in the adoption of IT in the UAE, the nation
representing the ancient world or MENA region, observing, “In this high
[power dimension] culture governments want to control IT and are
concerned with its power to democratize society.” Because this type of
research has largely been carried out in the business community, these
types of findings are only recently being connected to political applications of
technology. Scholars such as Burk (2005, p.1) have already predicted that
as nations develop information technologies, (the culture of
design/production) and export those technologies, they have consciously
exported along with it particular models for informational control. Add to this
Friedman and Nissenbaum’s (1997) conclusion about the power of biased
systems in which they cautioned, “. . . centralized computing systems with
widespread use can hold users hostage to whatever biases are embedded
within the system.”(p. 31) While the variable of culture has been challenging
to measure and define, the style of the designing culture is undoubtedly
codified in our ICT. It is imperative that the implications for participation
though technology be more fully explored and resolved if found wanting.
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Part of the reason skeptics continue to question the validity of drawing
conclusions about culture comes from work such as Designing a
Semantically Rich Visual Interface for Cultural Digital Libraries Using the
UNESCO Multilingual Thesaurus (Shiri et al., 2010) or Mobile Phone-based
Healthcare Delivery in a Sami Area: Reflections on Technology and Culture
(Andersen and van der Velden, 2010) which conflate culture with language.
These studies lacked methodological rigor by claiming cultural significance
because they looked at more than one language; the same logic presumes
that research conducted in multiple locations could claim culturally significant
findings without establishing a clear link to culture. They still failed to answer
the question of how participation in different languages changes the
experience for the users. Shiri et al. (2010) aimed to design a semantically
rich visual interface, considered problematic for a multilingual thesaurus in
the UNESCO database. Access would be through French, Spanish, and
English, not terribly distant languages (see linguistic distance; and Lewis,
Simons and Fennig, 2014). This design dilemma tackled the issue of
presentation, searchability, and categorization across multiple languages.
The research did not directly engage with the variable of culture, except by
acknowledging that language is part of culture. The research did not
describe, for example, any steps taken to address needs of Spanish users
compared with French in terms of search functions, categorizing, or general
interaction with the database. There was a superficial treatment of language
and cultural variables. The work failed to achieve the goal of a ‘semantically
rich visual interface.’
A brief note on the Western European orientation of interface spatial cues
because the hypothesis of this study asserts that the format of the ICT
prescribed the narratives collected via ICT. The object orientation of a web
or mobile application is an integral part of the construction of meaning.
Ultimately, analysis of interface design orientation did not constitute a
substantial portion of this study because the mobile application used during
the experiment was highly simplified. This type of analysis should play a
role in future evolutions of the research. The principles remain valuable to
engage with because they are part of the mono-cultural approach and could
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be re-imagined from a cultural perspective as much as any other part of ICT.
The work of Scollon and Wong Scollon (2003) who built on Krees and van
Leeuwen’s work on visual semiotics provides a concise background on
interface object orientation. Dissecting a typical computer screen interface
they traced the Western orientation of objects based on two axes of
ideal/real and given/new. The ideal, ideas, framework information is
displayed at the top while more real, immediate, or material information is
displayed at the bottom. Likewise, given information will be on the left
contrasting with new information on the right. Twitter feeds are often bottom,
right corresponding to our understanding of their real, immediate, and new
quality. The Apple logo framing a computer-user’s experience, i.e.,
‘everything that follows will be Apple,’ is in the upper left, given and ideal
position. These spatial orientations follow the shape of a written paragraph
for European languages where given clauses are followed by the conclusion
or new information and the title or ideal is generally conceptualized above
the real.
Returning to studies that sought to investigate cultural engagement with
technology from a design perspective, as Andersen and van der Velden
(2010, p. 54) asserted in their pragmatic aim, “. . . we wish to amplify what
happens during the development of a mobile application when cultural
aspects are not taken into consideration.” However, they explicitly conflated
culture and language thereby denying the opportunity to explore the
mechanism by which culture affects phenomena. “By ‘following’ culture, in
this case in a particular language, we can see how culture is both visible and
invisible in the pilot project.” (ibid) Ultimately, they did not move beyond
translation for the ICT interface in their exploration of linguistic or cultural
communication variations. It is not enough to say language and culture are
the same; if they had gone a step further and made a case for ‘why’ or ‘how’
then their work might have made a stronger claim.
There is certainly research looking outside of European languages exploring
how African language ontologies fit within the structure of the semantic web.
The semantic web is the internet that is linked through meaning and
associative categories. Its Anglophone origins have been the source of
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criticism as system that exhibits an emergent bias. The Bias became
apparent after internet use spread beyond this initial Anglophone (and
European) group of users to non-Indo European languages. Anderson,
Pretorius and Kotze’s (2010) work used Bantu languages from Southern
Africa in order to test how a semantic web could be built around an African
language. This involved creating not simply a translation for the terms
linking existing pages and objects on the web, but conceptual translations for
how they are linked. The researchers concluded that, “Use of the Global
WordNet BCs [base concepts] as a starting point will not necessarily be a
good idea for the African languages. This approach uses strict alignment
with Princeton Word-Net as the base.”(p. 3762) The conventional means of
adapting the semantic web to a new language would be to map (or pair) the
new language’s concepts onto a set of ‘base concepts’ believed to be
foundational or universal. However, the experiment run by Anderson,
Pretorius and Kotze (2010) demonstrated that at a conceptual level, as
many as half of the Bantu concepts could not be mapped through this
method. Ultimately they combined concepts from a previous project that
stepped a bit outside the conventional languages called Balkanet as well as
mapping on a word-by-word basis for localized concepts specific to Bantu.
Their findings and methodology demonstrated the challenges associated
with pursuing research that could destabilize the conventional system,
particularly when the dimension under investigation is cognitive. For ICT
applied in conflict contexts, there are high stakes for new indigenous
technologies to reflect the communication nuance that the current culture of
design neglects.
Another study which similarly substituted language for culture but had a
policy focus is called Initiative B@bel funded by UNESCO. Sue Wright
described the initial phase of the on-going research, “This initiative is
concerned to promote cultural diversity in general and to seek ways to
protect the lesser used languages of the world in particular. We were asked
to seek ways to amass data on actual language practice on the Internet, in
order that policy making in this area could be better informed.”(Wright, 2004,
p.5) Researchers chose to use surveys over more common methods of
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recording site visits to measure internet users’ language preferences. They
asserted the tool they developed was an improvement because it resolved
the problem of data inflation such as when a user clicks on a site then
decides the site was not in a language s/he could navigate. While the
research team with Initiative B@bel asked similar questions to those of this
research, such as, “Is the new medium causing language convergence? Is
the internet encouraging language shift to a lingua franca?” (ibid, p.7) it is
important to discuss why their methods would not be sufficient.
While relying on user-supplied survey data, Initiative B@bel’s research still
suffers from assumptions associated with a static theory of language as well
as a model which only examines written language. Wright admitted that the
dramatic changes in internet access and use render the findings
“provisional” at best. (ibid, p.9) She further revealed that users appeared to
use language in unconventional ways to other written or spoken modes, for
example, using multiple languages in one conversation. This signalled to her
that the digital space has alternative rules for communication. Surveys
depicting language preference are a preliminary step. They show only a
small part of the picture of cultural interaction across the globe with ICT.
Wright admitted that the research was preliminary in 2004, in part because
of the rapid speed of change in our interaction with the technology, but also
because the results indicated that more dynamic, less traditional methods
would be needed to adequately explore what was clearly a transformative
space, the digital realm. These initial results and observations seemed
novel and catalyzed a torrent of questions about how and why this
phenomenon was occurring.
Subsequent work, such as Taiwo’s (2010) handbook concerning online or
computer-mediated communication in Nigeria catalogued by Oni (2011)
reflected researchers’ interest in the nuances of what Wright had called an
unconventional mode of communication. According to Oni:
18.75% of the papers (i.e., Chiluwa, 2010b; Ofulue, 2010; Olateju &
Adeleke, 2010), examine aspects of Nigerian email communication
for identity construction, 419 or [sic] hoaxes, and code switching. 37.5
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percent of the papers (i.e. Akande & Akinwale, 2010; Balogun,2010;
Odebunmi & Alo, 2010; Olaosun, 2010; Olúbòdé-Sàwe,2010; Taiwo,
2010c) dwell on mobile telephony and SMS as follows: with a view of
stressing their positions on the implications of the leprous
compositions of the Nigerian students on written communication as
well as contextual beliefs in the 160-character discourse by Nigerian
academics, an Eco-semiotic examination of visual codes in mobile
phone directories, typography and orthographic conventions in
Yoruba NOKIA phone terminologies, and language mixing for
phaticity and invocations.(2011, p.44-45)
While focus had been narrowed to new communities of users dissolving
somewhat the idea of a universal user, the broadly qualitative methodology
remains insufficient to deepen our understanding of how culture contributes
as a variable. (See also Norton, Early and Tembe’s (2010) study on eeducation in Uganda. The location of this study pursued questions of trust,
usability, and context for ICT but in a manner which was too oblique to have
practical application.)
There was yet another research track which steered clear of culture as a
variable and instead concentrated on behavioral or linguistic patterns. For
example, Olúbòdé-Sàwe’s (2010) critique of Nokia’s mobile phone
adaptations for Yoruba. This study proposed improvements for usability to
support the tonal language in Nigeria. While such research presents a
critique of the current state of technology and advocates for improved
indigenous products, it stops short of reimagining the organizing principles of
the tool by proposing more modest changes to hardware. There are no
studies as yet that assess the user-experience at the cognitive level
integrating the bilingual or multilingual nature of their context of use. By and
large, the research to date has examined how ICT is used (descriptive and
qualitative studies) not ‘how’ it might be developed or changed to address
what has been observed in the descriptive studies. This research integrates
the findings of previous studies so that the starting point has been, ‘yes,
there is a problem, now how is it manifested?’ rather than continuing to ask
‘if’ there is a problem and ‘what does it look like?’
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Some of the most nuanced research combining culture and technology
comes from business researchers who are interested in customizing the
online consumer experience. Their goal is to customize the path customers
follow while browsing a website. Unlike previous work which has changed
the interface language, this research also considered the organization of
information from a cultural perspective. Using cross cultural communication
studies, psychology, bilingualism studies, and technology studies, they
described how bilingual speakers access separate cognitive frameworks
depending on the language in which they are operating. Each lexicon is
culturally rooted. The words are connected to the values and context of
each culture and one word signifying the same thing in each language may
carry different associations. Luna, Peracchio and de Juan (2002) gave the
example of dinner in English and cena in Spanish. While they both mean
nearly the same thing, Spanish speakers tend to associate cena with family
as well as food while English speakers do not have the same associations
with dinner. The researchers identified several features which disrupted a
user’s experience while navigating a website, what they termed ‘flow,’ on a
cognitive level. Using examples framed in the psycholinguistics’ conceptual
features model that asserts concepts are organized in the memory by
features (such as the four-leggedness of dogs, a feature that we perceive
and connect to a concept), the authors Luna, Peracchio and de Juan built on
previous studies showing a correlation between a high amount of cognitive
energy spent engaging with an incongruous setting and a negative
experience for their subjects. Optimally, they concluded that a website
needed a certain amount of cognitive ‘friction’ to keep a consumer’s interest
while not frustrating her. Research like this has led to creating alternative
purchase paths for Japanese and American products because of associated
values and context. This multidisciplinary approach indicated that exploring
a cognitive dimension to culture would be fruitful.

3.2 Part 2: Meet the User
The previous section described the design process from the perspective of
the producing culture that has created a field of ICT tools that are still
designed without a full understanding of the user-- who is the user? This
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section examines the new groups of users outside the culture of design, but
specifically looks at oral cultural groups and at the Acholi in northern
Uganda, as exemplars of groups whose information management concepts
and communication preferences have not been adequately integrated into
design. The literature review for this section of the argument drew from
linguistics, Acholi texts and African literary criticism, narrative studies
(broadly interpreted to include work such as Rosenburg (2011) East African
Popular Songs: Verbal Art in States of Transformation), psychology,
philosophy, cultural anthropology, and communication studies. The
multidisciplinary approach was an effort to construct a richer picture, a
description from several perspectives, but also the result of the scant
academic literature available on the topic and region. (See, for example, the
Eurocentric anthropological treatment given in Parkin (1978) The Cultural
Definition of Political Response: Lineal Destiny Among the Luo.) The
research was aided by discussions with professors in the language and
literature departments at the renowned Makerere University in Kampala and
in the computer science department at Gulu University in the region where
fieldwork took place. These experts provided insights that had not
previously been recorded or utilized in this manner. This exploration of new
user groups generated a description of characteristics of cognitive variation
that are used during the analysis of the experiment in Chapters 5 and 6.
Finally, the conclusion of Chapter 3 proposes that there is a way forward, a
means to analyze the needs of the new users, their desired tasks, and
integrate them into design. This study serves as a preliminary step in that
direction.
There are nearly 6800 living languages today. Across West and Central
Africa, there are almost 1500 languages within the Niger-Congo language
family alone compared to the family to which English belongs which has only
430. (Lewis, Simons and Fennig, 2014) According to UNESCO’s 2005
report, Measuring Linguistic Diversity on the Internet, the most diverse
language family, the Niger-Congo, is also one of the most under-represented
on the internet. (Paolillo, Pimienta and Prado et al., 2005) The chart, figure
3.1, visualizing the number of vigorous languages (not the total, but robust,
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frequently used languages excluding those which have few speakers or are
dying out) illustrates the sizeable difference between the ICT producing
culture regions described in the last chapter, Europe and North America,
with a region of interest for this study, Africa.
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Figure	
  3.1	
  Vigorous	
  Languages36	
  
Consider also the overlap between the regions of the world that are having a
technology boom, surging with mobile subscriptions, 3G internet capability,
and dramatically changing the marketplace demographics for software and
the regions of high language diversity and profound linguistic distance to
English. As previously discussed in Chapter 2 section ‘Lines in the
Cybersand,’ and below in figure 3.2, the map region shaded for sub-Saharan
Africa represents populations which increased their mobile phone
penetration rate by 82% between 2010 and 2013. (ITU4U, 2013)
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Available online from: Ethnologue http://www.ethnologue.com/world/***EDITION*** (Accessed 10 September
2014).
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Information and communication technology has hardly scratched the surface
of addressing the needs of this diverse group of users. Up to now, research
has concentrated on written support for accessibility such as keyboards with
non-Roman alphabets and coding (Unicode) to allow users to type nonRoman alphabets and more recently use them in website addresses. All of
these approaches to increasing access to technology presume a universal
user by assuming the new group of users will want the same things from
their ICT tools and will communicate in the same manner. (Olúbòdé-Sàwe,
2010; Odejobi and Adegbola, 2010)
This is in large part due to the fact that we simply do not know how many
languages operate. The linguistic research underpinning claims about
mechanisms of human communication is based on only a handful of
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languages, most are closely related European languages. (Evans and
Levinson, 2009) It is fair to say that our knowledge base is insufficient to
truly know how certain characteristics of the languages of the new groups of
users interact with the medium of ICT. As Goggin and McLelland (2009, p.5)
recognized:
While there have been some earlier studies focusing on language
use, these investigations were undertaken when the Internet was still
concentrated in wealthier, Western countries, and when the mobile
Internet applications that became so popular in East Asia—or
technologies such as blogs, wikis, podcasting, and so on—were
unknown (and certainly not the horizon of scholars let alone users).
Research into languages that do not utilize Roman-based alphabet
remains particularly lacking in the literature.
This study endeavors to fill this gap with the strategic use of Acholi, a Nilotic
language which is linguistically distant to English. It is a tonal, oral language
spoken in northern Uganda, Southern Sudan, and eastern Democratic
Republic of Congo. The next chapter describes the location and study
participants in greater detail, and the following sections of this chapter
describe what characteristics of Acholi make it ideal for this study.
Among these 6800 languages, methods for making sense of our world vary
enormously. Some have done without nouns or numbers or have categories
of words that most European languages have no concept for including smell
and sound. For example, Evans and Levinson (2009) describe ideophones
which exist in the Nilo-Saharan language family:
‘Ideophones’ typically encode cross-modal perceptual properties –
they holophrastically depict the sight, sound, smell or feeling of
situations in which an event and its participants are rolled together
into an undissected gestalt. They are usually only loosely integrated
syntactically, being added into narratives as independent units to
spice up the colour. Examples from Mundari [South Sudan] (Osada
1992) are ribuy-tibuy ‘sound, sight or motion of a fat person’s buttocks
rubbing together as they walk,’ and rawa-dawa ‘the sensation of
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suddenly realizing you can do something reprehensible, and no-one
is there to witness it.’ Often ideophones have special phonological
characteristics, such as vowel changes in size or intensity, special
reduplication patterns, and unusual phonemes or tonal patterns.
(Note that English words like willy-nilly or heeby-jeebies may seem
analogous but they differ from ideophones in all being assimilated to
other pre-existing word classes, here adverb and noun.) (p.13)
Along with the scarcity of linguistic research with languages outside of
Europe, there is also little that connects the characteristic of orality when
considering cognitive operations. Walter Ong’s enduring 1982 work on oral
communication, Orality and Literacy: The Technologizing of the Word points
out that only 102 out of around 6800 languages have a written form and a
mere 68 have a literature. In effect, concentrating on text-based solutions to
digital access ignores the way 99% of the world’s languages operate. For
this reason, investigating the role of orality seems like an excellent place to
start.
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  languages	
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Figure	
  3.3	
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Among his insights, the narrative structures used for memory, categories
made by association rather than dichotomization, mnemonic devices such
as repetition, aphorism, and sonority, and descriptions based around nonlinear time stood out as the most contrastive cognitive strategies to those
developed around writing. Ong impressed upon his readers that oral and
chirographic cultures (writing-based) have an existentially different
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connection to language by quoting Malinowski (1923), “the Hebrew term
dabar means ‘word’ and ‘event’.” (p.32) Ong went on to explain that in 1923,
the vocabulary to describe the psychodynamic aspects of orality were
unavailable, but Malinowski was on the cusp of conveying what we
understand today from cognitive linguistics research; using language has
temporal and spatial components. The study considered the language of
recalling events to draw out these components, these cognitive aspects.
Ong was particularly conscious of his own literate-bias observing that
previous research had taken the view that literate equates with dominant or
normal, leaving oral as other or outside normal. The first thing he made
clear is that the correct term is not literate; it is chirographic culture vs. oral.
And most cultures are not purely one or the other due to education, tradition,
and mass media. It is clear that he took great pains to remove this bias from
his own writing. However, by focusing on bias, he risks emphasizing,
'please don't forget they are different, they are other,’ when discussing the
process of thinking. Is this an inescapable problem?
Describing differences at a cognitive level is, at first, quite
challenging. Overcoming my own literate or chirographic-bias in how I
articulate variations in communication and thought processes seems to
require walking on eggshells. Even the idea of a spectrum of variation is a
bit problematic. It organizes by categories, more this or less that, slotting
and pinning cultures to a concept wall. This is a very chirographic way of
describing the situation and fails to capture the dynamic qualities of
communication and culture. Technology may amplify the multi-faceted
nature of our communication styles because we have the option to express
ourselves with text, photo, sound, video, or any combination of these.
Focusing on conflict management applications of ICT by examining the
cognitive level, my aim is to look for what is most natural, intuitive, facile,
before users make a conscious choice and adapt their behavior.
But the aim in this exploration of cognitive differences is not to focus on the
differences as scalar, as progressing from elementary to evolved, primitive
to perfection. The aim is to remove the attachment of value to gradations
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along the spectrum, perhaps even to throw out the spectrum metaphor
altogether and to simply acknowledge that more than one variation exists. (A
very real possibility since we don’t yet have research to describe how most
languages function at the cognitive level.) From there, the possibilities of
how to address the preferences and patterns of sense-making fly wildly open
for developing new technologies.
Tools for managing information and communication should mirror the
methods for sense-making strategies for their cultures of use. What is
optimal for one culture might be a hindrance to another. In interviewing
Somali refugees in Britain, Olden (1999) noted online employment
information systems (job postings) contrasted sharply with the oral and faceto-face information systems used by the Somali community. The online
system did not serve their needs or register with their understanding of
information organization, and was therefore not used. Commercial
manufacturing already changes design for cultural specifications. (A car
brand or a cosmetic may offer some features to one group of consumers and
not another based in part on cultural expectations in the marketplace.) In
ICT, design innovation comes from a chirographic perspective resulting in
changes to keyboards and interface script, but research has not begun to
consider how orality impacts other cognitive elements of design such as
organization, recall, or analysis. This is an unexplored avenue for
developing new interface configurations and software.
Why do cognitive intricacies matter for ICT design? When an individual
makes a human rights abuse report or collects community data to negotiate
a fragile compromise to conflict, the details matter. This type of
communication is nothing if not nuanced. And if technology is going to play
a role in this context, it should facilitate nuance wherever possible. ICT that
disrupts essential cultural communication elements would be a less
successful tool. Improving the technology applied in various stages of
conflict management will come from a reflection on the needs of the
domestic users of the technology. What do they want the digital tool to do
for them? Critics may argue that any type of technology limits natural
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human communication, and we all struggle to use it. But as the previous
chapter described, ICT has evolved from basic communication to become a
much more sophisticated tool of information gathering and communication.
Since ICT has already made its way into the toolkit of conflict management
across the world, it is time to assess if it is doing the job a tool was designed
for, helping with a specific task. This research gets at the heart of designing
alternatives to the current model by looking at the task from the conceptual
level and users from the cognitive level using models from conceptual
transfer theory.

3.2.1 Conceptual Transfer Theory
A product of the field of cognitive linguistics (which combines insights from
cognitive psychology and linguistics), conceptual transfer theory makes it
possible to engage with culture in a quantitative manner rather than focusing
on language or communication behavior with qualitative analysis. Pavlenko
(2003, p.259) highlights the value of studying concepts in her definition by
emphasizing the cognitive link between language and perception:
I see concepts as mental representations which affect individuals’
immediate perception, attention, and recall, and allow members of
specific language and culture groups to conduct identification,
comprehension, inferencing, and categorization along similar lines.
This view acknowledges that concepts are based on both linguistic
and perceptual bases and distinguishes between language-based (or
language-related) concepts and concepts not immediately linked to
language for which speakers of language X may have a mental
representation but no specific linguistic means of encoding.
So it can be inferred also that concepts are cultural constructions (see also
Jarvis and Pavlenko, 2007); as the chapter on methodology details further,
by strategically engaging one we can observe the other. This improves on
previous studies described in the sections above by narrowing the focus
from language generally to aspects which are culturally specific. Jarvis
(2011) describes conceptual transfer as a process by which concepts such
as our experience of time, our interaction with objects spatially, our
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conceptualization of movement in relation to space and time, and even our
place as observers of this experience, are coded in language and memory.
The transfer aspect of this process happens when bilinguals or multilinguals
transfer concepts between languages. While our first language largely
dominates our conceptualizations, we can transfer concepts from new
languages back into our first language. This is the level at which I propose
ICT applications have an impact by disrupting users’ ability to convey and
manage information, and the level at which the research design will explore
outcomes. The ICT interface and software trigger users to shift mental
modes because the producing culture’s conceptual framework is inherently
part of the ICT design.
Jarvis and Pavlenko (2007) organize their extensive review of the research
on conceptual transfer around objects, emotions, personhood, gender,
number, time, space, and motion because that has been the focus of most
studies in the field. (In this study, space was operationalized as location
because ICT tools operationalize this concept with maps.) However, they
recognized a gap when they conceded, “We also note the scope of
conceptual transfer goes beyond the effects of lexicalized and
grammaticized concepts, and includes the influence of acquired patterns of
conceptualization (or ways of thinking), visible, for instance, in patterns of
linguistic framing or organization of information in discourse (e.g.,
Stutterheim, 2003).” (Jarvis and Pavlenko, 2007, p.115) This study looks at
this gray area away from lexical and grammatical clues concentrating more
on broad narrative structure, discourse patterns involving orality such as
tonality, and ways of thinking about complex issues such as justice and
responsibility. Thus it fills a research gap.
To better understand the pursuit of concepts as cultural constructs, consider
the following examples: “Turkish grammar requires its speakers to
differentiate between witness and non-witness events, while speakers of
English will focus on the state of completion of events, because English
requires its speakers to differentiate between events in progress and those
that have been completed.” (Jarvis and Pavlenko, 2007, p. 114) This study
is concerned with narratives recalling events, the ‘stuff’ that makes up
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reports captured by ICT applications. The way we conceptualize the people,
the space, the actions of an event when we recall it to make a report to the
police, for an election poll, for any reason, can be altered if we must shift our
mental gears from one language to another because the format of the report
preferences one conceptual framework over another.
Next, consider emotions. Contrasting Dutch, English, and Ifaluk cultures,
Jarvis and Pavlenko (2007) confirmed the complex relationship between
perception, concept, and language. The Ifaluk view emotions as:
. . . social and relational, so that one individual’s song (=justifiable
anger) entails another’s metagu (=fear/anxiety). Similar arguments
have been made about the Balinese, Fula, Ilongot, Kaluli, Pintupi, and
Samoans, who conceive of emotions as relations phenomena,
embedded in social situations and taking place between people
(Heelas, 1986; Lutz, 1988; Russell, 1991). In contrast, speakers of
English and Dutch view emotions as individual phenomena that take
place within bodies and minds. (p.126)
Even seemingly concrete categories such as objects or gender or number
have been shown to vary greatly between languages and cultures because
the granularity for categorization is not constant (some have more or less
specific categories for concepts) and the lines may even be drawn along
different characteristics. (For example, bottle in English represents a
container, but other languages consider the material of the container or
whether it holds dry or wet contents.) (in Jarvis and Pavlenko, 2007 see
Malt et al. 1999, 2003 for objects; Helliger and Bussman, 2001, 2002, 2003
for gender; Lucy, 1992 for number) Strategies for the cognitive process of
categorization itself seem to depend on whether the cultural is predominantly
oral or chirographic.
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Figure	
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The figure 3.4 above illustrates a strategy for organizing information often
associated with logical problem solving and which Ong argued is only
possible because of writing. He did not say, nor does this research argue,
that orality is incompatible with problem solving. This section incrementally
demonstrates distinct concepts, fragments of cognitive activity, can be
profoundly different. How do we arrive at those concepts? One cognitive
process is categorization.
Categories are not used in the scientific, dichotomous manner by oral
cultures (e.g., deciduous tree vs. evergreen or ‘private’ distinct from 'public'),
but might be episodic (such as 'things that happen when the locusts arrive,'
Mawere, (2011)), emotional (things that forebode), or are linked to a place or
person as in a genealogy. In terms of interface design, consider how often
websites and applications rely on categories for organizational structure.
Schnoebelen (2007) emphasized the reliance on categories in his Stanford
University lecture notes, “. . . there are a lot of interesting ideas in: Lakoff’s
Women, Fire, and Dangerous Things: What Categories Reveal about the
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Mind, especially for designers working with classification (which is pretty
much every designer).” In terms of the underlying organizational structure in
software design, this presents the most radical shift. Categories as a
conceptual framework for organizing information are therefore a primary
focus explored in this study.
Personhood is particularly tricky. There are notions about status, kinship,
number, gender, membership or relationship, and (more ambiguously)
persons vs. selves. (in Jarvis and Pavlenko, 2007 see Becker, 1995; Foley,
1997; Markus and Kitayama, 1991, 1994; Muhlhausler and Harre, 1990;
Rosaldo, 1980; Shweder and Bourne, 1984; Siewierska, 2004). It is perhaps
the most complex application of categorization. Lakoff (1987) cautioned:
Categorization is not a matter to be taken lightly. There is nothing
more basic than categorization to our thought, perception, action, and
speech. Every time we see something as a kind of thing, for example,
a tree, we are categorizing. Whenever we reason about kinds of
things--chairs, nations, illnesses, emotions, any kind of thing at all--we
are employing categories. . . . Without the ability to categorize, we
could not function at all, either in the physical world or in our social
and intellectual lives. (p. 5-6)
It is the ‘we’ that is of interest to this study. It cannot be assumed that any
cognitive process is universal as Nesbitt (2003) noted in his comparison of
East Asian and Western cognitive processes including categorization:
For example, most who have addressed the question [of cultural

cognitive variation] hold that European thought rests on the
assumption that the behavior of objects—physical, animal, and
human—can be understood in terms of straightforward rules.
Westerners have a strong interest in categorization, which helps
them to know what rules to apply to the objects in question, and
formal logic plays a role in problem solving. East Asians, in
contrast, attend to objects in their broad context. The world seems
more complex to Asians than to Westerners, and understanding
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events always requires consideration of a host of factors that
operate in relation to one another in no simple, deterministic way.
Formal logic plays little role in problem solving. In fact, the person
who is too concerned with logic may be considered immature.
(p.xvi)
Nesbitt’s comments on the role of categorization touch on several of the
conceptual themes under investigation, categorization, problem-solving,
event conceptualization, and causal inference. As each of these is shaded
by culture, so too are the thinking processes which employ them. While
contributions from psychology form a valuable theoretical foundation, they
also point to gaps such as the role of orality since the Eastern cultures that
served as the contrast to the Western culture (see Nesbitt, 2003) were also
chirographic. This study added to our knowledge of cultural variation in
cognitive processes with special attention to orality.
In terms of describing events, our conceptualization of space and time are
not consistent across cultures. Levinson’s 2004 Space in Language and
Cognition reported distinctive cognitive variation across cultures from the
psycholinguistic perspective mainly in the Pacific Island region.
Researchers Boroditsky (2010, n. pag.) and Gaby described their work from
the same region in an article in The Wall Street Journal:
Pormpuraawans, we found, arranged time from east to west. That is,
seated facing south, time went left to right. When facing north, right to
left. When facing east, toward the body, and so on. Of course, we
never told any of our participants which direction they faced. The
Pormpuraawans not only knew that already, but they also
spontaneously used this spatial orientation to construct their
representations of time. And many other ways to organize time exist
in the world's languages. In Mandarin,37 the future can be below and
the past above. In Aymara, spoken in South America, the future is
behind and the past in front.
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It is important to stress that this research is not deterministic, meaning our language does not determine our
thinking full stop. Some of these insights continue to be challenged including a study by Chen (2007) Do Chinese
and English speakers think about time differently? Failure of replicating Boroditsky (2001).
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Operationally, to study these concepts in action, this research was
concerned with the context of conflict. These concepts might be expressed
during the recall or narration of events such as giving a human rights abuse
report, telling a police officer about fraud during an election, or describing a
situation in the community during a poll aimed at policy-making. Each of
these cultural concepts was matched up against the available ICT
operationalization such as categories or maps (which connect to by time and
space.) Within cognitive linguistics, there are two key terms describing
event narration: schema and frame. These are discussed in greater detail in
the following chapter on methodology, but they refer generally to
architectural elements of the narrative. A schema is, “a structured
expectation about people, situations, and events.” (Sims and Lorenzi, 1992,
webpage) It is a cognitive shortcut that helps us sort through sensory
information that has been developed from experience and learned through
culture. A schema is the backbone to which we attach frames. Narrative
frames (alternatively investigated as event construal by Stutterheim and
Nuse (2003) and interpretive frames Pavlenko (2003)) are short phrases
conceptualizing a scene. When we encounter something new, something
unknown or difficult to make sense of, our mind chooses the ‘best-fit’
schema from our experience-- our culturally constructed experience.
Frames refer to short phrases or fragments of the recall of an event. They
are units of analysis. Frames differ between languages and cultures as
described above and serve as the important details to which we anchor our
conceptualization of the event. In English we learn these as who, what,
when, where, why, and how.

3.2.2 Groupthink: Design Impact
In order to refine the focus of this study to culturally distinct conceptual
frames within Acholi, I spent three months in Uganda in an intensive
language-learning environment. Based on experiences as a cultural
mediator in other linguistic environments that shared a profound distance to
English (Sutherlin, 2013), narrative distortion via ICT was a previously
observed pattern. What remained was to identify the particular elements of
Acholi that were least likely to be captured within the English-based
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conceptualizations of current ICT applications. Differences already noted in
the literature above combined with previous experience and current
fieldwork determined that categorization including naming of persons,
schemas, and locations were culturally distinct. (Malo, 1999; Ogutu, 2001)
Each of these elements relies on the broader framework of tonality and
reverberative38 semantic structures, both connected to orality. The impact of
these conceptual differences is traced through ICT design elements in this
section; they are the foundation for contextualizing the results of the study in
Chapter 6.
Recalling the first section of Chapter 2, we build stories rooted in ourselves,
in the identity of the place, group, situation that shares our culture of
communication. When these personal events are swept together during the
upheaval from natural disasters or mass demonstrations, the information
conveyed takes on a political life.
The concept of personhood or identity is central to narrative. While there is
little linguistic literature on personhood for Acholi (or African languages
generally), Mawere (2011) explored the idea of conceptual differences
across several African cultures from an anthropological and epistemological
perspective in his critical survey African Belief and Knowledge Systems. He
provided extensive examples to illustrate variation, but always with a
European reader in mind he placed his examples within a framework of
contrast to the dominant Western philosophies. He outlined that African
concepts of personhood are multifaceted with most cultures’ cosmology
acknowledging four or five components as opposed to the Cartesian mind
and body. Among these, there are often elements which predetermine a
person’s potential, in other words the element exists on a future plane.
Other elements remain past the end of the mortal body. Mawere further
asserted that Western philosophy tends to concentrate on the isolation of a
particular quality such as memory or rationality for defining personhood, but
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Reverberative semantic structure is the author’s term to describe a narrative structure that has a semantic
function and is achieved through reverberation between speaker and listener. This echoing quality may not be
literal, but a perceived participation of the listener by the speaker that informs the speaker’s narrative structure.
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from any of the African concepts this appears to be an absurd exercise, a
fragmentation of the whole.
In Western culture, the emphasis is placed on the individual while in Acholi
culture the concept of the group is more foundational. Consider how the
religious scholar John Mbiti (1990) explained the African viewpoint in terms
borrowed from Descartes, “I am because we are, we are therefore I am.”
(p.104) Indeed, there was no word for group in Acholi until it was borrowed
from English. Gathering, yes, such as a formal occasion like a wedding. But
group, no. The word is used often in Western, Anglophone culture: My
contribution in the Group project. Women’s Group. Book Group. He left the
Group to become a Solo artist. Groupthink. This kind of language calls
attention to the group phenomenon, the crowd. But for a communal culture,
the group is the norm. The West focuses on the individual, while many other
cultures are considered collectivist or communal. (Mawere, 2011; Al-hinai,
2012)

Figure	
  3.5	
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The practical ICT implications can be seen in categorization ranging from the
use of individual logins to issues related to gathering details about the
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perpetrators of actions in conflict. Giving individuals an identity distinct from
the context of a group or as a purely categorical, checking-the-box in a
mobile ICT application way has the potential to strip away the essential
markers of identity imposing arbitrary categories instead. To refer back to
the section on emotion and the research with Ifaluk, what if identity was
relational rather than a strictly demarcated category? From this perspective,
the available interface options and underlying organizational software cannot
‘understand’ a relational conceptualization where an identity is formed
collectively by multiple relationships.
Another aspect to consider for ICT design comes from the work of Turkle
(2011), who described how technology is a tool of isolating, individualizing
power. While her critics (Oppenheimer, 2014) argued technology has
increased our social behavior citing the bowling league standard, (Not only
were people not opting out of bowling leagues-- Robert Putnam’s famous
metric for community engagement-- in order to have more screen time; they
were also using their computers to opt in to new social activities like bowling
leagues), her emphasis was more on the experience of using devices which
lock our eyes to a screen and plug our ears to our surroundings even when
we are in the company of others. I disagree with Oppenheimer’s
assessment of the evidence. Yes, people are signing up for bowling
leagues, but why? His conclusion was that ICT facilitated faster, more
efficient avenues for social connection. I think the evidence supports
Turkle's assessment that from more and more screen time, an individualizing
activity, we have lost the social interaction with others in our immediate
surroundings (in the same room, on the street, etc.), so we are more
motivated to seek it out to escape the hold of the screen. I would argue that
the critics’ evidence may unintentionally support Turkle’s theory because
after a decade or more of isolation from interacting via social media, SMS,
and IM, when we decide to meet-up with humans in real life, we have no
choice but to look to the internet to see where they might be. We have lost
our material links to neighbors and friends and community members. If we
weren’t already isolated, doesn’t it follow we would either know where to find
a social group or belong to one without looking for bowling leagues and book
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clubs online? (Yes, sometimes we decide to try a new hobby or use ICT to
organize meetings, but the critics argue technology is increasing our
connection to people therefore there are more people in our lives because of
technology.) Any sociological impact ICT may have on the Acholi in terms of
individualizing or community building is beyond the scope of this experiment,
but the implications are worth imagining. The question of how a tool that is
inherently isolating will impact a fundamentally communal culture should be
as much of a design consideration as the interface language. It is analogous
to imagining a product’s effect on the surrounding ecology. It could affect a
whole ecosystem by disrupting conventional communication patterns.

Figure	
  3.6	
  Africa4All	
  e-‐gov	
  forum	
  
	
  
In this screenshot (figure 3.6) from the e-gov project Africa4All (see Chapter
2), setting aside the fact that the interface language is English, what is
revealed with an examination of conceptual composition? The platform
supports interaction through discussion forums and document submission
preferencing chirographic participation. No audio, photo, or video capability.
But from the outset, in order to participate, an individual must enter one
name and password-- the producing culture’s concept of identity. This may
not seem unusual-- to enter a name, and certainly a login and password is
not the sum total of one’s existence-- the designers did not consider a group
login configuration that might have more closely approximated offline
communication and connection patterns. In other collectivist cultures, I
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have seen users share mobile phones dropping them in a collective basket
and picking one up when needed. Similarly, they left social media open for
any friend or family member to use. Devices and accounts were not held by
individuals as the producers perhaps expected. They were shared.
Ditsa and Alwahaishi (2007) proposed a possible culturally varied solution
by, “using groupware techniques in collective cultures, as opposed to single
user systems which are more appropriate in individualistic cultures.” (p.4)
However, their insights come from the field of business research; from my
field experience, conflict management software development is not typically
cutting edge, thus such design adaptations have not been taken into
consideration yet.

	
  
Figure	
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The unconscious reliance on schema can be seen in this screenshot (figure
3.7), a fragment of a conflict report form from a Ushahidi-based application.
Classifying a scene with a general category requires slotting the event
frames to a sensible framework, accessing schema. If schemas are
culturally constructed, how can we know if these categories are meaningful
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Al Jazeera English, 2012
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outside the culture of design? Or if their meaning will remain consistent?
This application was designed to collect information in Somalia and display it
to Western audiences; it was designed for use with translators in the
diaspora. (Anon., 2011; Al Jazeera, 2011; 2012; Sutherlin, 2013) As
described in Chapter 2, it is the type of technology that is being adapted for
indigenous use by eliminating the translation element and shifting the
intended user group. However, the organizational logic, the concepts
governing the information-gathering, still reflects the culture of origin making
this ICT an example of emergent bias.
Still another example of the problems categorization can cause comes from
Mansell and Trembley’s (2013, p.53) report for UNESCO titled Renewing the
Knowledge Societies Vision: Towards Knowledge Societies for Peace and
Sustainable Development. Mansell and Trembley included a case study
from a community-mapping project in a Brazilian favela in order to highlight
the issue of local input in knowledge gathering and knowledge management
tool development. The conclusion was that the project was driven by an
international NGO (UNICEF) and did not adapt to local users’
communication and information needs. The resulting ICT was neither
empowering nor culturally aware. This design practice is similar to what was
described in Chapter 2 and can be seen in the evolution of humanitarian aid
ICTs into conflict management ICTs which did not integrate new user
specifications.
Since the primary focus of this research is on issues of conflict, peace, and
governance, the contribution of elements such as categorization to more
complex concepts such as culpability or justice are of great interest.
Mawere (2011) discussed the moral element common to both Western and
African conceptions of personhood. There are undeniable implications for
justice, peace and conflict, and governance. He gives an example from
Bantu languages in which the word for ‘heart’ and ‘thought’ is the same
signaling the connection between morality and rationality. For the West,
morality is often connected to individual choice whereas the collective
construction of identity has moral implications for the community in many
African contexts. Mawere’s investigation does not resolve conclusively
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where responsibility lies for a ‘person’s’ actions. And certainly, as a ‘person’
is multifaceted, so too may be the elements contributing to her actions or
responsibility.
Among the conceptualizations of causality, time plays more of a role than
place. This is consistent with findings from Boroditsky (2010). In addition to
space and time, languages also shape how we understand causality. Figure
3.8 illustrates the Western emphasis on location in ICT event
conceptualizations that strains local narrative patterns to conform.
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Website no longer available. (Accessed 18 January 2013).
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Mawere described a system in which freewill and determinism co-exist.
Chance, accident, choice, and fate are just different names for events which
we understand from different starting points in time. Mawere believed
African metaphysics generally disregards, “conditions for causality such as
priority in time, constant conjunction, necessary connection, and contiguity in
time and space.” (p. 47) It is this disregard that he credited with the
continued focus on mystical causes which cannot be connected to events on
the physical plane but on the temporal one. One practical implication can be
seen in the Western emphasis on mapping conflict events while other
cultures are less focused on organizing around this frame of reference. In
Acholi, and other related languages in Uganda, there is no word for ‘map.’ It
is not a useful organizing concept. Would time be more useful?
Ong observed that the experience of time is directly connected to oral
communication:
All sensation takes place in time, but sound has a special relationship
to time unlike that of the other fields that register in human sensation.
Sound exists only when it is going in and out of existence…. When I
pronounce the word ‘permanence’, by the time I get to the ‘-ence’, the
‘perma-‘ is gone, and has to be gone. (1982, p.32-3)
Tonality and the reverberative semantic structure of the narrative go hand in
hand. Information is gathered, collected, and moved. But only what can be
carried in sound and echo. It moves through repetition. It is stored in
memory and in retelling, over and over in the sound retelling makes. It does
not have the permanence of writing, the ownership of authorship. It forms by
accumulation, being born from many sources; it is fluid, varied from
omissions and additions. Recursive.
In contrast, Ong noted the linear characteristic of the written (Western)
narrative:
Print makes for more tightly closed verbal art forms, especially in
narrative. Until print, the only linearly plotted lengthy story line was
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that of the drama, which from antiquity had been controlled by writing.
(1982, p.133)
This observation echoes in the design of mobile ICTs that prescribe
streamlining.
In an analysis of the most well-known Acholi narrative poem, Wer Pa
Lawino//Song of Lawino by Okot p’Bitek, Heron’s (1966) introduction draws
our attention to several narrative choices:
[Acholi people] do not use rhyme or the regular rhythm used in Wer
Pa Lawino. So it is possible to exaggerate the influence of Acholi
tradition on poems. From the Western Tradition he takes the idea of
individual authorship, of spoken verse, of rhyme, of division into
chapters, of the printed word. (p.8)
Heron concedes that p’Bitek may have overemphasized certain elements
such as rhyme to create a more African feel and counter the European
literary tradition of the time as well as to transport his readers more
effectively by structural contrast. However, not all contrasts were contrived.
(See also Rosenburg, 2011 for analysis of East African song narrative.)
Heron goes on to explain that:
[Narratives] are not written down under one person’s authorship.
They are sung and adapted by singer after singer, and each singer is
free to create his own way and change the song to fit current events
or refer to his own girl-friend. (ibid)
The additive and repetitive nature of narrative as well as the lack of
ownership are characteristics typical of the Acholi style in song and story.
These broad narrative elements connected to orality are the most at odds
with the current ICTs used in conflict management settings. Meaning
crumbles without sound and without the relationship between speaker and
listener. Stripped of tonality and reverberative semantic elements, meaning
falls away. Meaning is relational, made up of the speaker-listener
connection. Within the format offered by ICT software, what was once
shared orally becomes an individually produced text; it becomes confused,
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de-contextualized without the essential semantic elements of tone and
reverberation.
Not forgetting the cognitive dimension, orality has a distinct tie to memory.
Strategies for organizing schema, plotlines, or relaying complex problems
must rely on tonality, repetition, contextual linking, even mnemonics. For
writing, there is always the possibility of returning to what was on the
previous page or chapter, there is the possibility of revision, of inserting
complexity that a reader need not hold in his mind, but could reference if
memory failed. (Ong, 1982, p.8) These are the structural differences in how
information is organized that have a pragmatic or material origin-- memory.
It is not uncommon to analogize computer programs to the human brain, but
if the human brain has such variation in terms of memory, inference,
categorization, etc., all these tasks computers are designed to assist with,
isn’t the analogy too general? Should we begin to update the analogy and
the design process to pursue computer programs that involve cognitive
variability around cultural dimensions such as orality?
In the chirographic culture as Ong described, there is a tendency to
understand information or data as something which is written down.
However, if one takes a more functional view and considers it to be
something that can be heard by a group of people, stored in memories,
retold, responded to, etc., then information can be held as a sound object
rather than a written one. The NGO Digital Democracy (for which I
consulted) produced a project where a telephone was placed in a public
space in South Africa (a market stall) and participants were invited to call
into a popular radio program. In real-time they heard their calls on the
nearby radio, the crowd around them witnessed the call, and everyone
became the storage facility for the database. The radio program asked for
reports on community issues and promoted transparency. No written data
and yet information and communication technology were still in use.
In Acholi, language for specific time, such as hours and minutes, has been
borrowed from Arabic via Swahili. However in Acholi, the first hour of the
day is when the sun rises (Western 7 a.m.), and is therefore called 1 o’clock
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in the morning. (It is also the opposite way the hour hand on the clock
points.) If you set a meeting it can be at 9 a.m. and/or 3 a.m. Acholi time.
As in Arabic and Swahili, days of the week begin with Monday as the first
day and continue with days two, three, etc., naming special gathering days.
Whereas Arabic has a gathering on Friday, Acholi refers to an old tradition of
gathering on Monday, still called court or meeting day. The influence of
Christianity is seen in the name for Sunday, cabit (pronounced chabeet)
taken from the Sabbath. The cyclical sense of time is reflected in the term
for week, also called cabit, and the word for month, moon, dwe.
“Defining time in African communities can be seen as an aspect of spatial
history.” (Mawere, 2011, p. 49) Mawere further explained that his essay is
part of a body of postcolonial literature which is political in nature. It is
political because it aimed to rebalance power through the reflecting and
centering act of describing what had been lost or marginalized-- the
indigenous notion of time. (From this perspective, this work examining the
limitation of ICT for conveying the intended concepts of time and space can
be considered explicitly political. It contributes to the literature of the field of
peace studies on the merits of describing the disenfranchising impact of ICTmediated communication, a political focus.) The main distinctions are the
cyclic nature, rather than linear, and the symbolic demarcation of events,
rather than by date. Drawing on Fu-Kiau’s work on the Bantu-Congo
(culturally overlapping and therefore relevant to case study in Uganda),
Mawere (2011, p.50) explained, “it is danga (events) that make time
perceptible, providing the unending flow of time with specific ‘dams,’ events,
or ‘periods of time.” He elaborates that, for example, a day is understood to
end where it began. Cyclical imagery relating to time is integral in the Bantu
culture. Emphasizing the widespread nature of this pattern of
conceptualization, Mawere citing Kone’s example from the Mande culture
wrote, “Among the Mande, we relate to space by talking about events
(evidence), while Westerners refer to events by mentioning time (abstract).”
(p.53) While he did not elaborate with an example, this affirmed Mawere’s
earlier description of events as symbolic such as the moment when the
locusts swarmed the field rather than 2 p.m. What he called ‘symbolic’ is a
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connection to the physical surroundings at the moment of the event and
symbolized the moment while the time on a wrist watch in the African
cosmology is considered abstract, connected to neither place nor moment.
Finally, a practical implication of the experience of time in oral
communication can be seen in the broader narrative structures which
include reverberation and tonality. There is a scarcity of research on
narrative structure for East African languages even in the field of literary
analysis. A review in the journal Research in African Literatures by Waliaula
(2012) described the shortcomings of one of the broadest treatments of the
topic titled: East African Literature: Essays on Written and Oral Traditions, by
judging that, "The only quibble I have about some of these essays is the
uncritical and simplistic application of Western conceptual and critical
approaches to African literary expressions." (p. 189) The compilation, which
includes work by Okot p’Bitek, falls short of exploring aspects unique to
African narrative. None of the authors’ pieces featured Nilotic or even Bantu
languages. The theoretical framework for discussing narrative structure in
this study is therefore constructed from several literatures, in-country expert
sources as well as field experience (analysis framework is discussed at
length in Chapter 4: Methodology). Insights therefore constitute a new
contribution to the field of narrative study for the language of Acholi.

3.3 Conclusion
The engineers Odejobi and Adegbola of the African Languages Technology
Initiative (ALT-I) in Nigeria theorized, “services supporting CMC [computermediated communication] intended for use in African environment shou[ld]
exploit and implement language technologies developed around African
languages and cultures.” (2010, p.1) To achieve this they proposed that
first, the technology must, “describe and represent the knowledge systems
underlying African systems of communication in a form amenable to
computation, e.g., numerical, graphical, or symbolically… by critically and
analytically address[ing] the question of how African people represent
concepts.” (p.7) The authors used the term ‘symbolic cosmology’ to
describe conceptualization. Taking a pragmatic engineering approach, they
pointed out potential problems such as Yoruba’s base 20 number system
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contrasting with the decimal system which is base 10. On the other hand,
they considered the conventional file organization on a ‘tree structure’ to be
culturally accessible from both Western and African symbolic perspectives.
The development of a computer-mediated communication technology
must therefore be based on a systematic, retrospective and reflective
review of African language. Such systematic study should look in to
the past, i.e., in to the people’s culture, with the aim of identifying the
burial cites [sic] of knowledge so that they could be exhumed to
develop technologies that will not only be useful technologically, but
will help to reinforce and support the people’s culture through their
use in CMC based discourse. (Odejobi and Adegbola, 2010, p.7-9)
Their work hints at a point of departure and methods not tried such as
engaging in the West African strategy game Ayo to learn its ‘logic’ in the way
Chess and Sudoku are used in the West41. The ALT-I is focused on speechto-text (and the reverse) technologies for tonal African languages, but has
not begun to address the conceptual aspects of information organization
associated with the complexity of cultural communication. This study
examined these broad narrative structures in quantitative descriptive terms
supported with evidence from conceptual frame analysis.
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Wanderi (2011) The Indigenous Games of the People of the Coastal Region of Kenya: A Cultural and Educational
Appraisal, provided a regional glimpse into how this approach could be integrated for this study.
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CHAPTER	
  4:	
  METHODS	
  AND	
  METHODOLOGY	
  
	
  

Introduction
In this chapter, the specific methods, research tools, and analysis processes
are described. Having observed a problem in how some user groups
engaged with ICT tools, a methodological approach was selected that
isolated this problematic characteristic through novel descriptive terms,
cognitive terms, that illustrated how narrative conveyance was not
successful for users outside the culture of design. Two studies (Pavlenko,
2003; Brown and Gullberg, 2011) were valuable as models for the structure
of the experiment that I had in mind. Building on a precedent in a deliberate
manner was part of a strategy suggested by Jarvis and Pavlenko (2007) to
improve robustness across the discipline. This study was the first to
incorporate communication via ICT into a cognitive linguistics study, but the
methodological architecture gave it a foundation and further validity because
it was a repetition of tested methods.
In the first section of Chapter 4, the field experience is detailed as Part 1:
Methods. With this picture in mind, the rationale behind each choice is
recounted along with challenges, limitations, and further considerations
around methodology (Part 2: Methodology). The methods and methodology
are reversed in order to present the experiment in its entirety before delving
into the theory behind the experiment and analysis. This presentation
facilitates familiarity with the quantitative approach and introduces previous
work from cognitive linguistics that served as the model for this experiment.

4.1 Part 1: Methods
In the northern region of Uganda, Gulu district, Gulu town, 29 participants
completed a three-stage experiment. Participants viewed a YouTube video
depicting a chaotic street brawl, and were then asked to describe what they
had seen in three distinct narrative forms: oral Acholi, written Acholi on a
mobile device, and oral English. By comparing narrative construction and
identifying concepts unique to certain narratives, the experiment looked at
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the level of thought before language, the cognitive level, and thus followed in
the footsteps of earlier research in the field of cognitive linguistics.
The experiment was conducted in northern Uganda because of the
application of findings to conflict management. Gulu is considered a postconflict zone having emerged from civil war in the past few years. The
bordering regions of South Sudan and Eastern Congo which share the
language of Acholi remain unstable. Acholi, a Nilotic language, is tonal and
predominantly oral. (Savage, 1956; Simeoni, 1978; Odonga, 2012) It
presented an excellent contrast to English. According to data gathered by
the Kenyan ICT innovation research lab iHub (2013), Uganda’s mobile and
internet usage was compared with neighboring countries in the image below
(figure 4.1) and also detailed in statistics focused on only Uganda which
follow.	
  

Figure	
  4.1	
  Uganda,	
  Kenya,	
  Rwanda,	
  Burundi,	
  Tanzania:	
  mobile	
  and	
  
internet	
  statistics	
  2013	
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Uganda Mobile Statistics
(Population: 34,758,809 July 2013 estimate)
18,300,000 mobile subscribers
4,800,000 (3.2%) Internet users
520 million outgoing & incoming SMS
464,849 fixed lines
52% teledensity
215,110,452 voice traffic
The low internet usage is due primarily to high cost (a mobile 3G
subscription for internet access per month in Uganda costs much more than
in the UK) and only a few providers. This was the situation that had been
faced by neighboring countries and has subsided with increased
competition, deregulation, and increased user volume. Phone plans were
similarly expensive in Uganda only a few years ago according to local
sources (see also, Businge, 2013), but prices have decreased. It is hoped
internet plans will follow the same trend.
Ideal participants, contacted through their employers, had worked,
volunteered, or expressed an interest in community development. (e.g.,
social work, civil society with government connections, ethnic conflict
mediation, refugee resettlement issues, or addressing other issues of
concern to his/her local area). Their employment suggested they were
familiar with ICT in the field or would soon be candidates for the next
generation of technology. Other participants of interest included individuals
in the community who were technologically literate and represented the
potential survey population for the first group—socio-politically interested
community members as perceived by their willingness to participate in this
activity. Thus, there were both potential community action leaders as well as
community members with whom they would likely engage. This sample
restriction focused the study on political participation and on individuals with
ICT experience.
Thirteen female and sixteen male Acholi first language speakers over the
age of 18 representing a range of educational and professional backgrounds
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took a break from their workday to take part in the experiment individually or
in pairs, and on a few occasions with the input of curious onlookers. No
demographic analysis was performed beyond noting that sex and occupation
did not affect the result, including a varied sample that eliminated these as
independent variables. As discussed in Chapter 3, Acholi (sometimes
referred to as Luo) is a tonal and predominantly oral language. It was
hypothesized that the stark differences between an oral tonal language and
English would make the results all the more vivid. Because of the bilingual
nature of the experiment, each individual answered a series of questions in
English similar to the IETL or TOFEL42 oral exam to establish a standard
level of oral English proficiency. While some participants were more fluent
than others, every participant could comfortably express him or herself in the
conditional tense, and connect a series of sentences in a fluent description,
both markers of advanced language skills according to the IETL/TOFEL
rubrics. In the question series below, the ** indicates a question modeled
after the IETL test which prompted the use of the conditional as well as an
opportunity to evaluate more speech production. (For many participants,
fluency had been established with ten minutes of discussion before Q4 and
this question was judged unnecessary.) Model questions were used only for
participants with weaker English skills to ensure they met the minimum
requirements. These questions also provided qualitative data that is
discussed in Chapter 6: How Do You Use Your Phone?
1. What is your age? Is it between 16 and 25? 25 and 35? 35 and 40 or
over 40? (If between 16 and 25, is it over 18?)
2. What is your job?
3. What languages do you speak at work? What languages do you
speak in general?
4. Have you ever studied outside of Uganda? ** Would you like to?
**Where would you like to study?
5. Do you have a phone? How do you use your phone? Do you mostly
speak, mostly text, both?
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Questions suggested from this site: http://www.aippg.com/ielts/speaking_topics.html and fluency rubric was
based on recommendation found here: takeielts.britishcouncil.org/find-out-about-results/understand-your-ieltsscores.
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6. If/When you text/SMS, what language do you use to text/SMS?
Anyone who had lived or studied in Western Europe, North America, or
Australia for 6 months or more would have been excluded from participation
because they would be considered ‘acculturated’ to the ICT’s culture of
design. This exclusion was based on the findings of Pavlenko (2003), who
considered the variable of acculturation in conceptual transfer between
English and Russian bilingual speakers and concluded it was significant.
The findings of that study are discussed in a later section; acculturation was
a vital control in sampling.
The experiment was conducted in three stages. Participants were asked to
watch a short video on a laptop from YouTube titled, ‘Crazy Nigerians’ which
they might watch alone or in pairs. The entirety of the interaction was
captured with an audio recording. They were asked to describe what they
had seen in Acholi, ‘Lok ma ineno/ Tell me what you saw,’ then they were
handed a mobile device to answer question(s) about the video, and finally
they described the scene again in English to the researcher as they had in
stage 1. (These are referred to as stages 1, 2a and 2b depending on the
ICT question track, and stage 3 in the results.)
The content of the discussion before and after the brief experiment made up
the qualitative portion of the results as do reflections the participants shared
about the role of technology in their lives. The experiment and discussion
lasted from around 12-25 minutes depending on technical issues with the
mobile device and the depth of discussion outside the experiment time.
During each stage of the experiment, the researcher maintained the
language of investigation to deliver instructions and respond to questions to
the extent possible. For bilingual studies, unless it is the variable under
investigation, maintaining language consistency within the elements of the
study activates participation in the correct part of the brain. For example, it
is common for the interviewer to greet participants and perform any prestudy talk in the language of the study to ensure that the desired area of the
brain is engaged and second language interference is reduced. (Pavlenko
2003; Brown and Gullberg 2011); however, during this experiment if the
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participant was insistent on switching languages, this preference was
recorded as it relates to the hypothesis and was considered a conscious
break with the instructions and repeated prompts to stay in one language or
another.
Stage 2 consisted of two tracks of questions using an HTC smartphone
mobile device. Stage 2a asks one open question, ‘Ngo ma otime?// What
happened?’ Stage 2b asks thirteen mostly closed questions. Participants
were given a version on an alternating basis to avoid contamination of
narratives among a group of coworkers or between two individuals
completing the experiment simultaneously. For the sequence of questions in
2b, the application allowed participants to advance by ‘swiping’ the touchscreen only after an answer had been chosen.
1. Ineno_____? mony, kwo, laro lok// You saw____? Fight, theft,
argument
2. Ingeyo nining? //How do you know?
3. Dano adi ma obedo iye? 2, 3-4, pol kato 4 // How many people were
there?
4. Nga ma obedo lamony dano? Which person was the attacker?
5. Cwinyi tek i kom lamgam eni43? Cwinya tek adida, cwinya tek, cwinya
pe tek tutwal// Do you feel sure about this answer? I feel very sure,
sure, I don’t feel sure at all
6. Ngat mo owane? Eyo/ku // Did anyone get hurt? Yes/no
7. Jami pa ngat mo bale? Eyo/ku? // Did anything belonging to anyone
get broken?
8. Jami pa ngat mo ki kwalo? // Did anything belonging to anyone get
stolen?
9. Gin man otime ki kwene? i yoo, i cuk, i town, pe angeyo // These
things happened where? In the street, in a market, in town, unknown
10. Otime i cawa adi? i odiko, i idyecing, i otyeno // At what time?
Morning, afternoon, evening
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A typographical error was discovered at the end of the research. Question 5 should read ‘Cwinyi tek i kom lagam eni?’
While other errors in spelling or grammar were discussed and were subsequently a point of analysis in this study (see Chapter
6: (Mis)understanding), this error was not mentioned by any participant during the experiment.
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11. Locaden obedo tye, I videyo? (Bik wel dano 0-100) // Were there
witnesses, in the video? (estimate the number of people 0-100)
12. Ngat mo obedo ki jami lweny? Eyo/ku // Did anyone have a weapon?
13. Abili obino i lok man? Eyo/ku // Did the police come?
The questions were designed using the open source software Kobo Collect
(figure 4.2). The quality and clarity of sentence construction was checked by
two native Acholi speakers. The program presents a wide range of question
style choices (multiple choice, yes/no, open answer, number, etc.). The
order of the questions was developed to follow the narrative pattern of Acholi
found in literature, described by scholars in the field, and observed in the
field. In this way, participants were given the best possible chance of
conveying a truly Acholi narrative, the same narrative they had produced in
stage 1. This study argues that despite the variety and choice of design
offered by Kobo Collect (and similar ICTs), the options are constrained by
the designing culture’s conceptualization of core elements such as time,
space, and identity. There is an illusion of openness, of infinite possibility,
but the narrative is pre-determined by the available format. Because it is
written, linear, reliant on categories, aiming for quantification, this format
drives the narrative construction to conform to the cognitive norms of the
West, the culture of design.
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Figure	
  4.2	
  KoboCollect	
  design	
  interface44	
  
	
  
The order of the questions followed Acholi narrative structures to the extent
possible, for instance, beginning with the general scenario followed by the
general assessment of people involved. (This order was understood from
language immersion, discussions with literature and communication
professors in-country, and an analysis of Acholi text.) The analysis was
concerned with isolating specific aspects of the narrative, the key elements
that if disrupted, change the entire nature of the report. Thus the questions
were designed to both give ample opportunity to convey a full event
description with both open and closed questions; they also offer several
opportunities to qualify the information with a level of (un)certainty.
Questions 2, 5 and 9 offered an opportunity to express doubt. Every avenue
was utilized within the capabilities of the software to approximate the Acholi
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Software available online from: Kobo Toolbox http://www.kobotoolbox.org/
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narrative pattern in order to offer the best chance for the ICT to succeed.
Based on literature review, interviews with experts in the field, and field
observation, Acholi narrative follows a predictable phrase pattern (this
pattern was described in the literature in Chapter 3). The question series
anticipated this pattern as possible within the limits of the software. In this
way, these limitations became the focus of analysis-- how successfully could
the ICT capture the Acholi narrative when there are prescribed limitations,
prescribed by the culture of design?

4.1.1 Priming
Another variable which tapped into the cognitive experience that this
experiment manipulates was priming. The term is used in several fields to
mean ‘prepared so as to perform in an expected manner.’ In cognitive
linguistics, Kutta and Kaschak (2012, introduction) give the definition:
Structural priming refers to the tendency for speakers to repeat
syntactic structures across utterances (Bock, 1986). . . . The presence
or absence of structural priming effects in different contexts is of much
interest to cognitive scientists, as the pattern of priming effects can be
revealing about the representations that underlie language use (e.g.,
Branigan et al., 1995, Chang et al., 2006 and Pickering and Ferreira,
2008).
Kutta and Kaschak (2012) examined this phenomenon, cumulative priming,
by exposing English speaking participants to different virtual environments
with videos and then asking them to perform a speech task. The video use
is a common aspect to both their study and this one. They found the priming
effect was unchanged over varied time periods (hence the term cumulative)
and in virtual environments it was strong and persistent. Hartsuiker and
Westenberg (2000) considered word order priming in speech and written
modalities for Dutch speakers. Concerned more with the underlying
processing model of language, the cognitive mechanics connected to
priming, they observed the frequency of participants completing a sentence
with a similar word order to that of a sentence they had just seen. While
their research was mono-lingual, it connected two modalities. They also
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found that the priming effect was strong. For the experiment with Acholi, the
quick succession of stages as well as the consistency from stage 1 to 2 of
the Acholi language should be ideal conditions for priming the participants to
construct a narrative and simply repeat and repeat. This experimental
structure worked in favor of the ICT being able to convey the same narrative
in each stage and thus the hypothesis failing. This ordering was intentional
to underscore the intensity of the complex cognitive processes at work.

4.1.2 Transcription and Translation
Stages 1 and 3 were transcribed and translated. Stage 2 was transferred
from the mobile device then translated from the Acholi. In order to compare
the written Acholi of stage 2 produced by the participants with the other oral
stages, transcription used conventional spelling for both Acholi and English
rather than the International Phonetic Alphabet. Verbal pauses and
misutterances were included as much as possible with the rule being that all
verbalized intelligible sounds would be transcribed. Translation was
conducted in Uganda and reviewed by a native speaker. Analysis used
original language data only.

4.1.3 Analysis
The three stages of the experiment were compared using frame analysis
and results assessed with the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test
(see Pavlenko, 2003; Brown and Gullberg, 2011). Frame analysis isolates
conceptual moments, phrases, in the way a participant constructs his or her
retelling of an event. Narrative frames (alternatively investigated as event
construal by Stutterheim and Nuse (2003) and interpretive frames by
Pavlenko (2003)) are short phrases conceptualizing a scene. They become
the anchors from which we recall an event and form the units of analysis
here (in English it is often who, what, where, why, how). Stutterheim and
Nuse (2003) argued that the pattern of narrative, of conveying how an event
is conceptualized through langauge is purely a matter of grammar because
variation by ‘culture’ cannot be subjected to empirical study and does not
bring us closer to understanding the conceptual level of language
production. This experiment directly addressed the lack of empirical
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evidence regarding culture. Furthermore, language (grammar) is part of
culture, so their finding was not incompatible with what I and others (Mbiti,
1990; Holtzman, 2004; Heron, 1966) assert, that narrative is culturally
ingrained; therefore, by observing narrative patterns the influence of culture
as a variable can be inferred. The fact that culture defies the quantification
and scrutiny of morphology or syntax does not diminish its usefulness as a
concept. In fact, research done by Pavlenko and others operates on the
premise that culture is a primary driver of the differences they see
manifested. Pavlenko (2003, pp. 260-1) noted:
An intrinsic component of storytelling in many cultures are speaker’s
inferences, attitudes, and judgments about the events in question.
Tannen’s (1980, 1982, 1993) research and that of others suggest that
speakers of different languages may draw on different, language- and
culture-specific interpretive frames in recalling the same visual stimuli,
typically films, shows, or videotapes. One example comes from a
study by Liebes and Katz (1990) who investigated how middle-class
Americans and Israelis, as well as Arabs, Russians, and Moroccan
Jews settled in Israel recall the popular soap opera Dallas. They
found that their stories differed from each other in narrative structure
and interpretive stances, and thus in what events were considered
tellable and in how they were interpreted.
Along with the use of schema, the culturally rooted cognitive device
(discussed in more detail in the section, Methodology: Navigating
Narratives), the experimental model engages culture as an independent
variable from more than one angle.
Narrative frames were compared across three stages. Frames which
emphasized broader narrative structure as well as conceptual elements
were marked for their presence or absence within the narratives: general
scene category (for example, did the participant describe the scene as a
fight in one narrative version but as a theft via ICT narrative);
conceptualization of the primary actors in the scene (such as victim vs.
perpetrator or client vs. service provider); rhetorical qualifiers (introducing
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doubt using words such as like or maybe or the conditional tense); the
conceptualization of location (often inferred from objects or actions); and
secondary action details. If two narratives matched across the first three
frames, thought to be the most significant for event conceptualization (other
frames, such as location were not consistently produced across enough
participants), then these two narratives were considered to share
substantively the same concept of the event, the same information.
Table	
  4.1	
  Narrative	
  Frame	
  Analysis	
  
Participant General
#

Actor(s)

Tone/

Location

Actions

frame

Identity

uncertainty

(may be

in scene

(fight,

(taxi

(uses 2 or

inferred

(tie-

theft,

conductor

more

from

break

violent

vs. client

maybes, or,

objects

only if

theft)

or thief

like,

or

strikingly

vs.

conditional

actions)

different)

crowd)

tense)

notes

Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3

A chart isolating key frames of interest was used by the primary researcher
and two secondary coders (see section: Reliability of Coding) to record if a
frame was present and repeated by the subsequent stages. Not all
participants produced narratives with all of these types of frames, but most
produced the first three-- general frame, actor(s) identity, and
tone/uncertainty. The presence of uncertainty was not measured as a
frame. The criteria for an uncertain tone was the use of two or more
rhetorical qualifiers that tempered the description and introduced doubt.
(Examples include the words like or maybe, suggesting alternatives with or,
and the use of the conditional tense.) Operationally, the first stage became
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the baseline or the control and the following stages were marked to either
‘match’ or ‘not match.’
For stage 2b, to be coded as a ‘match,’ it should convey information given in
the other narratives without contradicting or adding new information.
Meaning that if the reader had only the information from stage 2b, s/he could
reasonably imagine the scene as told in one of the other narrative versions.
If one of the other narrative versions had several other frames or details not
captured by stage 2b, then the answer was no, but if the sense of the event
framing such as, ‘theft with violence’ was captured by the answers to stage
2b’s question series, then it could be reasonably concluded that stage 2b
adequately captured that narrative.
The table for frame analysis followed the anticipated order of the Acholi
narrative structure. Frames and narrative structure were identified based on
a review of available literature (see Herron, 1966), language immersion, and
previous professional experience. There is a scarcity of research in the
social sciences on Acholi narrative structure, and it remains a rich area for
further study. The informational structures within the frames conceptualizing
location and secondary action details, as well as their linking mechanisms
and organizational or sense-making patterns should be explored in more
depth. For this study, the initial elements of the broad narrative structure,
general theme, actor(s), and overall tone, provided a starting point from
which to gauge the extent to which an Acholi narrative can be conveyed with
a text-based ICT application translated in Acholi.
Based on the codes of ‘matching’ and ‘not matching’ in each of the first three
frames, participants were slotted into five outcomes (see Appendix 2-4).
The outcomes represent several ways in which the overall narratives
matched (all three frames matching) or did not match. Quantitative analysis
was performed on these final outcomes frequencies. A non-parametric test,
the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was performed in order to determine if the
‘matching’ or ‘not matching’ pattern was due to chance. (similar to Brown
and Gullberg, 2011) In order to perform this statistical test which discounts
the null hypothesis (narratives will match) a plus sign ( + ) or minus sign ( –)
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was assigned to the outcome of ‘match’ and ‘non match.’ The number of
sign changes were tracked and calculated with the formula where N was the
where Nr represented the reduced number

number of pairs and

of pairs whose combined signs did not cancel one another out.

If

, then

reject

A z-value was calculated by hand and checked against the table of critical
values. (see Appendix 5) This process is a method of validating the
hypothesis by testing a counter or null hypothesis (in fact the very situation
expected by priming, interface language, question order, and several other
experimental measures). By statistically demonstrating this model of events
would not happen by chance, it can be reasonably concluded the events that
did occur were the result of an independent variable, the variable of
experimental design-- culture. Qualitative observations did not play a
substantive part in the analysis but provided some additional context along
with the literature review to interpret the quantitative results.

4.1.4 Reliability and Validity
Following Pavlenko (2003) and Brown and Gullberg (2011) and standard
practice in bilingual linguistics experiments, the results of this study were
recoded independently by two researchers of native or near native language
skill level (one spoke a closely related Nilotic language from Ethiopia and did
not need to rely on an English translation). A future consideration could be
to use in-country co-coders; however, that was beyond the means of this
research. Both reached very similar results and the initial coding was
therefore taken to have both validity and reliability. Discussion and specific
statistics are based on the coding of the primary investigator. All results are
included in the appendix and available for further study.
Undertaking a review of the field of crosslinguistic research, Jarvis and
Pavlenko (2007) concluded the highest standard for methodological rigor for
a cross-sectional intrasubjective experimental model (one that looks at the
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individual level during a single moment of performance rather than a large
group over the course of their language development), should aim to gather
three types of evidence:
intragroup homogeneity, the behavior is not an isolated incident, but
is instead a common tendency of individuals who know the same
combination of languages; intergroup heterogeneity, the behavior in
question is not something that all language users do regardless…;
and crosslinguistic performance congruity, a language user’s behavior
is really motivated by her use (…knowledge) of another language.
(p.35)
They noted however that, “Odlin (2003) has since suggested that
researchers can often make an uncontroversial case for transfer even
without testing for all three types of evidence.” (Jarvis and Pavlenko, 2007
p.36) This research did not gather evidence that supports intergroup
heterogeneity. Because of the constraints of this study and fieldwork, only
one group, bilingual Acholi participated. If the experiment was repeated with
another group (monolingual Ugandans, a second bilingual group such as
Luganda speakers, or repeated in another country altogether), then all points
would be met. The experimental model did present evidence in the first and
third measures which are sufficient indicators of the presence of transfer.
It is important to consider the many “mediating variables” (Jarvis and
Pavlenko, 2007, p.52) in designing a rigorous experiment in order to
increase the likelihood that results will be attributable to transfer. Jarvis and
Pavlenko have catalogued a range of factors from many studies which were
considered in the design and analysis stages. These included:
crosslinguistic similarity, area (phonology, orthography, semantics, syntax,
etc.), frequency, recency, salience, markedness, prototypicality, linguistic
context, (cognitive, attentional, and developmental factors), attention to and
awareness of language (either conscious or unconscious), control of
language production (ibid, p.195). Regarding participants: age, length,
frequency, and intensity of language exposure, length of residence, general
level of proficiency, number and order of acquired languages, learning
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environment (formal vs. naturalistic), language use/performance/idiolect
(ibid, p.207-8). These factors were all considered in the design of the
experiment, participant selection, experiment location, and analysis.
Additionally, Liamputtong (2010) who performed qualitative research with the
Maori people and developed a methodology specifically in response (even
resistance) to Western and colonial frameworks stressed self-determination
of the culture in which the research is centered. This approach disrupts the
focus on a dichotomy of Maori vs. non-Maori (here Acholi vs. Western, the
culture of design) when forming hypotheses, assertions, and designing
investigations. As Liamputtong (2010) argued, the members of the group, “.
. . are seen as the ‘neglected holders of experiential data.’ The project
privileged the oral stories ‘as testimonies that gives voice to marginalized
experiences.’” (p. 27) This approach facilitates imagining new users-- no
longer the universal user; a key shift for future ICT design.

4.2 Part 2: Methodology
With a picture in mind of what transpired in the field as well as the analysis,
part two of this chapter explains the decision-making and theories that led to
the experimental approach. It includes a discussion of limitations and
challenges, but focuses on the reasoning behind the architecture of the
experiment. ‘The case’ of the case study was described in advance in the
preceding section and this section explores and describes aspects of the
structure and supporting theories.

4.2.1 Aims
The study was designed to compel a rethinking of the collaboration of
software engineers and conflict management policy makers both typically
positivist. The structure followed an experimental model in order to produce
both quantitative and qualitative data for analysis that would also have a
practical connection to the real-world problem of cultural bias in ICT
software. Conceptual transfer theory from cognitive linguistics offered a
means to manipulate and analyze culture as a variable. This section traces
the decisions behind the experimental model.
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4.2.2 Hypothesis
The hypothesis of this study asserts that ICT designed in one culture
displays qualities inherent to that culture’s communication style. When
these applications are used in cultures distant to the culture of design, a bias
or distortion emerges because of cultural communication distance. It is as
though the interface of the ICT acts as a foreign cognitive space; the userexperience is similar to interacting in a second cultural-linguistic
environment. In other words, by not designing a space which preferences
the users’ rather than the designers' communication culture, the users
cannot adequately express themselves or manage information. The
consequence for both the technology and the population in conflict is that
individuals may lose trust in the ICT tool because of an information shift or
transfer dissonance. This has implications for democratic participation,
development of political identity (both group and individual), and efforts for
transparency in governance.
The goal of this research was to demonstrate the presence of this
dissonance in quantitative terms using an experimental model adapted from
research in cognitive linguistics, as well as to describe the cultural
environment of use so that software engineers may begin to evolve the
technology to incorporate cognitive-level adaptations. Building on the work
of cognitive linguists Brown and Gullberg (2011), Flencken (2011), Pavlenko
(2003), Stutterheim (2003), and Stutterheim and Nuse (2003) whose
experiments have measured bilingual and multilingual speakers’ transfer of
concepts between languages in speech and online writing environments, this
study focuses on the mobile ICT application as a language communication
space hypothesized to trigger the mind to engage with one language center
rather than another and thereby connect more strongly with concepts from
that language.
In her concluding remarks, Aneta Pavlenko (2003) suggested an area for
further study would be to determine if there would be any loss or change in
information if a speaker performs a recall initially in one language but
subsequent recalls are in another language. This study does just that.
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Much of bilingual research surrounding conceptual transfer during events
has been motivated from observations of eyewitness testimony. Bilinguals
and multilinguals remember events and episodes in different languages.
This study asserts the ICT interface, despite being in the first language of
the participants, creates a second cultural-linguistic environment cued by the
visual and organizational logic of the technology. In other words, just as
Pavlenko wondered, this study predicts a loss or distortion of information
conveyance through the ICT tool as a type of foreign cognitive space.

4.2.3 Navigating Narratives
Applications of ICT in conflict settings primarily collect narratives. In
interviews from an Arab bloggers’ meeting in Tunisia in 2011, respondents
commenting on the use of ICT during the Arab Spring repeated their desire
to convey their reality, their experiences, their ‘on-the-ground’ perspective.
They were using these tools to share their worldview and how they saw
themselves in it. (BBC Radio 5, 2011) Whether collecting information about
corruption, human rights abuses, or voting, the data comes in the form of
narratives.
Transferring this narrative into the ICT format disrupts key elements which is
referred to as ‘transfer dissonance.’ The original intensions or narratives
may not be faithfully conveyed by the ICT because the format has an
inherent logical structure operating on the, “assumption that stories and
interviews are simply descriptions of facts…” as Pavlenko (2007, p.172)
contends is an often overlooked component of mono-linguistic data
collection. I contend this is also true for tools of data collection which
presume monolingual use. When data accumulates with transfer
dissonance and is subsequently used for policy analysis or as evidence for
solution implementation, the perceived participatory nature of the technology
obscures the quality of the narrative it can provide.
This study examined how event conceptualizations by first language Acholi
speakers are conveyed in Acholi, English, and ICT-mediated narratives.
Event conceptualizations are manifested in narratives, in frames and
narrative conventions such as the order in which an event is recalled and
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what elements are included in that recall. Frames relate most of the
concepts that form the foundation ‘framework’ of the recalled event.
Pavlenko (2003, p. 260) explained:
Narrative conventions refer [in this study] to ‘conventionalized ways of
choosing particular elements of the action and setting experienced or
seen for inclusion in verbalization (and indeed in memory), and of
organizing those events into narratives’ (Tannen, 1980, p. 53).
Research on cross-linguistic differences in narrative construction
shows that speakers of different languages may exhibit systematic
differences in what they see as tellable events and in ways they
reconstruct these events in stories (Berman & Slobin, 1994; Chafe,
1980; Holmes, 1997; Liebes & Katz, 1990; McCabe & Bliss, 2003;
Mistry, 1993; Sherzer, 1987; Slobin, 2000).
There are profound cultural differences in narrative construction. Alluding to
the seminal work of Sir Fredric Bartlett from 1932 in which he read a Native
American story to a Western audience who was unable to retell it because of
the unfamiliar ‘schema’ (they rearranged it to fit a Western narrative
sometimes omitting or changing details), Pavlenko (2003, p.260) cited how,
“most European languages favor temporal sequencing, narratives told in the
American Indian language Kuna focus much more on aspectual manners,
location, direction, and ways in which actions are performed so that Western
listeners have difficulty following these narratives in translation (Sherzer,
1987).” The concept of schema or a narrative frame which anchors
important details is the scale of analysis in this study.
In the late 1960s and early 1970s, narratives became the focus of the
evolving interdisciplinary field of narrative study, influenced by
developments in structuralist literary theory (Barthes 1966; Propp
1968; Todorov 1987), sociolinguistics (Labov 1972; Labov and
Waletzky 1967), and cognitive psychology (Rumelhart 1975; Schank
and Abelson 1977). At the intersection of these approaches, narrative
emerged not merely as an oral or literary genre, but as the central
means by which people give their lives meaning across time: ‘we
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dream in narrative, daydream in narrative, remember, anticipate,
hope, despair, plan, revise, criticize, gossip, learn, hate and love by
narrative’ (Hardy 1968: 5). With time, in what is now known as a
narrative or discursive turn in the humanities and social sciences,
narratives became both an object and, in the form of narrative inquiry,
a legitimate means of research in history, psychology, sociology,
anthropology, and education. (Pavlenko, 2007, p.164)
This snapshot of the history of the field of narrative study is meant to
illustrate that its study is largely qualitative and for this reason it does not
inform the development of the software which captures it. Cognitive
linguistics, on the other hand, with its quantitative scientific approach can
bridge this divide. This data can measure parts of speech such as word
classes (e.g., nouns, verbs) or event descriptions referencing time and
space. (Evans and Levinson, 2009) Examining narratives from bilingual
speakers, research has emphasized differences beyond the structural. It
often incorporated psychological aspects and in this way has made it a
useful method for research with victims of trauma or witnesses. Kirmayer
(2008) provided a psychological and neurological explanation of cultural
variation in the pain experience based on culturally varied schema/metaphor
construction in his study “Cultural and Metamophic Mediation of Pain.” Due
to the context of this study, conflict management, it is appropriate to
integrate an understanding of memory connected to pain.
Studies of bilingual memory also show that stories told in the
language in which the original events took place are higher in
emotional intensity and amount of detail (Javier et al. 1993; Marian
and Kaushanskaya 2004), while storytelling in the other language
may allow speakers to discuss events that are too painful to reveal in
the language in which they took place. (Pavlenko, 2007, p.171)
The language of questions for recall can connect to different types of
memory in a manner of speaking, one which feels the experience again and
another which through translation can recall a more matter-of-fact version.
Research like this informs the practices of human rights investigators.
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However, for ICT tools that are designed to gather heaps of information not
record one-to-one narratives for an external actor (such as a human rights
investigator), this should not be a design consideration. For the task of
gathering information for policy-making, for mass incident reporting for
conflict management, the reports should accurately reflect the speakers’
narratives without navigating the challenges of translation.
Two frequent areas of inquiry are spatial representation and perception of
time primarily because these correspond to developmental stages in
childhood (both language and perception acquisition). Through the
repetition of the experimental process, cognitive psychologists and linguists
have developed robust theories about how our minds solve these problems.
More important for this research, space and time are aspects of how we
categorize and conceptualize the sensory and experiential information in
order to speak about it, remember and recall it. They can be anchors for
retelling events. They can be vital for establishing an eye-witness account
or illustrating the character of a political identity. From the researcher’s
experience, these are the foundational aspects of narrative which are the
most challenging to translate across cultures leading to frequent
miscommunications. Therefore, they are hypothesized to be the most
entrenched aspects in ICT design, most susceptible to emergent bias, and
were a focus of investigation.

4.2.4	
  Frames	
  
In Brown and Gullberg (2011) participants performed a classic experiment in
which they described frames of a cartoon strip. They compared event
descriptions of bilingual speakers of English and Japanese involving motion
along a ‘path’ (movement with direction such as up the ladder). A single
frame contained a single action easily captured in a short phrase. Each
language represented a class of languages in which the description of ‘path’
was conceptualized either through prepositional relationships such as, ‘the
anvil arcs toward the roof,’ or within the verb itself. (English does have a few
verbs in which direction is implied, but generally a preposition is needed.)
When participants described an object having a directional motion relative to
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other objects seen in the cartoon frames, the simple phrase they spoke
highlighted the difference between the two languages. Acholi, it might be
argued, represents a third category of tonal languages which share
information such as velocity or mass involved through onomatopoeic
insertions. In the same way that an English speaker knows that when a car
smashes rather than taps something the event is more severe, Acholi
employs a word which is not a verb but a sound which contains all the
information of the event, the motion, the resultant injury, leaving the listener
in no doubt about how much to cringe. This linguistic demarcation
represents one type of cognitive distinction between languages, and the
operating hypothesis is that event conceptualization happens in our first
language even if we are highly fluent or bilingual. While Brown and Gullberg
had a simplified event constrained by still cartoon frames, this study
examines ‘event’ in a broader sense encompassing how participants
interpret the scene temporally and spatially as well as connecting to specific
cultural elements. It is designed to highlight vital narrative elements in
reporting in a conflict context. (These distinctions, such as time, space,
identity, etc., were described in Chapter 3.) Brown and Gullberg looked for
mistakes as their evidence, forcing a Japanization of an English verb or the
injection of a preposition into the Japanese description. Similarly, in this
study, mistakes in the speakers’ first language or an injection of foreign
words or phrases to complete the description will be taken as indicators of
activity at the cognitive level, the level before language. The experiment by
Brown and Gullberg demonstrates the base unit of analysis, the frame.

4.2.5	
  Concepts	
  
In a bilingual study, Pavlenko (2003) created several film prompts that
focused on the concept of ‘privacy’ or ‘personal space’ comparing speech
acts that referenced these concepts between English and Russian
narratives. Because the concept of ‘privacy’ did not appear in Russian, she
was concerned with how this concept transferred if subjects learned English
where the concept did exist. Would bilinguals appropriately identify
situations where ‘privacy’ or ‘personal space’ was an issue in both
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languages? If this concept did transfer, would they draw on their knowledge
of the concept in English and create a way to describe it in Russian?
Adapting Pavlenko’s (2003) use of an original film she created to elicit a
narrative that could be dissected into conceptual frames, this study (based
on time and economic constraints) selected a video from YouTube titled,
‘Crazy Nigeria: we’ve never seen a guy get slapped so much!’45 In the 1:05
minute YouTube video, which takes place on a street perhaps near a
roadside market, the scene opens with one man hitting another man over
the head, yelling and chasing him though the market stalls; there are many
onlookers. As the movement shifts through the street, different people are
being chased or smacked until a group stops near a stand of taxis. There is
no clear reason why the attack starts or stops, nor who is at fault and why.
Not even the victim and the attacker remain the same throughout. The video
was selected because it has mild violence and could potentially be
something worth making a report over; it takes place in a familiar setting,
(African, but not Ugandan, and Nigerian YouTube videos are very popular
and familiar) but not so familiar that it is distracting (i.e., the participant thinks
they might know someone or know the store front); it is not in a language the
participants understand so they must interpret what they see; there are
many ‘players,’ locations, and details in the chaos for framing purposes; and
the causes or exact roles of everyone are unclear so the participants must
rely on their own interpretive devices tapping into cognitive tools such as
memory, categorization, and inference. Flencken (2011, p.164) and
Stutterheim and Nuse (2003, p.857) described their choice of film prompt as
offering a stream of dynamic situations; that is precisely what transpires in
‘Crazy Nigerians.’ The ambiguity as well as the pseudo-violence simulate
the type of ICT narrative report under investigation.

4.2.6	
  Adaptations	
  
This study moved away from Brown and Gullberg’s (2011) standard
experiment in favor of a culturally familiar scene (over the cartoon with a cat
and bird). Modeled more closely on Stutterheim and Nuse (2003) who
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Video posted by Battabox available online: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iL9uay4DpvQ
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investigated event conceptualization by showing a film to both German and
English speakers then asking, ‘What happened/ was passiert?’ The
increasing relevancy of platforms like YouTube was also a consideration in
the design for research on narrative. Additionally, key findings from
Pavlenko (2003) influenced the choice of visual prompt. She found the
speaker’s acculturation as well as the scene’s context played a role in the
presence of conceptual transfer. For example, Russian speakers who spent
time in an English-speaking environment gained the concept of
privacy/personal space. Furthermore, they applied it to scenes that had a
non-Russian appearance. For this reason, the Nigerian scene (familiar
enough to trigger first language conceptualizations) was chosen over the
foreign cartoon to engage first language concepts and schema.
Sampling was determined by a review of similar bilingual studies. (See
Stutterheim and Nuse (2003) collected 34 total narratives, 17 English and 17
German speakers during one experiment; Pavlenko (2003) collected 50
narratives, 36 English and 14 Russian; Brown and Gullberg (2011) 57 total,
16 Japanese, 13 English, 15/13 Japanese-English speakers with residency
in Japan or USA.) Because this study made comparisons across three
stages within one group rather than between groups (8546 total narratives),
this study collected data from a smaller but commensurate sample of 29.
Also, as mentioned in the methods section, acculturation disqualified
individuals for participation; however, none of those who volunteered were
turned away for this reason.

4.2.7	
  The	
  Writing	
  Medium	
  
The mobile application was designed specifically for this study using open
source software Kobo Collect to mimic other software used by humanitarian
aid and conflict management actors such as Ushahidi and All4Africa (see
Chapters 2 and 3 for review). Participants followed one of two paths. The
first simulated a non-smartphone SMS platform and asked only one open
question, ‘Ngo ma otime?// What happened?’ Due to the ubiquity of feature
phones, the field has adapted to the relatively ‘low-tech’ method of sending
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85 due to a combination of researcher error and multiple contributions from one participant who asked to complete both
tracks of questions on the mobile device.
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an SMS burst to conduct surveys. Participants can reply with as much or as
little information as they choose. The second path asked a series of
questions using open text fields, category choices, yes/no, numbering,
location, and time. This version demonstrates the capabilities of a
smartphone application looking ahead to the future of the field. As
discussed in Chapter 3, the link between the conventional desktop or web
application that exhibits object-oriented sense-making (see Scollon and
Wong Scollon’s discussion of interface design) and associated mobile
application is quite strong. If pre-existing bias exists in the desktop or web
application, it likely carries over to the mobile application and potentially
becomes emergent bias in the context of this research. Wroblewski (2014)
summarized the work on his blog of mobile developer Grigsby who
described how businesses viewed the cost of creating something new for a
mobile application, “[Companies have] got a desktop design and
[companies] can't start over to make something responsive-- it's a common
refrain from companies.” In the mobile version, the emphasis is distinctly on
streamlining and simplification equating ease-of-use with minimalism and an
increased reliance on categorization rather than open text response. In this
experiment, the interface language and responses were typed in Acholi, thus
the analysis included a discussion of measures to increase access, i.e.,
‘bridge the divide,’ which have concentrated on script and keyboards. In
Chapter 2, this study contends these text-based efforts emanate from a
pseudo-Habermasian view of open democratic participation driven by the
interests of the culture of design. By including the current adaptations
(script), this approach can be discounted as insufficient.
While the first stage of the experiment was occasionally conducted with pairs
of participants, the second stage was always conducted on an individual
basis-- one participant alone with his/her own mobile device emphasizing the
inherently isolating tendency of technology. (Turkle, 2001) This is another
point of divergence between the culture of production, which is individualcentered, and the culture of this research which represents one of the group-
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centered user cultures in the world47. Barak (2007, p.306) listed several
psychological changes the user experiences surrounding reading and
writing. These include, but are not limited to, revising or including elements
of narrative in ways unique to the mode of writing. He described readers as
having exhibited similar psychological effects, such as emotions, which are
indicative of this individual and private action.
So why is this experiment more than a confirmation that speaking and
writing are distinct psychological experiences with linguistic consequences?
As discussed in the previous chapter, there is a vital difference at the
cognitive level between cultures which operate as predominantly oral vs.
those which are more chirographic. The view of this research is that there is
a cultural component at work here. This view, particularly as related to
reading, is shared by Norton, Early and Tembe (2010) who based their eeducation research in Uganda on the understanding that:
. . . while earlier psychological perspectives conceived of reading and
writing as the acquisition of particular behaviours and cognitive
strategies, more recent insights from ethnography, cultural studies,
and critical theory have led to the recognition that literacy is not only a
skill to be learned but a practice that is socially constructed and
locally negotiated. (p.37)
In this study, I would also argue that both the open and closed form question
tracks on the mobile device limit the narrative and trigger a connection with
English language at a cognitive level; composing a narrative via ICT is
therefore not as individualized a process as writing, but has rather been predetermined, pre-constructed elsewhere by the medium, the ICT.
In describing a study in which English language learners from various
language backgrounds described an event, Pavlenko (2003, p.263) asserted
the results, “definitely call for further investigation of ways in which
differences in conceptualization of motion may lead to differences in verbal
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According to Hofstede‘s (1980) dimension on individuality, comparing US and neighboring Kenya which has a
Luo population (no available data on Uganda, DRC, or South Sudan for Acholi), the US scores 91 and Kenya
scores 25 indicating a significant disparity in individual-centeredness. This research does not endorse the use of
these dimensions; however, they are the conventional means by which this cultural attribute is described.
Comparison tool online at: http://geert-hofstede.com
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framing in [second language] users’ narratives. Even more importantly, they
point to the need of investigating how [second language] users’ narratives
are understood by native speakers of the target language.” The second
point relates to intentionality of speakers. Is the story they intend to tell
coming across the technology? When the events become encoded through
the ICT tool, are they an accurate reflection of what the speaker intended or
is there a second language (English in this case) influence shaping the
information, remaining with the information as it is aggregated and managed
for policy implementation purposes? Are readers on the receiving end
assuming an understanding because the information has been washed and
formatted for a base-English tool? This is what happens when information is
conveyed through a mono-culturally conceived ICT because this is all that is
available.
In the third and final data collection stage, participants described the
YouTube video scene orally in English. If the first stage can be considered
the control of the experiment, then stage two and three were the variables.
The hypothesis predicted similar performance, or similar narrative framing in
stages two and three. It also predicted these both to be different from the
control. This would look like a participant recalling in stage 1 that they had
seen a fight between some men beating each other, then in stage 2 recalling
they had seen a husband and wife squabble and repeating again in stage 3
that they had seen a man and woman arguing. So three stories, but the
second and third seem to match. In this experiment, the first narrative is
used as the baseline or control and the others compared to it.
The rarity of bilingual studies in Nilotic languages makes this a valuable
contribution to the existing data of several disciplines. In addition, the
methodology was developed to be a strategic adaptation of existing
experiments concurring with Jarvis and Pavlenko (2007) who argued that
methodological rigor in conceptual transfer research leads to deeper and
more robust findings. This study attempted to balance the inherently
additive nature of discovery through experimentation, that is, small
adjustments to variables in order to yield robust results with the challenge of
exploring the new dilemma posed with the format of ICT. The
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methodological contribution of this study is therefore novel in and of itself. It
was a first attempt to put the conceptual capabilities of the tool alongside the
intentions of the user in quantitative, descriptive terms which can be carried
forward by further research and integrated by software engineers.
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CHAPTER	
  5:	
  RESULTS	
  AND	
  KEY	
  FINDINGS	
  
	
  

5.1 Introduction to the Results
Analysis and discussion are broken into two chapters. The first is more
quantitative in focus and the second is more qualitative. This Chapter 5
begins by describing the sample population followed by a brief example of
each of the tracks of the experiment in order to have a clear understanding
of the data that was analyzed. The analysis sections, ‘Key Findings’ and
‘Inside the Outcomes,’ serve as an executive summary of findings. These
are both quantitative in focus. Chapter 6 discusses insights in more detail as
well as providing qualitative analysis that supported the Key Findings. This
Chapter highlights Key Findings and Chapter 6 discusses the frames and
conceptualizations that formed the foundation of the findings each treated in
individual sections in more depth.
The results of the experiment demonstrated the soundness of the hypothesis
in quantitative terms. As predicted, these quantitative measures (frames)
marked several aspects of narrative construction and ICT interaction that
merit further study. These are addressed sequentially in their own sections
in Chapter 6 because each frame offered new ground and new insights;
however, one of the challenges inherent in describing the results, in fact the
assertion made by this study, is that the narrative elements of Acholi are not
as easily compartmentalized or separated from one another as they might
be in English. They defy linearization and each one is linked to the next.
For this reason, each section cannot discuss findings in isolation from one
another, but concentrates on one per section.
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5.2 The Sample
Table	
  5.1	
  Age	
  Ranges	
  

Age	
  Ranges	
  
2	
  
27-‐35	
  
12	
  

26-‐30	
  

11	
  

18-‐25	
  
40+	
  
4	
  

Through quota sampling, twenty-nine participants, 13 female and 16 male,
ranging in age from 19 to over 40 (see table 5.1 ‘Age Ranges’) were
recruited through their employers. All were involved in community
improvement work in which they currently or might soon use the type of
mobile ICT application under investigation. All participants were fluent
Acholi-English bilinguals who had not spent more than six months abroad in
an English-speaking environment.
Among the participants, there were 3 office assistants, 2 masons, 2 drivers,
1 water carrier, 1 cook, 2 construction laborers, 1 veterinarian, 2 ICT quality
analysts, 2 ICT team leaders, 4 ICT micro-workers, 2 ICT micro-worker
college students, 1 NGO project officer/translator, 1 research officer, 2
project officers, 1 deputy program coordinator/ team leader for community
documentation, 1 NGO volunteer in charge of data management, and 1
micro-finance credit manager. The participants were contacted through their
employers and participated on a break from their workday. For this reason,
it was at the employer’s discretion to some extent whether individuals or
pairs or participants could perform the experiment.
The education-level ranged from having attended primary school to taking
post-graduate courses. The length and amount of details in the narratives
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increased with education and with occupations that demanded more written
skill and education, so for example the mason’s narrative was shorter than
the economist’s. Because the bilingual fluency level was standardized (all
participants were at or above the standard), education was not a focus of
analysis. It was of interest that most participants reported knowledge or
fluency of more than one language (both oral languages such as Swahili and
chirographic such as French) because multilingualness tends to support a
high level of communication knowledge or education. In other words, it
counters the notion that individuals in these contexts (oral contexts) even if
not highly literate, lack linguistic complexity and the information and
communication technology designed for them should therefore be as simple
as possible.
While quota sampling was used, the employers were strategically
approached in order to interact with participants who have been or are likely
to soon use ICT for socio-political policy making in their communities. They
were active and engaged. They had insights about how these tools could be
useful in their work and how they used them currently. These comments
were used as context for the main analysis.

5.3 The Experiment
This section presents two examples of the raw data in order to have a better
understanding of the process of analysis. The participants performed the
experiment in one of two tracks in order to provide data about how users are
engaging with the most common style of mobile ICT (SMS-style), as well as
how they engage with the next generation (smart phone app-style).
Participant 2 is an example of a data set from the SMS-track. Participant 11
is an example of a data set from the ‘smart phone app’ track. The stages of
the experiment are labeled throughout the results and discussion as follows:
Stage 1 was the response in oral Acholi, stage 2a was the SMS response to
the question ‘ngo ma otimme?// what happened?’, stage 2b was the survey
in Acholi, and stage 3 was the oral English response. Some participants
deviated from this order. Their responses were recorded chronologically.
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Translated material has been added and italicized for ease of reading. The
full experimental results are recorded in Appendix 1: The Experiment.
Participant 2
Stage 1: Aneno ki tii miyo slap ki dano ki tye ka dongo
lem dano. Dano obedo ka lweny.//I saw they are
giving people slaps and they are slapping people’s
cheeks. People were fighting.
Stage 2a: cano obedo ka lweng// People were fighting.
Stage 3: There were people fighting
Participant 11
Stage 1: Aneno dano mo gitye ka laro lok gu cako
lweny ci gu kati oweng ki taxi ma nen calo gin mo
otime marac romo beti ki customer onyo gin mo
marac motime ki the service provider onyo maybe the
conductor ci okelo lweny oweko gu kato woko dong ki
lweny i dye street.// I saw some people they are
having an argument they started to fight then they
came all came out of the taxi maybe something bad
happened could be with a customer or something bad
happened with the service provider or maybe the
conductor(?) then the fight was brought, made them
take the fight outside (go out with the fight) in the
middle of the street.
Stage 2b:
1. Ineno_____? mony, kwo, laro lok// You
saw____? Fight, theft, argument
Laro lok// argument
2. Ingeyo nining? //How do you know?
Aneno dano tye ka laro lok ma men calo tye
kook[kok] kom cul ma pe uworo kakare//I saw
people are arguing and maybe ‘crying on the
payment’ that didn’t go the right way
3. Dano adi ma obedo iye? 2, 3-4, pol kato 4 //
How many people were there?
4+
4. Nga ma obedo lamony dano? Which person
was the attacker?
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Gnat ma Chaka [cako] lweny//the guy who
started the fight
5. Cwinyi tek i kom lamgam eni? Cwinya tek
adida, cwinya tek, cwinya pe tek tutwal// Do you
feel sure about this answer?
Cwinya pe tek tutwal//I don’t feel very sure
6. Ngat mo owane? Eyo/ku // Did anyone get
hurt? Yes/no
Ku // no
7. Jami pa ngat mo bale? Eyo/ku? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get broken?
Ku // no
8. Jami pa ngat mo ki kwalo? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get stolen?
Ku // no
9. Gin man otime ki kwene? i yoo, i cuk, i town, pe
angeyo // These things happened where? In the
street, in a market, in town, unknown
i town
10. Otime i cawa adi? i odiko, i idyecing, i otyeno //
At what time? Morning, afternoon, evening
i dyecing
11. Locaden obedo tye, I videyo? (Bik wel dano 0100) // Were there witnesses, in the video?
(estimate the number of people 0-100)
40
12. Ngat mo obedo ki jami lweny? Eyo/ku // Did
anyone have a weapon?
Ku // no
13. Abili obino i lok man? Eyo/ku // Did the police
come?
Ku // no
Stage 3: I think I saw guys coming out of the taxi and
then they are all shouting and causing the commotion.
It was basically between two people are shown to be
either the customer or the conductor either one one
party was not satisfied by the delivery of the other
perhaps the customer didn’t pay or paid less or um
maybe the conductor behaved otherwise maybe didn’t
take back the balance or something yeah so that’s
what I saw.
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5.4 Key Findings
In the simplest terms, this section addresses the outcome of the hypothesis,
yes or no. So yes, the quantitative analysis supported the hypothesis. The
experiment clearly demonstrated that, as predicted, the Acholi narrative was
not conveyed by the ICT application; both groups of results (see table 5.2),
those that did have matching oral Acholi and ICT narratives and those that
did not, are considered to support the hypothesis because the rate among
the outcomes which matched was so low. A non-parametric test, the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test strongly supports the rejection of the null
hypothesis (that the narratives would match) with a z-value of 53. 6 and p <
.01 meaning a very high level of confidence. This test measures patterns
and change (see Brown and Gullberg, 2011) by assigning a positive or
negative sign to an outcome. In this case, the initial narrative was assigned
a positive (+), so a matching outcome would also be a (+). The high z-value
and low p value indicate the results were not random but significant. Out of
the 27 participants’ narratives, 7 were coded as ‘matching’ and 20 as ‘nonmatching.’ (29 individuals participated, but 3 were discarded due to
researcher error and 1 participant contributed an SMS version and a smart
phone trial giving a total of 27.)
Table 5.2 represents the final designation of all of the participants’
outcomes. As described in the analysis section of Chapter 4, a ‘match’ was
coded when the general scene frame, main actors, and rhetorical qualifiers
were consistent between narrative versions. Judged from a pragmatic
perspective, did the narrative convey the same event concept? As table 5.2
illustrates, nearly two-thirds of the participants did not produce the same
narrative in oral Acholi as they did via ICT. For example, Outcomes 1-3
represent participants whose oral Acholi narrative did not match their ICT
version (stage 1≠2). Secondary to the ‘matching/non-matching’ outcomes
are the outcomes for the English oral narrative. For example, Outcome 1
represents the eight participants whose ICT narratives did match their
English version (stage 2=3).
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Table	
  5.2	
  Final	
  Outcome	
  Frequencies	
  
Oral	
  Acholi	
  version	
  NOT	
  conveyed	
  in	
  
ICT	
  
stage	
  (1≠2)	
  
Outcome	
  1	
  
ICT	
  Acholi	
  =	
  	
  
oral	
  English	
  
1	
  ≠	
  2	
  and	
  2	
  =3	
  

Outcome	
  2	
  
Outcome	
  3	
  
Oral	
  versions	
   none	
  
equivalent	
  
equivalent	
  
1	
  ≠	
  2	
  and	
  1	
  =	
  3	
  	
   1	
  ≠	
  2	
  ≠	
  3	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
8	
  	
  
8	
  
4	
  
Total:	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  20	
  

Oral	
  Acholi	
  conveyed	
  
in	
  ICT	
  stage	
  (1=2)	
  
Outcome	
  4	
  
all	
  equivalent	
  
1=	
  2=	
  3	
  
	
  

Option	
  5	
  
Oral	
  Acholi=	
  
ICT	
  Acholi	
  
1	
  =	
  2	
  but	
  ≠	
  3	
  

	
  
4	
  
3	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  7	
  

	
  
Since the ICT application’s interface was in Acholi, and the ordering of the
stages favored the two stages matching (priming), there is high degree of
confidence that a strong independent variable disrupted the narrative via
ICT. In other words, when using an Acholi language ICT application, the
participants did not express the same information as they had in their initial
event concept. Furthermore, there was a very low rate of success among
those that did convey the same narrative. This is consistent with the
hypothesis that the cognitive disparity between the culture of design of the
ICT and the culture of use results in narrative distortion. The high
percentage of distorted narratives raises some interesting questions about
the overall validity of ICT narratives in similar contexts.
The main findings of this research are quite promising. The results strongly
indicated that narratives conveyed over ICT are not the same as those given
orally. Implications include the diminished reliability of participatory
governance or policy-making strategies executed primarily through ICT. The
data collected cannot be trusted to be the information intended by the
sources. Decisions made from aggregated data are thereby suspect. This
was extrapolated in Chapter 3 with work from Graham (2013) and Ditsa and
Alwahaishi (2007) to assert that affected populations would be unable to rely
on ICT strategies for important tasks such as political identity building or
government transparency and this could be why such initiatives are slow to
take root or gain momentum in similar contexts. The results of this
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experiment support the hypothesis that there will not be a revolution
launched by technology, a Twitter Revolution, in the oral communication
culture of sub-Saharan Africa. Not only because, as Chapter 2 discussed,
the importance of technology has been mythologized, but specifically
because of the cultural mismatch between the ICT tool and the information
and communication preferences of the sub-Saharan cultures.
The results are grouped into two main findings in order to visualize their
relationship to the hypothesis and emphasize the pragmatic approach; in
what manner did the ICT perform the task of conveying the Acholi narrative?
(see table 5.2). Through frame analysis which considered the three elements
of the event (general scenario, main actors, and rhetorical qualifiers), three
outcomes met the criteria (or nearly three-fourths of the participants’
narratives) in which the oral Acholi stage and ICT stage were coded as ‘not
matching.’
In Chapter 4’s section on analysis, the procedure for coding the two stages
as a ‘match’ entailed finding reasonably similar information expressed in
three main criteria: general scenario (such as theft or fight), the identity of
the main actors (for example, the main action was between a taxi driver and
client or thief and crowd), and the presence of rhetorical qualifiers (any
words or grammar features which shade the narrative with doubt such as
like, or, maybe, or the conditional tense). Five points or frames were
compared across the narrative stages and included location and more minor
action, but due to the length and variation of narratives only the first three
comprise the basis of the outcomes. The frames capturing location and
minor actions (such as running or waiting) did not play a consistent enough
part in the participants’ narratives for statistical analysis. However, their
absence, particularly of location, was significant and is discussed in a later
section.
In addition to discussing the main outcome of the hypothesis with
quantitative tools, this chapter covers researcher and participant
observations from the experiment adding a qualitative dimension, a context
for understanding the results combined with the literature of the previous
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chapters. The sections are organized in two thematic tracks, the structural
and conceptual, in order to explore elements that are hypothesized to be the
most problematic points and therefore the most ripe for design innovation.
The structural sections, Reverberative Semantic Structure and Doubt and
(Un)certainty, examine the narrative as a whole. Conceptual sections zoom
in and take a closer look at single frame instances of conceptual transfer: the
identity of the perpetrator (section The Concept of Culpability and the Man in
Blue), pronoun variations (The Pronoun Predicament), the location of the
action (Location Location Location), and misunderstandings transferring
from oral to chirographic communication ((Mis)Understanding: breaking the
semantic bonds of sound). The results are further broken down by stage 2
tracks a and b in section: Stage 2 Up Close, in order to consider the role of
the survey format over the SMS format. Reflections on the challenges and
limitations are considered throughout.

5.5 Inside the Outcomes
What do each of these outcomes represent and what could they mean? The
distorted narrative that the hypothesis predicted could take one of three
forms at the frame level (or a combination of these). First, the participant
might have conceptualized the scene as a fight in the oral Acholi version and
then, in the ICT stage, changed to describe the scene as a theft as occurred
with:
Participant 1
Stage 1: Atye ka neno dano lacoo ka goyo moni lawote. Lweny. Aneno
ka tye ka lweny ento atye ka nen calo gutimo.// I am seeing people a guy
hitting a guy. A fight. I see there is fighting but I am seeing maybe they
have happened.
Stage 2b:
1.Ineno_____? mony, kwo, laro lok // You saw____? Fight, theft,
argument
Kwo// theft
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2.Ingeyo nining?// How do you know?
Pyen. Gnat ma tinsel ka goyoneni pe. pe dwogo adong ne
[P1 tried to text answer but autocorrect for English changed answer
and we moved

on because of time. Intended answer transcribed

from audio] Pyen ngat ma ki bedo ka goyo ne ni pe dwoko adong.//
Because the person who being beaten does not return the blows.
Interestingly in question 9, which asks if anything was stolen, the response
was, no. This kind of inconsistency was not uncommon in the ICT stage.
The switch out of oral communication mode was hypothesized to be
detrimental to semantic content and conceptual recall, a factor that is
discussed in Chapter 6 in greater detail.
A second type of ‘not matching’ was produced by participants who shifted
the frame of the main actors. They may have begun, for example, by
describing the main action as occurring between a taxi driver and his client,
a relationship which structures the scene in a certain way, but then changed
to describe the action as occurring between a thief and a crowd or perhaps
discarded a descriptive relationship between the actors entirely. This frame
changed how the scenario would be understood by someone collecting a
report because it was the backbone of the concept or schema around which
other details were filled in. It created the picture of the incident and allowed
both the participant recalling the scene and the individual reading the report
to infer details connected to the concept of, for example, an incident
between a taxi driver and a customer.
Finally, a third ‘not matching’ outcome could have been coded around
differences in tone. If the oral version included two or more instances of
rhetorical qualification (the injection of doubt with such words as like or
maybe, offering alternatives, or the use of the conditional tense), but in the
ICT narrative stage the tone of doubt disappears, the story changes.
Suddenly, instead of describing how there was maybe someone possibly
beating someone or maybe he was having a dispute over taxi fare, now the
narrative had become one of pointing the finger at one specific person who
attacked another person. It becomes actionable information. Tone matters.
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With any of these changes between the oral and ICT narratives, imagine
how they could falsely influence the actions of the police during an election,
or once aggregated, could distort the perception of policy-makers about a
situation.
Outcomes 1, 2, and 3 describe three scenarios in which the oral Acholi
narrative did not match the ICT narrative just as the hypothesis predicted.
Nearly three-fourths of all the participants produced outcomes in this set of
outcomes 1,2, and 3. They are differentiated by the coding of the third
stage, the oral English narrative.
In Outcome 1, the ICT narrative and the oral English narrative resembled
one another. This represented possible conceptual transfer where the
participant expressed a more English narrative event construction with the
Acholi language ICT application. Transfer in this case is reverse transfer as
it occurred from second language back to first. This is precisely the
cognitive process hypothesized to be triggered by the interface and
organizational structure of the software. The participant, despite the Acholi
interface, was thrust back into an English conceptual framework by the ICT
and slipped elements of English event conceptualization into the ICT Acholi
narrative. This phenomenon was highly prevalent, but most visible on the
level of individual frames. In fact, this tendency would be invisible without
frame analysis. If a more general approach had been taken many nuances
and details would have been disguised. One of the most striking discoveries
was the incongruency between the Western and Acholi conceptualization of
culpability. Unraveling this concept was only possible through the analysis
of frames. (A section is devoted to this result, The Concept of Culpability.)
Outcome 2 had the highest subtotal. In this case, the oral narratives
matched. These were examples of transfer in the forward direction, first
language to second. This outcome demonstrated how an event is
conceptualized and crystalizes in the bilingual brain so that elements of the
event conceptualization are transferred to the second language. This
outcome was best illustrated by participant 10 who followed the SMS path in
stage 2 and participant 12 who followed the survey path.
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Participant 10
Stage 1: Aneno dano mo pa angeyo nen calo (um) lweny mo oere i
lok kom cul. Ngat acel nen calo pe oculu taxi ci conductor oero lweny
i kome. Onyo conductor po odwoko po odwoko cente pa ngat mo ma
nongo oweko ngati okeco gi ero lweny //I saw some people I don’t
know maybe some fight started about payment. One person maybe
did not pay for the taxi then the taxi driver started fighting with him.
Or the taxi driver didn’t give back didn’t give back the money (change)
for someone when he was making him get annoyed they start a fight.
Stage 3: At least I saw like two people fighting ah but I can’t tell
exactly the cause could been either the conductor did not give the
balance to the customer, or the other way around the customer could
have paid less or not at paid at all that’s why they began fighting,
yeah.
Participant 12
Stage 1: Aneno awobe awobi eni awobe aryro gu cako lweny gu cako
lweny and gilwenyo gitiko kobe a koba ikom dye kanyo ni kom ngat
acel to ngat acel gitiko kobe a koba gitye ka kobe iye ni ngat ma tye
ka konyo awobe ni pe. ngat ma ki tye ka konyo awobi ma ki tye ka
goyo ni pe, dano weng tye ka kato a kata ki tye ka lweny i kome
kumeno kumeno.// A saw guys, this guy, two guys they started a fight
they started a fight and they fought continued move or transfer from
one place to another (kobe) and from the middle of that spot one
person to another person they continue moving/transferring they are
moving/transferring there, no one is helping the guys. The person
who is helping the guy who is being beaten is absent. All people are
just passing they are fighting him just like that just like that.
Stage 3: Ok what happened in the video, there were two guys, two
men eh fighting, they started fighting so when they’re fighting they
were pushing like eh moving from one one place to the next eh like
bypassing people and people were just looking at them they were not
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stopping them from fighting they just kept on looking at them until one
woman just came and separated them, yeah, but the men whom they
were passing were just looking at them, they didn’t separate them.
Yeah.
These examples demonstrated the persistence of the first language event
conceptualization which relied on a reverberative phrase structure. While
this was not the type of conceptual transfer under investigation (the study
was concerned with reverse transfer in stage 2), the presence of forward
transfer was a reminder of how significant first language event
conceptualization is and that it should be one of the elements considered in
ICT design. The video prompt in the experiment challenged participants to
process chaotic and confusing visual information. The confusion pushed
them, as was hoped, to rely on schemas, culturally constructed event
concepts, thereby engaging with culture on a cognitive level. Because the
schemas were tied to Acholi language and culture, participants had varying
degrees of success transferring these to English (and nearly none with ICT).
This was the best explanation for the results in Outcome 2. The idea of
reverberative phrase structure is discussed in more detail in a later section.
In Outcome 3, the English oral narrative was a third distinct version. This
served as a reminder about conducting research in translation and via ICT;
they do not reliably tell the same story. There was no transfer between
stages 1 and 3, so the frames and overall structures were not similar as
would be expected in two different languages. To put it another way, one
would expect each language to have a unique version; instances of transfer
are not expected to be frequent, although experiments usually purposely
provoke them (the presence of cognitive transfer suggests something
unusual happening or perhaps non-fluent bilinguals speaking). Instances of
transfer are blips first noticed as a kind of mistake; they are indicators of
underlying cognitive activity that might otherwise go undetected through less
rigorous methods.
While the narratives in Outcomes 4 and 5 make up the set that did not
support the hypothesis directly, the low subtotals in both brought up some
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interesting questions. In option 4, all of the narratives matched. Almost all
were from participants who followed the SMS path which suggested one
factor in conveying the same information from the oral narrative stage via
ICT could have been priming. Even though one stage involved changing
from speaking to writing and another stage switched languages, these
participants repeated more or less the same narrative in all three stages.
However, most participants who followed the SMS path supported the
hypothesis and did not produce a matching narrative with the SMS. This low
rate of matching was seen as further support for the hypothesis.
Outcome 5 had the fewest instances. The discrepancy between the oral
narratives may have been the result of the bilinguals constructing a different
narrative structure in each language. As described in Chapter 3, literature
on this phenomenon comes from bilingual memory studies (Jarvis and
Pavlenko, 2007) which reported how the language of recall can alter the
details of an event. Differences between oral narrative stages were
consistent with this phenomenon and were seen in Outcomes 1, 3, and 5;
comparing oral narratives was not the focus of the experiment, so there was
no analysis of difference between stages 1 and 3. Finally, in looking at both
Outcomes 4 and 5, their combined total was still not high enough to reject
the null hypothesis (the null hypothesis stated that all narratives would
match), which brings into question the confidence we can place in the results
of other research which relies on purely ICT surveys from similar contexts.
The sampling method and size of this study were insufficient to draw societal
level or country level conclusions, but this finding is worth further exploration.
The order of the stages undoubtedly played a role in the outcomes. There
was evidence of priming across languages and stages; however, the
presence of any priming effect between stages 1 and 2 (i.e., repeating in
written Acholi what had just been said out loud), would tend to make the
stages more similar and thus disprove the hypothesis. Since the results
show this was overwhelmingly not the case, it can be said that the factors
influencing the outcomes were very strong indeed. Any priming between
stages 2 and 3 would only affect secondary placement of the participant into
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one of the outcome categories but not affect the main conclusion of the
study.
It might also be argued that researcher influence played a role in outcomes,
participants aiming to answer in a manner they believed would please the
researcher. However, results indicated such a wide variation among
answers and the survey did not seek any particular correct answer (for
example, question 9 specifically had all poor choices concerning location)
because participants were not being evaluated on what they said as much
as how they said it. This is the benefit of an experiment based in cognitive
linguistics. Similar to psychology experiments that measure response time
or eye movement, the participants are often unaware or unable to control the
object of investigation so while researcher influence is certainly real, it is
negligible in the experimental results.
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CHAPTER	
  6:	
  Discussion	
  and	
  Analysis	
  
	
  

6.1 Introduction
After the discussion of the Key Findings and Outcomes of the quantitative
analysis in Chapter 5, this chapter probes more deeply into the results by
discussing them with reference to the linguistic and anthropological
literatures of Chapter 3. In this way, the frame analysis is put in the context
of user needs around specific tasks of narrative—how did the ICT tool meet
or not meet the cultural communication preferences of these users. What
were the narrative intentions of the participants as understood from the
discussion in Chapter 3 about culturally rooted cognitive tools to associate
information such as identity, inference, and perception of time and space
(here discussed as location).
It is not enough to say that quantitative analysis supported a model that the
outcomes did not occur by chance and the hypothesis was valid. The event
conceptualization of the oral Acholi narrative was not conveyed by the ICT in
nearly three-fourths of the trials, and this level of disruption demands further
study, further discussion, and description in order to be integrated by other
researcher or software developers. The narratives given via ICT exhibited
disruptions based on a frame analysis comparing the three narrative stages
by their general scene conception, tone, identity of main actors, and location.
Therefore, the impact and significance of individual frames, the survey path
vs. the SMS path, and considerations for further research are treated in this
chapter so that their situatedness as cultural communication preferences
can be understood in the future design process and future research.
In the first section of this chapter, comments and responses to the
preliminary question series for participants about demographic information,
language use, and their own engagement with technology provided a
context to the experiment and introduced the subsequent analysis of
narrative structure and frames. While the qualitative data was not the main
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source for analysis, the scarcity of literature on Acholi narrative and Acholi
ICT engagement made it a valuable contextual resource.

In subsequent sections, the frame analysis that targeted specific narrative
elements related to core event attributes (imagine the essentials for
collecting a human rights abuse report, what you would need to know in
order to take action) was isolated pointing to several points of interest for
future ICT development. The sections of this chapter are all interconnected,
each informs the next in several ways, but they are arranged for discussion
beginning with the elements that are more structural to the narrative as a
whole, i.e., they are achieved with phrasal, tonal, or other narrative patterns
that encompass the whole utterance. These broad narrative elements are
discussed in the sections: Reverberative Semantic Structure, Doubt and
(Un)certainty, and the Concept of Culpability. The next sections address
more localized narrative elements. While they were still achieved through
broader narrative elements, they were more peripheral to the focus on core
event attributes. These sections include: The Pronoun Predicament,
(Mis)Understanding, and Stage 2 Up Close. Whenever possible, the
sections are supported with quantitative data because this study represented
the first of its kind in this approach, and the pragmatic framework
emphasized engagement with practical results—a new ICT design informed
by cultural cognitive variability.

6.2 How Do You Use Your Phone?
“The Europeans are the ones who brought all this. It was not ours,”
remarked participant 5, a skilled laborer, male age 40+, while describing
mobile technology. One of the series of questions participants were asked
before they began the experiment was about language use in daily life, at
work, and with their mobile device. Did they mostly talk on their phones, talk
and text, how did they use their phones? Most respondents were college
educated. Many were multilingual. The most common answer to, 'How do
you use your phone?' was that they rarely texted or not at all. They
preferred to call even though texting is cheaper. “Talking also has this
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aspect of relating with someone, so you’re hearing the person’s voice. You
get instant feedback,” said participant 20, a translator and NGO project
officer, female age 29.
Based on experience as an intercultural mediator, conflict-affected
populations are using new technologies, but in ways not envisioned by the
ICT developers. An acknowledgement that, as one study participant
expressed, “the Europeans are the ones who brought all this; it was not
ours,” has led to two main strategies in adapting to ICT; either users become
confused, frustrated, and disenfranchised by the technology because it does
not function in the way they intend (see examples from Haiti and Somali), or
they actively manipulate it as the earpiece of the West (see examples from
Egypt and Tunisia). (Sutherlin, 2013) This study takes the approach that the
ICT tools available are being used in a limited manner by many populations
because the tools do not meet their needs. While relying on sophisticated
information gathering systems which do not involve ICT, these cultures
remain in the position of being data donors until they control ICT design
which reflects their needs.
That is not to say that users are not savvy. The acknowledgment that ICTs
are foreign communication systems is a fact that is knowingly manipulated.
Information intended for foreign eyes is sent through that channel.
Information meant to be kept within the community is sent through other,
highly efficient channels. (Ogutu, 2001) This has implications for the current
uses of ICT for policy-makers (who trust the information or intelligence
gathered with these methods) when in fact there may be a willful
misrepresentation of information depending on the sources’ understanding
of who is empowered with the information. As discussed in Chapter 2’s
section on power and Chapter 3’s section how users adapt what is available
to their own purposes that was not the original intention of the designers,
users are savvy. This study was meant to add one more resource to
indigenous design capabilities, the potential for cultural variability.
Nearly everyone texted in English. They told me this with a tone that said
this was a foolish question. A few later added that they could mix languages
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to joke with friends in Acholi, or they could send a text to their grandmother
in the village who does not speak English. I have no quantitative data to
look at how frequently this happens. There are other studies which look at
the frequency and context of language mixing. Among the relevant studies,
Oni (2011) quantified instant message chat data from Yahoo Messenger to
describe language use such as code-switching or code-mixing (that is using
both English and Pidgin English in the same instance) as well as other
phenomena. Nigerian English was considered to be the second language
by the researchers (similar to this study). Findings of Oni are of interest
insomuch as they establish language mixing is a highly frequent occurrence
in computer mediated communication. Similarly, Taiwo (2010) followed
code-switching in an online chat forum initiated in Yoruba. The significant
finding from this study was, “the inability of participants to conduct their
discourse consistently in one language shows how dependent two or more
languages can be on one another in intense language contact situations like
Nigeria.” (p.186) Threads were initiated in a local language but not
sustained. Taiwo argues language choices signal identity, education-level,
and status, but it is not clear that all language choices are always intentional.
Taiwo’s findings could equally suggest that the format of computer mediated
communication triggers a switch out of the local language.
From this study, 3 out of 29 did not use SMS, 9 out of 26 who did use SMS
emphasized that they mostly call and rarely text. Of those who used SMS,
12 reported using both English and Luo and 9 reported using English
exclusively (or nearly) with Luo rarely. Those that used English to SMS
gave the reason that they must communicate with someone who did not
speak Luo. One participant responded they “can use Luo” (meaning it is
possible) without mentioning if they also used English, and four others did
not report a primary language when describing how they used their phone
most often. Three participants had a smart phone with internet. Only one
respondent did not own her own phone and used a family phone. Eleven
out of 29 spoke another language(s) in addition to English and Luo such as
Luganda, Kiswahili (other languages in Uganda), or French (spoken
regionally in DRC and Rwanda). From these numbers a picture of phone
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use emerged. Participants preferred to call. They rarely used SMS, but if
they did, it was to communicate in English.
A participant from a micro-finance organization described why he used
English to text:
We wish to text in Luo, wish to maybe send voice mails in Luo, but
[the mobile phone] has been invented in another country, so in
English we have to now do that. [GBS: Why couldn’t you text in
Luo?] In Luo? It is not easy. You know our language is very short.
chuch chuch chuch [noise of texting action]. So to formulate is not
easy. Participant 29, male age 25-35
Acholi speech relies on tonal cues for meaning. It combines intonation with
repetition in the narrative structure. These are the kind of linguistic elements
that have not been readily adaptable to mobile applications where the design
focus is on minimalism and streamlining of interface text. They are the focus
of research groups such as the African Languages Technology Initiative in
Nigeria (ALT-I).
These observations from participants who are skeptical of the role of
technology in Luo culture were not cherry-picked to prove a point. Even
when pressed about the positive aspects of cost, speed, access, and
connectivity provided by mobile technology, there were no comments
expressing the more positive viewpoint that mobile technology connected to
the Acholi part of their lives. From an engineering psychology perspective
(human factors and ergonomics), designers hope to create a piece of
technology that unconsciously calls out to the user and feels like a natural
extension of themselves. Based on the comments of the participants, it
must be said the mobile tech to which they had been exposed had not
fulfilled this goal. There is only room for improvement among Luo and other
users with unexplored cultural-linguistic design preferences.
During the experiment, I often had to ‘swipe’ the screen to advance
questions and participants were reluctant to hold the device. I had to insist
they could go ahead and touch the screen to answer the survey and
navigate the software application themselves. A few who had smartphones
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needed no prompting. Several preferred to speak their open answers, and
this has been indicated in the transcript in Chapter 5 with ‘audio.’ I asked if
they preferred to speak or text and they confirmed they would like to speak
in these instances. This did not seem to affect the overall outcomes since
the 8 of 29 instances in which I typed all or part of the stage 2 responses (or
1 out of every 3-4) were distributed evenly among the outcome types. In
many cases speaking may have been easier because the predictive text was
a hindrance rather than a help or the individual was new to touch screens.
Many of us may admit to feeling uneasy or reluctant to use new technology,
and there is often a period of learning and adjustment. Many of the
participants used their phones and computers at work, spoke multiple
languages, and were therefore facile with keyboards and moving between
languages, but the usefulness of the mobile devices for their ‘Luo-selves’
was the focus of the experiment. In other words, they knew how to use
technology, or they have demonstrated an ability to learn, but during the
experiment, (as was hoped) they expressed a strong preference for the
mode of narrative delivery. They preferred to speak. Designers cannot use
the rationale that certain groups of users have a technology education gap.
The majority of these users do not. The information and communication
technology does not reflect their conceptualization of information nor their
preference for communication.
Most participants were extremely conscientious about spelling when
performing stage 2a and 2b. Particularly for the more educated participants,
no errors, no matter how minor, could remain in the record no matter how
long it took to master the touch screen or the slow the learning curve of the
device (which was adapting to become Acholi-predictive). This initially
struck me as odd since I was under the impression that spelling was still
somewhat flexible. For example, I learned multiple versions from certified
instructors and found still other versions in various dictionaries and written
documents. Each person I spoke with was entirely certain their version was
the one and only correct version. (see Lwoo-English Dictionary by Odonga,
2012.)
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There remains always the possibility of researcher influence. The reluctance
to engage with a device or software may have been a reticence to commit to
an answer without understanding what outcome was expected. In other
words, participants hesitated looking for cues from me about the correct
answer. Most often they or I repeated the written question aloud along with
the answer choices. If they looked to me for the correct response I told them
they must choose one. There was no wrong answer. The results were not
coded for content (such as a ‘correct’ version of the video), but consistency.
The wide variety among the perceived scenarios demonstrated the weak
researcher-influence toward a particular narrative.

6.3 Reverberative Semantic Structure—this is not a solo act
From the printing press to the telegraph to instant messaging,
communication technology has evolved to capture, facilitate, speed, and
streamline writing, an individualist form of expression. It simply cannot
convey a type of communication with an essentially reverberative quality;
one in which semantic content is as much tied to the speaker-listener
relationship as it is to anything that can be captured with text. This section
will look at the macrostructure built up of multiple phrases as well as how
these phrases rely on a sort of dialogue with the listener to sustain their
meaning.
The narrative event structure for many English speakers was deconstructed
in primary school classrooms with the five W’s-- who, what, where, when,
why (and how). These represent the anchors, the essential points by which
an event recall is navigated in English. They have become the boxes,
categories, and logical links between information in the ICT designed in an
English-speaking culture. As discussed in Chapter 3, Acholi does not share
this narrative event structure. In fact, many languages do not. The
differences often revolve around categorization and can affect time, spatial
reference, actors/agents, and concepts of causality. The narrative is not
broken along the same lines as in English.
The basic pattern in Acholi was seen most clearly in the shortest narratives.
Two key elements were the repetition and basic core generalization of the
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scene which tended to be that there were many people involved or there
was a fight. Part of the role of repetition is to actively engage the listener.
This is the reverberative quality. Participant 6 was an example of these
elements in an abbreviated form. She echoed what I (now the listener) had
just said, building her narrative, in part, from words in the recent sound
space. The instructions began, ‘Lok ma ineno//tell me what you saw.’
Participant 6: Stage 1
Dano tye ka lweny. Aneno dano tye ka lweny.// People are fighting. I
saw people are fighting.
Another characterizing feature was to end with phrasing from the beginning,
bookending. In the example above, the first element came from the
instructions which was reflected in the participant’s speech. The brief dialog
had a balanced sound and a clear finish that did not rely solely on elements
from one speaker. It constructed the qualities of an echo by borrowing from
both sides of the communication exchange.
For longer narratives, the same repetitive phrase structure also employs
rhythm as a mnemonic device, introducing one small change, one slightly
new piece of information with each new sentence. It builds in this way by
relying on the previous sentence like a brick wall. This is how an oral storyteller would construct a narrative so that it could be easily remembered.
(Ong, 1982) Think for example of a common game on long road trips where
you make a list, each person must remember the list and then add one new
item… apples, bananas, cantaloupe, +… apples, bananas, cantaloupe,
dates +…. In the following two examples, you can see the gradual, additive
method relies on both content and sound.
Participant 12: Stage 1
Aneno awobe
awobi eni
awobe aryro
gu cako lweny
gu cako lweny and
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gilwenyo gitiko kobe a koba
ikom dye kanyo ni kom
ngat acel to ngat acel
gitiko kobe a koba gitye ka kobe
iye ni ngat ma tye ka konyo awobe ni pe.
ngat ma ki tye ka konyo awobi
ma ki tye ka goyo ni pe,
dano weng
tye ka kato a kata
ki tye ka lweny
i kome kumeno kumeno.
// I saw guys, this guy, two guys they started a fight they started a
fight and they fought continued move or transfer from one place to
another (kobe) and from the middle of that spot one person to another
person they continue moving/transferring they are moving/transferring
there, no one is helping the guys. The person who is helping the guy
who is being beaten is absent. All people are just passing they are
fighting him just like that just like that.
Participant 17: Stage 1
Ngo ma aneno aye,
kibedo kagoyo ngat mo ma nen calo,
okwalo gin mo
onyo ka inen ci gini otime
ki i town ci taxi operators pole
gimaro lweny pi customers
ki ngo ngo ci gwok
en kibebo kagoyo ngat eni pi lok eni,
yeah, meno aye ngo ma aneno.
//What I saw is that, they were beating someone maybe he stole
something or if possibly this thing happened in town then most taxi
operators they like to fighting for customers and stuff like that then
maybe this person was being beaten for this issue, yeah, that’s what I
saw.
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The circularity was evident again in these longer examples. Initial elements
were repeated at the end to signal the close of the narrative in an almost
palindromic manner to facilitate memory, as in Participant 17’s description,
“kibedo kagoyo…ngo ma aneno.//being beaten…what I saw.”48
For narratives in chirographic cultures, as discussed in Chapter 3, the
reliance on writing for story-telling allowed authors to change the shape of
narrative structures. They relied less on repetition and instead could edit
and polish passages brimming with intricate detail. No one needed to hold
those details in their memory because they could always return to the page
to find them. With an oral narrative as exemplified with Acholi, the
reverberation between speaker and listener has essential semantic elements
so that the listener is actively involved and engaged in remembering the
narrative. It is beyond the scope of this research to investigate the depth
and intricacies of Acholi narrative. For the purpose of this study, it can be
said from previous literature and confirmed in the results that, 1. the oral
narrative has a distinct, predictable pattern. 2. This narrative structure carries
the intended meaning. 3. When the narrative structure is stripped away,
confusion arises. 4. Therefore, there are semantic elements within the
narrative structure. The evidence suggested that the phrase order and the
tone or emphasis given to those phrases or frames situates them, gives
them a context.

6.4 Doubt and (Un)certainty
The presence of doubt or uncertainty was recorded when a version included
two or more instances of rhetorical qualification with such words as like or
maybe, offering alternatives, or the use of the conditional tense. If doubt
was expressed in the oral version but disappeared in the ICT narrative
stage, then the story changed. This frame did not match between stages 1
and 2 for 17 of 29 participants. For Participant 10, there are four instances
(underlined) where uncertainty is introduced in the oral Acholi version but
only one for the ICT-SMS version.
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While deep consideration of the mechanics of memory is outside the scope of this study, reverberative strategies
connect to cognitive psychology research on phonological working memory and the articulartory loop, (Braisby and
Gellatly, 2005) as well as peg mneumonics which rely on imagery and sound but are not well understood (Nadel,
2003).
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Participant 10
Stage 1: Aneno dano mo pa angeyo nen calo (um) lweny mo oere i
lok kom cul. Ngat acel nen calo pe oculu taxi ci conductor oero lweny
i kome. Onyo conductor po odwoko po odwoko cente pa ngat mo ma
nongo oweko ngati okeco gi ero lweny //I saw some people I don’t
know maybe some fight started about payment. One person maybe
did not pay for the taxi then the taxi driver started fighting with him.
Or the taxi driver didn’t give back didn’t give back the money (change)
for someone when he was making him get annoyed they start a fight.
Stage 2a: Conductor chaka lweny icom customer I lok kom. Cul. Unyo
conductor okwero culo balance palawot ci okelo tele ikingi.//
Conductor started the fight with the customer there. Payment. Or
conductor should pay the balance brought between them
Suddenly, instead of describing how there were some people maybe fighting
or having a dispute over taxi fare or change, now the narrative became more
certain declaring that one specific person attacked another person. It
became actionable information. Tone mattered. With any of these changes
between the oral and ICT narratives, imagine how an unintended version
could falsely influence the actions of the police during an election, or once
aggregated, could distort the perception of policy-makers about the intensity
of a situation. It could be argued that in writing, we edit ourselves and delete
repetitions of like, maybe and other equivocations. However, ‘doubt’ could
also be achieved with grammatical choices such as the conditional tense or
phrasing such as Participant 4 used in stage 2b Question 4: Nga ma obedo
lamony dano?// Which person was the attacker? Audio: I don’t know who is
that one, but it seemed like the customer to the bus; or Participant 25 stage
3: “. . . that is the imagination I’m trying, the interpretation I’m trying to pick
out. . .” It is a way of framing the event in memory and can be conveyed in
many ways. Any change in this framing of doubt was regarded as further
support of narrative disruption.
The Kobo Collect demo makes use of a confirmation question to gauge the
level of certainty of a witness about details such as perpetrator identity or
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number. Having seen this question style used in the field and again in this
software, I copied it as an exemplar of a common method for survey taking.
When navigating the Kobo demo, the succession of questions seemed to me
as a member of the producing culture, to be very logical and well thought
out. All the details seem to be covered by the range of question types, either
yes/no, category choices, free answer, and even layered questions such as,
‘how do you know?’ and ‘how sure are you about this answer?’ The survey
demo appears terribly methodical. After running through it, I had an eerie
feeling of confidence, over-confidence that the software program had
captured all the essential information and that every calculation I might
perform thereafter would be infallible. From previous experience I knew the
survey could not cross most cultural and linguistic barriers. (Sutherlin, 2013)
The experiment in this study illustrates how sense-making is culturally
constructed. The ‘logic’ and systematization of information, such as
categories, are culturally rooted. Examining the conceptual level of
communication, rather than content analysis alone, demonstrated how
different user groups cognitively engage with the ICT application.
In the smart phone track, there were several questions in which the
participant could express uncertainty. As described in Chapter 4, Questions
2, 5, and 9 provided an opportunity for participants to express uncertainty,
specifically, Question 2, an open format question that asked, ‘Ingeyo nining?
// How do you know?’ and Question 5, ‘Cwinyi tek i kom lamgam eni?
Cwinya tek adida, cwinya tek, cwinya pe tek tutwal // Do you feel sure about
this answer?// I feel very sure, I feel sure, I don’t feel sure at all’ (a follow-up
to Question 4, ‘Nga ma obedo lamony dano? Which person was the
attacker?’) that asked participants to rate their certainty. Also Question 9
(‘Gin man otime ki kwene? // These things happened where?’) offered
several poor choices which did not suit the situation as well as the option ‘pe
angeyo // I don’t know.’ Most participants did not utilize these survey-style
options in the manner anticipated. There was a disconnect with the topic
even in questions which directly addressed uncertainty such as Question 5.
Participants’ responses did not reflect the same level of uncertainty that they
expressed in their oral narratives particularly with respect to the identity of
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the attacker. This is explored in more detail from a quantitative perspective
in a separate section as is the conceptualization of location from Question 9.
It was hypothesized that (un)certainty, in particular, was inextricably linked to
tonality and the reverberative narrative structure. Conforming their
narratives to the ICT application meant dismantling these essential elements
for reconstructing event details.
In the few instances where the oral Acholi and ICT version matched (5 of 7
cases, see table 5.2), the participants had followed the stage 2a SMS path;
in this track of the experiment they could have simply repeated their
narrative via SMS text instead of fragmenting it with questions in the smart
app track. The overall picture of the results put the low occurrence of
matching for this outcome in perspective because while one might suspect
that participants would simply write in the SMS what they had just spoken,
most did not. Not only were there differences in details and frame
discontinuity, but there was a marked shift in tone. The aggregation of this
type of report, stripped of the measured tone of the speaker can heighten
perceived threat levels unnecessarily. New software is being developed
specifically to search for patterns of tone and mood in short form
communication such as SMS and social media49. If this format inherently
disrupts narrative construction at the cognitive level, then it may not be
capable of conveying an accurate picture of the speaker/writer’s intentions.
This is the limit of the state of the technology which has not been adapted to
other cultural conceptual models.
So how is doubt expressed in Acholi culture? And how could it be captured
by an ICT? One feature of the reverberative structure could be to permit a
measure of assurance between the speaker and listener, a kind of check
where assurance is rated and acknowledged. If the palindromic structure
could be preserved as a narrative path within the format of the ICT, for
example, the questions series or response options could be altered from
feedback within the responses of the individual users (machine learning), so
the ICT had a more responsive quality. For a simpler solution, there are
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Sentiment analysis tools, particularly for Twitter, are being honed for marketing purposes and for predicting the
mood of investors in the stock exchange. (Lunden, 2014)
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several applications that allow users to record and send audio messages
rather the text SMSs such as Boxer, Bubbly, QWiPS, Yiip, and HeyTell (just
to mention a few). Most require a smart phone, but not all. (Graham-Rowe,
2012)

6.5 The Concept of Culpability and the Man in Blue
The most common general frame in stage 1 was lweny// fight, but there are
fights and there are fights. This section explores one of the more valuable
results uncovered from the conceptual transfer frame analysis-- the concept
of culpability. Who was/were the responsible actor(s) in the street fight in
the video? The sub-section titled, ‘The Man in Blue,’ is an immersion in the
analysis method of framing and conceptualization. Because this
methodology was a preliminary stage study and meant as a building block
for further research as well as a roadmap for software development around a
new variable, this section takes more time in walking through the analysis
participant by participant.
When conveying their narratives with the ICT application, many participants
included information that the ICT format did not anticipate such as the role of
the bystanders as well as an opinion about the innocence or guilt of certain
actors rather than causes for the action. For them, the scene was framed by
reasonable justifications for violence and the role of the crowd rather than as
a scene between a perpetrator and a victim. This was an example of an
emergent bias where the design of the ICT was structured around one
culture’s concept of cause and effect, however, when the ICT was used
outside of the culture of design, the limitation this design element posed for
the new group of users was exposed.
You can’t really understand based on these closed ended
questions…It’s the same as what happens in some organizations, is
they give you an incident report form, that has closed questions. And
they will say ‘brief description of phenomenon’ that you are describing
and someone writes ‘scuffle……. Somebody gives you a format. -Participant 23, male age 25-35, Deputy program coordinator/ team
leader for community documentation department.
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This was more than the expression of a preference for qualitative interview
data over quantitative survey data. He was talking about categorization-- a
cognitive activity and one with cultural origins. To insist that there is no other
way to organize information is to be trapped in a chirographic mode of
thinking. Just like the earlier example of the development of photography,
we cannot mistake the technology we have for a natural thing. It could have
developed another way.
The responses for Question 2 (Ingeyo nining? // How do you know?) and
Question 4 (Nga ma obedo lamony dano? Which person was the attacker?)
formed the basis for the second frame regarding the conceptualization of the
main actors in stage 2. This section traces a pattern of how many
participants ascribe culpability to actors in the video and also mentions the
role of the crowd as a determining factor shaping their schema.
Illustrating how the concept of culpability is culturally rooted, when asked,
‘who was the attacker?’ many participants responded with information
picking out the individual I would have categorized as the victim. For them,
they were answering the question as Participant 5 did:
Question4: Nga ma obedo lamony dano? Which person was the
attacker?
(Audio) Dano ma labal// the person who is the trouble causer
The question presumed a non-Acholi concept of 'the attacker,' who was the
person hitting another man about the head and chasing him through the
scene. However, most participants understood the question as, 'who is
causing the problem?' And they identified the man being hit rather than the
man doing the hitting. Several individuals told me they came to this
conclusion because this problem-causer was not fighting back but rather
was being chased and hit while offering no defense. This meant he was
guilty. For me, this meant he was in need of help. This model for
recognizing justice, cause and effect, and culpability was foreign to me. It
would be worth doing more experiments around just this concept.
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Participant 17 was another example where the quantitative data did not
reflect the intention of the question, rather the opposite. The initial scene
was categorized as a theft.
Ingeyo nining? // How do you know?
Pien ki bedo ka goyo ne// Because he is being beaten
Nga ma obedo lamony dano? Which person was the attacker?
Ngat ma ki goyo ni en aye okelo ayela// the person who was beaten is
the one who brought the problem
Cwinyi tek i kom lamgam eni? Cwinya tek adida, cwinya tek, cwinya
pe tek tutwal// Do you feel sure about this answer?
Cwinya pe tek tutwal//I don’t feel sure at all
This individual did use the available marker for doubt in this stage. This
response reflected, to some extent, the uncertainty of stage 1 which tended
more towards framing the event as a fight but suggested the possibility of
theft too. This participant completed stage 1 after the ICT stage. Inclusion
of theft or framing with focus on individual culpability may have been primed
by this ordering of stages.
Stage 1: Ngo ma aneno aye, kibedo kagoyo ngat mo ma nen calo,
okwalo gin mo onyo ka inen ci gini otime ki i town ci taxi operators
pole gimaro lweny pi customers ki ngo ngo ci gwok en kibebo kagoyo
ngat eni pi lok eni, yeah, meno aye ngo ma aneno. //What I saw is
that, they were beating someone maybe he stole something or if
possibly this thing happened in town then most taxi operators they
like to fighting for customers and stuff like that then maybe this person
was being beaten for this issue, yeah, that’s what I saw.
Participant 19 used the same schema to recognize theft. Question 2
associated the category of theft with seeing the guy getting hit because ‘not
fighting back’ indicated his guilt. Question 4 conflated the attacker with the
victim identifying the thief, but registering uncertainty.
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Ineno_____? mony, kwo, laro lok// You saw____? Fight, theft,
argument
Kwo// theft
Ingeyo nining? //How do you know?
Aneno dano tye ka goyo ne.// I see people are hitting him
Nga ma obedo lamony dano? Which person was the attacker?
Dano ma lakwo.//The person who is the thief
Cwinyi tek i kom lamgam eni? Cwinya tek adida, cwinya tek, cwinya
pe tek tutwal// Do you feel sure about this answer?
Cwinya pe tek tutwal // I don’t feel sure at all
The involvement of bystanders was a feature of participants’ framing not
captured by the ICT. The passivity or engagement of the crowd in the fight
played a role in how the scene was understood. A guilty person would not
have allies, but might be punished by the community, for example, if the
scene was understood as a theft. On the other hand, the community should
keep order and step in to keep the peace if there was fighting on the street
between men or a dispute between customers and service providers.
Depending on what schema was used, the actions of the people in the
periphery shaded the participants’ perception of justice and culpability.
The core conceptualization of the event as a problem may in fact be the
problem. This is the initial premise for taking a report with an ICT application
in the field. Someone thought there was a problem, wanted to learn more
about it, about its components, its actors, locations, moving parts, in order to
design a solution and prevent its re-occurrence. What if the local population
does not perceive a problem? Or what if they understand the maladjusted
components in a manner that is undetectable, or conceptually invisible,
within the current ICT formats? The logic of culpability, the sense of right
and wrong is very much connected to culture. When these associations are
captured in software, this would be an example of a pre-existing bias which
could become an emergent bias if the software is used away from the
culture or context of design. This is the case with most applications for ICT
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for conflict management. As described in Chapter 2, the producing culture
extends the territory where its existing technology is used because these
tools are recycled and repurposed for new users without due consideration
of the communication needs of these users from a cognitive perspective.

6.5.1	
  The	
  man	
  in	
  blue	
  
In this sub-section of the discussion, the concept of culpability becomes
more granular and results are analyzed participant by participant. This
element of variability stands as a methodological model for how to
investigate the extent to which ICT captures the intention of a user. It further
highlights cultural assumptions in design, what have been called pre-existing
turned emergent biases.
The disparity between the cultural conceptualizations of culpability (between
the Acholi and Western) were explored in more depth by combining two
quantitative measures. First, tracing the frame of perpetrator identity which
has been called, ‘The Man in Blue,’ and second aligning it with the measures
of doubt between stages 1 and 2. This combination of a conceptual element
(culpability) and a structural element (doubt) suggested intentionality and
enhanced the understanding of the results beyond a single measure alone.
As the previous section described, the identity of the perpetrator was most
often vague by Western standards; however, there were a few participants
who recalled an individual in a manner more closely aligned with a Western
incident report, what is generally termed here as, ‘The Man in Blue.’ Five of
29 participants (5/29) recalled an individual attacker with the additional detail
of clothing during stage 2. Three of 29 (3/29) recalled this detail during
Question 4 in stage 2b, most often referring to a man wearing blue.
Because almost none of the participants gave any specific details during
stage 1, this type of framing during recall via ICT seemed important and
worthy of further scrutiny. In table 6.1, the instances when participants gave
specific details about the attire of one of the actors in the video were
recorded.
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Table	
  6.1	
  	
  Recall	
  of	
  ‘The	
  Man	
  in	
  Blue’	
  
Participant

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

P1

2b*

P15

2b

yes

2a (clothes)

yes (green
jeans)

2b

yes

2b

yes

P18

(red pants)

P23
P26

yes

*P1 participated in stage 2b as the final stage rather than the middle stage.
‘The Man in Blue’ was interesting because the idea of singling out an
individual in this way, being so specific with clothing color rather than saying
‘some guy,’ only happened in the ICT format following the question about
'who is the attacker.’ This kind of detail did not appear in stage 1; however,
most of the participants who picked out these details in stage 2, repeated the
details in stage 3. This was evidence of priming between stages 2 and 3.
Focus on a single perpetrator or one agent of malice carried over from stage
2 to 3 perhaps because participants believed this was the aim of the
research or it was primed by the question format.
This method of analysis (a comparison of main actors frame in stage 1 with
stage 2b plus the stage 2b doubt measure) brought into relief the essential
integration of justice, culpability, and the emergent bias of the ICT format.
This method was used not only for the ‘man in blue’ cases, but for all cases.
Additional context of the general scene frame is mentioned in the discussion.
Stage 1 framing did not tend to focus on one individual and used almost no
specific detail such as clothing color for identifying persons. In the following
examples, stage 2b Questions 4 and 5 are compared with stage 1 for
conceptualization of culpable actors and consistency of certainty.
Participant 1
Q4:Laco ma primitive bongo ma bulu// The guy [wearing] blue
Q5:tek adida// very sure
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Stage 1: Atye ka neno dano lacoo ka goyo moni lawote. Lweny. Aneno
ka tye ka lweny ento atye ka nen calo gutimo.// I am seeing people a guy
hitting a guy. A fight. I see there is fighting but I am seeing maybe they
have happened.
There was a distinct difference in tone and framing between the two stages.
It could almost be two different individuals giving the account. The
participant responded ‘very sure’ about a specific identity in the ICT format,
but in contrast recalled maybe a few people were involved with hitting ‘a guy’
during the oral stage 1 version.
This pattern of change continued. As the overall results showed in the Key
Findings section of Chapter 5, the two oral stages often had some overlap;
however, the ICT stage seemed to elicit a divergent narrative. This was the
cognitive shift predicted by the hypothesis. The examples in this section
targeting the frame of who was the central actor (whether he was an attacker
or a thief), highlighted how the narrative divergence manifested in both tone
and framing for culpability.
Participant 3
Q4:Lacoo// guy
Q5: tek//sure
Stage 1: Aneno lweny i kom lacoo mo. // I saw a fight around some guy.
Participant 5
Q4: [Audio] Dano ma labal// the person who is the trouble causer
Q5: tek adida // very sure
[no stage 1 researcher error]
Stage 3: Should I speak it in English? [GBS: yeah ok, kare me acel
English//first time] Because through those videos there must be
something wrong between the man and the woman. [GBS: between the
man and the woman?] Yeah. [GBS:Ok] They was in the trading or
market, in the market, probably the woman has lost all the property of his
her husband, and they were just fighting between (inaudible).
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What was interesting about Participant 5 was this ‘trouble causer’ was a
woman based on the framing of the English oral narrative, but could easily
be aggregated with the other participants’ similar answers which connoted a
man.
Participant 6
Q4: [Audio] Lakwo // thief
Q5: tek // sure
Stage1: Dano tye ka lweny. Aneno dano tye ka lweny.// People are
fighting. I saw people are fighting.
This Participant 6 changed the general frame of the narrative and did so with
certainty between the first and second stages.
Participant 7
Q4: Nga ma obedo lamony dano? Which person
was the attacker?
Audio: Gubedo ke lweny ki dano, actually, pa
aneno dano maber, dano marac... [inaudible
due to construction noise] dano civilians they
were putting on civilians lamony, lamony, you
know when you say lamony it means soldier.
[GBS: ok, so soldiers] I didn’t see any solider.
[GBS: so lamony…?] Could be a passenger or
what ‘cause they were driving. Yeah I don’t
know. [GBS: so we’ll say pe aneno?] yeah, pe
aneno. // yeah I didn’t see.
Q5: tek // sure
This Participant 7 was certain about his/her uncertainty. What was notable
was that this response indicating ‘certainty’ would be aggregated in a realworld situation; however, this was not the intention of the speaker.
Participant 7 was another example of a participant who switched from
framing the scene as a fight during stage 1 to a theft during stage 2. The
level of certainty changed from ‘I don’t know’ to ‘sure.’ In this case the
narratives changed substantially between stages 1 and 2.
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Stage 1: Ineno lweny. [GBS: ok] Pe angeyo ngo
ma okello lweny enoni, but aneno gitye ka lweny.
Calo i taxi park nyo i stage.//You see I saw a fight. I
don’t know who brought this fight, but I see they
are fighting. Like in a taxi park or stage.
Stage 2b: Q1: Ineno_____? mony, kwo, laro lok//
You saw____? Fight, theft, argument
Kwo// theft
Participant 9
Q4: Laco// man
Q5: tek // sure
Stage 1: Aneno dano tye ka lweny. Ummm then, Aneno dano tye ka… ka
laro lok (e)?//I saw people are fighting. Ummm then, I saw people are…
arguing, eh?
Participant 9 did not attribute the action to a specific individual in framing the
stage 1 Acholi narrative. This is the convention. However, in stage 2b, an
individual was framed as the attacker. It was not specific in the way ‘the
man in blue’ is specific, but there was an appeal for reverberation and a
rejection of the isolation of information management compelled by the ICT
format in the response to stage 2b Question 2:
Ingeyo nining? //How do you know?
Dano mapol tye ka mito ngeyo ngo mutime.//Lots of people are
knowing what happened
Participant 11
Q4: Gnat ma Chaka [cako] lweny// the guy who started the fight
Q5: pe tek tutwal// not sure at all
Stage 1: Aneno dano mo gitye ka laro lok gu cako lweny ci gu kati oweng
ki taxi ma nen calo gin mo otime marac romo beti ki customer onyo gin
mo marac motime ki the service provider onyo maybe the conductor ci
okelo lweny oweko gu kato woko dong ki lweny i dye street.// I saw some
people they are having an argument they started to fight then they came
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all came out of the taxi maybe something bad happened could be with a
customer or something bad happened with the service provider or maybe
the conductor(?) then the fight was brought, made them take the fight
outside (go out with the fight) in the middle of the street.
This pair of narratives from Participant 11 was another example of the shift
in framing between stage 1 and 2b related to the difference between
Western and Acholi concepts of culpability-- understanding whether
responsibility or blame resides within an individual or is shared as a
relational connection. In stage 1, the participant expressed doubt by positing
several scenarios such as an argument or perhaps a disagreement between
taxi driver and customer. In each alternative event frame, blame was not
attributed to a specific actor or actors. However, in stage 2b, the participant
pointed the finger of blame and suggested a single male was responsible.
The level of uncertainty was maintained.
Participant 12
Q4: [Audio] Lamony obedo lamony dano lamony obedo ngat ma twero
timo jami marac ikom dano, yeah twero wano dano, twero neko dano, en
aye lamony pa dano.// The soldier is a person who attacks people. A
soldier is someone who can do bad things around people, yeah can hurt
people, can kill people, that’s a soldier of people.
Q5: [Audio] tek adida // very sure
Stage 1: Aneno awobe awobi eni awobe aryro gu cako lweny gu cako
lweny and gilwenyo gitiko kobe a koba ikom dye kanyo ni kom ngat acel
to ngat acel gitiko kobe a koba gitye ka kobe iye ni ngat ma tye ka konyo
awobe ni pe. ngat ma ki tye ka konyo awobi ma ki tye ka goyo ni pe,
dano weng tye ka kato a kata ki tye ka lweny i kome kumeno kumeno.// A
saw guys, this guy, two guys they started a fight they started a fight and
they fought continued move or transfer from one place to another (kobe)
and from the middle of that spot one person to another person they
continue moving/transferring they are moving/transferring there, no one
is helping the guys. The person who is helping the guy who is being
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beaten is absent. All people are just passing they are fighting him just
like that just like that.
Participant 12 also emphasized the role of the crowd. The role of the crowd
provided the context, the perceptual cues for framing the event as one in
which the ‘victim’ (person being beaten but who no one was helping) must
be culpable somehow because he was alone. The role of the crowd, active
or passive, contextualized the event and should be integrated into future
question series.
Participant 15
Q4: Laco ma oruko cati ma blue ni // The guy wearing the blue shirt
Q5: tek adida // very sure
Stage 1: An bene? Aneno dano ma pol gubino cawa ma jo mo tye ka
lweny ci gubino ka temo juko gi onongo pol dano bene tye meno aye ngo
ma aneno.// Me too? I saw many people they came at the time when
some guys were fighting then they came to try to stop them many people
were found there too that’s what I saw.
Participant 15’s responses were an example of a shift from a stage 1 framing
of the action as having occurred with a group of actors to a stage 2b framing
of the action as involving only a specific individual, ‘the man in blue.’ There
was certainty about event framing each time.
Participant 17
Q4: Ngat ma ki goyo ni en aye okelo ayela//the person who was beaten
is the one who brought the problem
Q5: pe tek tutwal // not sure at all
Stage 1: Ngo ma aneno aye, kibedo kagoyo ngat mo ma nen calo,
okwalo gin mo onyo ka inen ci gini otime ki i town ci taxi operators pole
gimaro lweny pi customers ki ngo ngo ci gwok en kibebo kagoyo ngat eni
pi lok eni, yeah, meno aye ngo ma aneno. //What I saw is that, they were
beating someone maybe he stole something or if possibly this thing
happened in town then most taxi operators they like to fighting for
customers and stuff like that then maybe this person was being beaten
for this issue, yeah, that’s what I saw.
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The level of doubt remained the same in both stages; however, Participant
17 completed stage 1 after stage 2b. (The order of stages was reversed 3, 2,
and finishing with stage 1.) This contributed to the framing in stage 1
borrowing from the frame conceptualized in stage 2b where there was an
individual actor.
Participant 19
Q4: Dano ma lakwo// the person who is the thief
Q5:pe tek tutwal // not sure at all
This was precisely the kind of reversal of conceptualization of culpability, the
latent linkage of information, cause and effect that was built into the
application. A pre-existing bias that becomes an emergent bias when this
errant information is gathered and aggregated.
Participant 20
Q4: Coo aryo // two guys
Q5: tek // sure
Stage 1: Aneno dano ma gitye ka lweny….laco moni omako ngat moni ki
i pak me motorka ci nongo gitye ka lweny dano gitye mukene gitye ka
neno ne mukene guteko mukene gu… gujalo guweko.// I saw people who
are fighting. Some guy caught another guy from the taxi park, so they
were fighting people are, some are watching it others were breaking up
the fight others simply ignored, left it.
Participant 20 retained the same level of certainty and the same framing
around multiple actors. The importance of the crowd also played a role in
the event framing.
Participant 23
Q4: Jal mo ma oruku cati ma blue //	
  The guy who was wearing the blue
shirt	
  
Q5: tek // sure
Stage 1: Aneno dano tye ka lweny ka laro gin mo ma dano eni nongo
gubedo i public place mo ma calo i bus park onyo taxi park kabedo pa
lwak so gitye ka lweny ngat acel nen calo tye ka gono lawote onyo calo
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gitye ka laro gin mo nyo calo gin ma gitye ka laro dano ma myero odony i
taxi moni.//I saw people fighting over something that these people were
in some public place like a bus park or taxi park, public place, so they are
fighting one person maybe is beating his peer or like they are fighting
over something or like they are fighting for people who should enter into
the taxi.
There was more doubt expressed in stage 1 than in stage 2b from
Participant 23. This was another example of where stage 2b evoked a
frame shift around who was involved in the action with a dramatic change
from multiple actors to only, ‘ the man in blue.’
Participant 24
Q4: Lacoo// the guy
Q5: tek adida // very sure (stage 3, uncertainty)
Stage 1: Aneno dano tye ka lweny, yeah, ahhh bedo waci ni gitye kama
mutoka cung iye.// I saw people fighting, yeah aahh it looks they are
there at the car park.
This participant changed from ‘they’ to a single actor. Participant 24 also
was ‘sure’ about this framing despite the inconsistent conceptualization
between stages.
Participant 26
Q4: Lacoo ma oruku bongo ma blue onongo ka Jo Jimenez [mukene]
odonyo iye // The guy wearing the blue clothing was found with some
guy being beaten
Q5: tek adida // very sure
Stage 1: I leb Acholi, ngo ma aneno, aaaye ni nen calo ah awobi ma
oruko cati ma blue ni kit ma aneno kede nen calo okwalo gin mo ci
dano tye ki bik ikome ni en okwalo gin mo ci dong ngat ma tye ki bik i
kome onyo gwok twero bedo laloc me area kenyo obino omake dong
ki tek, ci ocako donge, gwene, dano mukene bene dong obino ka
neno ngo ma tye ka time or kenyo dong ki cako kwanye kit ma atye
ka neno kede gwok dong kibi tere, icing abili, onyo icing loloc, weki ki
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nen ngo ma kitwero timone, ka kitwero tero ne i buc onyo kitwero tero
ne i kwed, but ogik kamongo ma nongo. awobi ni nen calo otimo bal
mo, uh kono bal ne pe onyute kama leng kit ma aneno kede ento ki
lwenyo ikome, ki lweny kome, ento en pe olwenyo i dwoko lweny
enoni ento ento inena nen calo otimo bal mo twero bedo kwo twero
bedo timo gin mo ma pe ber. Ento ki lwenyo i kome ci ki make ki tere
nen calo kamongo ma abiko ni nen calo bot laloc o’ bot abili onyo bot
jo mo ma twero pido ikome.// In Acholi, what I saw, yes is that maybe
ah the guy who put on the blue shirt the way I see it maybe he stole
something then people are suspecting him that he stole something
and then the person who is suspecting him or maybe could be the
leader of that area came and forcefully caught him, then he started
hitting him, kicking him, other people also came to see what is
happening or from there they started take him away the way I’m
seeing it maybe they will take him, in police hands, or the leaders’
hands, so that they can see what they can do, if they can take him to
the prison or they can take him for investigation, but it ended
somewhere. That guy maybe did something wrong, uh the problem
was shown clearly/nicely the way I saw it but they fought him, they
fought him, but he did not fight returning that fight but but in the way I
see it maybe he did something wrong could be theft, could be doing
something that is not good. But they fought him then they caught him
and they took him maybe somewhere that I guess that maybe to the
leader or to the police or to people who can investigate about him.
Participant 26 was the only participant to identify ‘the man in blue’ in the
stage 1 narrative. However there was much more doubt expressed, and the
role of the crowd was a prime focus.
Participant 28
Q4: Gipol // they are many
Q5: tek // sure
This stage 2b response series from Participant 28 reflected the same
framing and level of certainty as stage 1; The participant conceptualized the
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scene as occurring with a group of actors and was reasonably certain or
consistent in that recall.
Stage 1: An aneno dano ma gitye ka gitye ka wor
gitye ka dar eni jo ma aneno gitye ka dar gitye ka
mito lweny.// I saw people who are they are
shouting they are quarreling those people that I
saw they are quarreling they are wanting to fight.
Participant 29
Q4: La coo ma obedo ka Finally XML [lamony dano; audio]// a guy who
was there with [autocorrect?] audio: the attacking person.
Q5: tek adida // very sure
This response was difficult to discern because of autocorrect; however, the
audio recording transcription indicated the intention was to use part of the
question in the response-- as the object, rather than the subject. The
placement of the phrase ‘lamony dano’ in the response gave it a palindromic
connection to the question despite ignoring the Western concept of ‘attacker’
and inserting the Acholi concept perceived as applicable-- ‘who was
responsible for the situation?’ The level of doubt matched stage 1 which
also traced a fight between two individuals.
To summarize, 7 of 18 registered uncertainty by responding they were ‘very
sure,’ a further 7 of 18 responded they were ‘sure’ and finally, 4 of 18
responded they were ‘not sure at all.’ These easily quantifiable measures of
doubt did not always match the participant’s initial register of doubt, nor did
they always correspond to a measure of doubt about the narrative (the
expectation of the measure). In some cases the participants had expressed
considerable uncertainty in their recall and seemed to use Q5 to emphasize
that they were sure or very sure that they were uncertain, which was the
opposite intention of the question. In order to gauge whether these
responses were more a measure of the overall certainty of the participant’s
recall of the entire event rather than connected to the specific frame (the
main actor/attacker) under investigation in Question 4, these responses
were compared with uncertainty markers from stage 1. On its own, this
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frame (doubt/uncertainty) did not match between stages 1 and 2 for 17 of 29
participants.
Adding the concept of ‘attacker’ to the frame of ‘doubt’ in the analysis
developed a deeper understanding of where the ICT was disrupting a vital
element of the Acholi event conceptualization. Some responses to Question
4 indicated the participant conflated ‘attacker’ with ‘victim’ understanding the
question to mean who was the source of the problem. In several cases, the
participant did not seem to connect this series of questions to the video. For
example, Participant 12 shared a reflection on the meaning of the word
‘lamony’ which was part of Question 4. Perhaps because there was no
reverberative playback between Questions 4 and 5 to elicit the Acholi
channels for conveying doubt, the participants did not utilize the survey style
options in the manner their design anticipated. The mobile application lacks
the sophistication to repeat a fragment of the participant’s answer from Q4 to
construct Q5, to emphasize that the certainty refers specifically to the
identity of the attacker rather than the entire situation. Both doubt and this
event-specific concept of culpability relied on a narrative structure,
reverberation that was disrupted by the ICT format. Observing the two
dissolve together demonstrated the semantic value of this narrative
structure.

6.6 The Pronoun Predicament: Identity and Agency
Is the problem of identifying the attacker a conceptual transfer issue
because Acholi’s object pronouns do not map conceptually into English
pronouns? As discussed in Chapter 3, this is a problem of categorization in
which one language’s categories are more or less numerous than another’s
and perhaps not governed by the same conceptual qualities. As the
previous sections have established, the participants tended to frame the
event in stage 1 in terms which did not focus on a specific actor as the
primary agent; however, the event conceptualization supporting the ICTformatted questions presupposes a responsible or culpable agent. The
stage 1 language, specifically the pronouns and the subject carried within
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the verbs, proved to be difficult for some participants to navigate in English
during stage 3. Did this conceptual challenge come across in stage 2?
Boroditsky (2010) explains the value of looking at the role of the ‘agent’ in
multiple languages. This has not been considered for Nilotic languages
such as Acholi. She describes:	
  
In studies conducted by Caitlin Fausey at Stanford, speakers of
English, Spanish and Japanese watched videos of two people
popping balloons, breaking eggs and spilling drinks either intentionally
or accidentally. Later everyone got a surprise memory test: For each
event, can you remember who did it? She discovered a striking crosslinguistic difference in eyewitness memory. Spanish and Japanese
speakers did not remember the agents of accidental events as well as
did English speakers. Mind you, they remembered the agents of
intentional events (for which their language would mention the agent)
just fine. But for accidental events, when one wouldn't normally
mention the agent in Spanish or Japanese, they didn't encode or
remember the agent as well.
English emphasizes the agent when events are intentional. As the previous
section discussed, culpability is culturally constructed. When the presence
of an agent appears in the Acholi-ICT, this was most likely evidence of
conceptual transfer. Participants frequently struggled to identify the
perpetrator with any specificity. They answered simply lacoo//a guy or
dano//a person (participants 3, 9, and 24); lakwo// the thief (Participant 6);
gipol// the many (Participant 28); and dano ma labal// the trouble causer
(Participant 5). These were difficult to convert conceptually into English in
stage 3. Principally, they did not fit easily within the concept of the ICT
information structure which anticipates more specific identification of an
agent or agents; the categories available within the application’s design
anticipate a certain structure of information built around cause and effect
(the same as in English). The Acholi narrative does not structure the
interaction between all the individuals in the video with the same causal
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connections or with the same notion of culpability. This was reflected in their
choice of schema and subsequently, in their language choices.
Agent or agency has another meaning. Barlas and Obhi (2013) offered a
definition from neuroscience that captures the essence of what social
scientists investigate. They asserted, “The sense of agency is an intriguing
aspect of human consciousness and is commonly defined as the sense that
one is the author of their own actions and their consequences.” Barlas and
Obhi (2013, abstract) conducted a study in which they, “. . . varied the
number of action alternatives (one, three, seven) that participants could
select from and determined the effects on intentional binding which is
believed to index the low-level sense of agency.” (ibid) From a neuroscience
perspective, these researchers investigated the effects of choice on sense of
agency. Participants’ sense of agency increased when the number of
choices they were presented with increased. This has implications for ICT
design used in the context of democratic participation. It would seem that
streamlining could potentially diminish agency.
The experience of Participant 20 illustrated the sense of agency (or curtailed
agency) that ICT design plays with narrative. Participant 20 expressed
frustration with the limitation of three general scene categories in stage 2b
that did not reflect the concept ‘lweny // fight’ she wanted. As shown below,
stage 1 was framed by a general scene concept of fighting, and since
Question 1 did not have the desired response option, Participant 20 used
Question 2 to record a response to Question 1. (Again, imagining a later
aggregated stage of analysis for this type of ICT tool, Question 2 was
another example of a response in which the participant was not following the
anticipated question series track.)
Stage 1: Aneno dano ma gitye ka lweny….laco
moni omako ngat moni ki i pak me motorka ci
nongo gitye ka lweny dano gitye mukene gitye
ka neno ne mukene guteko mukene gu…gujalo
guweko.// I saw people who are fighting. Some
guy caught another guy from the taxi park, so
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they were fighting people are, some are
watching it others were breaking up the fight
others simply ignored, left it.
Stage 2b:
1. Ineno_____? mony, kwo, laro lok// You
saw____? Fight, theft, argument
Laro lok
2. Ingeyo nining? //How do you know?
Lweny [wanted lweny, didn’t want to stick to
choices for Q1] //fight
In stage 2b, a compromise, a conceptual shift was made to ‘laro lok //
argument’ rather than ‘mony// fight.’ These two were chosen to force a
choice of best-fit within a conceptual category, similar to quarrel, fight, and
brawl, they fit within the same concept but conveyed different levels of
violence or expressed different events to a listener. Participant 20 signalled
the problem in design with limiting these choices (and then aggregating them
since ‘laro lok// argument’ was the most frequent response); the design
feature of categorization boxes can too easily prescribe the narrative-- a
false narrative. In this case, is argument that different from fight? That is
difficult to say, but imagine an aggregated population of responses that was
limited to ‘argument;’ the results would give an analyst or policy-maker the
wrong picture of the event, one that did not match what witnesses had
intended to describe—a scene that did have violence. In this hypothetical
scenario, policy-makers would not have facts about communities where
violence occurred. Thinking about the real-world impact of design features
and how they ‘play-out’ and lead to large-scale analysis and policy-making
was a vital contribution of this research. This example emphasized
implications surrounding agency for the participants (in terms of ICT design
and participatory potential) and of the experiment video’s victims and villains
(in terms of how they were conceptualized as agents within the video).
Consider the following two examples which included an SMS and a smart
phone path: In stage 1, only awobi//guy or young man was used initially then
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the concept of the person was integrated into the verbs and object pronouns
in Acholi. However, in stage 3, the English account required the speaker to
make a choice in nearly every sentence to be more specific with regards to
the subject and object. This exposed the incongruence between the Acholi
and English conceptual categories for persons. In stage 2a and 2b, the
Acholi concept of agent resisted the format suggested by the ICT information
structure because there was no clear mental match. This is similar to the
category mapping issues described in Chapter 3, for example, in Spanish
there is a plural and singular form of ‘you’ that both map to one word in
English. This can cause pronoun problems for English speakers in Spanish.
For Acholi, the actor and indirect object are connected to the verb. When an
Acholi speaker must identify the actor and object in a phrase each time, he
or she may reach for synonyms that roughly map to the concept in Acholi,
but it is not a one-to-one concept match just as when an English speaker
wants to say ‘you’ in Spanish.
Participant 19
Stage 1: Gin ma aneno. Aneno awobi ma nen calo okwalo gin mo, so
tye ka ngweci then dano obino gitye ka goyo ne ey kitye ka penyo ne
pingo okwanyo gin eno ni, so, dano madwong obino opong ikome ki
dano tye ka dongo ne gitye ka goyo ne ki mayo ngo ma onongo tye
icinge ma en okwanyo, yeah so en bene obedo ka ngwec tye ka ringo
cen but dano tye ka lubo kore madwong kitye kawoti dongo ne ki
goyo ne.//Things that I saw. I saw a guy who maybe stole something,
so he was running then people came they were beating him ey they
were asking him why he stole that very thing, so, many people came
gathered around him and people were beating him they were hitting
him they removed what was found in his hand that he had taken,
yeah so also he was running away but many people are following him
they are at the same time hitting him and beating him.
Stage 2b:
1. Ineno_____? mony, kwo, laro lok// You saw____? Fight, theft,
argument
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Kwo// theft
2. Ingeyo nining? //How do you know?
Aneno dano tye ka goyo ne.// I see people are hitting him
3. Dano adi ma obedo iye? 2, 3-4, pol kato 4 // How many people
were there?
4+
4. Nga ma obedo lamony dano? Which person was the attacker?
Dano ma lakwo.//The person who is the thief
5. Cwinyi tek i kom lamgam eni? Cwinya tek adida, cwinya tek,
cwinya pe tek tutwal// Do you feel sure about this answer?
Cwinya pe tek tutwal //I don’t feel sure at all
Stage 3: Yeah, from the beginning, I saw there was a boy and some
gentleman, so that gentleman started slapping that guy like trying to
fight him, and I think the guy had stolen something, so that boy was
trying to run away from that guy, but many people are joining, and
they also started beating that guy, and like to without even finding out
what that guy had done so they just joined like a mob justice, they
joined and the boy wanted to leave, to go but like to run away but they
followed him until he went when there were many people but those
people they joined him and there were also trying, and he went
because he picked something, there was something in his hand, so
they were trying to remove, one person was trying to remove that
thing from the boy’s hand, and others were just trying to, slapped
him, hitting him, like that.
In English, there is a difference between the images of a guy running or a
boy running from mob justice. This would be an important distinction
shading the narrative with the innocence of a child or the suspicion of a
young man. The choice of describing someone as ‘a gentleman’ or just ‘a
guy’ also colors the recollection in a certain light. This may seem like a
matter of translation (a sometimes arbitrary but necessary choice between
synonyms when converting between languages), but it is an indicator of an
underlying conceptual category governing the speaker’s choices. While the
subject of this experiment was not translation, the mismatch of conceptual
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categories for ‘person’ in the role of agent was clear from the comparison of
these stages. If stage 2b had been a closed-question survey consisting of
only tickbox options, would the participants’ answers have fit neatly? Or are
they conceptualizing the agent’s role by actions and by social or relational
cues rather than by identifying responsible individuals? (Remember from
Chapter 3, the Balinese, Fula, Ilongot, Kaluli, Pintupi, and Samoans, who
conceive of emotions as relations phenomena, embedded in social
situations and taking place between people so that one individual’s song
(=justifiable anger) entails another’s metagu (=fear/anxiety). )
The pronoun choices in stage 3 from Participant 22 illustrated this point. He
was challenged by pronouns changing between man, young fellow, and boy
as well as using the formal ‘complainant’ to describe the opposing figure.
During Stages 1 and 3 there was an expression of doubt and concern about
the root cause of the situation both using a repetitive narrative structure.
Stages 1 and 3 matched in their event framing; however, stage 2a did not
use ‘doubt’ words and very little repetition. The concept of theft was hinted
at but did not fully materialize as a concept frame. The SMS version
disrupted the conveyance of the social or relational construction of culpability
and the description of agency, the framing of the event as a theft. In stages
1 and 3, the oral versions allowed the full context of the crowd to be
integrated in the recall. In the abbreviated SMS version, the role of the
crowd (the fact that no one intervened) was mentioned, but without cultural
context, this phrase would not be accessible to a future algorithmic
amalgamation of the text to extract the frame ‘theft’ as the participant had
intended.
Participant 22
Stage 1: Aneno dano gitye ka lweny aa videyo eni pe angeyo maber
ngo mutime pien ki nyuta ma dano ocako lweny dong nen calo tele
moni obedo tye ki kit ma aneno kama videyo eni otime iye, aneno
calo tye kamongo ma tye i bus park onyo kama motoka dwong iye ci
latin awobi moni matidi eni nen calo lakwo mukwalo gin mo ki i jeba
pa lawote ci lawote eno ni dong, tye ka lweny ikome pi gamo jami ne
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ma en okwanyo ki i jeba, ento ki gum marac pol dano pe tye ka niang
ngo ma tye ka time, ci inongo ni i cawa mongo laco ni dok ocung ki
cen ngat ma pat aye tye ka dongo awobi ni ngat ma bene pe ngeyo
ngo ma onongo tye ka time ci bene kit ma gin ne otum kwede pe
wangeyo kono gucobo onyo lwenyi pud gi obi mede kede onyo ngo
mutime pe wangeyo ki bene pe waneno laloc mo nyo ngat mo ma
bino ka juk dano weng bino ka lweny.// I saw people fighting. Aaa this
video, I don’t know well what happened because they showed me that
people started fighting already maybe some loggerhead was there
how I saw where the video happened, I saw as if it is somewhere at
the bus park or where there are many cars, then some small young
guy maybe a thief who stole something from the pocket of his peer,
then that peer he is fighting with him to collect his things that he
picked from his pocket, but unluckily, many people are not
understanding what is happening, then you find that at some time that
guy again stood from afar someone else is hitting, someone who
doesn’t know what is happening, then also how the thing ended we
don’t know, could it be that they made up or the fight was still
continued or what happened we don’t know and also we didn’t see
any leader or any person who came to stop, all people came to fight.
Stage 2a: Aneno dano dong Kitye kalweny. Pe kinyutu lingo lweny
man otimme. ento kama lweny man tye iye onyo bus park nyutu ni
cente pa laco ni kiyutu. en tye kalweny kom dano man ento pol dano
odonyo iye ata. Ngat mop e ojuku gi.// I saw people hitting they were
fighting. They were not showing why the fight happened but where
the fight was or bus park showing a guy’s money they showed. [but]
people they were fighting around there but some people [hesitated] to
stop it. No one stopped them.
Stage 3: Ok based on the scene of that interview, it appears that the
crime happened in a bus park where people are traveling. Now the
video is so abrupt in how it comes, it doesn’t show us the preceding
events or what happened. You like basically see people fighting and
then when you try to follow and to make sense of what could be
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happening then you get to realize that probably, this man had
something in his pocket that the young fellow pocketed and ran away
with. So as he went to recover that thing, a lot of other people came
to join in, but they did not know exactly what was going on. Now
instead of stopping the fight, some of them were actually joining the
fight. At some point you see the main the main the main complainant
or maybe the person trying to recover his thing, he’s even standing
behind and it’s another person beating the boy, then all of a sudden
again he takes over and people are shouting, but you also don’t see
like maybe leaders or people stopping, nobody’s trying to find out
really what happened. Yeah.

6.7 Location Location Location
Locations specified in a manner such that they could be captured by
categories in the software, identified with one noun, for instance, as in
market or town, were rare in any stage of this experiment. They could be
inferred by objects, activities, and actors such as taxis or taxi conductors
(street), women selling things (market), or lots of noise meaning it was a
busy area (this is where time of day is valuable for making inferences). As
part of the coding of the experiment, and because of pre-study discussion
about the absence of a word in Acholi or most other languages in Uganda
meaning ‘map,’ Question 9 and the frame ‘location’ in the coding of the
results became a focus of analysis. Due to the lack of consistency across
participants in this frame (many narratives did not include ‘location’), it was
excluded from the key analysis points related to ‘matching’ narratives. Also,
Question 9 was part of the ‘doubt/uncertainty’ mechanism because the
question asked the participant to choose one response and the video had
moved through several locations making the choice difficult if not impossible.
One available response was ‘pe angeyo// unknown’ which contributed to the
participant’s avenues for expressing doubt and uncertainty within the ICT
question series. No one chose this response.
It is interesting to note, that in addition to the results of the experiment, the
two other coders verifying the findings, both first language speakers of
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Acholi-cousin languages, marked their coding forms in the same culturally
distinct manner related to location. Unlike other frames for which they
simply made a check-mark, for the frame ‘location’ (see Chapter 4, table
4.1), they each extracted time of day markers such as evening or dusk to
include with location markers recording a description. They conceptually
combined information from stage 2b’s Questions 9 and 10 that asked where
and when the event occurred. From a western perspective of putting a pin
on a map, sunset has little relevance, but for a sensory conceptualization of
location, one connected to sight, sound, etc., this is a logical part of the
whole. In other words, a single noun on its own is insufficient, flat, empty.
(About as much use as a map in the Acholi conceptualization.)
Following from the discussion in Chapter 3 about relational methods of
framing time and events such as, ‘it happened when it rained’ rather than ‘it
happened on Thursday,’ my colleagues unintentionally followed their cultural
pattern of event conceptualization when marking the forms in English thus
exhibiting conceptual transfer. Location is not a place as much as it is an
experience, the light, the sounds, the actions. Their framing captured this
conceptualization.
The difference between the English and Acholi conceptualizations of location
was evident in the very low frequency of stage 1 location framing matching
stage 3. In reviewing these two stages, because this frame changed so
dramatically, this was the frame that most often gave the sense that the
participant was recalling an entirely different event. By shifting the event to a
new place, it often changed the associated actors and other details because
the schema was altered. This was most evident in the ICT narratives
because of the restricted response choices that may not have matched the
initial location framing. Although the participant could have chosen
‘unknown’ to avoid contradiction between narratives, none chose this option.
Instead, the ICT narratives should be considered as the model for real-world
aggregated reports-- what story would they tell a police department ready to
make a policy about potential pockets of violence before an election? Or
community policy-makers interested in law and justice? Would they believe
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they should concentrate their energy on a marketplace when they should be
focused on a taxi stage?
For stage 2b, Question 9 investigated how location could fit into a closed
category system favored by the English conceptualization. Furthermore,
anticipating some difficulty in this frame, this was one of the questions where
participants were also given an option to express doubt or uncertainty. This
was achieved by purposefully listing choices that were only partially
satisfying as well as an option similar to what is often used in Englishlanguage surveys ‘unknown.’ (Because the action in the video moved
through several locations, it would be difficult to name a single location for
the event.) No participant chose the ‘pe angeyo// I don’t know’ option. Very
few stage 1 frames matched stage 2a or b. While it would have been
unlikely due to the structure of the survey for stage 1 to match stage 2b, the
fact that there were few matches in the SMS version between stage 1 and
stage 2a affirmed the disjuncture between how location is conceptualized
and how the ICT format is somehow disrupting the cultural communication
norms for Acholi to the extent that participants’ narratives were altered.
Another possibility was that location was not a core event frame in the way it
is in English. In terms of ICT design, this would be a striking example of a
cultural assumption about information management; the who, what, where,
when model of data gathering is not universal.
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Taking another look at a crisis mapping platform powered by Ushahidi, this
time from the Humanitarian Innovation Fund (2012) that was used for
capturing report narratives from the conflict zone in the Central African
Republic (Figure 6.1), insights from the results of the experiment expose the
problematic nature of organizing the report around the line: ‘Choisissez votre
ville ou lieu// chose your town or location,’ and the map below it which both
share one concept of location. A map was the main concept around which
this report was organized. By collecting the information in this manner,
aggregating and visualizing or quantifying the results of this form, who is
able to best translate this information into modern currency, into power? Will
the aggregated results of this type of form be meaningful to a population who
does not share this conceptualization of ‘location?’ How could the format be
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Available online: http://www.humanitarianinnovation.org/blog/internews/how-our-map-works (Accessed 12
September 2014). Simliar to figure 3.8 in Chapter 3; Also similar to Al Jazeera English project Mali Speaks
available online: http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/interactive/2013/01/201312113451635182.html (Accessed 24
January 2013).
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adapted for indigenous software development? Integration of photos along
with an adapted image organization system is a possibility.

6.8 (Mis)understanding: breaking the semantic bonds of sound
No matter how clearly we think we have written something, we have all had
someone who has read our email, our essay, our simple message and come
back with a completely different understanding than what was intended. The
miscommunication, the multiple interpretations come at the semantic level,
the result of a disagreement on degree or connotation or tone.
Similarly, we have all misheard things. (‘Have I got cat spies?’ ‘No. Have
you got a half size?’ Ah.) Our brains fill in as best they can around the
missed morphemes even though we know what we came up with is not
semantically solid.
The experiment yielded an unusual type of misunderstanding that can best
be described as a hybrid of these two-- on the one hand, the problem occurs
between writer and reader, but on the other hand, the nature of the problem
is not as much semantic as it is denotative. The confusion would be
something along the lines of my writing the word 'carrot' in English and
having another English speaker interpret it as 'marble.' It is a dispute at the
foundational level of word meaning. For a second example:
I throw the ball. (what is written on the page)
I throw the fight. (what you, a native speaker of this language
understand from what you have read)
Not every participant had the same misinterpretations, so the phenomenon
was not the result of an error in the survey instrument, a typographical error,
or spelling variation. In one instance, a participant lectured me about the
inaccuracy of my survey for having included such a bizarre term (lamony//
soldier) while in the preceding and following sessions the other participants
saw no problem with this term.
From experience in other non-chirographic linguistic environments, I
understood that meaning is tied to listening and speaking in an oral
language. This experiment brought this process into relief for me as a native
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speaker of a chirographic language because I was able to watch the
meaning mechanism weaken on the page, dissolve without the context of
sound. In the short-form writing mandated by mobile applications, meaning
becomes fuzzy, unpredictable, contestable. In Acholi, the word written
gwok, for example, can have six different meanings depending on intonation.
Coo can have as many as nine. To relate this to the earlier section on
identifying agents (Section: Pronoun Predicament), the one-word responses
(such as Participant 3 who used one word to respond to Question 2, an open
question that asked how the participant inferred the type of action happening
in the scene (dano// people), and Question 4 an open question that asked
for the identity of the attacker (lacoo// the guy)) motivate two questions: ‘ is
there more to the speaker’s intention than just the literal meaning of the
word? And if so, how is it conveyed?’ Participant 3 responded as though
there was a listener. In fact, these were audio responses that I texted for the
participant.
During the qualitative portion of the study, participants answered questions
about language use in daily life, at work, and with their mobile device. The
most common answer to, 'How do you use your phone?' was that they rarely
texted or not at all. They preferred to call even though texting is
cheaper. Everyone texted in English. A participant from a micro-finance
organization described why he used English to text:
We wish to text in Luo, wish to maybe send voice mails in Luo, but
[the mobile phone] has been invented in another country, so in
English we have to now do that. [me: Why couldn’t you text in
Luo?] In Luo? It is not easy. You know our language is very short.
chuch chuch chuch [noise of texting action]. So to formulate is not
easy.
He was describing the problem of the misunderstanding I had
encountered. It is avoided in speech because Acholi (here called Luo) relies
on intonation and phrasal repetition in order to convey meaning. These
sorts of narrative devices are not easily adapted to mobile applications
where the design focus is on minimalism and streamlining of interface text.
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The thing about tone and context is that they are reliant on a speakerlistener interaction, a volley, an exchange, a non-solo communication
act. Unlike writing, predominantly oral languages like Acholi cannot be
stripped of tone-based content markers without [disastrous] consequences
for meaning. For these reasons, Acholi is not easily adaptable to a textbased ICT format.

6.9 Stage 2 Up Close
Recall from the Key Findings that ‘non-matching’ was the predicted outcome
from the hypothesis meaning that the ICT narrative did not share the same
event framing as the stage 1 oral Acholi narrative. It is the specifics of the
ICT stage (track a and b) that are examined here. Were there differences in
the SMS track vs. the smart phone survey track? Within each track, what
patterns emerged that are valuable to pursue in future research?
Table	
  6.2	
  Variation	
  in	
  Stage	
  2	
  a	
  vs.	
  b	
  tracks	
  
Stage 2a

Stage 2b

‘NON-Match’

‘Match’

‘NON-Match’

‘Match’

Participant: 2, 8,

Participant: 6*,

Participant: 1, 4,

Participant: 19,

10, 16, 18, 22, 27

13, 14, 21, 25

6*, 7, 11, 12, 15,

28

17, 20, 23, 24, 26,

Participant:
3, 5, 9**

29
Subtotal= 7

Subtotal=5

Subtotal=13

Subtotal=2

Total=12

Total=18

*Participant 6 recorded both stage 2 tracks.
**Participants 3, 5, and 9 excluded from ‘matching’ analysis due to absence of one stage of
comparison.

Table 6.2 separates the participants by the track they followed (a or b) and
by the overall results related to the hypothesis (‘non-match’ and ‘match’).
The results demonstrated that while neither track had many instances coded
as ‘match,’ there were slightly more ‘matches’ within track a (as a proportion
of the total of track a; 5/12). In these instances, the individuals repeated
their stage 1 narrative almost verbatim. The structure of the narrative, the
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phrasal pattern, remained intact in these ‘match’-ing instances. The
proportionally high number of ‘non-match’-ing cases within track b (13/18),
demonstrated how disruptive the survey style is to event conceptualization.
Despite the prompts for details, the question order patterned after the Acholi
narrative style, and the ability to elaborate in open questions, this format
disrupted one or more aspects of narrative structure and thus the concepts
conveyed in those narratives.
The different track options were generally given on an alternating basis so
that as participants returned to their work group, they could not share the
experience in advance (the next participant would have a different track).
Also, some participated in the experiment simultaneously in sets of two.
One aim of the experiment was to look at design for the next generation of
software entering the field. This was a consideration in sampling (choosing
individuals who did already or would be likely to use this type of ICT for
social/political policy-making, conflict management purposes in their
communities), as well as method, examining both the lesser used but
emerging smart app style alongside the more frequently used SMS style.
For this reason, more participants followed the survey track. From a
research perspective, the sample size of both groups was still comparable to
comparison groups in similar bilingual studies on conceptual transfer which
may consider groups as small as 13-19. (From Chapter 4: see Stutterheim
and Nuse (2003), 34 total, 17 English and 17 German speakers during one
experiment; Pavlenko (2003) collected 50 narratives, 36 English and 14
Russian; Brown and Gullberg (2011) 57 total, 16 Japanese, 13 English,
15/13 Japanese-English speakers with residency in Japan or USA.)
Another aspect of the responses in stage 2 that certainly played a role was
the fact that many responses to a text-based stage were transcribed from
the audio recording; participants had chosen to speak their responses.
Seven out of 29 (7/29) had the notation [audio] in stage 2. In addition, many
participants did not wish to hold the device, or if they were persuaded to hold
it, they did not tap the screen themselves but instead spoke the questions
out loud then the answer choices and watched as I tapped the screen for
them. I would argue that the hypothesis that a mono-cultural technology
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was disrupting narrative success held even though it may appear that some
participants were weakly interacting with that technology. It was clear that
being confronted with the device had an effect on the participants if they
were reluctant to hold or touch the device. The hypothesis predicted that
culturally constrictive elements of IC-- the interface, the software design-- the
experience of these elements triggers a kind of cognitive shift in an individual
from out of the Acholi part of the brain and into the English part. (The actual
neuropsychology is beyond the scope of this investigation, but this
description illustrates the pattern of the expected results; an Acholi narrative
structure that is unable to squeeze into the categories and concepts
prescribed by a non-indigenous ICT.)
Participant 6 volunteered to complete both the stage 2a and 2b tracks giving
one instance of comparison within an individual. With added repetition and
increased time using the mobile device, it might be assumed there was
increased ease and increased ‘matching’ among her narratives. This was
not exactly the case. The first time she responded following the stage 2a
track, her narratives matched very closely; however, she had to speak the
response after several failed attempts to type the intended text. Coded as
though she was participating as two unique individuals, her first trial was
coded as a ‘match’ while the second, in which she completed stage 2b, was
coded as a ‘non-match.’ Despite it being her second time using the mobile
application, there were distinct frame shifts such as the general scene in
stage 1: lweny// fight became kwo//theft in stage 2b. While not statistically
significant, her results are nevertheless of interest because they suggest
how much the categories and event framing inherent in the survey structure
play a role in disrupting the narrative structure to the point of disrupting the
content of the narrative itself. If she was able to produce essentially the
same narrative via the ICT-SMS style, but not in the survey smart app style,
what does this tell us about event conceptualization, design, and
streamlining? The format that exhibited the most characteristics of Western
framing (categorization, conceptualization) was the most disruptive.
A closer examination of the survey responses in stage 2b, revealed a few
patterns. Table 6.3 lists the frequencies of each response type (highest to
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lowest frequency, see Chapter 5: The Experiment to review complete
question and response list). The open answers are omitted as they have
been integrated into the analysis elsewhere.
Table	
  6.3	
  Stage	
  2b	
  Responses	
  
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Laro lok

4+

Adida

Ku

Ku

Eyo

Town

PM

<10

Ku

Ku

12

16

6

13

11

9

10

14

5

16

18

Kwo

2

Tek

Eyo

Eyo

Ku

Cuk

AM

10-20

Eyo

Eyo

5

2

6

5

7

9

6

2

4

2

0

Mony

3-4

Pe tek

Yoo

Eve

21-40

1

1

4

2

2

4
>40
2

Two-thirds identified the situation as laro lok// argument and all but two
described the action as consisting of more than four individuals. Slightly
more than two thirds thought someone had been hurt and slightly less than
two thirds thought property had been broken. Participants were equally split
in recalling if anything had been stolen (9 yes; 9 no), although only 5 had
remembered the scene as a theft. This inconsistency relates to how schema
played a role in recall. As described in the section on culpability, several
participants mentioned a rationale for the fighting could be theft. In this way,
if the theft schema was selected to make sense of the video, then
participants would be likely to seek theft-related details in their recall whether
or not those details happened. It is how their minds made sense of the
video, therefore, 9 remember something being stolen, but the majority
considered the general scene to be a fight, a fight which their cultural
schema made them believe was motivated by theft. There was no clear
consensus on the location, but most thought it was either in town or in a
market. Categorizing a moving scene like this made it a difficult judgment.
However, there was a majority of the 14/18 that thought it took place in the
midday/afternoon. There was no clear idea about the number of bystanders
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or witnesses in the action. Estimates ranged widely from 2 to 100. Most
individuals did not recall seeing a weapon, but 2 did. No one recalled the
police coming; however, participant 26 mentions the involvement of the
police or authorities as imminent in both stage 1 and stage 3.
Participants’ narratives were not only interrupted by the categories and
closed questions, but by the mode of response-- they had to text in silence
or if they chose to speak, they did not have the reverberative narrative
structure to which they were accustomed. Recalling the video in this
isolated manner may have deprived the participants of an essential way of
fact-checking, sense-making, and processing the event for recall. During the
experiment with participant 3, four co-workers watched the video and looked
over his shoulder while completing stage 2b. There was a group effort on
some questions if he was too slow to read or respond. It was interesting to
note the open answers from Participant 3 relied very much on tone; when
spoken to the group there was nodding and a consensus, a shared
understanding that voice intonation can convey in the way a finger can point.
Participant 3 confirmed this method of clarification by responding to
Question 5 that he felt sure about his answer. For readers of the transcript
who cannot hear this reverberative interaction, this clarity was not captured
by the one word response to Question 2: dano// people or to Question 4:
lacoo // the guy. The closed questions accurately reflected the actions in the
video. There was no theft and the number of witnesses or bystanders was
accurately estimated. (As stated in Chapter 4, accuracy was not a part of the
analysis in this experiment. It is mentioned here only in relation to
downstream implications of data collection; if elements of this format disrupt
cultural communication norms leading to inaccuracy, then how can
aggregated results be trusted? Scrutinizing data collection methods is
imperative for policy-makers and other actors engaged in conflict
management.) When the preferred cultural communication methods for
clarification and measuring doubt (un)certainty were combined with those
already in the ICT, a more accurate scene depiction was generated (it was
no longer distorted based on the same frame measures). This is valuable
for future design purposes.
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6.10 Future Considerations
Because this experiment was a preliminary step, a novel experimental
method challenging long-held assumptions such as the ability to describe
the effect of culture in quantitative terms, the challenges and limitations
encountered during the endeavor have been carefully recorded. Reflecting
on these aspects was as valuable to the research that follows as the results
themselves. Many future considerations have been addressed in earlier
sections such as sampling choices, priming effects, researcher influence,
and speaking rather than writing answers. This section discusses these in
more detail as well as briefly mentioning a few others. This section is
methodologically oriented and the reflections here are meant as field notes
for future work. In Chapter 7, there is a reflection on future avenues for
research that considers the broader context of where the findings lead and
implications and opportunities this study’s results have opened for continued
investigation.
The effect of the researcher cannot be under-estimated or fully measured,
but several aspects of the experimental design address the bias it might
introduce. For instance, performing the experiment with both pairs of
participants (where there was less focus on the researcher as the outsider)
and individuals demonstrated that there was no difference in the outcome.
The pairs of participants (10 and 11, 14 and 15, and 16 and 17) took part in
the experiment simultaneously as well as having a small group of onlookers
who gathered during the data collection time of participants 14 and 15.
While I replayed the video, Participants 14 and 15 gave a running
commentary of the action in Acholi. (Occasionally, the video was replayed if
requested or if it had not played through smoothly due to internet
connectivity issues.) The Acholi language during the video was interpreted
as evidence that they were processing the event in Acholi and my presence
as an Anglophone researcher was not dominating. Having pairs (two Acholi
speakers and me, one English speaker) or permitting onlookers to gather
encouraged the participants to maintain Acholi language during stages 1 and
2 and not feel pressured to switch to English for my benefit. This is one of
the ways in which researcher effect was diminished. (The primary means
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was the cognitive focus of the experiment, a structural element discussed in
Chapter 4.)	
  
The variety in the scenarios the participants recalled was so surprising that I
wondered if they had truly all watched the same video. It would be
interesting to return to the original recordings and perform an acoustic
comparison for tonal indicators, patterns, etc., with more advanced technical
capabilities than this study had access to. Would that type of analysis,
rather than or in addition to a comparison of event conceptualizations,
highlight the integral tonal aspect described in the previous chapter? Such
analysis was beyond the technical capabilities of this research, but should
be considered for possible next phases.
Some minor aspects connected to memory and cognition are briefly
enumerated. This is a summary as most have been mentioned throughout
the discussion in Chapter 6:
1. Time was not recorded between stages and recalls. (Total time ranged
from 14-20 minutes.) While time is a focus of other purely cognitive
psychology experiments such as those concerned specifically with priming
and memory, it was not a focus of this study.
2. There was a spelling mistake on Question 5 discovered during the
transcription, post-data collection phase. And while other phrasing,
semantic, and lexical issues were raised by participants (see section:
Misunderstandings in Chapter 5), this error was not mentioned.
3. The collection setting was not consistent in that sometimes the
experiment was performed with an individual, at other times in pairs, and
occasionally with a group of onlookers. While it offered an opportunity to
observe various communication setting dynamics, it could be argued that
this muddied the results with another variable. An earlier experimental
design aimed to have only pairs and small groups in order to simulate a
more natural (real-world) communication setting and counter the isolation of
the mobile technology. This was discarded in order to increase participation
and because of the practicality that supervisors were releasing individuals
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during working hours, so they generally spoke with me one at a time to
minimize office disruption. While perhaps not ideally executed, the inclusion
of these mixed communication settings adds to the strength of the results in
the same way as the experimental design order of the stages priming the
participants to produce narratives that would disprove the hypothesis; a
group setting should have created the most optimal communication
environment for the ICT. As the results indicate, none of these methods
were sufficient to override the incongruence of the ICT’s event
conceptualization with that of the Acholi.
4. As many of the examples in this chapter illustrated and the full results
captured (see Appendix 1: The Full Experiment), several participants mixed
languages during stages or changed out of the specified language of
investigation altogether during one stage. This was perhaps because they
were more comfortable asking questions and making comments in English
to a native English-speaking researcher or it could be the result of the
presence of the ICT which is in line with the hypothesis of this study.
Language mixing is normal for fluent bilinguals (Pavlenko, 2007; Oni, 2011);
in terms of analysis, it creates a challenge to separate idiosyncratic
language from conceptual transfer instances. Every effort was made by the
researcher to move the participants back into Acholi speech during stages 1
and 2 if they spoke in English.
5. Related to the issue of researcher influence is the issue that the software
questions were designed and organized by a native English speaker (even
with native speaker assistance in translation). As discussed in the methods
sections and the results, this software, like others available, has a structure
and organization which offers a limited number of choices. The style of
questions; the emphasis on quantification which presumes any ambiguity in
how a participant might read or interpret the text would be canceled out
through aggregation; the conceptualization of how to describe events within
delineated categories; that was the format under investigation. In this way,
the word choice or fluency of the question writer was of lesser concern. One
central question in this study was: if the inherent, culturally-based logic of the
software insists on a certain flow and organization of information, could there
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be another way? Reflectively, my status as a native English speaker is
useful in the analysis, alerting me to elements in the Acholi narratives that
have transfer from English and vice versa. The proximity of the two
languages in Uganda naturally has given rise to sharing words and
concepts, so it may not be possible to know in the scope of this experiment if
the presence of a transferred element is part of the individual’s normal
speech pattern or had been triggered by the experimental environment.
However, the group’s results were the basis of the findings, not any
idiosyncratic language use.
One of the most important considerations for next-stage research would be
to repeat and extend this experiment allowing participants to design the
questions for the video as well as provide responses. That way, the rigidity
of the format is more clearly the variable rather than any ambiguity in the
wording of the questions or choice of questions themselves. Questions
would have been written, constructed, and conceptualized by Acholi
speakers largely removing the researcher influence on research design.
This activity could also be analyzed in the same manner for conceptual
transfer effects in the questions; the questions might have transfer effects
due to the participant’s immersion in the software environment. In order to
write the questions the participants would have to interact on a laptop or
desktop with the Kobo software which could also connect safely with the
mobile device. This was too difficult to arrange both in terms of expense and
research environment and is therefore a possible future study.
Repeating the experiment with another language or multiple languages
would be an important step as well. Returning to Jarvis and Pavlenko
(2007) who mapped out criteria for methodologically robust analyses, the
inclusion of another language group for comparison would add to the already
robust quality of this study.
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CHAPTER	
  7:	
  CONCLUSION	
  
	
  

7.1	
  Summary	
  
Beginning with the premise that there was a cultural bias in the technology
applied in conflict management contexts and it was affecting users, this
research is unlike previous studies that have investigated ‘if’ bias existed
and ‘what’ this aberration might look like. The previous field experience of
the researcher advanced the starting point of the research so that a new
question could be asked, ‘how is this bias affecting users?’ Because the
question changed, so did the methodology. This study has been the first to
utilize insights from cognitive psychology and linguistics (the field of
cognitive linguistics) in the analysis of computer-mediated communication.
This novel methodology generated results that were calibrated for use by
software engineers who can now potentially begin to pursue solutions to the
problem the research was designed to address. An experimental design
made a simple comparison of participants’ narratives recalling a scene from
a video that modelled a real-world report-making scenario. Members of the
Acholi region in northern Uganda recalled the video as a narrative spoken in
their first language via an ICT reading and writing in their first language, and
again in spoken English. The most notable difference about this
methodology was that it created a means to quantify the contribution of
culture as a variable. The resulting analysis supported the hypothesis that
the ICT was a disruptive element in narrative communication. The narratives
conveyed via the ICT were rarely the same as those conveyed in the
participants’ first language at a foundational level such as describing the
general nature of the event or who was involved. If foundational details are
disrupted by an ICT application, and then aggregated for policy-making
activities, this experiment throws considerable doubt onto how trustworthy
this type of data can be and how useful a tool ICT can be for activites such
as democratic participation, conflict management, and policy making without
cultural adaptation.
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This research has made contributions to the literature of information
technology studies (Sutherlin, 2013), technology ethics (Sutherlin, 2012),
communication studies (Sutherlin, 2015 forthcoming), and human and
computer interaction (Sutherlin, 2015 under review). It has developed a new
methodology in the field of cognitive linguistics and filled knowledge gaps
related to Acholi in both narrative study and comparative linguistics. The
final results of the experiment have vital implications for any practitioner or
policy-maker who relies wholly or in part on ICTs for data gathering in a
context outside of the US and Western Europe. Particularly in the critical
context of conflict management, when policy decisions can have such
intense consequences, the value of good information or reliable data from
the field is vital. An ICT tool that distorts information could be devastating.
The results of this study indicated, at the very least, for populations who
have significant challenges and who could benefit from information and
communication tools to address post-conflict governance issues, current
ICTs are not useful for many cultures distant to the culture of design.

7.2	
  Argument	
  
A real-world dilemma was addressed by this research with a two-fold
approach: first, to make clear that a problem existed by tracing its roots and
wider political implications; second, to describe the problem in a manner that
suggested a way forward for further research, calibrated for solutions. This
was achieved with a novel experimental design drawing from cognitive
linguistics yielding quantitative results. The questions pursued in this thesis,
generated from previous field experience and substantiated from a breadth
of literature sources, situate the contributions of this study within the
literature that bridges praxis and theory in peace and conflict studies-- a
dynamic, interdisciplinary field always concerned with the pragmatic costs
and realities for the human experience. It was with this attitude and purpose
that this research was approached.
The argument focused on three key points building a contextual foundation
from across several fields of literature ranging from business marketing to
psychology, from anthropology to linguistics. Further support came from the
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findings of the methodologically novel experiment developed for this study
adapted from work in cognitive linguistics. First, the discussion began with
the technology that exists today, software applications and their design
interfaces that have a western cultural origin. This origin inherently builds-in
a method for organizing information due to the culturally constructed
conceptualization of basic elements of information organization such as
categories. This is not necessarily a conscious process but it is a cognitive
process. Second, the mono-cultural origin impacts individuals’ engagement
with the technology in a substantive way. This has political implications both
in terms of a population’s ability to participate via the technology and for
policy-makers who use the results of the gathered data. This final point is
echoed throughout the argument-- there are immense and as yet
unaddressed implications in the current design of ICT applications used in
the context of conflict management. These implications are the result of the
power of the information collected with this technology, both for policymakers and the populations affected by conflict who contribute the
information at the outset. The ICT design creates an inherent imbalance for
democratic participation, informed policy engagement, economic
development, and information security. There are high stakes to investigate
a re-design of the current model in a manner that leads to a shift in design
process or alternative platforms.
The first chapter outlined the argument that addressed the practical nature of
the research. The first step was to define the observed phenomenon in
terms that demonstrated irrefutably to stakeholders that a problem existed.
In this case, this meant developing a means to demonstrate to software
engineers who design ICT and policy-makers who use ICT in conflict
management contexts that the technology tools that exist are insufficient to
perform the assigned tasks for many groups of users because of a cultural
bias. This explanation necessarily had to be supported with evidence in the
form of quantitative results in order to convince these two groups. As
Chapter 1 traced through several anecdotal examples that ranged from Big
Data to social media, stakeholders connected with ICT, such as developers
and policy-makers, reside in the realm of quantitative data. The
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stakeholders as well as the sphere of impact of this research (conflict
management context) informed the methodological choices in the use of an
experimental design. These choices were supported by deeper research
that traced the origins of current ICT tools in conflict management and wider
political implications for their increased use. The political dimension of ICT
production, the way in which power is connected to information control, also
drove methodological choices because the results have been described and
calibrated for further research and even design innovation. The results have
been described envisioning a next step with indigenous software design
which could shift the balance of power in terms of who controls information
management.
The argument focused on three key points: the origin of current ICTs, the
political impact of the mono-cultural design, and the power imbalance
described in terms of a cognitive in-group/the culture of design and outgroup/the culture of use. The term cognitive was immediately used as a lens
to highlight how a dimension that probes the organization of information and
communication in thought was a unique and powerful variable offering a
means of transforming ICT in a way that focusing on ‘language’ would not.
Language and culture are not interchangeable although they are
related. The field of cognitive linguistics which combines insights from
psychology and linguistics was applied as a methodology in order to be
more precise in the investigation and untangle the effect of culture from the
complexity of language production. Examining cognitive elements
manifested in language such as categorization, conceptualization, and
inference narrowed the scope of inquiry about bias in ICT from
‘communication’ or ‘language’ to very specific aspects-- culturally specific
aspects that point toward adaptation. Translation is not the answer. It does
not address the real-world dilemma observed in the field. Attention to
cognitive variability across cultures was an entirely new way to think about
ICT design that will redraw the lines of information control.
The current model of ICT has been frozen in an out-moded model developed
for humanitarian aid communication and crisis information management.
Frequently developed under time pressure and with limited resources, these
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crisis-oriented ICT tools recycled software and relied on basic SMS function
phones because those were the limitations of the design process during a
crisis. The resultant technology driven by SMS was text-focused and
trapped users into communicating in European languages and the Western
cognitive models underlying those languages. These tools served the
international humanitarian aid community well. They were successful in their
task of crisis management; however, when the tasks of the ICT were
expanded to include conflict management tasks, such as election
monitoring, human rights policy-making, and community needs assessments
(local governance), there were two vital design changes that did not occur.
First, the users would be more domestic or local actors for long-term conflict
management and governance rather than external actors (such as aid
organizations who arrive during a crisis). Second, the task would no longer
be immediate crisis-oriented action which may or may not involve local
actors depending on the extent of the crisis (if local emergency services are
disrupted in an earthquake or mudslide, the actors may be predominantly
external), but complex policy-making activities essentially integrated with the
local population. Current ICT tools in the field of conflict management have
not integrated these two design changes and continue to recycle tools which
are better suited to the original task and user set.
Chapter 2 traced this path of origin as well as the political and economic
pressure to maintain this status quo. Described as a form of imperialism,
mono-cultural ICT tools continue to be produced supported by shallow
Habermasian notions of providing a platform for the free flow of democratic
participation—a strategy known as openness. There has been a false
parallel built around the idea that if technology creates space for the open
flow of information, open access to communication, then these key
ingredients will lead to an open democratic system according to the logic of
openness proponents, these same ICT stakeholders and producers. But as
this research has demonstrated, information does not flow openly as much
as it becomes distorted, and not all users enjoy the same level of access
because of the ICT design. These same designs are encouraged by
business and backed by Western governments who profit from maintaining
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this mode of information and communication management. Businesses
profit by extending their pool of consumers just as governments gain by
expanding their sphere of information gathering possibilities. Both are
interested in maintaining and propagating the current ICT application
formats. They have been largely successful as it seems new user groups
are not designing technology platforms for their own domestic markets
unless backed by external funding, but mainly designing for export. What
they design maintains the status quo in terms of format. It remains the same
ICT application recognizable in its interface textboxes, icons, and category
tick boxes the world over. In Chapter 2, the power dynamics underlying the
production of ICT were transposed from a conventional imperialist dichotomy
between controlling and consuming cultures, and instead described in terms
of a cognitive in-group (the ICT producing culture) and a cognitive out-group
(users distant to the producing culture). Rather than a Western and nonWestern dichotomization, the emphasis of the argument continued to trace
the cognitive dimension and its unique role in information and
communication management-- information being the modern measure of
power. The cognitive dimension is unlike language. It is more primary
because thought is foundational to language.
In order to understand the perspective of the producers and the new groups
of users, several questions were pursued: ‘Are the producers truly so
different from the new users?’ ‘In what ways are the ICT tools inadequate
for the new users?’ ‘What are the new users’ communication needs?’ ‘What
are their task intentions?’ Chapter 3 emphasized the cognitive dimension
even more as the key to unlocking these questions. Although certainly as
Lakoff qualifies, we all have our own idiosyncratic ways of expressing
ourselves which may never be captured by ICT. It is merely a tool, an aid in
performing a task:
Human beings do not function with internally consistent, monolithic
conceptual systems. Each of us has many ways of making sense of
experience, especially of those domains of experience that do not
come with a clearly delineated preconceptual structure of their own,
such as the domains of emotion and thought. (1987, p. 305)
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Divided in two sections, Chapter 3 described information and communication
technology design with respect to culture from each group’s perspective-the producers and the users. Section One gave examples from the
producer/developer perspective of different ways that ICT is designed with
respect to integrating ‘the user,’ concluding that the user was without
dimension or agency to motivate much variability in the technology design.
Section Two looked at the new user groups, users who are distant to the
culture of design. There was a focus on orality as a common element
among many of the cultures who are joining the global mass of technology
users. Orality was contrasted with chirographic culture because of the effect
writing has on cognition. In this way, it presented as a prime marker of
cultural variation that would be unsupported by the current ICT and yet
observable through experimentation. The exemplar case study of Acholi
from northern Uganda was described to give a baseline for the subsequent
cognitive linguistic analysis. Beyond orality, cognitive activities such as
categorization, conceptualization of identity, place, time, and culpability were
discussed as culturally variable between the producer culture of the US and
the exemplar user culture of Acholi. These variations in conceptualization
were manifested through narrative structures such as tone and phrase
sequence which are culturally rooted communication elements.
Because there are over 6800 languages spoken on the planet, this study did
not argue that a new and different ICT should be developed for each. That
is why investigation of language was rejected as too general, not possible to
operationalize, and not practical. The methodology concentrated on
cognitive elements connected to culture that are manifested in language. By
connecting to the cognitive, any identified variables have application across
several related languages that operate with similar information organization
systems, i.e., methods of inference, categorization, event conceptualization,
etc. This is both operationally and implementationally viable. One of the
most notable variations at the cognitive level was between oral and
chirographic cultures. Focusing on orality and aspects of memory stemming
from the strong connection to sound was a fruitful path of investigation.
Predominantly oral languages are the majority among languages in the
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world as well as the group of languages that are considered to be ‘emerging’
for users of mobile and internet technology. The stress on ‘emerging’ is
purposeful in that it overlaps with these users also experiencing an emergent
bias in the technology due to their cultural distance to the producing culture
of the technology. These terms hint at a lack of agency in the control these
cultures have over information, their own information, in the current
technology environment. Their perceived nascent or perpetually less mature
state is not seen as a producing culture, an information and technology
power. How would this change if ICT became culturally variable?
The methodology was one of the contributions of this study. It was an
adaption of previous experiments, but the application of this type of
experiment from the field of cognitive linguistics was a unique approach for
understanding computer-mediated communication. The strength of adapting
previous experiments is that the results of this study can be strongly linked
to the conclusions of those studies. This research followed the scientific
method, structuring an experiment to investigate an independent variable.
This involved a combination of synthesizing previous studies to eliminate
other possible variables and creating an experimental model for observing
the desired phenomenon. Chapter 4 explained the method and
methodology used to investigate the research question of how cultural bias
manifested in ICT. Study participants watched a brief YouTube video and
then described what they saw in three narrative stages: first in their local
language Acholi, then with a mobile device via an ICT application reading
and writing in Acholi, and finally in English orally. These three versions were
compared and analyzed with quantitative measures as well as conceptual
frame analysis. Twenty-nine participants performed the experiment and
were broken into two groups: one group submitted an ICT narrative with an
SMS-based mobile application while the second group used a smart app
version. The two types of ICT application highlighted cognitive elements
such as categorization and event frame conceptualization. The smart app
version yielded fundamentally different narratives in terms of the general
scene, the main actors, and the level of (un)certainty the participants
expressed about their recall. Imagine receiving one of these reports as a
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police officer. While the first narrative account in oral Acholi may have
described with a low amount of certainty that a fight occurred among a nonspecific group, the version conveyed via smart app ICT described a wholly
different scenario. According to that information, it could appear as though
immediate action was needed because doubt was stripped away and a
single specific perpetrator was identified. A crime was committed in the ICT
version. The story changed. Is this the type of report that leads to increased
police presence at a polling station? Or the perception of a threat when
there is none? Or fundraising for an ICT-constructed category of problem
that has been created by the narrative structure of the interface and the
software rather than the individuals giving the reports? Imagine this sort of
unreliable narrative version on an aggregated scale, the scale from which
policy-makers wish to collect information from large groups and harness Big
Data-- the information being collected may be corrupted from the start due to
the emergent bias in the ICT format.

7.3	
  Implications	
  Going	
  Forward	
  for	
  the	
  Myth	
  of	
  the	
  Universal	
  User	
  
The argument trajectory of this thesis took an ever-narrowing focus toward
the fine-grained quantifications in the analysis and discussion of frame-level
event conceptualization. This section steps back from technical analysis and
returns to the broader context described in the first chapter, the practical
environment of use that initially prompted the investigation. This section
connects the results of this study, the shattered myth of the universal user in
ICT design, to current events impacting the field of conflict management.
The users outside of the culture of design have been impacted by the
perpetuation of this myth through continued disenfranchisement from the
design of information and communication management tools connected to
policy-making and governance. The results of this study were a preliminary
step toward changing that role.
This section reflects on how the results have a practical impact in the field by
projecting the results into current scenarios of ICT use. Much as Chapter 1:
Context and Implications pulled examples from media headlines, this section
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examines the views of leading policy-makers who dominate the discussion
on ICT’s value within conflict management contexts.
The ICT tools used today are often mobile applications for use in the field.
They were developed for use in crisis contexts, such as an earthquake,
flood, or unexpected outbreak of violence during an election. Now, the
software platforms have been adapted with problematic side-effects for new
tasks that are less related to a crisis where an aid agency must intervene
and more related to governance such as election monitoring, on-going
human rights action reports, and taking needs-assessments polls for postconflict policy-making. The problem with the increased mediating influence
of ICT for domestic policy-making was that it disenfranchised the very
population it purported to serve. The software applications and the interface
through which information was input (the text space) had an inherent monocultural bias because of their origins; they were designed to serve an
external actor such as an international (Western) aid agency, and had not
been adapted to the communication and information needs of other
populations. The very design of the ICT diminished its participatory power in
cultures outside of the culture of design because, as this study
demonstrated, cultures vary quite widely in the ways in which they organize
information and in their communication preferences-- most significantly
between cultures that predominantly write and organize information around
writing (the cultures that have designed the current ICTs) and those that
prefer oral communication as well as information management connected to
orality (such as the culture of this study, Acholi).
This case study in the Acholi region of northern Uganda presented strong
but necessarily limited findings focused on a small sample of one linguistic
and cultural group. This section connects those findings back to the broader
context of use-- ICT applications in conflict management policy-making.
This case study was not a large enough sample to make sweeping societallevel claims, but the results fully supported the hypothesis that a narrative
distortion existed when narratives were conveyed via ICT and that cultural
distance was a factor. The robust nature of the results was amplified
beyond the small sample size because it connected methodologically to
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similar studies. The results were significant enough to call into question
much of what has been assumed about the efficacy of ICT and participatory
governance and the use of these tools for policy-makers. There is a great
deal of research to be done around this topic. This study was a jumping off
point, mapping out a way forward for developers and researchers.
The results of this study could have immediate and specific regional impact.
The Acholi region of northern Uganda borders on and is culturally and
linguistically linked to South Sudan and Eastern Congo, both areas of
intense ongoing, seemingly intractable conflicts with numerous stakeholders
involved in post-conflict reconstruction and governance projects hinging on
data collected with ICT tools. There are numerous NGO staff and
researchers engaged with mobile ICT projects that have aims of mapping,
polling, and gathering data for policy-making. This research could provide a
path to integrating local populations in those endeavors at a new level who
could take the lead in the design of the ICT tools. With critical reflection on
the needs of local users and the tasks an ICT can reasonably assist with, the
results of this study are the building blocks for indigenous software
developers to innovate around Acholi from a cognitive perspective. ICT
solutions would have the potential to empower local populations in
controlling their own narratives, their own information, and steering policy in
an environment dominated by external actors. While ICT is not a solution in
and of itself, as a tool, an appropriately designed tool, it can become a useful
aid in whatever discrete task it is assigned-- in this context, policy-making for
conflict management.
Stakeholders engaged in the strategic use of ICT treat the technology more
or less as a means in and of itself for governance and policy-making in the
context of conflict. This research offers the means to interrupt this
problematic approach by presenting a new design consideration for future
ICT that could shift the participatory nature of the tools. An example of this
problematic position on the use of ICT was described by several influential
tech architects in a new book, Bits and Atoms: Information and
Communication Technology in Areas of Limited Statehood (2014) edited by
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Steven Livingston and Gregor Walter-Drop. Among the contributing authors
were Patrick Meier, the developer of Ushahidi (the SMS platform relied on by
branches of the UN and US government), as well as experts from the
humanitarian development sector such as Dr. Sharath Srinivasan, Director
of the Centre of Governance and Human Rights (CGHR) at the University of
Cambridge. The premise of the authors was that ICT tools offered the
populations in regions of institutional instability an opportunity for an
alternative governance modality. Their term invites more questions than it
answers. Alternative to what exactly?
Citing examples from the slums of Kibera, Kenya as well as community-level
studies in India and Russia, the authors argued that in the absence of
central government structures (areas of weak or limited state government),
local civil society groups could collaborate with NGOs through the help of
ICT tools. It was noted by the authors that this collective endeavor included
financing and partnership from international NGOs who supply the ICT tools.
From the perspective of the humanitarian or development organization
network, it may seem perfectly reasonable to empower local communities
and civil society groups to cooperate in order to address their own basic
needs in regions where the state is unable to provide services. Certainly,
communities should organize or utilize whatever means they find in order to
address the challenging issues they face; however, the authors have not
been entirely honest in their assessment of 'locally empowering' when they
described the use of ICT in these projects. Mobile technology has emerged
as a resource that humanitarian development experts are thinking creatively
about in order tackle issues such as education, health, and policing, and
community-level projects play a vital role in addressing many serious social
and political issues. The rapid influx of mobile phones and of information
and communication technology more generally, has presented new
opportunities to include governance solutions among these projects;
however, there may be a few extra strings attached. Projects which employ
these new technologies have presented, it seems, an avenue to usurp
control of small patches of sovereign territory with silent, data-driven
incursions.
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In the examples the authors cite from Kenya, India, and Russia, where did
the policy directives come from in the ICT-based projects? Is there a
European or American financed project that has essentially invaded a small
corner of what the authors define as a ‘weak state’ that was unable to
protest, all via mobile device? Did it escape their notice that Kenya and
India have held elections in 2013 and 2014 respectively? Are the authors
proposing an alternative governance modality to the democratically elected
one already in place? And where does the data go? Who controls it, has
access to it, and can leverage policy decisions from it? Extrapolating from
the findings of this research strongly suggests answers to these questions.
It supports the conclusion that ICT tools are not meeting the needs of users
distant to the culture of design. The information collected becomes
distorted; therefore, it is not reflecting the intended narratives of individuals
in these contexts. The means of organizing information within applications
for later reference (such as categorization and connections drawn from
inferences) is culturally rooted, and thus connected to the culture of design’s
method of information management. These alternative governance
modalities have not been designed with local populations as the end-users;
these ICTs meet the cultural communication preferences and information
management concepts of the culture of design who are external actors.
One particular type of project that is becoming more prevalent is mappingfocused applications that utilize data collected from unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs) for the purpose of humanitarian response planning.
Individuals who contribute data with UAVs (UAviators) have developed a
code of conduct available online (The Humanitarian UAV Network, 2014)51,
but as this research has stressed, the question remains about who controls
the data if the ICT tools for organizing the information are inherently biased
toward the culture of design? The insights and results of this research have
brought to light the limitations and cultural bias of mapping. The growing
relevance of this technology comes from its control over the organizing
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An implication of the ‘weak state’ definition is the dissolution of two points of the code: “Respect all federal,
state and local laws with respect to UAVs,“ and “Engage local communities when possible to ensure they are
aware of UAV flights and to provide an avenue for learning. Seek local partnerships to ensure UAV projects are
relevant and appropriate. Train local partners and communities on how to use/fly UAVs.“
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concepts in the ICT tools. For instance, if an individual makes a report about
violence during an election, how can that report be stored, organized for
future use, compared with other reports, etc.? By the individual’s name? By
the category of incident? By the location of the incident? More and more it
is the location that is structuring the hierarchy of information management as
mapping ICTs saturate the field for use in conflict contexts. This method of
conceptualizing information has a direct effect on the populations who
provide the data because it is an imposed and distorting conceptualization.
The results of this research demonstrated the Acholi conceptualization was
one of the most challenging to capture as a concrete frame, did not play a
significant or frequent role in the event conceptualization, and displayed
considerable differences to the English conceptualization (see Chapter 6:
location, location, location.)
The images UAviators provide are meant to enable humanitarian crisis
responders to more efficiently get to know ‘the lay of the land’ when called to
work. Who could argue with technology that improves humanitarian
missions and potentially saves lives? This was the original purpose of ICTs
such as Ushahidi-- crisis response-- described in Chapter 2. However, as
this thesis argued, the design process which repurposed crisis response ICT
tools as local governance tools failed to incorporate the parameters of the
new task and new users. How did these projects transform from responding
to crisis (as external actors) to inserting into the fabric, the airspace, of weak
states in an on-going capacity (through local partnerships) with the stated
aim of preparedness? The assertion that mapping projects seem to
empower the culture of design more than the local population is that, for
example, in the region of fieldwork for this study the Acholi language had no
word for map. This was true for the surrounding languages ranging into
Ethiopia, Kenya, and South Sudan. Chapter 3 and 6 discussed the concept
of mapping and location conceptualization outside the culture of design.
Mapping projects are serving the interests of the culture of design not those
of the populations inside the mapped regions. And the nagging question
remains, what happens to the data? If the local populations do not
conceptualize space in terms of maps as produced by these ICT tools, will
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they be invested in managing that information and leveraging it for policymaking? Does it become information capital for any external actor with an
interest in strategic planning for the mapped region? These are critical
questions about information control, access, and policy-making that the
populations living within these contexts-- the data donors—are
disenfranchised from addressing because the discussion is dominated by
information that is fundamentally biased at a conceptual level. ICT tools that
reflect cultural variability in communication and information management
preferences will increase the potential to engage in the traffic of information
power.
The results of this study demonstrated that ICT tools designed in a monocultural manner, for example the applications leveraging UAV data, are
designed to meet the information management preferences of users in the
culture of design while having poor success at meeting the information
management preference within the culture of use. The cultural
communication preferences of users in Kibera, Kenya or the slums of India
or Russia have not been taken into account because the end users are still
seen as being members of the culture of design; the end users are
producers, stakeholders who control the information flow.
At the moment ICT tools are inherently external and foreign objects in the
context of this research. Indigenous ICT simply does not exist yet, and the
means to develop it might, to incorporate the cultural nuance of information
and communication preferences from Kibera or the Acholi community in
Gulu, but these design techniques are not being used in the humanitarian
ICT field. The focus is mistakenly on simplicity, assuming that streamlining
applications will overcome literacy issues or even cultural barriers. This
approach compounds the problem. What Western designers understand as
the most logical, simple, or intuitive design inherently expresses their
conceptualization of how information should be organized and how it
connects. The ways in which information can be connected and organized
at a conceptual level is by no means universal, particularly if you take into
account differences between more predominantly oral and chirographic
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cultures. By emphasizing streamlining in the design, the conceptualizations
and communication preferences of the culture of design are distilled to their
most essential parts and become even more of a distorting conceptual force
to the information and communication intentions of users outside the culture
of design. The current interface and information design empowers Western
users not the users described in these ‘weak state’ contexts. By
capacitating local groups with ICT, Livingston and Walter-Drop (2014) are
describing a situation for linking up new populations to a vast data network
through NGO cooperation and partnership projects. If the populations in
these contexts are not the end users of the gathered information, then they
are potential sources of information and points of leverage (perhaps for
Western policy makers, perhaps for commercial enterprise). ICT which
captures information in ways useful to non-Western users, ICT that functions
as a tool, a potential policy-making aid or technological advancement
outside the Western concept has not been fully realized; therefore, what
does exist is only useful or empowering to the group that designed it, that
released it in the field, that is writing about its vast potential because that
potential will be for them.
These tools will only become empowering for more people, become better
tools if designers are driven to improve them-- this is an area where there is
an enormous opportunity to develop new tools for new groups of users
(staggeringly large groups of new users) that can approach local governance
or any number of issues from a non-Western conceptualization. This would
be a total departure from the humanitarian crisis responder-user and task
model and an embrace of the indigenous user and his/her information and
communication preferences. It could lead to a much more successful
tool. This culturally-based ICT development is certainly on the horizon and
the results of this study are a preliminary contribution.
An example of the integration of the results of this study with mapping ICT
would be to synthesize aspects of the methodology (such as computer
algorithms) of Chengyang et al. (2009) who attempted to improve access to
mapping applications by recalibrating the search function to respond to
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spatial referents in terms of frames and schema (in English) rather than
simply a ‘search term.’ They conceived of spatial referents in terms of
subject-object-predicate or schema thus adding a pre-language or cognitive
element to their ICT design for searching a crime database in Texas. They
found that the cognitive approach to the variable improved the functionality
of their tool over Google. The results of this study, a quantitative description
of Acholi framing and schema, would directly connect with the results of
Chengyang et al. (2009) by stepping far outside the subject-object-predicate
conceptualization; however, the potential to re-organize ICT tools around a
new cognitive variable for cultural communication preferences is waiting to
be realized.

7.4	
  Future	
  Research	
  
In addition to projecting how the study’s results could impact projects such
as those which propose an alternative governance modality or incorporate
data from UAVs, the novel descriptive capacity of cognitive linguistics
presents a means to build on the recent work of Costa et al. (2014) that
touched on moral decision-making. These researchers asserted that
morality was language dependent by posing two hypothetical questions to
study participants in written format in their native languages and in English.
(English/Spanish (N = 112) in the US, Korean/English (N = 80) in Korea,
English/French (N = 107) in France, and Spanish or English/Hebrew (N =
18) in Israel.) Their findings indicated a marked difference in how
participants responded based on language, a difference which they
attributed to the more emotional connection to their first language.
Should you sacrifice one man to save five? Whatever your answer, it
should not depend on whether you were asked the question in your
native language or a foreign tongue so long as you understood the
problem. And yet here we report evidence that people using a foreign
language make substantially more utilitarian decisions when faced
with such moral dilemmas. We argue that this stems from the reduced
emotional response elicited by the foreign language, consequently
reducing the impact of intuitive emotional concerns. In general, we
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suggest that the increased psychological distance of using a foreign
language induces utilitarianism. (Costa et al., 2014, abstract)
In light of these findings, consider if the study was conducted via ICT? Or if
this was not merely a study, but a policy-making tool for crucial conflict
management decisions? The cultural cognitive shift precipitated by the
current mono-cultural ICT design might also be moral decision-making. This
would be a valuable avenue of research to pursue. Costa et al. did not
consider orality or any languages from the region of this study. In the
second of two experiments, they focused on groups of Spanish and Englishspeakers exclusively to rule out fluency and cultural variation as possible
explanations for the findings of the first experiment.
A second alternative explanation [the first was low bilingual fluency]
assumes that people might be more utilitarian not because of the
language per-se but because of cultural norms. For example,
Spanish-speaking societies tend to be more collectivistic than English
speaking societies. (Hofstede, 1984; Goodwin, 2000) If using Spanish
primes such norms, it could lead one to prefer the common good over
the rights of individuals. This could have led participants in
Experiment 1 who used Spanish as a foreign language to push the
man to his death more, not because of the foreign-ness of the
language but because of its associated norms.(ibid, experiment 2)
While the researchers draw from cultural dimension research, they did not
consider cultural distance as a factor in their study. For instance, they assert
Spanish culture is ‘more collectivistic,’ but do not say by how much. And
can the Hofstede (1980) national-level dimensions be applied to this
sample? The researchers also rely on psychology and linguistics literature
that has been challenged by Evans and Levinson (2009) to be highly
Eurocentric; it is likely that their results would shift if the experiment was
repeated across a wider range of cultures or there was a more explicit
integration of culture as a variable (either as cultural distance or as this
research has demonstrated by looking beyond language at cognitive level
variations.)
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This research was developed to address a problem observed in the field of
conflict management-- the use of information and communication technology
that disenfranchised local populations from policy-making due to an inherent
cultural bias in the design of the software. From a pragmatic perspective,
observations concerning the efficacy of ICTs used for gathering narratives
from conflict-affected populations which are aggregated and analyzed for
use in policy-making formed the foundation of the questions asked in this
study. Situating the problem within a political sphere, questions such as,
‘where did the technology come from?’ and ‘who controlled the data?’
informed the arguments. By exploring the genesis of the ICT tools, the
design process of the producers, and the communication preferences and
information organization concepts within an exemplar of one new user group
(the Acholi), a hypothesis was tested in a case study to determine, ‘how did
the bias manifest?’ The results illustrated that the bias manifested in
distorted narratives observed as conceptual frame-level disruptions.
Information and communication technology is used increasingly in the field
of peacebuilding as an aid in governance and in the field of conflict
management to gather the data that informs policy-making. Large numbers
of narratives are collected with mobile ICT applications from individuals on
the ground in conflict contexts. These narratives often take the technological
form of reports, such as when an individual witnesses election fraud or a
human rights violation. The ICT tools gather and aggregate narratives as
data to inform policy-making in these conflict contexts, but the interface
design, software application, and platform are part of an architecture that
has not integrated cultural communication preferences as a variable in
design. The culture of design has inherently imposed its own cultural
communication preferences through ICT design and this has implications for
cultures outside or distant to the culture of design. The mono-cultural
character of ICT tools used in the context of conflict management was the
result of political pressure from stakeholders involved in production but
mainly the result of its origins as a tool used in humanitarian crisis response.
ICT tools have been designed to increase the ability of researchers and
practitioners to go into the field and gather information from thousands of
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individuals instead of thirty. This has been marvellous for expanding our
capacity for knowledge building and polling and participatory governance,
but only if the technology is good. What makes it good? If it is useful, that
is, if it assists the user in doing a task he or she was already doing, makes
that task simpler, faster, easier. However, if instead the technology brings
the user speedily to the wrong results, or disenfranchises the intended
users, then what good is it?
The problem comes from the fact that the tools being used now were built to
capture Western narratives (or logical constructs, conceptualizations of
events) and communicate among predominantly Western NGO staff after
disasters. These same tools have been only slightly modified and then
redeployed for conflict use, such as post-reconstruction governance surveys,
violence reports for election monitoring, etc., all the while not recognizing the
new local users have different needs. Enabling an ICT that does not feel
foreign, that intuitively feels as though it can capture and convey an Acholi
conceptualization of an event (or a Yoruba concept or an Ifaluk one, etc.)
could be the key to shifting control of information for policy-making and
disengaging from externally mandated solutions. This research is an initial
step in developing ICT with cultural variation on a conceptual level. The next
step involves testing many more languages and the software developers
from cultures that want to leverage these results-- shifting the culture of
design will ultimately destroy the myth of the universal user.
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Appendix	
  1:	
  The	
  Full	
  Experiment	
  
	
  
Participant 1
Stage 1: Atye ka neno dano lacoo ka goyo moni
lawote. Lweny. Aneno ka tye ka lweny ento atye ka
nen calo gutimo.// I am seeing people a guy hitting a
guy. A fight. I see there is fighting but I am seeing
maybe they have happened.
Stage 3: I see a man beating his friend although, it
looks like it’s like uh the friend has not done anything,
just see fights taking place.
Stage 2b:
1. Ineno_____? mony, kwo, laro lok // You saw____?
Fight, theft, argument
Kwo// theft
2. Ingeyo nining?// How do you know?
Pyen. Gnat ma tinsel ka goyoneni pe. pe dwogo
adong ne
[P1 tried to text answer but autocorrect for English
changed answer52 and we moved on because of
time. Intended answer transcribed from audio]
Pyen ngat ma ki bedo ka goyo ne ni pe dwoko
adong.// Because the person who being beaten
does not return the blows.
3. Dano adi ma obedo iye? 2, 3-4, pol kato 4 // How
many people were there?
2
4. Nga ma obedo lamony dano? // Which person was
the attacker?
Laco ma primitive bongo ma bulu // The guy
[wearing] blue
5. Cwinyi tek i kom lamgam eni? Cwinya tek adida,
cwinya tek, cwinya pe tek tutwal// Do you feel sure
about this answer? I feel very sure, I feel sure, I do
not feel sure at all
Tek adida// very sure
6. Ngat mo owane? Eyo/ku// Did anyone get hurt?
Yes/no
ku
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
52

While the application was set for Acholi language and auto-correct for English was turned off on the device, the software
included predictive typing so the application had to ‘learn’ Acholi. Common words were gradually added to its predictive
capacity during the course of the experiment. Later participants had the benefit of earlier participants’ patient retyping.
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7. Jami pa ngat mo bale? Eyo/ku? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get broken?
ku
8. Jami pa ngat mo ki kwalo? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get stolen?
ku
9. Gin man otime ki kwene? i yoo, i cuk, i town, pe
angeyo // These things happened where? In the
street, in a market, in town, unknown
i cuk
10. Otime i cawa adi? i odiko, i idyecing, i otyeno // At
what time? Morning, afternoon, evening
i dyecing
11. Locaden obedo tye, I videyo? (Bik wel dano 0100) // Were there witnesses, in the video?
(estimate the number of people 0-100)
30
12. Ngat mo obedo ki jami lweny? Eyo/ku // Did
anyone have a weapon?
ku
13. Abili obino i lok man? Eyo/ku // Did the police
come?
ku
	
  
Participant 2
Stage1: Aneno ki tii miyo slap ki dano ki tye ka dongo
lem dano. Dano obedo ka lweny.//I saw they are
giving people slaps and they are slapping people’s
cheeks. People were fighting.
Stage2a: cano obedo ka lweng// People were fighting.
Stage3: There were people fighting
Participant 3
Stage 1: Aneno lweny i kom lacoo mo. // I saw a fight
around some guy.
Stage 2b:
1. Ineno_____? mony, kwo, laro lok// You
saw____? Fight, theft, argument
Laro lok
2. Ingeyo nining? //How do you know?
Daa // people [?]
3. Dano adi ma obedo iye? 2, 3-4, pol kato 4 //
How many people were there?
4+
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4. Nga ma obedo lamony dano? Which person
was the attacker?
Lacoo// man
5. Cwinyi tek i kom lamgam eni? Cwinya tek
adida, cwinya tek, cwinya pe tek tutwal// Do you
feel sure about this answer?
Cwinya tek //I feel sure
6. Ngat mo owane? Eyo/ku // Did anyone get
hurt? Yes/no
ku
7. Jami pa ngat mo bale? Eyo/ku? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get broken?
ku
8. Jami pa ngat mo ki kwalo? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get stolen?
ku
9. Gin man otime ki kwene? i yoo, i cuk, i town, pe
angeyo // These things happened where? In the
street, in a market, in town, unknown
i town
10. Otime i cawa adi? i odiko, i idyecing, i otyeno //
At what time? Morning, afternoon, evening
i otyeno
11. Locaden obedo tye, I videyo? (Bik wel dano 0100) // Were there witnesses, in the video?
(estimate the number of people 0-100)
15
12. Ngat mo obedo ki jami lweny? Eyo/ku // Did
anyone have a weapon?
ku
13. Abili obino i lok man? Eyo/ku // Did the police
come?
ku
Stage 3: omitted due to researcher error
Participant 4
Stage 1: Gubedo ka lweny.//They were
fighting.[switched immediately to English]
Stage3: They are fighting. Why… but I was not getting
what they are saying… because this is Southern
Sudan?
Stage 2b:
1. Ineno_____? mony, kwo, laro lok// You
saw____? Fight, theft, argument
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mony
2. Ingeyo nining? //How do you know?
[GBS: why did you choose mony?] audio: I’ve
seen what they were fighting for, but I cannot
get the words, the language. They were
quarreling but what they were quarreling for
don’t understand
3. Dano adi ma obedo iye? 2, 3-4, pol kato 4 //
How many people were there?
3-4
4. Nga ma obedo lamony dano? Which person
was the attacker?
Audio: I don’t know who is that one, but it
seemed like the customer to the bus over
there going somewhere now the customer
started fighting to the conductor or what I don’t
understand
5. Cwinyi tek i kom lamgam eni? Cwinya tek
adida, cwinya tek, cwinya pe tek tutwal// Do you
feel sure about this answer?
Cwinya pe tek tutwal //I don’t feel sure at all
6. Ngat mo owane? Eyo/ku // Did anyone get
hurt? Yes/no
ku
7. Jami pa ngat mo bale? Eyo/ku? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get broken?
ku
8. Jami pa ngat mo ki kwalo? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get stolen?
ku
9. Gin man otime ki kwene? i yoo, i cuk, i town, pe
angeyo // These things happened where? In the
street, in a market, in town, unknown
i town
10. Otime i cawa adi? i odiko, i idyecing, i otyeno //
At what time? Morning, afternoon, evening
i dyecing
11. Locaden obedo tye, I videyo? (Bik wel dano 0100) // Were there witnesses, in the video?
(estimate the number of people 0-100)
5
12. Ngat mo obedo ki jami lweny? Eyo/ku // Did
anyone have a weapon?
ku
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Participant 4
had
personal
connection
to S. Sudan
making the
scaffolding
of the
schema
visible in this
example.	
  

13. Abili obino i lok man? Eyo/ku // Did the police
come?
ku
Participant 5
Stage 1: omitted due to researcher error
Stage 3: Should I speak it in English? [GBS: yeah ok,
kare me acel English//first time] Because through
those videos there must be something wrong between
the man and the woman. [GBS: between the man and
the woman?] Yeah. [GBS:Ok] They was in the trading
or market, in the market, probably the woman has lost
all the property of his her husband, and they were just
fighting between (inaudible).
Stage 2b:
1. Ineno_____? mony, kwo, laro lok// You
saw____? Fight, theft, argument
Laro lok
2. Ingeyo nining? //How do you know?
Audio: me copo peko//just to solve problems
3. Dano adi ma obedo iye? 2, 3-4, pol kato 4 //
How many people were there?
4+
4. Nga ma obedo lamony dano? Which person
was the attacker?
Audio: Dano ma labal// the person who is the
trouble causer
5. Cwinyi tek i kom lamgam eni? Cwinya tek
adida, cwinya tek, cwinya pe tek tutwal// Do you
feel sure about this answer?
Cwinya tek adida //I feel very sure
6. Ngat mo owane? Eyo/ku // Did anyone get
hurt? Yes/no
ku
7. Jami pa ngat mo bale? Eyo/ku? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get broken?
eyo
8. Jami pa ngat mo ki kwalo? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get stolen?
ku
9. Gin man otime ki kwene? i yoo, i cuk, i town, pe
angeyo // These things happened where? In the
street, in a market, in town, unknown
i cuk
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10. Otime i cawa adi? i odiko, i idyecing, i otyeno //
At what time? Morning, afternoon, evening
i otyeno
11. Locaden obedo tye, I videyo? (Bik wel dano 0100) // Were there witnesses, in the video?
(estimate the number of people 0-100)
100
12. Ngat mo obedo ki jami lweny? Eyo/ku // Did
anyone have a weapon?
ku
13. Abili obino i lok man? Eyo/ku // Did the police
come?
ku
Participant 6
Stage1: Dano tye ka lweny. Aneno dano tye ka
lweny.//People are fighting. I saw people are fighting.
[answered in English, equivalent stage 3] I saw them
fighting. I saw people fighting.
Stage 2a: Aneno dano tye ka lweny.// I saw people
are fighting [Gubedo ka lweny.// They were fighting;
spoken after technical difficulties typed by
researcher]
Stage 2b [both mobile tracks followed]:
1. Ineno_____? mony, kwo, laro lok// You
saw____? Fight, theft, argument
kwo
2. Ingeyo nining? //How do you know?
Audio: Pien ngat acel obedo pe// Because one
guy wasn’t there
3. Dano adi ma obedo iye? 2, 3-4, pol kato 4 //
How many people were there?
4+
4. Nga ma obedo lamony dano? Which person
was the attacker?
Audio: Lakwo// thief
5. Cwinyi tek i kom lamgam eni? Cwinya tek
adida, cwinya tek, cwinya pe tek tutwal// Do you
feel sure about this answer?
Cwinya tek// I feel sure
6. Ngat mo owane? Eyo/ku // Did anyone get
hurt? Yes/no
eyo
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Both stage
2a and 2b
were
performed
by this
participant.
Stage 2b
still shifts
the general
scene and
main actors.

7. Jami pa ngat mo bale? Eyo/ku? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get broken?
eyo
8. Jami pa ngat mo ki kwalo? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get stolen?
eyo
9. Gin man otime ki kwene? i yoo, i cuk, i town, pe
angeyo // These things happened where? In the
street, in a market, in town, unknown
i town
10. Otime i cawa adi? i odiko, i idyecing, i otyeno //
At what time? Morning, afternoon, evening
i dyecing
11. Locaden obedo tye, I videyo? (Bik wel dano 0100) // Were there witnesses, in the video?
(estimate the number of people 0-100)
30
12. Ngat mo obedo ki jami lweny? Eyo/ku // Did
anyone have a weapon?
eyo
13. Abili obino i lok man? Eyo/ku // Did the police
come?
ku
Participant 7
Stage 1: Ineno lweny. [GBS: ok] Pe angeyo ngo ma
okello lweny enoni, but aneno gitye ka lweny. Calo i
taxi park nyo i stage.//You see I saw a fight. I don’t
know who brought this fight, but I see they are fighting.
Like in a taxi park or stage.
Stage 2b:
1. Ineno_____? mony, kwo, laro lok// You
saw____? Fight, theft, argument
kwo
2. Ingeyo nining? //How do you know?
Audio: I’m living. Because I need life.
3. Dano adi ma obedo iye? 2, 3-4, pol kato 4 //
How many people were there?
4+
4. Nga ma obedo lamony dano? Which person
was the attacker?
Audio: Gubedo ke lweny ki dano, actually, pa
aneno dano maber, dano marac... [inaudible
due to construction noise] dano civilians they
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were putting on civilians lamony, lamony, you
know when you say lamony it means soldier.
[GBS: ok, so soldiers] I didn’t see any solider.
[GBS: so lamony…?] Could be a passenger or
what ‘cause they were driving. Yeah I don’t
know. [GBS: so we’ll say pe aneno?] yeah, pe
aneno. // yeah I didn’t see.
5. Cwinyi tek i kom lamgam eni? Cwinya tek
adida, cwinya tek, cwinya pe tek tutwal// Do you
feel sure about this answer?
Cwinya tek //I feel sure
6. Ngat mo owane? Eyo/ku // Did anyone get
hurt? Yes/no
ku
7. Jami pa ngat mo bale? Eyo/ku? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get broken?
ku
8. Jami pa ngat mo ki kwalo? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get stolen?
eyo
9. Gin man otime ki kwene? i yoo, i cuk, i town, pe
angeyo // These things happened where? In the
street, in a market, in town, unknown
i town
10. Otime i cawa adi? i odiko, i idyecing, i otyeno //
At what time? Morning, afternoon, evening
i dyecing
11. Locaden obedo tye, I videyo? (Bik wel dano 0100) // Were there witnesses, in the video?
(estimate the number of people 0-100)
100
12. Ngat mo obedo ki jami lweny? Eyo/ku // Did
anyone have a weapon?
ku
13. Abili obino i lok man? Eyo/ku // Did the police
come?
ku
Stage 3: yeah, so I don’t know the cause of the fight I
don’t don’t. [GBS: me either. Can you tell me in
English at all what you saw?] I saw people are
fighting, and I… what what they were saying, I didn’t at
when what they were saying [GBS: pe leb Acholi] I
don’t know the cause… of the fight.
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Participant 8
Stage 3: I’ve seen people… I’ve seen a high situations
it could be they’ve caught a thief or a robbery or a
robber because the situation so it’s chaos.
Stage 2a: A neon dano ma tye ka wor in town ma
dano swing I ite.// I saw people who are shouting in
town with people [swing is possibly lweny//fight(ing) ]
there is/are.
Stage 1: Aneno dano ma tye ka wor romo beti gumako
lakwo onyo gi tye ka neno kama lakwo tye iye. Yeah.//
I saw people who are shouting could be they caught a
thief or they are looking for where the thief is. Yeah.
Participant 9
Stage 1: Aneno dano tye ka lweny. Ummm then,
Aneno dano tye ka… ka laro lok (e)?//I saw people are
fighting. Ummm then, I saw people are… arguing, eh?
Stage 2b:
1. Ineno_____? mony, kwo, laro lok// You
saw____? Fight, theft, argument
Laro lok
2. Ingeyo nining? //How do you know?
Dano mapol tye ka mito ngeyo ngo
mutime.//Lots of people are knowing what
happened
3. Dano adi ma obedo iye? 2, 3-4, pol kato 4 //
How many people were there?
4+
4. Nga ma obedo lamony dano? Which person
was the attacker?
Laco// man
5. Cwinyi tek i kom lamgam eni? Cwinya tek
adida, cwinya tek, cwinya pe tek tutwal// Do you
feel sure about this answer?
Cwinya tek //I feel sure
6. Ngat mo owane? Eyo/ku // Did anyone get
hurt? Yes/no
eyo
7. Jami pa ngat mo bale? Eyo/ku? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get broken?
eyo
8. Jami pa ngat mo ki kwalo? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get stolen?
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eyo
9. Gin man otime ki kwene? i yoo, i cuk, i town, pe
angeyo // These things happened where? In the
street, in a market, in town, unknown
i town
10. Otime i cawa adi? i odiko, i idyecing, i otyeno //
At what time? Morning, afternoon, evening
i dyecing
11. Locaden obedo tye, I videyo? (Bik wel dano 0100) // Were there witnesses, in the video?
(estimate the number of people 0-100)
2
12. Ngat mo obedo ki jami lweny? Eyo/ku // Did
anyone have a weapon?
ku
13. Abili obino i lok man? Eyo/ku // Did the police
come?
ku
Stage 3: omitted due to researcher error
Participant 10
Stage 1: Aneno dano mo pa angeyo nen calo (um)
lweny mo oere i lok kom cul. Ngat acel nen calo pe
oculu taxi ci conductor oero lweny i kome. Onyo
conductor po odwoko po odwoko cente pa ngat mo
ma nongo oweko ngati okeco gi ero lweny //I saw
some people I don’t know maybe some fight started
about payment. One person maybe did not pay for the
taxi then the taxi driver started fighting with him. Or
the taxi driver didn’t give back didn’t give back the
money (change) for someone when he was making
him get annoyed they start a fight.
Stage 2a :Conductor chaka lweny icom customer I lok
kom. Cul. Unyo conductor okwero culo balance
palawot ci okelo tele ikingi.// Conductor started the
fight with the customer there. Payment. Or conductor
should pay the balance brought between them
Stage 3: At least I saw like two people fighting ah but I
can’t tell exactly the cause could been either the
conductor did not give the balance to the customer, or
the other way around the customer could have paid
less or not at paid at all that’s why they began fighting,
yeah.
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Participant 11
Stage 1: Aneno dano mo gitye ka laro lok gu cako
lweny ci gu kati oweng ki taxi ma nen calo gin mo
otime marac romo beti ki customer onyo gin mo
marac motime ki the service provider onyo maybe the
conductor ci okelo lweny oweko gu kato woko dong ki
lweny i dye street.// I saw some people they are
having an argument they started to fight then they
came all came out of the taxi maybe something bad
happened could be with a customer or something bad
happened with the service provider or maybe the
conductor(?) then the fight was brought, made them
take the fight outside (go out with the fight) in the
middle of the street.
Stage 2b:
14. Ineno_____? mony, kwo, laro lok// You
saw____? Fight, theft, argument
Laro lok
15. Ingeyo nining? //How do you know?
Aneno dano tye ka laro lok ma men calo tye
kook[kok] kom cul ma pe uworo kakare//I saw
people are arguing and maybe ‘crying on the
payment’ that didn’t go the right way
16. Dano adi ma obedo iye? 2, 3-4, pol kato 4 //
How many people were there?
4+
17. Nga ma obedo lamony dano? Which person
was the attacker?
Gnat ma Chaka [cako] lweny//the guy who
started the fight
18. Cwinyi tek i kom lamgam eni? Cwinya tek
adida, cwinya tek, cwinya pe tek tutwal// Do you
feel sure about this answer?
Cwinya pe tek tutwal//I don’t feel very sure
19. Ngat mo owane? Eyo/ku // Did anyone get
hurt? Yes/no
ku
20. Jami pa ngat mo bale? Eyo/ku? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get broken?
ku
21. Jami pa ngat mo ki kwalo? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get stolen?
ku
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22. Gin man otime ki kwene? i yoo, i cuk, i town, pe
angeyo // These things happened where? In the
street, in a market, in town, unknown
i town
23. Otime i cawa adi? i odiko, i idyecing, i otyeno //
At what time? Morning, afternoon, evening
i dyecing
24. Locaden obedo tye, I videyo? (Bik wel dano 0100) // Were there witnesses, in the video?
(estimate the number of people 0-100)
40
25. Ngat mo obedo ki jami lweny? Eyo/ku // Did
anyone have a weapon?
ku
26. Abili obino i lok man? Eyo/ku // Did the police
come?
ku
Stage 3: I think I saw guys coming out of the taxi and
then they are all shouting and causing the commotion.
It was basically between two people are shown to be
either the customer or the conductor either one one
party was not satisfied by the delivery of the other
perhaps the customer didn’t pay or paid less or um
maybe the conductor behaved otherwise maybe didn’t
take back the balance or something yeah so that’s
what I saw.
Participant 12
Stage 1: Aneno awobe awobi eni awobe aryro gu cako
lweny gu cako lweny and gilwenyo gitiko kobe a koba
ikom dye kanyo ni kom ngat acel to ngat acel gitiko
kobe a koba gitye ka kobe iye ni ngat ma tye ka konyo
awobe ni pe. ngat ma ki tye ka konyo awobi ma ki tye
ka goyo ni pe, dano weng tye ka kato a kata ki tye ka
lweny i kome kumeno kumeno.// I saw guys, this guy,
two guys they started a fight they started a fight and
they fought continued move or transfer from one place
to another (kobe) and from the middle of that spot one
person to another person they continue
moving/transferring they are moving/transferring there,
no one is helping the guys. The person who is helping
the guy who is being beaten is absent. All people are
just passing they are fighting him just like that just like
that.
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Stage 2b:
1. Ineno_____? mony, kwo, laro lok// You
saw____? Fight, theft, argument
Laro lok
2. Ingeyo nining? //How do you know?
Audio: Ayero laro lok pien laro lok kelo dano
weng iniang me cobo peko matye ikin dano.
Ka ki laro lok peko ma ikin dano kitwero cobo
pien dano giwinyo ka gimiyo tam gi. // I chose
argument because an argument brings all
people to understand how to do away with
problems which are between people. When we
argue problem between people they can be
done away with because people listen give their
thoughts.
3. Dano adi ma obedo iye? 2, 3-4, pol kato 4 //
How many people were there?
2, 4+
4. Nga ma obedo lamony dano? Which person
was the attacker?
Audio: Lamony obedo lamony dano lamony
obedo ngat ma twero timo jami marac ikom
dano, yeah twero wano dano, twero neko dano,
en aye lamony pa dano.// The soldier is a
person who attacks people. A soldier is
someone who can do bad things around
people, yeah can hurt people, can kill people,
that’s a soldier of people.
5. Cwinyi tek i kom lamgam eni? Cwinya tek
adida, cwinya tek, cwinya pe tek tutwal// Do you
feel sure about this answer?
Cwinya tek adida//I feel very sure
6. Ngat mo owane? Eyo/ku // Did anyone get
hurt? Yes/no
ku
7. Jami pa ngat mo bale? Eyo/ku? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get broken?
ku
8. Jami pa ngat mo ki kwalo? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get stolen?
eyo
9. Gin man otime ki kwene? i yoo, i cuk, i town, pe
angeyo // These things happened where? In the
street, in a market, in town, unknown
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i cuk
10. Otime i cawa adi? i odiko, i idyecing, i otyeno //
At what time? Morning, afternoon, evening
i dyecing
11. Locaden obedo tye, I videyo? (Bik wel dano 0100) // Were there witnesses, in the video?
(estimate the number of people 0-100)
5
12. Ngat mo obedo ki jami lweny? Eyo/ku // Did
anyone have a weapon?
ku
13. Abili obino i lok man? Eyo/ku // Did the police
come?
ku
Stage 3: Ok what happened in the video, there were
two guys, two men eh fighting, they started fighting so
when they’re fighting they were pushing like eh
moving from one one place to the next eh like
bypassing people and people were just looking at
them they were not stopping them from fighting they
just kept on looking at them until one woman just
came and separated them, yeah, but the men whom
they were passing were just looking at them, they
didn’t separate them. Yeah.
Participant 13
Stage 1: Aneno lweny. Dano tye ka lweny dano tye ka
goyo lowedigi.// I saw a fight. People are fighting
people are beating their colleagues/peers.
Stage 2a: Dano obedo kalweny inkin gi. wor obedo
madwong ikin dano. gnat acel acell obedo ka dongo
luwedi gi// People were fighting among themselves.
There was a lot of shouting between people. One guy
after another was hitting their peers.
Stage3: Ok I’ve seen people fighting among
themselves it seems as if there’s mob justice taking
place, yeah. I saw a group of people pushing or pulling
people from the bus, pulling someone from the bus
and slap doing it, so they have been fighting among
themselves fighting and pushing mob justice has been
taking place.
Participant 14
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Stage 1: Aneno lweny, dano ma tye ka lweny, yeah,
ma tye ka … (inaudible) jo mo calo angwen gitye ka
dongo dano aryo onyo acel. // I saw a fight, people
that were fighting, yeah, there … some guys like four
started they were punching two people or one.
Stage 2a: ano maromo angwen tye ka dongo la wot ki
maromo ariyo// People could be four were hitting the
guy with could be two
Stage 3: I saw two people that were being beating by
a group of like four men they were maybe slapping
slapping them and pushing them out of the taxi, yeah.
Participant 15
Stage 1: An bene? Aneno dano ma pol gubino cawa
ma jo mo tye ka lweny ci gubino ka temo juko gi
onongo pol dano bene tye meno aye ngo ma aneno.//
Me too? I saw many people they came at the time
when some guys were fighting then they came to try to
stop them many people were found there too that’s
what I saw.
Stage 2b:
1. Ineno_____? mony, kwo, laro lok// You
saw____? Fight, theft, argument
Laro lok
2. Ingeyo nining? //How do you know?
Dano mapol gu Bedo ka loco lok ikin gi//many
people were exchanging words
3. Dano adi ma obedo iye? 2, 3-4, pol kato 4 //
How many people were there?
4+
4. Nga ma obedo lamony dano? Which person
was the attacker?
Laco ma oruko cati ma blue ni// The guy
wearing the blue shirt
5. Cwinyi tek i kom lamgam eni? Cwinya tek
adida, cwinya tek, cwinya pe tek tutwal// Do you
feel sure about this answer?
Cwinya tek adida//I feel very sure
6. Ngat mo owane? Eyo/ku // Did anyone get
hurt? Yes/no
ku
7. Jami pa ngat mo bale? Eyo/ku? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get broken?
ku
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8. Jami pa ngat mo ki kwalo? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get stolen?
ku
9. Gin man otime ki kwene? i yoo, i cuk, i town, pe
angeyo // These things happened where? In the
street, in a market, in town, unknown
i cuk
10. Otime i cawa adi? i odiko, i idyecing, i otyeno //
At what time? Morning, afternoon, evening
i dyecing
11. Locaden obedo tye, I videyo? (Bik wel dano 0100) // Were there witnesses, in the video?
(estimate the number of people 0-100)
30
12. Ngat mo obedo ki jami lweny? Eyo/ku // Did
anyone have a weapon?
ku
13. Abili obino i lok man? Eyo/ku // Did the police
come?
ku
Stage 3: Yeah, I also saw a man in blue t-shirt he went
and got some man and he he started boxing him, and
later on many people went to the taxi and they pulled
other people from there and they started also boxing
them, at the end, many people were boxed, but I did
not know why and what they did. yeah.
Participant 16/1753
Stage 3; P16: I didn’t hear anything. [GBS: pe lok, pe
leb luo] Pe aneno gin mo keken, I mean ok, the
wordings //I didn’t see anything only…
P17: she did not hear, but for me what I saw they were
beating like a thief or yeah they were harassing some
guy harassing P:16 like the wording’s hard…P17:
yeah the wording’s they were not in… P16: you
couldn’t hear anything.
Stage 2a; P16: Ki bedo ka goyo laco mo ma okwalo
kwo// They were beating the guy who had stolen
Stage 2b; P17:
1. Ineno_____? mony, kwo, laro lok// You
saw____? Fight, theft, argument
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Participants 16 and 17 have been transcribed together because their responses form a dialog in which they refer
to each other and continue each other’s sentences. One does not make sense without the other.
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kwo
2. Ingeyo nining? //How do you know?
Pien ki bedo ka goyo ne// Because he is being
beaten
3. Dano adi ma obedo iye? 2, 3-4, pol kato 4 //
How many people were there?
4+
4. Nga ma obedo lamony dano? Which person
was the attacker?
Ngat ma ki goyo ni en aye okelo ayela//the
person who was beaten is the one who brought
the problem
5. Cwinyi tek i kom lamgam eni? Cwinya tek
adida, cwinya tek, cwinya pe tek tutwal// Do you
feel sure about this answer?
Cwinya pe tek tutwal//I don’t feel sure at all
6. Ngat mo owane? Eyo/ku // Did anyone get
hurt? Yes/no
ku
7. Jami pa ngat mo bale? Eyo/ku? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get broken?
eyo
8. Jami pa ngat mo ki kwalo? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get stolen?
ku
9. Gin man otime ki kwene? i yoo, i cuk, i town, pe
angeyo // These things happened where? In the
street, in a market, in town, unknown
i town
10. Otime i cawa adi? i odiko, i idyecing, i otyeno //
At what time? Morning, afternoon, evening
i dyecing
11. Locaden obedo tye, I videyo? (Bik wel dano 0100) // Were there witnesses, in the video?
(estimate the number of people 0-100)
20
12. Ngat mo obedo ki jami lweny? Eyo/ku // Did
anyone have a weapon?
ku
13. Abili obino i lok man? Eyo/ku // Did the police
come?
ku
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Stage 1;P:16 Gin ma aneno, en aye obedo ni lacoo
mo nen calo okwalo kwo ci kibedo ka goyo ne ki dong
jo mokene gubedo ka juko dano ki ikomgi ki ikom
lacoo ma ki tye ka goyo ne ni.// Things that I saw, it
was like some guy maybe stole then they were
beating him and also another guys were stopping
people who were on them, on the guy that was being
beaten.
Stage 1;P17: Ngo ma aneno aye, kibedo kagoyo ngat
mo ma nen calo, okwalo gin mo onyo ka inen ci gini
otime ki i town ci taxi operators pole gimaro lweny pi
customers ki ngo ngo ci gwok en kibebo kagoyo ngat
eni pi lok eni, yeah, meno aye ngo ma aneno. //What I
saw is that, they were beating someone maybe he
stole something or if possibly this thing happened in
town then most taxi operators they like to fighting for
customers and stuff like that then maybe this person
was being beaten for this issue, yeah, that’s what I
saw.
Participant 18
Stage 1: Ngo ma aneno i videyo eni? Lacoo mo oaa
gite ki cen, ci onongo awobi mo, ocung inget ot, mu
neno awobi ocung inget ot, ci obino ocako dongo
awobi eni, nyo mudongo awobi eni ci en awobi eni
ocako ngwec mu ocako ngwec oor inget mutoka taxi,
ma oor inget mutaka taxi kunu omede ki lweny ki
mede ki dongo ne ento awobi ma kibedo kadongo ne
ma ki nongo inget ot cungo dok orwenyo pa aneno
kama ocero iye. Lweny dok okobo ikom awobi
mukene ma oruko long ma kwar obino kama mon
moni ogure gitye katedo iye ma oor kenyo kibedo ka
dongo ne ci ongweco odok dak inget taxi kama awobi
moni me acel cani ongweco obino iyeni. Ngo ma
aneno i videyo aye obedo eno.// What did I see in this
video? Some guy came from far, then he found some
guy, hanging around a house, when he saw the guy
hanging around the house, then he came and started
hitting that guy, or when he hit the guy then he started
running when he started running he arrived next to the
taxi, when he arrived next to the taxi that was right
there, he continued with the fight then continued
hitting him, but the guy that was being hit and that was
found hanging out next to the house went away I didn’t
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see where he went exactly. The fight came back
moving on to another guy who was putting on red
pants he came from where some women gathered
cooking. At this point, they were beating him then he
ran back beside the taxi from where that first guy he
came running. What I saw in the video was that.
Stage 2a: Awobi mo onongo ocung ingat ot ci lacoo
mo mere ataa obino ocako lweng ikomo nono labongo
bal ci awobi ocako ngwec kun lark ngat. Mutaka taxi ki
kunu lweng doki oloke I kom ngat ma pat awobi memo
omato vun makwaw ci been ogweco I ngat Mon ma
onongo tye ka cato will icuk ci ma agiki dongo aneno
awobi ngweco dok ingat taxi ni ma Kitye ka dongo ne
ci dong vidieo otum// A boy stood by a house and a
man suddenly came and started beating him although
the fight without a reason then the boy started to run
away from him. To a nearby commuter taxi the man
pursued him from there the man instead started to
seriously beat another boy This boy ran towards a
group of women who were selling stuff in a market I
saw the boy run back towards the house and taxi as
he was still being beaten then the video ended
Stage 3: What I saw I can… a certain man was
standing near a building, then all of a sudden, some
man appeared and came and started boxing him
seriously, after boxing him he ran, he ran near a taxi
vehicle, from there, I didn’t know what happened very
well as if the man who was being boxed before
disappeared and then some other guy in a green
jeans again appeared. He was being boxed and then
he took off near, he ran where near some women who
were selling as if they were selling in the market.
From there again they… they continue boxing him,
and again he went back near the taxi vehicle and then
from there the video ended. Yeah.
Participant 19
Stage 1: Gin ma aneno. Aneno awobi ma nen calo
okwalo gin mo, so tye ka ngweci then dano obino gitye
ka goyo ne ey kitye ka penyo ne pingo okwanyo gin
eno ni, so, dano madwong obino opong ikome ki dano
tye ka dongo ne gitye ka goyo ne ki mayo ngo ma
onongo tye icinge ma en okwanyo, yeah so en bene
obedo ka ngwec tye ka ringo cen but dano tye ka lubo
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kore madwong kitye kawoti dongo ne ki goyo
ne.//Things that I saw. I saw a guy who maybe stole
something, so he was running then people came they
were beating him ey they were asking him why he
stole that very thing, so, many people came gathered
around him and people were beating him they were
hitting him they removed what was found in his hand
that he had taken, yeah so also he was running away
but many people are following him they are at the
same time hitting him and beating him.
Stage 2b:
1. Ineno_____? mony, kwo, laro lok// You
saw____? Fight, theft, argument
kwo
2. Ingeyo nining? //How do you know?
Aneno dano tye ka goyo ne.//I see people are
hitting him
3. Dano adi ma obedo iye? 2, 3-4, pol kato 4 //
How many people were there?
4+
4. Nga ma obedo lamony dano? Which person
was the attacker?
Dano ma lakwo.//The person who is the thief
5. Cwinyi tek i kom lamgam eni? Cwinya tek
adida, cwinya tek, cwinya pe tek tutwal// Do you
feel sure about this answer?
Cwinya pe tek tutwal //I don’t feel sure at all
6. Ngat mo owane? Eyo/ku // Did anyone get
hurt? Yes/no
eyo
7. Jami pa ngat mo bale? Eyo/ku? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get broken?
eyo
8. Jami pa ngat mo ki kwalo? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get stolen?
eyo
9. Gin man otime ki kwene? i yoo, i cuk, i town, pe
angeyo // These things happened where? In the
street, in a market, in town, unknown
i town
10. Otime i cawa adi? i odiko, i idyecing, i otyeno //
At what time? Morning, afternoon, evening
i dyecing
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11. Locaden obedo tye, I videyo? (Bik wel dano 0100) // Were there witnesses, in the video?
(estimate the number of people 0-100)
20
12. Ngat mo obedo ki jami lweny? Eyo/ku // Did
anyone have a weapon?
ku
13. Abili obino i lok man? Eyo/ku // Did the police
come?
ku
Stage 3: Yeah, from the beginning, I saw there was a
boy and some gentleman, so that gentleman started
slapping that guy like trying to fight him, and I think the
guy had stolen something, so that boy was trying to
run away from that guy, but many people are joining,
and they also started beating that guy, and like to
without even finding out what that guy had done so
they just joined like a mob justice, they joined and the
boy wanted to leave, to go but like to run away but
they followed him until he went when there were many
people but those people they joined him and there
were also trying, and he went because he picked
something, there was something in his hand, so they
were trying to remove, one person was trying to
remove that thing from the boy’s hand, and others
were just trying to, slapped him, hitting him, like that.
Participant 20
Stage 1: Aneno dano ma gitye ka lweny….laco moni
omako ngat moni ki i pak me motorka ci nongo gitye
ka lweny dano gitye mukene gitye ka neno ne mukene
guteko mukene gu...gujalo guweko.// I saw people
who are fighting. Some guy caught another guy from
the taxi park, so they were fighting people are, some
are watching it others were breaking up the fight
others simply ignored, left it.
Stage 2b:
1. Ineno_____? mony, kwo, laro lok// You
saw____? Fight, theft, argument
Laro lok
2. Ingeyo nining? //How do you know?
Lweny [wanted lweny, didn’t want to stick to
choices for 1st Q] //fight
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3. Dano adi ma obedo iye? 2, 3-4, pol kato 4 //
How many people were there?
4+
4. Nga ma obedo lamony dano? Which person
was the attacker?
Coo aryo//two guys
5. Cwinyi tek i kom lamgam eni? Cwinya tek
adida, cwinya tek, cwinya pe tek tutwal// Do you
feel sure about this answer?
Cwinya tek //I feel sure
6. Ngat mo owane? Eyo/ku // Did anyone get
hurt? Yes/no
ku
7. Jami pa ngat mo bale? Eyo/ku? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get broken?
ku
8. Jami pa ngat mo ki kwalo? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get stolen?
eyo
9. Gin man otime ki kwene? i yoo, i cuk, i town, pe
angeyo // These things happened where? In the
street, in a market, in town, unknown
i yoo// road
10. Otime i cawa adi? i odiko, i idyecing, i otyeno //
At what time? Morning, afternoon, evening
i dyecing
11. Locaden obedo tye, I videyo? (Bik wel dano 0100) // Were there witnesses, in the video?
(estimate the number of people 0-100)
18
12. Ngat mo obedo ki jami lweny? Eyo/ku // Did
anyone have a weapon?
ku
13. Abili obino i lok man? Eyo/ku // Did the police
come?
ku
Stage 3: Two people were fighting I think someone
stole or ah someone to fight, they brought someone to
fight they are fighting many people gathered to see,
they tried to some tried to to make them stop fighting,
others just ignored. So that’s it.
Participant 21
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Stage 1: An aneno calo ineno calo kitye ka mako dano
like oh maybe gutimo gin mo nyo gitye ka buro dano
aye kit ma aniang kede, kamako gi tektek. kit atye ka
neno ne kede kono gamente yeah, nen calo ipung
calogi tye kamito buro dano nyo kwalo cente ki botgi i
style tektek.// I saw like you saw like they are catching
people like ok maybe they did something that they are
frightening people the way I understand it, catching
them forcefully. The way I am seeing it it could be the
government, yeah, maybe curfew like they are wanting
to frighten people or stealing money from them in a
forceful style.
Stage 2a: P21: Aneno ni Kitye ka mako dano tetek
been tye calo ni Kitye Manitoba cent bot gin until me
nuts. // I saw they are catching people forcefully
maybe they are (unknown) money from them
(unknown).
Stage 3: In the video I saw, I saw those people they
were trying to arrest people forcefully, eh, in a way
that, it looks like they want like money from them
forcefully. Eh, that is it.
Participant 22
Stage 1: Aneno dano gitye ka lweny aa videyo eni pe
angeyo maber ngo mutime pien ki nyuta ma dano
ocako lweny dong nen calo tele moni obedo tye ki kit
ma aneno kama videyo eni otime iye, aneno calo tye
kamongo ma tye i bus park onyo kama motoka dwong
iye ci latin awobi moni matidi eni nen calo lakwo
mukwalo gin mo ki i jeba pa lawote ci lawote eno ni
dong, tye ka lweny ikome pi gamo jami ne ma en
okwanyo ki i jeba, ento ki gum marac pol dano pe tye
ka niang ngo ma tye ka time, ci inongo ni i cawa
mongo laco ni dok ocung ki cen ngat ma pat aye tye
ka dongo awobi ni ngat ma bene pe ngeyo ngo ma
onongo tye ka time ci bene kit ma gin ne otum kwede
pe wangeyo kono gucobo onyo lwenyi pud gi obi
mede kede onyo ngo mutime pe wangeyo ki bene pe
waneno laloc mo nyo ngat mo ma bino ka juk dano
weng bino ka lweny.// I saw people fighting. Aaa this
video, I don’t know well what happened because they
showed me that people started fighting already maybe
some loggerhead was there how I saw where the
video happened, I saw as if it is somewhere at the bus
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park or where there are many cars, then some small
young guy maybe a thief who stole something from
the pocket of his peer, then that peer he is fighting
with him to collect his things that he picked from his
pocket, but unluckily, many people are not
understanding what is happening, then you find that at
some time that guy again stood from afar someone
else is hitting, someone who doesn’t know what is
happening, then also how the thing ended we don’t
know, could it be that they made up or the fight was
still continued or what happened we don’t know and
also we didn’t see any leader or any person who came
to stop, all people came to fight.
Stage 2a: Aneno dano dong Kitye kalweny. Pe kinyutu
lingo lweny man otimme. ento kama lweny man tye iye
onyo bus park nyutu ni cente pa laco ni kiyutu. en tye
kalweny kom dano man ento pol dano odonyo iye ata.
Ngat mop e ojuku gi.// I saw people hitting they were
fighting. They were not showing why the fight
happened but where the fight was or bus park
showing a guy’s money they showed. [but] people
they were fighting around there but some people
[hesitated] to stop it. No one stopped them.
Stage 3: Ok based on the scene of that interview, it
appears that the crime happened in a bus park where
people are traveling. Now the video is so abrupt in
how it comes, it doesn’t show us the preceding events
or what happened. You like basically see people
fighting and then when you try to follow and to make
sense of what could be happening then you get to
realize that probably, this man had something in his
pocket that the young fellow pocketed and ran away
with. So as he went to recover that thing, a lot of other
people came to join in, but they did not know exactly
what was going on. Now instead of stopping the fight,
some of them were actually joining the fight. At some
point you see the main the main the main complainant
or maybe the person trying to recover his thing, he’s
even standing behind and it’s another person beating
the boy, then all of a sudden again he takes over and
people are shouting, but you also don’t see like maybe
leaders or people stopping, nobody’s trying to find out
really what happened. Yeah.
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Participant 23
Stage 1: Aneno dano tye ka lweny ka laro gin mo ma
dano eni nongo gubedo i public place mo ma calo i
bus park onyo taxi park kabedo pa lwak so gitye ka
lweny ngat acel nen calo tye ka gono lawote onyo calo
gitye ka laro gin mo nyo calo gin ma gitye ka laro dano
ma myero odony i taxi moni.//I saw people fighting
over something that these people were in some public
place like a bus park or taxi park, public place, so they
are fighting one person maybe is beating his peer or
like they are fighting over something or like they are
fighting for people who should enter into the taxi.
Stage 2b:
1. Ineno_____? mony, kwo, laro lok// You
saw____? Fight, theft, argument
Laro lok
2. Ingeyo nining? //How do you know?
Aneno ngat Adel [acel] tye ka goyo Lawton
[lawote] kun nongo woot [woto] ki Dar ka been
[bene] Jo likens [mukene] gu dongo iye// I saw
one person beating a peer and yet keeps on
quarreling and also other people joined in
3. Dano adi ma obedo iye? 2, 3-4, pol kato 4 //
How many people were there?
4+
4. Nga ma obedo lamony dano? Which person
was the attacker?
Jal mo ma oruku cati ma blue// The guy who
was wearing the blue shirt
5. Cwinyi tek i kom lamgam eni? Cwinya tek
adida, cwinya tek, cwinya pe tek tutwal// Do you
feel sure about this answer?
Cwinya tek //I feel sure
6. Ngat mo owane? Eyo/ku // Did anyone get
hurt? Yes/no
ku
7. Jami pa ngat mo bale? Eyo/ku? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get broken?
ku
8. Jami pa ngat mo ki kwalo? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get stolen?
ku
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9. Gin man otime ki kwene? i yoo, i cuk, i town, pe
angeyo // These things happened where? In the
street, in a market, in town, unknown
i town
10. Otime i cawa adi? i odiko, i idyecing, i otyeno //
At what time? Morning, afternoon, evening
i dyecing
11. Locaden obedo tye, I videyo? (Bik wel dano 0100) // Were there witnesses, in the video?
(estimate the number of people 0-100)
5
12. Ngat mo obedo ki jami lweny? Eyo/ku // Did
anyone have a weapon?
ku
13. Abili obino i lok man? Eyo/ku // Did the police
come?
ku
Stage 3: I remember seeing a scuffle in a public place
I think most probably a taxi park. And ah it involved
one man, being violent against another man, a man
dressed in blue beating up the other fellow. And for
me it appears he was beating up the other guy
because it seems like they were fighting over
passengers for the taxi. That’s what I thought.
Participant 24
Stage 1: Aneno dano tye ka lweny, yeah, ahhh bedo
waci ni gitye kama mutoka cung iye.// I saw people
fighting, yeah aahh it looks they are there at the car
park.
#2 Pien ni dano onongo tye ka lok mapol atar.//
Because people found here were speaking a lot
nonsense [presumed intension of text]
Stage 2b:
1. Ineno_____? mony, kwo, laro lok// You
saw____? Fight, theft, argument
Laro lok
2. Ingeyo nining? //How do you know?
Dano onongo tye ka woo [wor] ata//people were
making noise nonsensically
3. Dano adi ma obedo iye? 2, 3-4, pol kato 4 //
How many people were there?
4+
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4. Nga ma obedo lamony dano? Which person
was the attacker?
Lacoo// the guy
5. Cwinyi tek i kom lamgam eni? Cwinya tek
adida, cwinya tek, cwinya pe tek tutwal// Do you
feel sure about this answer?
Cwinya tek adida //I feel very sure
6. Ngat mo owane? Eyo/ku // Did anyone get
hurt? Yes/no
ku
7. Jami pa ngat mo bale? Eyo/ku? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get broken?
ku
8. Jami pa ngat mo ki kwalo? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get stolen?
eyo
9. Gin man otime ki kwene? i yoo, i cuk, i town, pe
angeyo // These things happened where? In the
street, in a market, in town, unknown
i cuk
10. Otime i cawa adi? i odiko, i idyecing, i otyeno //
At what time? Morning, afternoon, evening
i odiko
11. Locaden obedo tye, I videyo? (Bik wel dano 0100) // Were there witnesses, in the video?
(estimate the number of people 0-100)
7
12. Ngat mo obedo ki jami lweny? Eyo/ku // Did
anyone have a weapon?
ku
13. Abili obino i lok man? Eyo/ku // Did the police
come?
ku
Stage 3: What I saw in the videos eh, there were a
number of people men and women, and in particular I
was seeing a woman. And what was happening there
was one particular man who was beating another man
seriously. And what I suspected maybe like that
person being beated could have stolen something,
mmm.
Participant 25
Stage 1: I leb Luo ngo ma an aneno, en aye aneno jo
dano ma tye ka lweny, ento pe ki nyuto ngo mo otime
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oweko ki tye ka goyo ngat enoni, and mukene bene
ma tye ka nen en aye ni leb ma kitye ka loko ne pe
winye maber, iwinyo ni leb Lango, um iwinyo waci leb
aahh leb Luo, iwinyo waci leb Nigerian thing eh? So,
pe tye clear pe iniang ngo kikome ma ngo ma kitye ka
waco ne ni so loke matye ka lok kenyo ni pe tye kati
kama leng, but the actions ma nen ngo ma tye ka nen
en aye ni dano tye ka lweny gitye ka goyo ngat mo ma
ki i tama atamo ni gwok okwalo kwo, onyo gwoki,
yeah, okwalo kwo aye, eh ma nongo gwok oyuto
cente mo onyo oyuto gin mo ki bot ngat mo ci dong ki
tye ka goyo ne, and kita aneno kede nen calo kitye
kama mutoka gure iye ma calo taxi park, eh ci taxi
park enoni dano ma kumeno okato ki iye. meno aye
gin ma an aneno. // In Luo what I saw, is that I saw
some people that are fighting, but it wasn’t shown
what happened that’s why they are beating that
people, and also what is being seen is that the
language that they are speaking isn’t heard well, you
hear as if it’s Lango, um you hear as if it’s the
language, aahh, Luo, you hear as if it’s Nigerian thing
eh? So, it’s not clear you don’t understand what is
happening exactly what is being said, so what he is
saying there is not coming out clearly/nicely, but the
actions that are seen which are seen, is that people
are fighting they are beating someone that I think
maybe stole something, or maybe, yeah, he stole
something yes {n’est ce pas}, eh it could be maybe he
took some money or he lifted something from
someone then they are beting him, and the way I see
it maybe they are where there are many cars gathered
like in a taxi park, eh then in that taxi park a person of
that sort went out of it. That’s what I saw.
Stage 2a: Nen I cal ni ki tye Nagoya lakwo. Lakwo ni
obedo awobi. Lweny prime ki I maverick ma mutaka
gure iye// I saw that maybe they were hitting a thief.
The thief was a boy. The fight (unknown) they
(unknown) where there were cars gathered.
Stage 3: In English what I saw from the video, there is
a young a man who seemed to have pickpocketed,
that is the imagination I’m trying, the interpretation I’m
trying to pick out who seemed to have pickpocketed
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The autocorrect
feature
obscured
the ‘doubt’
markers
and no
consensus
was
reached as
to whether
Stage 2
matched.
Stage 1.

from someone probably within the pack and then a
gang of young men as well came up to beat him up for
the actions that he did. So when they were beating
him up, one person starting beating him up and others
also came and joined to beat him up and in that place
it looks like it’s a taxi park, where yeah it’s a taxi a
park but besides a taxi there are other activities that
are being done within that vicinity I saw there are
some newspapers selling and then there are other
businesses across or within that taxi park. That’s what
I saw from the video. But the language also is not
known as I earlier on said. You…the language is also
like a Langi at some point I heard some languages or
some words for the Langi at some point I heard for like
the Nigerians, so I’m even wondering which language
they were using. So the language was not clear.
Somebody people cannot really pick what these
people are saying. Yeah, yeah, [GBS: It’s not from
here] … yeah, these people are saying. But of course,
you can see as if it’s a complaint, that eh! So he has
done this somebody asking to inquire and then he’s
told he or she is told about it, and then he says ‘ah’
somebody walks away probably because it is not of
interest to him or her, yeah something around that.
Participant 26
I leb Acholi, ngo ma aneno, aaaye ni nen calo ah
awobi ma oruko cati ma blue ni kit ma aneno kede nen
calo okwalo gin mo ci dano tye ki bik ikome ni en
okwalo gin mo ci dong ngat ma tye ki bik i kome onyo
gwok twero bedo laloc me area kenyo obino omake
dong ki tek, ci ocako donge, gwene, dano mukene
bene dong obino ka neno ngo ma tye ka time or kenyo
dong ki cako kwanye kit ma atye ka neno kede gwok
dong kibi tere, icing abili, onyo icing loloc, weki ki nen
ngo ma kitwero timone, ka kitwero tero ne i buc onyo
kitwero tero ne i kwed, but ogik kamongo ma nongo.
awobi ni nen calo otimo bal mo, uh kono bal ne pe
onyute kama leng kit ma aneno kede ento ki lwenyo
ikome, ki lweny kome, ento en pe olwenyo i dwoko
lweny enoni ento ento inena nen calo otimo bal mo
twero bedo kwo twero bedo timo gin mo ma pe ber.
Ento ki lwenyo i kome ci ki make ki tere nen calo
kamongo ma abiko ni nen calo bot laloc o’ bot abili
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onyo bot jo mo ma twero pido ikome.// In Acholi, what
I saw, yes is that maybe ah the guy who put on the
blue shirt the way I see it maybe he stole something
then people are suspecting him that he stole
something and then the person who is suspecting him
or maybe could be the leader of that area came and
forcefully caught him, then he started hitting him,
kicking him, other people also came to see what is
happening or from there they started take him away
the way I’m seeing it maybe they will take him, in
police hands, or the leaders’ hands, so that they can
see what they can do, if they can take him to the
prison or they can take him for investigation, but it
ended somewhere. That guy maybe did something
wrong, uh the problem was shown clearly/nicely the
way I saw it but they fought him, they fought him, but
he did not fight returning that fight but but in the way I
see it maybe he did something wrong could be theft,
could be doing something that is not good. But they
fought him then they caught him and they took him
maybe somewhere that I guess that maybe to the
leader or to the police or to people who can
investigate about him.
Stage 2b:
1. Ineno_____? mony, kwo, laro lok // You saw____?
Fight, theft, argument
Laro lok
2. Ingeyo nining? //How do you know?
Dano obedo woo [wor] Matek ki lweny // people
made lots of noise with fighting
3. Dano adi ma obedo iye? 2, 3-4, pol kato 4 // How
many people were there?
4+
4. Nga ma obedo lamony dano? // Which person was
the attacker?
Lacoo ma oruku bongo ma blue onongo ka Jo
Jimenez [mukene] odonyo iye// The guy wearing
the blue clothing was found with some guy being
beaten
5. Cwinyi tek i kom lamgam eni? Cwinya tek adida,
cwinya tek, cwinya pe tek tutwal // Do you feel
sure about this answer?
Tek adida // very sure
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6. Ngat mo owane? Eyo/ku // Did anyone get hurt?
Yes/no
eyo
7. Jami pa ngat mo bale? Eyo/ku? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get broken?
eyo
8. Jami pa ngat mo ki kwalo? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get stolen?
eyo
9. Gin man otime ki kwene? i yoo, i cuk, i town, pe
angeyo // These things happened where? In the
street, in a market, in town, unknown
I town
10. Otime i cawa adi? i odiko, i idyecing, i otyeno // At
what time? Morning, afternoon, evening
I dyecing
11. Locaden obedo tye, I videyo? (Bik wel dano 0100) // Were there witnesses, in the video?
(estimate the number of people 0-100)
30
12. Ngat mo obedo ki jami lweny? Eyo/ku // Did
anyone have a weapon?
eyo
13. Abili obino i lok man? Eyo/ku // Did the police
come?
ku
Stage 3: What I saw is like a boy a young a man, it’s
like, he stole something maybe from somewhere, so
they’re expecting him or maybe someone saw him
stealing that thing, so he’s been identified as the thief.
So there’s one man in blue shirt who came to
apprehend him. Although it was not clear whether, I
did not understand the language they were speaking.
So it’s like he was either the owner of the property. Or
maybe someone who is like a leader in that area, but
again the force that he used to apprehend the man is
more than a leader. It’s like his property was the one
he was stolen so he came and hit the man. And the
man did not retaliate. He ordered the man not to run.
And the man complied. Another man also came and
joined the other one who was beating him and the
other guy on him grabbed his shirt also hit him with
some kind of wooden kind of wooden rod I think. The
way I saw it, if I was not mistaken. But it’s like, it’s like
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the guy stole something, though it was not clear. So,
after he was hit, he was apprehended, um in the video
I think, he was being taken either to a police shed or to
a nearby authority so he can be handed over so that
he can be prosecuted or taken to court. That is briefly
what I saw. People gathered around to see who is the
thief who is gonna pay so they can witness what is
going on.
Participant 27
Stage 1: Aneno jo aryo moni gitye ka lweny ikom
awobi mo pe angenyo ngo ma otime aah jo mukene
gubino like nen calo gitye ka lweny ikom lakwo eh, ma
gwok okwalo gin mo they are trying gimito temo goyo
ne wek en gwok odwok ngo ma en okwalo kit ma
aneno i film mo …yeah pe onianga.// I saw some two
guys they are fighting against some guy that I don’t
know what he did aah some people came like maybe
they are fighting against a thief eh, who maybe stole
something they are trying they want to try to beat him
so that maybe he returns what he stole the way I saw
the film…. Yeah I didn’t understand it.
Stage 2a: Ano co ariyo gi Tay car Iwan. I com asbo
moni [Aneno jo aryo gi tye ka lweny. I kom aryo moni;
presumed intention of text] // I saw some two (guys)
they were fighting. Around two guys
Stage 3: Yeah I saw two men fighting a gentleman. I
don’t know whether he stole something from them, but
they were fighting. And other more people gathered to
fight him again. That’s all.
Participant 28
Stage 1: An aneno dano ma gitye ka gitye ka wor gitye
ka dar eni jo ma aneno gitye ka dar gitye ka mito
lweny. // I saw people who are they are shouting they
are quarreling those people that I saw they are
quarreling they are wanting to fight.
Stage 2b:
1. Ineno_____? mony, kwo, laro lok// You
saw____? Fight, theft, argument
Laro lok
2. Ingeyo nining? //How do you know?
Pien Jo likens gitye ka humor Muskegon [Pien
jo mukene gitye ka mito juko lowotogi;
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presumed intension of text] // Because some
they are wanting to stop their friends/peers.
3. Dano adi ma obedo iye? 2, 3-4, pol kato 4 //
How many people were there?
4+
4. Nga ma obedo lamony dano? Which person
was the attacker?
Gipol// they are many
5. Cwinyi tek i kom lamgam eni? Cwinya tek
adida, cwinya tek, cwinya pe tek tutwal// Do you
feel sure about this answer?
Cwinya tek //I feel sure
6. Ngat mo owane? Eyo/ku // Did anyone get
hurt? Yes/no
ku
7. Jami pa ngat mo bale? Eyo/ku? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get broken?
ku
8. Jami pa ngat mo ki kwalo? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get stolen?
ku
9. Gin man otime ki kwene? i yoo, i cuk, i town, pe
angeyo // These things happened where? In the
street, in a market, in town, unknown
i yoo// road
10. Otime i cawa adi? i odiko, i idyecing, i otyeno //
At what time? Morning, afternoon, evening
i dyecing
11. Locaden obedo tye, I videyo? (Bik wel dano 0100) // Were there witnesses, in the video?
(estimate the number of people 0-100)
40
12. Ngat mo obedo ki jami lweny? Eyo/ku // Did
anyone have a weapon?
ku
13. Abili obino i lok man? Eyo/ku // Did the police
come?
ku
Stage 3: I saw some people like wanting to fight but
others were stopping, kind of, some ran off.
Participant 29
Stage 3: Something? I saw one, this is a slam. Is a
slam. I think they are struggling, fighting. They are
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fighting. Maybe…. They they raising money, raising
money from their colleagues because I can show, like
I can see, I can see boda boda, these are typical of
slams. They may be collecting their dues from their
defaulters. I can see taxi operator and and it is really
sign that they are collecting dues, but in a wrong way.
Using force. Whoever’s default must please punch
and re- should give money. The first boy was boxed
after releasing money he was set free. He went with
another person after paying he was set free. Then he
moved to another vehicle. That is what I thought was
happening.
Stage 2b:
1. Ineno_____? mony, kwo, laro lok// You
saw____? Fight,
theft, argument
Laro lok
2. Ingeyo nining? //How do you know?
Dar ki lweny [audio]// people are fighting
3. Dano adi ma obedo iye? 2, 3-4, pol kato 4 //
How many people were there?
4+
4. Nga ma obedo lamony dano? Which person
was the attacker?
La coo ma obedo ka Finally XML [lamony dano;
audio]// a guy who was there with [autocorrect?]
the attacking person
5. Cwinyi tek i kom lamgam eni? Cwinya tek
adida, cwinya tek, cwinya pe tek tutwal// Do you
feel sure about this answer?
Cwinya tek adida//I feel very sure
6. Ngat mo owane? Eyo/ku // Did anyone get
hurt? Yes/no
eyo
7. Jami pa ngat mo bale? Eyo/ku? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get broken?
eyo
8. Jami pa ngat mo ki kwalo? // Did anything
belonging to anyone get stolen?
eyo
9. Gin man otime ki kwene? i yoo, i cuk, i town, pe
angeyo // These things happened where? In the
street, in a market, in town, unknown
i cuk
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10. Otime i cawa adi? i odiko, i idyecing, i otyeno //
At what time? Morning, afternoon, evening
i odiko
11. Locaden obedo tye, I videyo? (Bik wel dano 0100) // Were there witnesses, in the video?
(estimate the number of people 0-100)
30
12. Ngat mo obedo ki jami lweny? Eyo/ku // Did
anyone have a weapon?
ku
13. Abili obino i lok man? Eyo/ku // Did the police
come?
ku
Stage 1: Gin ma aneno? Aneno dar ikin lacoo ma tye
ka yenyo, ahhh jo ma gucwero cwinye me acel
onongo me cako lok kede mot ocako dongo ne
adonga. ma awobi ni otitio ni lawote mukene tye ka
moni kaca. guworo gucero instead me cako lok a loka,
gucako bene dok dongo ne, gucako lweny . Gubedo
ka yenyo ka poro lok. Eyo, me gero ni or wa i taxi,
ocero wa bot locat ma gicaro i stool eni aye kit ma
aneno kede gin.// Things I saw? I saw a disagreement
between a man who is looking for ahhhh people who
have annoyed him. First, instead of speaking to him
gently he started hitting him just hitting him. When the
guy reported that his friend was over there, they went
and walked instead of starting to talk they started to
beat him again, they started to fight. They were
looking for where to reach an agreement. Yes, this
violence reached up to the taxi, went up to the people
selling at the stall. That’s how I saw the things.
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Appendix	
  2:	
  Primary	
  research	
  analysis	
  
Oral Acholi version NOT conveyed in ICT
stage (1≠2)

Oral Acholi conveyed in ICT
stage (1=2)

Original
hypothesis:
ICT equivalent
to English
version; both
different to oral
Acholi
1 ≠ 2 but 2 = 3
P2a
P4b (used
English)
P15b
P16a (option 5?)
P17b
P20b
P26b (Q12)
<-P23bà
Subtotals:
78
Total:

Outcome 2
Oral versions
equivalent

Outcome 3
none equivalent

Outcome 4
all equivalent

Option 5
‘ICT success’
Oral Acholi=
ICT Acholi

1 ≠ 2 but 1=3
P1b
*P6b
P7b
P8a
P10a
P11b
P22a
P27a

1≠2≠3
P12b
P18a
P24b (priming?)
P29b (‘bank
language’)

1= 2= 3
P6a
P19b (see Q2,
4)
P25a (see
‘doubt) P28b
(option 5?)

1 = 2 but ≠ 3
P13a
P14a
P21a

8-9

4-5

3-4

3

20-

6-7

21
P3, P5, P9 not compared in this table due to researcher error. *P6 participated in both
survey question tracks. The sample consists of 27 participants = (29 - 3 errors+1double)

Appendix	
  3:	
  Secondary	
  researcher	
  analysis	
  #1	
  
Oral Acholi version NOT conveyed in ICT
stage (1≠2)

Oral Acholi conveyed in ICT
stage (1=2)

1 ≠ 2 but 2 = 3

1 ≠ 2 but 1=3

1≠2≠3

1= 2= 3

1 = 2 but ≠ 3

P7 (doubt/none?)
P17 (none?)
P20
P22

P1
P4
P6a
P6b
P8
P10
P12
P21
P23
P26
P27
P28

P11
P15
P16
P18
P24
P25
P29

P2a
P13a
P14a

P19b

Subtotals:
4
Total:

2-

12

7-9
23
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3

1
4

Appendix	
  4:	
  Secondary	
  researcher	
  analysis	
  #2	
  
Oral Acholi version NOT conveyed in ICT
stage (1≠2)

Oral Acholi conveyed in ICT
stage (1=2)

1 ≠ 2 but 2 = 3

1 ≠ 2 but 1=3

1≠2≠3

1= 2= 3

1 = 2 but ≠ 3

P11
P14
P15 (none?)
P29

P4
6b
P7
P12 (column 1)
P19
P22 (all =?)
P25 (none?)
P26
P27 (column 1)
79

P1
P18
P20
P23
P24

P2a
P6a
P10a
P21a

P13a
P17b (all ?)
P28b

Subtotals:

3-6

5-7

Total:

18

Missing P8 and P16. Sample consists of 25 participants.
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4-6

2-3
7

Appendix	
  5:	
  Wilcoxon	
  Signed-‐Rank	
  Test	
  critical	
  z-‐values	
  

	
  
Source:	
  
http://www.sussex.ac.uk/Users/grahamh/RM1web/WilcoxonTable2005.
pdf	
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  6:	
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During the course of the Ph.D. research, early versions of this thesis
(Chapters 2 and 6 and sections of Chapters 1, 3, and 4) were published or
under review. They appear as follows and are collected as Appendix 6-9:
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http://www.i-r-i-e.net/inhalt/018/Sutherlin.pdf (Accessed 11 August
2014).
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Crowdsourcing Translation during Crisis. Journal of Information Science,
39(3). (online) doi: 10.1177/0165551512471593 (Accessed 11 August
2014).
Sutherlin, G., 2015 (forthcoming). Groupthink: ICT with Culture in Mind. In:
Proceedings of the 9th International Conference on Cultural Attitudes
towards Communication and Technology Conference, Oslo, Norway, 1820 June 2014.
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